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Introduction

Crime and American Governance

For a long time before that in the United States it had not been

safe to walk in the big cities at night: sometimes in certain areas

not in the day. For years they had moved about by the grace

of paternal or brutal police; or under the protection of some

gang. (It was in the mid-seventies that it came out for how

long the United States had been run by an only partly

concealed conspiracy linking crime, the military machine, the

industries to do with war, and government.) Whether he chose

to be protected by the bully men of the gangster groups, or by

the police, or by the deliberate choice of a living area that was

safe and respectable and inside which he lived as once the Jews

had lived in ghettoes, in America the citizen had long since

become used to an organized barbarism.

—Doris Lessing, The Four-Gated City

In her 1969 book The Four-Gated City, Doris Lessing writes of the 1970s

from the perspective of someone looking back at the end of the twentieth

century.1 Her imagined observations of the United States, presumably

based on the tumult and civil violence of the late 1960s, remind us that fear

of sudden and terrible violence was a major feature of American life long

before September 11, 2001. The collapsing towers were only the latest—and

most lethal—of a series of spectacular scenes of violence that have un-

folded at the centers of our largest cities since President Kennedy was shot

to death in Dallas with a mail-order rifle in 1963.2 By the end of that de-

cade, many Americans from all walks of life had come to believe that a

personal confrontation with armed violence—robbery, riot, police deadly

force—was a distinct possibility.

In the intervening decades, much as Lessing predicted, Americans

have built a new civil and political order structured around the problem of

violent crime. In this new order, values like freedom and equality have been

revised in ways that would have been shocking, if obviously imaginable—in
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the late 1960s, and new forms of power institutionalized and embraced—

all in the name of repressing seemingly endless waves of violent crime.

Though Lessing condemned this new order as an “organized barbarism,”

many Americans have come to tolerate it as a necessary response to unac-

ceptable risks of violence in everyday life.

Criminologists and sociologists have long sought to document that

this fear of crime and violence is irrational in its scope and priority. But

even if the public were to seriously consider the empirical evidence for this

position, there would be little reason to expect the civil order built around

crime in America to disappear anytime soon. Nor should we expect the

current decline in crime rates, should it continue, to produce a commen-

surately dramatic shift. Crime has become so central to the exercise of

authority in America, by everyone from the president of the United States

to the classroom teacher, that it will take a concerted effort by Americans

themselves to dislodge it. They will have to find ways to disrupt the flow

of information, discourse, and debate tied to crime while creating new

pathways to knowing and acting on the people and relationships that are

their responsibility to foster and protect. This book is intended as a start

in that direction.

The title claim—that the American elite are “governing through

crime”—is polemical, and perhaps overstated. But it has at its core a key

insight into a central feature of contemporary American law and society

that generates three specific and important corollaries.

First, crime has now become a significant strategic issue. Across all

kinds of institutional settings, people are seen as acting legitimately when

they act to prevent crimes or other troubling behaviors that can be closely

analogized to crimes. Thus, in chapter 2 we will explore how political ex-

ecutives, especially governors, have sought to expand their role on issues

ranging from the death penalty to restoring voting rights for felons.

Second, we can expect people to deploy the category of crime to legit-

imate interventions that have other motivations. Recent legislation (state

and federal) making an assault on a pregnant woman that causes death or

harm to the fetus a distinct federal crime has more to do with the politics

of abortion rights than crime (Sanger 2006), but because it is about crime

and directed at criminals it can achieve majority support despite polariza-

tion on the choice issue.

Third, the technologies, discourses, and metaphors of crime and crim-

inal justice have become more visible features of all kinds of institutions,
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where they can easily gravitate into new opportunities for governance. In

this way, it is not a great jump to go from (a) concerns about juvenile crime

through (b) measures in schools that treat students primarily as potential

criminals or victims, and, (c) later still, to attacks on academic failure as a

kind of crime someone must be held accountable for, whether it be the stu-

dent (no more “social passing”), teachers (pay tied to test scores), or whole

schools (closure as a result of failing test scores).

It is essential to distinguish “governing through crime” from “gov-

erning crime.” Any institution or organization that is not in deep crisis

has to respond when subjects under their jurisdiction suffer threats to

their persons or property. Some institutions, namely those of criminal

justice, are dedicated to addressing those threats across society, but other

institutions, including families, schools, and businesses, are also mobi-

lized to act when crime threatens, though that action may be limited to

securing the intervention of professional criminal justice agents. When

institutions suffer repeated or destructive criminal threats, they will de-

velop strategies that go beyond that intervention, however. These efforts

to employ their own forms of governance or bring in new approaches

from outside can be distinguished from governing through crime to the

extent that they are proximate and proportionate to the crime threat ex-

perienced.

When institutions govern crime in this sense, they are not necessarily

governing through crime, but it can be difficult to draw that distinction,

particularly in times when high levels of reported crime make it difficult

to discern which institutions are genuinely threatened by crime and which

institutions are using crime to promote governance by legitimizing and/or

providing content for the exercise of power. This book will offer interpre-

tations of numerous particular examples, but the characterization of any

particular practice will inevitably be open to argument.

Though these assertions are difficult to test decisively in ways social

scientists prefer, they offer an interpretation of contemporary practices

and discourses that can be evaluated by Americans themselves as to how

well they provide insight into their own experience of governing and

being governed at work, or school, or in the family, as well as their ex-

perience of the state. To this end, much of the book is descriptive, seek-

ing to provide a thick account of the ways that crime as a problem influ-

ences the way we know and act on our selves, our families, and our

communities.
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The Consequences

But my intentions in writing the book are also normative. Governing

through crime is making America less democratic and more racially polar-

ized; it is exhausting our social capital and repressing our capacity for in-

novation. For all that, governing through crime does not, and I believe,

cannot make us more secure; indeed it fuels a culture of fear and control

that inevitably lowers the threshold of fear even as it places greater and

greater burdens on ordinary Americans.

The consequences of the problem of crime gaining such status have

been enormous. Whether one values American democracy for its liberty

or its equality-enhancing features, governing through crime has been bad.

First, the vast reorienting of fiscal and administrative resources toward the

criminal justice system at both the federal and state level, has resulted in

a shift aptly described as a transformation from “welfare state” to “penal

state.”3 The result has not been less government, but a more authoritarian

executive, a more passive legislature, and a more defensive judiciary than

even the welfare state itself was accused of producing.

Second, the portion of the population held in custody for crimes has

grown well beyond historic norms.4 At the end of the twentieth century,

more Americans than ever before were confined in prisons, jails, detention

centers, and in detention spaces within schools.5 The racial skewing of this

incarceration has visibly reversed key aspects of the civil rights revolution.

Indeed, for the first time since the abolition of slavery, a definable group

of Americans lives, on a more or less permanent basis, in a state of legal

nonfreedom—either because of a single life sentence, repeated incarcera-

tions, or the long-term consequences of criminal conviction—a shocking

percentage of them descendants of those freed slaves. Governing this pop-

ulation through the criminal justice system has not provided the guaran-

tees of security that might inspire greater investment in inner cities, but in-

stead has further stigmatized communities already beset by concentrated

poverty.

Predictably, the poor, overrepresented in both groups, share this fate,

but the everyday lives of middle-class families have also been transformed,

not so much by crime itself, as by “fear of crime.” For middle class families,

choices such as where to live, where to work, and where to send children

to school are made with increasing reference to the perceived risk of

crime. As institutions which serve the middle class focus on addressing
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crime fears, those we have of others, and those that others have of us, the

effects are multiplied. The point is not that the middle class are more af-

fected by governing through crime than the poor, but to consider both the

criminal justice system that is concentrated on poor communities and the

private sector of middle-class securitized environments as class-specific

modes of governing through crime that interact with each other.

The emergence of the gated community style of subdivision and the

oversized sport utility vehicles (SUVs) both reflect a priority on security

and on reinforcing the distance that middle class families seek from crime

risks they associate with the urban poor. Yet as critics of sprawl have begun

to document, this heavy emphasis on fortification makes these communi-

ties even more reliant on a command-and-control police and penal state to

enforce norms of civility. Indeed, the new securitized environment tends to

facilitate certain narrow routines, but when novel situations arise it tends

to create what economists call (appropriately for us) a “prisoner’s dilemma”,

i.e., a game where the players cannot cooperate and can prevail only by

turning predatory first. The person outside last loses (even if she is on her

way back to her own SUV or gated community). In such an environment,

litigation and prosecution can both be expected to rise in order to estab-

lish social control in the absence of trust.

American democracy is also threatened by the emergence of crime

victims as a dominant model of the citizen as representative of the com-

mon person whose needs and capacities define the mission of representa-

tive government (Garland 2001a, 144). A range of new forms of knowledge

now bring the “truth” of crime victims into the criminal justice system and

beyond (Simon 2004; 2005). These victims’ truths are powerful, often over-

whelming the emotional significance of other issues. They undermine the

forms of solidarity and responsibility necessary for democratic institutions.

Plan of the Book

The thesis of governing through crime and its departures from the main

sociological analyses of contemporary penal excess will be the focus of

chapter 1. Readers who want to get right to the substantive explication

should skip ahead to chapter 2, which begins an examination of how the war

on crime has reshaped key aspects of the American state beginning with the

executive. Presidents and governors have moved from their post–New Deal
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role as maestros of a complex ensemble of regulatory and service agencies,

to be judged by the social results of their performance, to a set of lonely

crime fighters, measured only in how much they seem to share the com-

munity’s outrage at crime.

Chapter 3 looks at crime’s influence on lawmaking. The crime-related

output of state legislatures and Congress since the 1970s is not only prodi-

gious in quantity, but represents a distinctive style of lawmaking that has

forged a new circuit between the people and their representatives, in which

the crime victim emerges as an idealized political subject. I will take a

close look at the Omnibus Safe Streets and Crime Control Act of 1968,

which can be fairly called the “mother of all contemporary crime legisla-

tion.” That legislation and the metaphoric mapping of American society it

promoted remain, I would argue, the dominant interpretive grid on which

governable America is known and acted upon by government officials at

all levels.

Chapter 4 examines the courts. Though executives and legislatures

have found new purchase on the body politic through crime, courts by con-

trast have suffered a largely unmediated decline in power and prestige as

crime has become a central public concern. Indeed, this development rep-

resents a great yet telling irony. Criminal law as schema of government

would seem to place a high value on adjudication. The criminal trial re-

mains the popular paradigm of justice. But during the war on crime, these

same adjudicatory values have been delegitimized as unacceptably weak

in combating crime.

Chapter 5 rejoins the subject of mass imprisonment that has recently

concerned the sociologists of punishment. Rather than treat this as a po-

litical effect of social causes, I will build on previous chapters to show how

mass incarceration is an inevitable effect of reshaping political authority

around crime.

Part II moves beyond the core of the state to examine the institutions

that govern the everyday life most of us experience—our families, schools,

and workplaces. If the institutions that operate in this world also govern

through crime, it is not because they are legally bound to follow the official

institutions of government. While the law often does create pressures in

that direction, we find a variety of less obvious forms of influence prima-

rily responsible for their voluntary compliance.

Chapter 6 examines the family as a locus of crime. The legal status of

the family has come full circle in the last generation, from that part of
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society most insulated from the force of the criminal law, whether instru-

mentally or ideologically, to one of the areas most subjected to it. Today,

criminal accusations have replaced the traditional normative standards of

marital dissolution law as key elements in divorce, especially when the cus-

tody of children is contested. The family is treated as a locus of suspicions

about crime that requires surveillance and intervention by criminal law

institutions. Parents are drafted as an extension of law enforcement. At the

same time, a criminal conviction leading to imprisonment is an increas-

ingly acceptable reason for terminating parental rights. This chapter charts

the pathways along which the struggle for power in the family—and be-

tween the family and the state—has increasingly come to be regulated by

criminal law, with its distinct methods and metaphors.

Chapter 7 examines a similar dynamic in relation to public schools. A

generation ago, racial inequality was the pivot around which the federal

government mandated a vast reworking in the way schools were governed

at the state and local levels. Today, crime plays a similar role. The merg-

ing of school and penal system has speeded the collapse of the progres-

sive project of education and tilted the administration of schools toward a

highly authoritarian and mechanistic model. This model collapses all the

normal / expected / predictable vulnerabilities of youth into variations of

the categories of criminal violence. This transformation is especially prob-

lematic since when the generally preferred “solution”—the tight policing

of everyone—fails, as it inevitably will, the response is to shift responsibil-

ity onto everyone but the incumbent regime, primarily through such emo-

tionally satisfying, but substantively empty, slogans as “accountability”

and “zero tolerance.”

Chapter 8 examines the role that crime and crime control play in the

workplace. The decline of collective bargaining and the general loss of bar-

gaining power by American workers in the face of global competition for

low-cost labor have opened a space for the return of crime as a central axis

of regulation and resistance in the workplace. This takes multiple forms.

There is a new emphasis on screening potential employees for illegal be-

havior of almost any sort. Fraud has become a pervasive concern for large

information and financial services companies. In all workplaces, there is a

heightened concern about violent crime, a concern that leads in turn to yet

more efforts at surveillance. There is also a tendency to define workplace

conflicts—say, between two employees or a subordinate and more mana-

gerial employee—into categories of misbehavior that have crime-like terms
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and structure, e.g. malice, harm, victim. Sanctions, including dismissal,

once thought of as the capital punishment of labor relations, are again be-

coming an increasingly important part of workplace governance.

Chapter 9, the concluding chapter, imagines pathways of governing

open societies beyond crime. To look forward, we look back. As President

Richard Nixon struggled with themes to bring together a domestic agenda

that would reinforce the “silent majority” he believed was responsible for

his narrow victory in 1968, he settled on two wars: one on crime, in the

form of a war on drugs, the other on cancer. Thirty years later, it is appar-

ent that the war on crime has produced a major reorientation of gover-

nance, while the impact of the war on cancer has been barely noticed. It

need not be so; an aging population is also one fearful of disease. As baby

boomers watch their parents die and prepare to consider their own mor-

tality, cancer looms as large as crime may have when they and their chil-

dren were younger. How would a war on cancer in the present decade

compare to the war on crime as a way of governing? What do both wars

offer a society facing a possibly decades-long “war on terror”?

Thinking About Crime and Government

By describing, the ways that governing through crime has distorted Amer-

ican institutional priorities across a wide variety of domains, this book in-

vites discussion of the real social costs of investing so much in crime as a

model problem. Does producing large numbers of prisoners who after ex-

periencing the social lessons of incarceration are discharged to many of

America’s most hard pressed cities improve the long-term governability of

American families, communities, and states? Do prison resources invested

in the prisoners who are removed and eventually returned to communities,

raise or lower the costs of social coordination? Do leadership programs

emphasizing punitiveness make power more or less accountable? Does

fortifying the nuclear family by wrapping it in technological armor de-

signed to exclude intolerable risks of violence, viruses, and drugs lend

itself to collective acknowledgment of irreducible risks in late modernity?

Or does governing through crime erode democratic capacity by destroy-

ing social trust and capital?

In my view, a movement to restore crime to its rightful place as one

“social” problem among many should win assent from both Left and Right
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within contemporary American political ideology. In discussing crime,

both sides typically prefer to emphasize a cluster of treasured values in the

always symbolically rich territory of crime and punishment. Once they

confront the effects of governing through crime on the governability of

the public, both liberals and conservatives will recognize the danger to

their preferred visions of governance. The Left will find most disturbing

the hardening of inequality formed by governing through crime, whether

in its racially concentrated prisons or gated communities. The Right will

find that across a whole range of dimensions, governing through crime

subverts the Right’s mandate of responsible independence at the level of

the firm and family.

The terror attacks of 9/11 have created a kind of amnesia wherein a

quarter century of fearing crime and securing social spaces has been

suddenly recognized, but misidentified as a response to an astounding

act of terrorism, rather than a generation-long pattern of political and

social change. Just as we now see the war on terrorism as requiring a

fundamental recasting of American governance, the war on crime has al-

ready wrought such a transformation—one which may now be relegit-

imized as a “tough” response to terrorism. Failing to recognize this dis-

turbing dynamic could not only delay a much needed rethinking of our

commitment to governing through crime, but also, as I suggest in the

conclusion, lead to an equally problematic approach to the so-called

“war on terrorism.”

This social amnesia is particularly crucial today, as we witness what

may well be a fast-disappearing window of opportunity to question our

commitment to governing through crime. Recent polling data suggest

Americans are increasingly skeptical of harsh prison sentences, preferring

a return to greater emphasis on rehabilitation of offenders in particular

and social reform generally as a way to ameliorate crime (Hart Associates

2002). Part of that may be demographic. As baby boomers age beyond their

parenting years—when crime may have loomed as especially threatening

to their children—other issues, including education, retirement security,

and health care, begin to loom larger. We will perhaps have arrived at the

“tipping point” when baby boomers are more anxious about access to med-

ical marijuana for their chemotherapy than if their kids are lighting up

after school.

But even if crime becomes less central as a public obsession, it may

not change the entrenched dynamic of governing through crime. The ways
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in which institutions know and act on their subjects are subtle and perva-

sive, and tend to remain largely beneath the surface of political contro-

versy. Only by recognizing how these pathways of knowledge and power

have been set by crime and fear of crime, and challenging them in their

own terms can we come to grips with this sea change in our self-

government.
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Power, Authority, and Criminal Law

Freedom Is Messy: Crime and Late Modern Democracy

After the looting of Baghdad in the spring of 2003 and the imagined crime

wave in New Orleans after Hurricane Katrina in 2005, it became common

for pundits and others to pronounce that the first task of government is

necessarily providing security for body and property. Of course, as a his-

torical matter, nothing could be more wrong. Families and clans were the

prime units of security and retained substantial control over the resolu-

tion of interpersonal violence until the early modern period of European

history. As a fact of historical development, the state only gradually laid

claim to the power to punish crimes and secure civic order, and the “mo-

nopoly” of legitimate violence so often proclaimed on behalf of the state

was the sheerest of fictions even in the most advanced countries before

the twentieth century. Even the supposedly “logical” priority of “law and

order” granted by classical political philosophers is best seen in terms of

the struggles to renegotiate political life associated with political liberalism

(Herzog 1989). Indeed, the emergence of criminology as a positive science

of criminal behavior and an expert adjunct of state power in the late nine-

teenth century constituted a major revision of the liberal idea, recognizing

that crime was best regulated by modern techniques of social governance

rather than through punitive criminal justice (Horn 2003).

Still, if the oft-cited priority of law and order fails to reflect deep his-

tory, or logical necessity, it does in its own way reflect our recent history in

the United States, in which crime has been framed as a, if not the, defining

problem for government. In this time period, roughly from 1960 to the

1
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present, crime became a model problem for government. This does not

mean that government did not recognize and seek to act on many other

social problems (even at its inflated size contemporary crime control is

only a small fraction of overall public spending), but that often it is crime

through which other problems are recognized, defined, and acted upon.

It is a truism well worth remembering that behind all forms of law,

public or private, lurks a background threat of violence within the law,

generally embodied in the penal or criminal law. So if you refuse to per-

form on a binding contract, the other party may bring a civil law suit

against you. If your adversary prevails and obtains a monetary judgment

against you, your failure to honor it will ultimately result in a forcible tak-

ing of your assets, any resistance to which will generally constitute a crim-

inal act. In this sense governing through crime might seem to state a rather

unsurprising syllogism. Since all governance, public or private, in Ameri-

can society takes places within a structure of legal authority (of public of-

ficers but also parents, employers, property owners, and so on), and since

all legal authority ultimately rests on the threat of lawful violence within

the criminal law, all governance is “through” the implied threat of making

resistance at some stage a “crime.” This is a useful balance to the frequent

celebration of liberal capitalist societies as ones governed by consent and

through the instruments of free exchange (Cover 1986). The distinction I

wish to draw with the way that American democracy has been deformed

by the war on crime is one of priority. In the conventional syllogism, crime

(and the violence it authorizes) is generally a last response, the end point

of a pathway of resistance to lawful governance. What is visibly different

about the way we govern since the 1960s is the degree to which crime is a

first response.

To be sure, history is replete with political regimes that mobilize around

crime, use the criminal law to cover up the asymmetrical effects of power,

bolster the elimination of political dissidents, and terrorize and deter orga-

nized resistance by systematically exploited classes. The case of the use of

criminal law by England’s Whig ruling elite in the early eighteenth century,

closely studied by E. P. Thompson and his students, provides a good exam-

ple. Reluctant to consolidate their hegemony through a standing army—

yet faced with popular discontent at the rapid economic dislocations being

produced by Whig legal policy—England’s elites turned to the criminal law

to produce a highly flexible system of terror and mercy that managed
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political risk and improved the regime’s legitimacy (Thompson 1975; Hay

et al. 1975). Stuart Hall and his colleagues (1978) suggested something

very similar was going on during England’s “mugging crisis” in the 1970s.

Media-stoked popular panic about crime helped make foreign immigrants

the most visible targets of conflict unleashed by Britain’s sustained eco-

nomic bust of the period and did so in ways favoring police and punitive

policies.

In other cases, such as Haiti under the Duvaliers, an entire political

regime came to be based on organized crime, in the form of mass violence

to terrorize the population and theft through corruption (Tilley 1985). In a

somewhat broader sense, fascist states of all kinds govern through crime in

multiple ways, using the tactics of crime, using existing criminal networks

to exercise political power, and declaring its political opponents to be crim-

inal enemies of the people.

It would be fascinating to look across the many historical examples in

which crime and government have been in some deep sense intertwined.

Here I only intend to call attention to the relationship between crime and

governance that has emerged in the United States since the 1960s. Unlike

some of these other examples, governing through crime of the type that

has unfolded in this context belongs to the history of liberal political or-

ders rather than to the self conscious exceptions associated with Fascisms

and other modern authoritarian regimes.

To treat governing through crime as “liberal,” in this sense, is not to

suppose that it is determined by responsiveness to popular anxieties about

crime, justified or not by objective factors. Instead, it is appropriate to

treat governing through crime in the contemporary United States as lib-

eral because for the most part it operates upon, rather than simply against,

the freedom of its subjects (Rose 1999). Though criminal laws often speak

in terms of prohibitions, and penal sanctions demand greater degrees of

submission to authority, the work of governing through crime, seen in its

larger totality, involves the effort of responsible actors of all kinds in con-

temporary American society who struggle to provide security for their fam-

ilies, their students, their customers, their employees, and others.

A great deal of the recent literature on the growth of punishment in

the United States emphasizes the authoritarian character of prisons and

the role of criminal justice in enforcing conditions of growing economic

inequality (Currie 1998; Parenti 1999; Wacquant forthcoming). I do not
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wish to be read as denying this characteristic of mass imprisonment but in-

stead to insist that it be analyzed politically in the same frame as the myriad

of ways in which crime regulates the self-governing activity of people who

are not targets of criminal justice repression but instead eager consumers of

public and private governmental tools against crime risk. Indeed, it is the

relationship between these two faces of governing through crime, the penal

state and the security state, “the criminology of the other” and the “crimi-

nology of the self” (Garland 2001a, 137) that in the end we must map if we

are to disentangle American democracy from its late modern relationship

to crime. Mass imprisonment and the girding of public and private space

against crime reflect an ongoing struggle by Americans and their public

and private organizations to manage the relationship between security and

liberty. Recognizing that does not mean accepting the current terms of this

relationship as inevitable responses of a democratic society. This book at-

tempts to be critical as well as descriptive. A crucial starting point for criti-

cism is the growing gap between the way our political leaders talk about

crime and the vision of government they otherwise promote, which is one of

increasing diffusion of responsibility for managing risk. Ultimately, neither

contemporary liberal nor conservative principles extol the kind of penal

state and gated civil society we are building by governing through crime. For

example, in considering health care, retirement, and most aspects of em-

ployment, both American political parties preach a greater assumption of

risk and responsibility. But in the framework of governing through crime,

a very different vision of risk and responsibility is in play. A zero-risk envi-

ronment is treated as a reasonable expectation, even a right.

Crime as a Governmental Rationality

The late historian and philosopher Michel Foucault (2000a) noted that the

word government, in the political debates of the sixteenth century, referred

not only to “political structures or to the management of states”:

Rather, it designated the way in which the conduct of individuals

or of groups might be directed—the government of children, of

souls, of communities, of families, of the sick. It covered not only

the legitimately constituted forms of political or economic sub-

jection but also modes of action, more or less considered and

calculated, that were destined to act upon the possibilities of
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action of other people. To govern in this sense, is to structure the

possible field of action of others. (341)

In reviving interest in this broader sense of government, Foucault was

seeking to draw us away from our usual focus on the state and the priority

we give typically to the problems of sovereignty, but he was also inviting

empirical study of the broader array of actors operating in parallel fields of

civil society, including academia, philanthropy, religious ministries, corpo-

rations and the like. These actors have always played a role in the exercise of

state power and seem destined to do so all the more so in the post-1989

world which Foucault never lived to see (but anticipated in many respects).

The forms of knowledge through which the field of action is struc-

tured in the broadest sense, according to Foucault, constitute a kind of ra-

tionality of government. When we govern through crime, we make crime

and the forms of knowledge historically associated with it—criminal law,

popular crime narrative, and criminology—available outside their limited

original subject domains as powerful tools with which to interpret and

frame all forms of social action as a problem for governance.

The Oklahoma high school drug testing policy upheld by the Supreme

Court in Board of Education of Independent School District No. 92 of Pot-

tawatomie County v. Earls (2002)1 provides an example of how crime can

interpret and frame even social action seemingly far away from any real

examples of crime. In the fall of 1998, the school adopted one of the most

comprehensive drug testing policies in the nation. The more common ap-

proach nationally involved drug tests of athletes, a practice upheld by the

Supreme Court in 1995.2 School District No. 92, in contrast, required all

middle and high school students to consent to drug testing to participate

in any extracurricular activity. Unlike others districts, including the one

whose policies had been earlier upheld by the Supreme Court, District No.

92 acknowledged that it had discovered no evidence of serious drug use

or resulting problems in school.3 The Supreme Court upheld the policy

notwithstanding the lack of an actual drug threat in District No. 92, noting

that “the nationwide drug epidemic makes the war against drugs a pressing

concern in every school.”4 In a sense, the Court has it just right. A nation-

ally constructed understanding of drugs as a threat has made it incumbent

on school officials who wish to be perceived as doing a competent job in

governing their schools to implement strategies drawn from the war on

crime.
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This is visibly the case in District 92, despite the absence of any signif-

icant local experience with drugs as a threat to the school, and the fact that

these power strategies are far from cost free in their potential effects on the

educational experience for students and teachers. Something of the effect

of governing through crime on schools may be gauged by the way schools

themselves are represented as institutions of confinement in the Earls ma-

jority opinion. For example, Justice Thomas describes public school teach-

ers as “already tasked with the difficult job of maintaining order and disci-

pline.” Not once does the opinion acknowledge that schools might have a

mission of educating their students rather than simply maintaining cus-

tody against a range of risks colored above all by crime.

Assumptions to Avoid

Keeping open this wider window of analysis is not easy, and we must strug-

gle self-consciously against three assumptions that tend to pervade the gen-

eral discussion of crime and governance in America (by both Left and

Right): (1) that it is primarily about the poor and minorities; (2) that it is

primarily about repression; (3) that it is primarily about the exercising of

power from the center out to the periphery.

Not Just for the Poor/Not Just for African Americans

Some of the most insightful analyses of American crime politics argue that,

rather than being seen in isolation, penal policy should be seen along with

welfare policies as part of a larger body of governance aimed at addressing

the problems and the threats of the poor (Simon 1993; Beckett & Western

2001; Garland 2001). Along with welfare, crime policy is taken to reflect how

American political leaders consider the poor to be a problem of governance.

No doubt we do govern the poor through crime, but they are far

from the only subjects of this practice. Crime does not govern only those

on one end of structures of inequality, but actively reshapes how power is

exercised throughout hierarchies of class, race, ethnicity, and gender. That

crime and punishment now seem to rule the lives of those trapped in

zones of hardened urban poverty, such as some of our mass public hous-

ing projects, is now taken for granted by America’s political classes. As a

nation, we have grown accustomed to this rule without noticing the spread

of its logic to the spatial sites where middle-class life is performed on an
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everyday basis: office buildings, universities, day-care centers, medical com-

plexes, apartment buildings, factories, and airports.

Schools today provide a striking example of this. Ethnographer John

Devine titled his book on high schools at the academic bottom of the New

York Public School system Maximum Security (1996). Frequent acts of vi-

olence and a massive security apparatus built up to respond to that threat

have coated the surface of everyday life in those schools. The very architec-

ture of the school has been given over to metal detectors and auxiliary

technologies. The corridors are treated as drug courier routes, with a full-

fledged security force. Teachers, withdrawn from the business of informal

norm shaping, call on these guards regularly when the sullen boredom of

the classroom is disrupted by overt defiance. At the same time, the schools

higher up the hierarchy work hard to screen out students with a profile sug-

gestive of violent acts, and striving families all over the city berate their stu-

dent children to study harder lest they end up in the boot camp-like settings

of the worst schools. Indeed, since the mid-1990s, even suburban schools

are now covered with a plethora of crime-focused “official graffiti” (Hunt

and Hermer 1996) warning that you are entering a “drug-free school zone”

with a “youth crime watch” and the like (discussed in chapter 7).

Middle- and upper-class residential developments also speak to the

pervasive regulative presence of crime. Who would guess that subdivisions

built to reflect the every desire and whim of very affluent consumers would

prioritize security against crime in both instrument and look (Garreau

1991). The same has increasingly become true of new housing built for

middle classes. Perhaps the increasingly ubiquitous gated community is

for civil society what the prison has become for the state: the most concen-

trated and active nexus of a broad constellation of practices, mentalities,

strategies, and rationalities that seem to be growing as the shadow side of

the new technologies and rationalities of freedom.

Race is an even more tempting global explanation for America’s grow-

ing penal state (Wacquant 2000a,b; 2006 forthcoming). Young African

American males who reside in the centers of our nation’s largest cities are

the primary targets of the unprecedented expansion of criminal law and

incarceration (Mauer 1999). It is also clear that blaming African Ameri-

cans for high levels of city crime was a convenient riposte for both liberal

and conservative whites to growing demands for substantial social reform

in the name of racial justice in the late 1960s (Scheingold 1991; Beckett

1997). Perhaps more than any other population in a peacetime society,
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young African American men in cities have been subjected to mass con-

finement. Moreover, minority communities absolutely suffer the greatest

concentration of overlapping dimensions of governing through crime as

defined here. They experience the power of the punitive state through the

removal of healthy working-age adults from the population. They experi-

ence the power of criminal organizations to shape the norms of the pop-

ulation both directly (through organizing parts of the population), and

indirectly (through behavioral responses of the population at large, e.g.,

carrying weapons for self-defense). They experience fear of crime as a daily

affair, and the identity of crime victim is one of the few valorized identities

widely available.

While all of these empirical realities are undeniable, they do not tell

the whole story. White Americans are not immune to the attention of the

criminal justice system. In 2004, 465 white males were in prison for every

100,000 of their number in the free population, less than 1/7 of the 3,405

rate for black males, but more than twice the total rate of male confine-

ment in prison in 1970. To be sure, one can provide a convincing interpre-

tation of the contemporary “ghetto” and the contemporary prison as an

integrated whole (Wacquant 2000a,b). But one can also trace the very vis-

ible outlines of fear of crime, and valorization of victims, in middle- and

upper-class suburban neighborhoods (Davis 1998). This does not mean

that ghetto and suburb are now the same. The inner city twelve-year-old

confined to his or her apartment by parental fears of encounters with

armed drug dealers and armed police officers—or literally imprisoned in a

juvenile detention center—is not the same as the suburban twelve-year-

old penned in by cul de sacs, malls, and fast food restaurants by parental

fears of pedophiles and mass murderers. But there is an undeniable struc-

tural similarity across the boundaries of class and ethnicity in the ways

of thinking, knowing, and acting that both conceive and justify these

practices.

Enabling and Empowering

The most visible and discussed features of governing through crime involve

practices of punishing, repressing, and confining people.5 But much of the

work of governing through crime involves equipping and guiding subjects

in the socially valorized pursuit of security and justice. Here we are no longer

talking primarily about the work of imposing discipline or punishment
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over a resentful mind and resistant body. Scholars have already noticed the

rise of “fear of crime” as a distinct target for government efforts; less noted

is the relative advantage of attacking “fear of crime” as against “crime” it-

self. Police and prisons focus on people who are by socialization or social

construction highly recalcitrant to these efforts at governance. By contrast,

the population of those managed by fear of crime and valorization of

victims includes mostly those highly motivated to conform.

Multiple Centers of Power

Perhaps more than any other form of public law, criminal law is associated

with sovereignty and the state’s monopoly on the legitimate means of vio-

lence,6 and usually only particular agencies of the state. This is true enough

for the large and growing criminal justice system, but the effects of gov-

erning through crime are not limited to the formal political leaders of the

state in its most sovereign formations. Rather, these effects also reach

broadly to those in positions of “responsibility” for others, including high

school principals, corporate executives, and parents. Conduct described as

criminal produces powerful incentives for strategic action by subjects of

power across a range of institutional contexts. Chapters 6, 7 and 8 provide

a set of examples of how crime shapes the struggle for control and power in

families, schools, and firms.

It is tempting to treat this as a story of crime control emanating from

the sovereign, and being extended further and further out into the every-

dayness of life through the intermediaries of private governors of all

kinds. In other instances, however, crime is brought into play in a more

horizontal framework, as when a threat or a claim of victimization by one

person against another in an employment dispute has the objective of

influencing management. In still other instances, the initiative may come

from the state, but may be used by management to extend its own control

needs.

The state remains a very influential site of governing through crime,

and we devote the first part of the book (chapters 2 through 5) to describ-

ing how crime has in some sense captured the imagination of those exer-

cising state power. Yet the story is less one of extending state power through

crime than it is one in which the importance the state has assigned to

crime nudges out other kinds of opportunities that a different hierarchy

of public problems might produce—e.g., a government obsessed with
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governing by educating would produce all kinds of incentives to define

various people as efficient or deficient in education, capable or incapable,

and so on (Zimring and Hawkins 1997).

War on Crime and the Crisis of New Deal Liberalism

In asking how the war on crime has transformed government, I pursue a

path well forged by others. One can point to a number of important works

in the 1970s and 1980s (Hall et al. 1978; Feeley & Sarat 1980; Scheingold 1984;

Cohen 1985). Stuart Scheingold’s 1991 book The Politics of Street Crime sug-

gested that the politicization of crime was a response largely to the govern-

mental crisis of the 1970s and 1980s, when the national government seemed

to stumble in its ability to manage an economy that had produced reliably

growing affluence in the 1950s and 1960s. Politicians competing for support

in such dangerous times had powerful incentives to reframe American anx-

ieties about the decline of civility and the economy into volitional narra-

tives about street crime—and, at least in those terms, to lower expectations

of what government could actually do about the problem.

Scheingold also offered a critical insight about how crime politics works

by contrasting the far more extremist discourse about crime at the national

level to the more moderate discourse at the state level. State politicians have

even more occasion to politicize crime, but in Scheingold’s account, they

also have a closer level of accountability for the actual implementation of

policies, and this makes it harder to give full vent to the political appeal of

volitional narratives about crime and evil. The national political field, in

contrast (and perhaps states like California, so huge as to be proto-national

in scope), provide so much distance between top executive and legislative

leaders and the people they represent that they constitute an essentially

“imaginary community” in which crime fears can be mobilized with little

accountability for producing results (Anderson 1983).

Katherine Beckett’s 1997 book Making Crime Pay: Law and Order in

Contemporary American Politics closely examined public opinion surveys

and political speeches to track the progression of public sentiment and po-

litical mobilization about crime. Her data convincingly suggest—at least

for the 1960s, ’70s, and ’80s—that public opinion followed, rather than led,

political mobilizations. In explaining the motivation of politicians, Beckett

makes a convincing case that the politics of race was a dominant factor.
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Crime was first exploited by white southern politicians seeking firmer

ground for resisting the Civil Rights movement and its demands than the

alleged benefits of segregation. Later, Republican politicians seeking to ap-

peal to disaffected southern Democrats could use crime to implicitly sig-

nal sympathy with the resentments of those voters.

David Garland’s book The Culture of Control: Crime and Social Or-

der in Contemporary Society offers both a reading of contemporary crim-

inal justice practice and discourse, and a theory of how political order in

the United States and the United Kingdom has been reshaped by fear of

crime. According to Garland, the emergence of mass incarceration and

the politicization of crime both reflect a fundamental transformation in

what we might call the political experience of life in modern societies. In

this view, the social crises of the 1960s and 1970s, inflation, civil disorders,

political and trade union strife (the latter in the United Kingdom only;

American unions were moribund far earlier), and, above all, sustained

high crime rates combined to undermine the dominant post–World War

II political order. In the United States this political order was associated

with the New Deal and its successors, and in both societies with a wel-

farist outlook that sought collective security arrangements, what Garland

calls the “solidarity project.”

The old penal policies that had dominated in both countries before

the 1980s were part of this broader strategy of welfarist governance. Reha-

bilitative penal policies promoted a kind of solidarity project by legitimiz-

ing a balance of risks between convicted criminals and society. Institutions

like parole, probation, and juvenile justice all reflected a willingness to take

a risk on offenders, and reduce the risk that adult imprisonment would do

them more harm. The new penal policies that emerged during the 1980s,

combining pragmatic risk management of presumptively dangerous pop-

ulations with populist punitiveness belong to, and in many respects anchor,

a new political order. This new order stresses personal responsibility, rather

than collective risk spreading, and minimal protections against economic

harm, with a harshly enforced, highly moralistic criminal law promising

almost total protection against crime, while emphasizing how dangerous

the world is despite these much-needed measures. What Garland calls a

“crime complex”—a set of criminal justice principles that embody this

mentality—determines not only crime policy and practice, but influences

the broader tone and direction of government, especially when it comes to

other policies for managing the poor.
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This complex is, in turn, shaped by cultural, social, and demographic

changes. Garland stresses the important role of changing social patterns,

especially in urban formation / hyper-suburbanization, and the fragmen-

tation of the family, with women in the workforce and children in profes-

sionally managed spaces. But for Garland, crime itself, real crime, ends up

being the driving social force that creates the crime complex. Economic,

geographic, and demographic changes actually fuel the crime increase that

began in the 1960s, which was already overdetermined by the large postwar

birth cohort and the growing material affluence of both the United States

and the United Kingdom. But because of the distance between and frag-

mentation of work and family life, these changes simultaneously created

greater independent levels of anxiety about crime. The crime complex is a

response—although one not unmediated by politics or the mass media—

to the new realities of lived experience in what Garland calls “high-crime

societies (2001a, 139).”

American crime rates went up in the 1960s, including rates for the

kinds of crime that most matter to ordinary people, such as robberies and

stranger murders, and, more important, the experience of crime increased

as well, sometimes directly, but more usually from the media, politicians,

and local knowledge within communities.7 Those forms of crime knowl-

edge helped undermine the New Deal political order, and became an im-

portant feature of the landscape on which new approaches to governing

operated. But crime knowledge competed with other kinds of risk knowl-

edge in the 1960s that had much the same effect on the established New

Deal political order, including knowledge about cancer in the environ-

ment, knowledge about dangerous defects manufactured into automo-

biles, and knowledge about government lies and cover-ups. As in Europe,

the American political order in the 1960s was challenged by the rise of new

social movements—“postmaterialist” groups formed around ideals and

identities rather than classic twentieth-century economic interests, and

many formed around these new risk issues, of which the victim’s rights

movement may be seen as only the most successful.

But why was crime so much more successful than other emerging haz-

ards in the 1960s and 1970s that might have become the anchor for retool-

ing the New Deal model for a postindustrial age? Competitors included

cancer (and other environmental hazards); consumer safety; violence; and

mental health. As Garland (2001a) shows, the “experience” of high crime

rates is not in any sense prior to or independent of political strategies, but
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is rather interacting with them. Politicians began to turn to crime as a ve-

hicle for constructing a new political order before the crime boom was

recognized. Some, especially white southern politicians, found crime a

convenient line of retreat from explicit support for legal racial segregation

in education and other public accommodations (Beckett 1997). Others,

like Bobby Kennedy, were liberals looking for social problems against

which to form innovative government strategies that would be less tied to

centralized bureaucracies than traditional New Deal governance. In his first

years as attorney general, Kennedy identified juvenile delinquency as a criti-

cal focus of federal intervention, and launched an early form of the kind of

local strategies that anticipated the Great Society strategies of the Johnson

administration.

Most of the work on America’s “war on crime” and the associated set

of developments reflect the American state and society as a function of

some combination of social, economic, and political factors that have also

changed during the period. This is, of course, a familiar stance for social

science, following the natural sciences, presumes that human affairs can

be explained by relationships among variables that (while understandably

and perhaps fatally complex) should in principle produce the same ac-

count in a different time or place if they could be precisely reproduced.

Even if not explicitly committed to this scientific model, most studies

adopt the view that the causes of our “war on crime” are crucial to any ef-

fort to reverse or even modify this development.

The question of causation is fascinating but ultimately less important

than the question of what the “war on crime” actually does to American

democracy, our government and legal system, and the open society we have

historically enjoyed. In seeking to answer the “why” question, students of the

“war on crime” have offered us rich accounts of the mechanisms that link

that war to changes in state and society. By reviewing the major themes of

these accounts, while relaxing the causal assumptions, we will frame the de-

scriptive account in the next chapter.

Indeed, it was the crisis of the New Deal political order, both politically

and in its capacity to exercise power effectively, that forms the actual prob-

lem to which the crime “problem” was, in a sense, a solution. In turning to

crime to redefine the style and ambitions of government, political lead-

ers were able to take advantage of existing cultural preference in America for

political narratives emphasizing personal responsibility and will over social

context and structural constraints on freedom and that could be enacted
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without fundamental changes in the status quo of wealth and power

(Scheingold 1991). These advantages, however, are less determinative than

the fact that crime, for a variety of largely independent and accidental

reasons, was far less disabled as a pathway for government innovation

than most of the available competing programs, especially those that

could address the new risks and new social movements at work in the

1960s.

We should begin with the recognition that America’s constitutional

structure clearly prevented the formation of a fully developed welfare state

as came to exist in even the most culturally conservative European soci-

eties (Caplow & Simon 1998). The complex strategic problems formed by

the separation of executive and legislative branches, and by the separation of

state and federal governments, have made the fashioning of a full-fledged

welfare state, along the lines of those created in most Western European

countries after World War II, virtually impossible in the United States.

Those forms of welfarism that have been enacted, including Medicare and

Medicaid, are disabled by constitutional structures that make any large

program susceptible to the demands of well-funded minorities, that re-

quire duplicated administrations and agendas, and that invite adverse se-

lection tactics by states competing to attract employers and repel depend-

ent citizens.

The most direct way to revitalize the New Deal political order in the

1950s and 1960s would have been to restore the power of the organized la-

bor movement, largely broken by the Taft-Hartley Act, which, under the

auspices of fighting communism, dramatically limited the power of unions

to organize (Geoghegan 1991). Opposition to labor from Republicans and

southern Democrats doomed any such strategy for the Kennedy and

Johnson administrations. Indeed, organized labor itself was relatively in-

different to the decline of unionized industrial jobs, so long as its ability to

raise wages for remaining members stayed in place. In the absence of a

labor movement capable of organizing the antilabor states of the South,

deindustrialization rapidly eroded the economies of the very cities where

the New Deal had built its political base, including Detroit, Cleveland,

St. Louis, and Seattle.

Another strategy for building on the New Deal was to expand social in-

surance programs for the working and middle classes. The Medicare pro-

gram, proposed by President Lyndon Johnson and enacted by Congress in

1965, is a good example. The last major piece of New Deal legislation and
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the last major governmental initiative before the launch of the war on

crime in 1968, Medicare was over budget from its birth because it compen-

sated physicians at something quite close to the private market rates they

had enjoyed, and it built inflation in by allowing insurance companies with

no financial stake to regulate the pricing of physician services (Beschloss

2001, 240). In any European welfare state, the medical profession would have

been compelled to accept a significant reduction in its fees in exchange for

assured compensation, or risk significant government oversight of medical

choices and pricing. The high cost of Medicare ended any hope that Presi-

dent Johnson might have had to follow up with comprehensive national

health care and has continued to haunt any substantial effort to expand

health care coverage in recent years. In effect, the ability of a small group of

senators to stop virtually any legislation (which still is a problem) assured

that powerful interest groups would always get their major needs taken

care of, virtually precluding sweeping reform of any important social ser-

vice, whether health care, education, or pensions.

Another major alternative to crime as a locus of governance in the 1960s

was environmentalism. Already in the 1950s, fears of cancer had led Con-

gress to enact tough laws banning carcinogens in the food supply. But by the

time of the enactment of the Environmental Protection Act in 1970, under

Republican President Richard Nixon—itself a sign of the governmental

potential of environmentalism—industry had already demonstrated its

ability to use the courts to delay any prohibition of chemicals for years and

raise enormously the cost of regulation. The Administrative Procedures

Act, adopted by the first Republican majority in the House of Representa-

tives after the peak years of the New Deal, opened the decisions of regula-

tory agencies to repeated review in federal courts, where top-grade law

firms (whose own business expanded) could keep cases in litigation for

years without resolution. Though expectations of government continued

to rise until installation of the antiregulatory Reagan administration in

1980, as a practical vehicle for governing, environmentalism was dead.

The growth of due process in the 1960s and 1970s set major consti-

tutional obstacles to expanding other pathways of twentieth-century do-

mestic governance. The mental health system—which in the 1950s held

almost as many people as prisons did in the 1990s—had been emptied

by the 1970s. In part, the impetus was the pull of new policies favoring

community-based treatment of the mentally ill made possible by the

availability of new drugs to control psychotic symptoms. The expansion
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of constitutional due process protections against civil commitment also

made it increasingly difficult to secure the long-term involuntary con-

finement of the mentally ill. Not only did this make it impossible to re-

verse the deinstitutionalization process once it became apparent that the

promised community treatment model was not going to be forthcoming,

it eliminated any possibility of using expanded mental health programs

to address issues like drug addiction, family violence, and sexual crimes.

The expansion of due process rights had a similar effect on Aid to

families with Dependent Children (AFDC), the federal program that most

people associated with the term “welfare” in America. AFDC was well on

its way to being demonized as a subsidy to the undeserving poor by much

of the white working and middle class by the 1970s. But if an administra-

tion of either party had sought in the 1960s to requalify cash assistance to

the poor on paternalistic grounds, while coupling it with much more de-

manding behavioral features, such a program would have faced both bit-

ter political charges of racism and substantial challenges in court on due

process grounds.

Perhaps the most promising program for recasting New Deal gover-

nance in the 1960s was the Civil Rights movement itself. Race had clearly

been the most glaring defect in the New Deal. In a concession to the unique

role of the South as a guaranteed base for the Democratic Party, Franklin

Roosevelt had deliberately excluded most African American workers from

the major labor protections of the New Deal, and they had been discrimi-

nated against again in the wave of post–World War II benefits for veterans

and others (Cohen 2003). By the mid-1960s, the movement, whose public

spokesperson became the articulate visionary Martin Luther King, Jr., of the

Southern Christian Leadership Conference, had won major victories in

the Supreme Court and in Congress with the enactment of the Civil Rights

Act of 1964. Moreover, Lyndon Johnson, who won the White House by a

landslide in 1964, embraced the movement and made clear that he would

strive to implement its agenda in the second half of the 1960s. Civil rights

appeared to be a highly promising pathway to reconstructing governance

in the second half of the twentieth century, and it has been far from a fail-

ure. Yet its pathways were stymied easily when the crime agenda decisively

sprinted ahead in the mid-1970s.

In the late 1960s, the major reforms demanded by the Civil Rights move-

ment were real implementation of school desegregation and enforcement of
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housing and employment discrimination laws. But beginning in the 1970s,

court decisions undermined the practical achievement of any of these goals.

None cast a longer shadow than Milliken v. Bradley (1974)8 which stopped

busing across district lines for desegregation purposes. Milliken left the de-

segregation imperative of Brown v. Board of Education (1954)9 a dead letter

in the large urban core cities, which now found themselves alone in carrying

the burdens of impossible desegregation objectives, while suburban mu-

nicipalities built on white flight were permitted to set up virtually all-white

enclaves operating as if 1954 had never happened. Decisions like Milliken

punished desegregation’s advocates and rewarded those who had defied the

social objective of integration. Ironically, when the effort collapsed altogether

a few years later, critics would point to the inevitability of popular resistance

rather than legal decisions that rendered the desegregation campaign a

case study in failure.

But it was not only liberals seeking to succeed the New Deal model

who failed to provide viable alternatives to governing through crime. These

were the years in which conservatives were rebuilding themselves and

shaping a new agenda around the themes of the Goldwater campaign, in-

cluding anticommunism, states’ rights, mistrust of New Deal–style govern-

ment, support for public enforcement of majority morality, and, already,

the rise of street crime. Other than crime, the major objectives on the con-

servative agenda were constitutionally out of reach, or obstructed by the

difficulty of changing settled policy in the American legislative system. A

good example is public morality. Even before the present ascendance of

the Christian Right, social conservatives advocated stronger protections

for public morality through censorship, school prayer, criminal punish-

ment of public moral offenses, and the criminalization of sexuality outside

of wedlock. But virtually all of these objectives were blocked by the Supreme

Court beginning in the 1950s, continuing even under the right-leaning

Rehnquist Court.

Crime has provided a precious wedge for government. Because the

power of the state to criminalize conduct and severely punish violations

was one unquestioned in the Constitution, the ability of the state to take

drastic action against convicted wrongdoers provides an unparalleled con-

stitutional avenue of action. It was an avenue both conservatives and liber-

als would take with vigor. This thesis may seem counterintuitive for two

reasons, both of which call for explanation.
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First, the power to police crime is broad for state governments but is

far more limited for the federal government, which has never been held to

enjoy a plenary police power but only specific police powers arising out of

federal jurisdiction (e.g., mail, banking, federal reservations, and so forth).

Second, the “due process” revolution was thought to have severely ham-

pered crime control by impeding police and placing high costs on the

imposition of punishment.

The first of these constraints is quite real and helps explain why the

states themselves moved forward as innovators in using criminal law to

govern, especially in the 1970s and 1980s. But the lack of federal jurisdic-

tion over the crimes Americans fear most, violent street encounters with

strangers, did not hamper the ability of federal administrations to govern

through crime. The war on drugs launched by President Nixon in 1971 and

escalated by almost every president since, belonged to federal jurisdiction

because it involves interstate or international commerce. By promoting the

belief that illegal drug commerce was an underlying cause of violent street

crime, the federal drug war has become an integral part of American life

even in those local communities most sheltered from it (see the discussion

of the Pottawatamie case above). Another method that federal administra-

tions have increasingly used to escalate the state and local war on crime is

through legislation providing federal revenue support to state and local

programs provided they adopt particular federal initiatives, e.g., the so

called truth-in-sentencing rules that condition federal prison funds on the

state’s adoption of laws and regulations requiring prison inmates to serve

85% or more of their nominal sentence.

A steady line of argument since the 1960s has asserted that constitu-

tional burdens on police investigative methods has stymied the effective-

ness of police and thus of the criminal sanction. If this were true it would

operate as a substantial disincentive to govern through crime. But empir-

ical research suggests that the “handcuffing of the police” complaint lev-

eled at the Supreme Court after the expansion of due process protections

for criminal suspects in the 1960s never happened. Few cases are lost to

search-and-seizure limitations or the requirement of Miranda warnings

before a custodial interrogation (Davies 1983). The limited Eighth Amend-

ment restrictions on punishment have mainly involved prison conditions.

There is good evidence that increased judicial enforcement on prison con-

ditions did cause states to update prisons and establish modern bureau-

cratic controls (Feeley and Rubin 1996). But the result has largely been to
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make state prison systems more governable and easier to operate at ever-

higher levels of incarceration. Virtually no constitutional limitations have

been found on the amount of prison time as punishment. In short, alone

among the major social problems haunting America in the 1970s and

1980s, crime offered the least political or legal resistance to government

action.
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“Prosecutor-in-Chief ”

Executive Authority and the War on Crime

The executive as law enforcer is surely not a new story. Historical rulers

in European societies made their jurisdiction over felonies a critical

part of their local presence from the beginning of the nation-state. Even

before this, small territorial rulers claimed the power to punish as defining

features of their rule. Indeed, the very meaning of territorial power, or do-

minion, derives from the notion of danger. To enter a dominion is to place

oneself under the protection of the violent power that is the prince. It is

tempting to assimilate the current tendency of politicians to champion

their toughness on crime in contemporary democratic polities as a throw-

back or at least a gesture toward that older model of executive power. We

acknowledge this when we speak of “drug czars” and when politicians

openly compete to name the highest penalty that should be exacted for a

crime. Yet these monarchical echoes miss the deeply liberal and demo-

cratic tone of the war on crime. If the expansive role of the executive in the

era of the war on crime can be traced to anything in our political geneal-

ogy, it is less the image of the sovereign as vengeance taker than the immi-

nently American and democratic institution of the local prosecutor.

The prosecutor has long been a unique and important officeholder

within the American systems of justice and government, with deep but

limited powers and a special claim to represent the local community as a

whole. In the last decades of the twentieth century, however, the war on

crime reshaped the American prosecutor into an important model for po-

litical authority while also giving real prosecutors enormous jurisdiction

over the welfare of communities with little attention to the lack of demo-

cratic accountability.

2
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In large part, this is a product of the crisis of the New Deal model of

modern political leadership in America as described in chapter 1. Presidents

from Roosevelt to Reagan presented themselves as wielders of economic

and diplomatic/military expertise and technology capable of achieving

prosperity and security for each and every willing American. This system of

expertise was communicated and propounded through the expansion and

use of mass communication. Governors and mayors all the way down the

stream of governance took their cue from this New Deal model, most

famously from Franklin D. Roosevelt in his various manifestations from

“Dr. New Deal,” to “Dr. Win the War.” Administrators of private and public

institutions were also shaped in varying degrees by this New Deal model.

The period since the assassination of John F. Kennedy has been one

of growing crisis for the New Deal political leader. Kennedy’s murder

stood above all for executive failure of the most dramatic kind, a federal

government that could not even see to the physical survival of its chief ex-

ecutive. In the wake of the Vietnam War, with U.S. involvement escalated

by Kennedy, the problem of executive failure was exacerbated by repeated

revelations of executive lies. The problem of scandal and deception has

remained a kind of endemic disease of contemporary political leadership.

The New Deal chief has also suffered from the broad softening of public

confidence in the various forms of expertise that at one time epitomized

New Deal leadership, including economics, psychology, criminology, and

sociology.

In the vacuum created by the various crises, political and discursive,

of the New Deal style of governance, crime has pointed to the prosecutor

as offering a new model of leadership. Becoming a prosecutorial executive

does not entail literally seeking the legal conviction and punishment of

wrongdoers, although it can include a strong symbol of the public as seeker

of vengeance and incapacitation.

This prosecutorial shift of executive leadership can be traced in a num-

ber of ways. It operates at the level of political rhetoric. Campaigns for the

office of mayor, governor, attorney general, and especially president of the

United States have become, to an important extent, a contest of prosecuto-

rial resolve. Executives must show that they identify with the experience of

criminal victimization and with the resulting desire for vengeance (Scam-

mons and Wattenburg 1969; Dionne 1991). This is usually done by support-

ing the death penalty or some other severe punishment for offenders who

personify the kind of monsters most feared by the public. In their exercise
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of authority, executives are at their strongest when they isolate wrongdoing

and demand accountability. Political leaders take in the crime story whether

through identification with the police, as did Mayor Rudolph Giuliani of

New York during the 1990s, or with tough sanctions such as the death

penalty (championed by George Deukmejian of California and by George

Pataki of New York) or mandatory minimum prison terms for armed

offenders. At times they find themselves in direct competition, as when

Giuliani forced out successful police commissioner Benjamin Bratton, or

when Pataki removed a prosecutor he thought to be soft on the death

penalty from control over the case of an alleged cop killer.

It also operates at the level of knowledge and power at which political

leaders link themselves to their publics through the media and other insti-

tutions. Mayors, governors, and presidents are limited in their ability to di-

rectly prosecute criminals, but they have a wider political capacity to define

their objectives in prosecutorial terms and to frame other kinds of political

issues in the language shaped by public insecurity and outrage about

crime.1 A clear example is President George W. Bush, a leader who misses

few chances to define threats to the public—whether illiteracy or weapons

of mass destruction—as forms of personal victimization wrought by will-

ful and sinful wrongdoers. Political executives of this sort, particularly

governors and attorney generals, have promised to back the effectiveness

of prosecutors by meting out more severe punishments, restricting proce-

dures advantageous to the defense, and overcoming judicial obstacles to

enforcement of severe punishment, especially the death penalty. If recent

election cycles have seen little overt debate about crime, it is because can-

didates have generally already been selected to maximize their prosecutor-

ial bearing.2 Less noted is the way this prosecutorial turn has transformed

the organization of executive government. At both the state and federal

levels, the office of the attorney general has risen in influence over policy

and over the chief executive.

The enormous expansion of criminal sanctions and the new style of

crime legislation (see chapter 3) is also transforming the traditional role of

the prosecutor (Walker 1993; Humes 1999; Stuntz 2001, 2006). Perhaps the

most important feature of this change has been an enormous expansion of

power at the expense of judges, paroling authorities, and defense lawyers.

On the critical question of how much punishment defendants will receive if

convicted, prosecutors have garnered so much power that in a real sense

even the role of judge and jury as fact finder has been nullified. For example,
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various forms of mandatory sentencing schemes have made the prosecu-

tors’ determinations of criminal charges the dominant influence on the ul-

timate prison sentence. Whether younger offenders will be kept in juvenile

court, where they receive rehabilitative sanctions and relatively short prison

sentences, or go to regular felony court, where they may face extremely

long prison sentences, is determined in most states by prosecutors. Insofar

as these decisions are matters of discretion rather than law in the conven-

tional sense, it can fairly be asked whether the substantive criminal law

taught in American law schools is even meaningful.

By turning the prosecutor into a far more powerful agent in the war

on crime, these legal shifts have also turned the political prosecutor into

one of the most important officials in local government with tremendous

potential to affect the lives of citizens. This is especially true for those liv-

ing in urban areas where high levels of violent crime, intensive police pres-

ence, and increasing rates of imprisonment are reshaping the community

demographically, socially, and economically. In many of the poorest sec-

tions of American cities, the imprisonment of people (usually young men)

who would otherwise be residents of the communities constitutes the largest

form of public or private investment, and this spending is controlled most

clearly by prosecutors. One signal of this increasingly broad government

role for the prosecutor is the growing interest among prosecutors in clam-

ing a broad mandate to be involved in public policy under the banner of

“community prosecution.” A wide range of specific practices are collected

under this term, ranging from a role in paying for social services that are not

directly law enforcement–related to targeting particular offenders for “ex-

ile” using tough federal laws against armed criminals.3

Between the movement of executives toward the prosecutorial and

the expansion of the prosecutor’s role, executive power has become tightly

bound up with crime and the political technologies available to confront

it. The resulting politics is harsh. As successful politicians work to rede-

fine public policy as crime policy, we have begun to see a variety of figures,

including special prosecutors and crusading attorney generals, who have

openly competed to assume the mantle of prosecutor-in-chief. Real pros-

ecutors exert extraordinary power but over what is or should be a narrow

jurisdiction and a limited set of government functions. But the influence

of the prosecutor over American politics and culture extends beyond even

its currently distended jurisdiction through the construction of a prose-

cutorial model of leadership, one promoted by popular culture as much
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as by real news let alone actual practice. This model consists of a number

of elements that pervade the popular image of the prosecutor:

1. Prosecutors champion victims.

2. Victims seek only that the truth of their violation be recognized and

validated by the degree of punishment imposed on their violators.

3. Prosecutors alone can help victims realize these objectives, and they

do so only by seeking to increase the social isolation and moral dis-

tance of those accused or suspected of crimes.

The following section describes some of the institutional features that

make the American prosecutor a powerful model for governing. I will ex-

amine this model in practice by looking more closely at three examples of

the prosecutorial ascendance in American politics. Much of the political

analysis of the war on crime has focused on such presidents as Richard

Nixon and Ronald Reagan, who emphasized tough stances toward crime

in their speeches. My first example looks beyond the presidents to the at-

torney general, a figure whose growing stature within the executive branch

from the 1930s on presages and perhaps explains the prosecutorial presi-

dency. My second example looks at the role of the death penalty in reener-

gizing the role of the nation’s governors (a position once thought to be

doomed to a secondary role in the modern state by the New Deal political

order), which in turn led many governors to become champions of the

death penalty. My final example draws a line between the first and second

by examining the rise of governor as the predominant pathway to the pres-

idency since the end of the 1970s.

Peculiar Institution: The American Prosecutor 
From Bureaucratic Professionalism to the 
Prosecutorial Complex

The institution of the American prosecutor appears to have borrowed traits

from a variety of European and colonial offices including the English “at-

torney general,” the Dutch “Schout,” and the French “procureur publique.” By

the middle of the nineteenth century, however, these variable roots had coa-

lesced into a distinctively American institution with features widely shared

among the states and differentiated virtually all of them from similar roles in

other societies. Historian Joan Jacoby summarizes the distinctive structure
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of the office as it is most commonly found in four traits: it is (1) public

rather than private, (2) executive in nature rather than judicial, (3) local

rather than statewide, and (4) elected directly by the eligible voters of the

district (Jacoby 1980).

Each of these gives the prosecutor distinct advantages and incentives.

The American prosecutor was a public official, in contrast to the private

prosecutor that predominated in England until at least the late nineteenth

century.4 The private prosecutor, like most private litigants, is not neces-

sarily committed to enforcing the letter of the law. He may be most inclined

to settle for substantial compensation. The problem of who the “client” is

for the American prosecutor has long been viewed as a conundrum, but it

is clear that the American prosecutor is not her own client. She serves the

public and must rationalize her decision making accordingly.

As an executive, the prosecutor belongs to the branch of modern sover-

eignty most directly descended from the monarch. Along with mayors, gov-

ernors, and presidents, prosecutors stand authorized within their domain to

represent the people completely. They are checked by the other branches of

divided government but not (as legislatures are) by an internal principle of

division or (as courts are) by a hierarchy of abstract authority. In that sense,

each executive enjoys a kind of plenary authority. Under the U.S. Constitu-

tion and practice, for example, governors recognize that the president may

hold superior authority in a face-off, but the governor is not an agent of the

president; she is an independent vessel of popular sovereignty.

With some notable exceptions, the American prosecutor is a local actor

with a specific territorial jurisdiction, typically equivalent to the county or

municipality. The great exception to this is the prosecutorial power of the

federal government, which is exercised through locally based U.S. attor-

neys who are subordinate to the attorney general. There is nothing in prin-

ciple that would prevent a state from reorganizing its prosecutors along

such lines, but almost nowhere is this done. American prosecutors answer

to a very specific electorate, a public they generally share with a variety of

local law enforcement agencies, judges, and defense attorneys. This means

that rather than Texas law or Florida law, one really has to talk about

Houston and Dallas law, Miami and Jacksonville law.

Since the spread of the electoral franchise in the early nineteenth

century, American prosecutors have typically been elected, which is the

overwhelming pattern today. Elections have traditionally been seen as com-

promising the autonomy necessary for professional prosecutors to exercise
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their wide discretion.5 Though prosecutors can be brought down over par-

ticularly unpopular decisions, election also goes a long way toward estab-

lishing the autonomy of the American prosecutor. She is not a subordinate

of the mayor or governor.

The combination of these features has long given American justice a

distinctive character. Whereas criminal justice policies in most societies are

set at the national or provincial level, nearly every county in the United

States has its own criminal justice policy based on which charges the pros-

ecutor chooses to bring or not bring. These features also made the prose-

cutor a potentially powerful but traditionally limited office. The political

power of the office stems from its distinctive monopoly on the power to

charge others with criminal offenses. In a society of private prosecution,

this is potentially open to any litigant who feels himself or herself a victim

of a crime by an identifiable wrongdoer. Almost everywhere, this power to

charge is a public monopoly today, but few societies place so exclusive a

control over this power in the hands of a singular executive official. The

American prosecutor is empowered both by being an executive and one

elected directly by the voters of a district (and thus not beholden to either

the courts or a higher executive official for their lawful authority). Because

this is almost everywhere a local office, it carries with it the distinctive

power to decide which of the state’s various criminal statutes is given pri-

ority, through the nearly total discretion of the officeholder to charge or

not charge a particular defendant.6

It is well recognized that American prosecutors have comparatively ex-

traordinary discretion to choose whether or not to bring charges against an

individual. It is also well known that prosecutors are among the most po-

litical of offices, and often a steppingstone to higher office in state or federal

governments. Less appreciated, however, is the great extent to which prose-

cutors have been exempted from the modern regime of restraints and re-

views on administrative discretion that applies to other government actors.

When exercising their powerful functions, including deciding whether to

bring a prosecution and for what charge, prosecutors have virtually unlim-

ited discretion.

The war on crime has transformed the status of prosecutors within

American government through several parallel developments. The harden-

ing of criminal sanctions that began in the 1980s, what some have called the

severity revolution, has expanded the classic power of the prosecutor to select

individuals to be exposed to criminal trial and the possibility of punishment.
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The formal length of sentence is probably less important than the elimi-

nation, in many states and the federal system, of a substantial role for

“administrative” release mechanisms such as parole boards capable of ad-

justing the differences in sentences created by the choices made by prose-

cutors. The growth of extreme sentences with no possibility of parole also

deepens the significance of the prosecutor’s charging role. By charging a

suspect with any of the many forms of enhancements, such as using a gun

during the primary offense or having a previous serious or violent con-

viction, the prosecutor today can effectively eliminate a person from the

community for a generation. Just as the death penalty has established it-

self as a crucial part of the prosecutor’s new power, the proliferation of

crimes with extremely enhanced prison terms has created a wide range of

“lesser” death penalties.

Legislative changes have also given prosecutors a larger role in choosing

the fate of juvenile offenders. At the high tide of the juvenile justice move-

ment, in the 1970s, only judges could waive a juvenile’s right to be dealt with

in a juvenile court with its then-dominant rehabilitative narrative and its

much more limited prison sentences. Today, virtually all states allow prose-

cutors to place juveniles who are charged with serious or violent crimes in

adult court, and states require them to do so for a range of violent crimes.

The prosecutor now acts as a gatekeeper determining access to the juvenile

process itself. Indeed, this gatekeeping function, once given largely to judges

in the criminal justice system, now ends with the prosecutors. For example,

successive habeas petitions, the means by which long-term prisoners and

death row inmates are able to seek judicial review of new issues that earlier

lawyers failed to pursue (or did not appreciate the relevance of ) have now

been barred by judicial decisions and statutes. This leaves prosecutors largely

in control of whether new issues or new evidence will get a hearing.

These legislative changes, outgrowths of the war on crime (more on

this in chapter 3), have expanded the traditional power of the American

prosecutor by raising the stakes of the criminal sanction. The urban crimi-

nal court of the 1960s was overwhelmingly bureaucratic. Such practices as

plea-bargaining and the bail bond system embodied a professionally ori-

ented, teamwork approach to processing cases, one respected by prosecu-

tors, defense lawyers, and judges alike. The growth of the traditional power

of the prosecutor has increasingly strained the capacity of this bureaucratic

model to do even the rough justice it once did. At the same time, it has in-

vited prosecutors to look beyond their traditional perspective as players in
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an adversarial process to a perspective more commensurate with that of

elected political executives such as mayors, county executives, or governors.

In some communities, this shift in perspective has earned its own name

and narrative: community prosecution (Alfieri 2002). In one sense this

means simply expanding the consideration of community effects in making

classic criminal prosecution decisions. To do so requires the creation of new

links that run between the prosecutor’s office and the community beyond

the classic roles of victims and witnesses. It also includes developing new

narratives and new relationships linking prosecutors to the well-being of the

community and its key components including markets, social and charitable

organizations, and moralizing institutions such as schools and churches.

Starting in the Johnson administration, the Department of Justice be-

gan promoting federal/state task forces headed by the local U.S. attorney

and including local prosecutors and state and federal law enforcement offi-

cials. These task forces coordinate the availability of federal charges, which

often carry especially severe sanctions, potent procedural advantages for

the prosecution, and federal resources. This approach has been continued

and intensified through administrations of both parties. An even broader

reach was added during the administration of President George H. W. Bush

(1989–1993) in the form of a “weed and seed” program, combining the pre-

vious coordination of law enforcement with broader efforts to encourage

investment in inner-city communities. State and local prosecutorial offi-

cials have also initiated similar programs that tie crime control to other

governmental goals and place prosecutors in coordinating positions. The

sheer size of the correctional population means that prosecutorial power

has a large, even if unintended, effect on the maintenance of social order

in local communities.

The emergence of the prosecutor as a more important locus of govern-

ing power has taken place broadly across the United States during the war

on crime. More selectively, these more powerful prosecutors have begun to

evolve a very different style and conception of the prosecutor, one defined by

the war on crime. Because of the local nature of prosecution, the national

picture remains extraordinarily variegated. In many American communi-

ties, particularly those angered by publicized instances of violent crime,

some prosecutors have responded directly to the potent fear of crime and

passion for punishment they can arouse. In these communities, the reci-

procity underlying the old courtroom “work team” is replaced with a new

model in which the prosecutor is clearly a dominant force. Plea-bargaining
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and similar modes of cooperation are replaced by a “prosecution complex”

in which convictions are produced when needed through the application of

police pressure and the ever-growing incarcerated population (Frisbie and

Garrett 1998). Backed up by a sentencing system in which the possibility

of substantial punishment may be available through a whole range of op-

tions to the prosecutor, this is a system that can convict the guilty at an ever-

speedier rate but also can convict an unknown but not insignificant number

of innocent persons (Dwyer et al. 2000).

Journalist Edward Humes closely studied one such community, Kern

County, California, and an elected district attorney, Ed Jagels, who became

the most powerful political figure in his community by using his office to re-

spond to and stoke fears of crime with dramatic prosecutions (Humes 1999).

Hume’s description of Kern County suggests that it is an extreme place even

in extreme California (which has one of the world’s largest prison popula-

tions), but in broad strokes could also characterize America as nation.

The region clings to its frontier legacy, a rough-hewn place built

by gold and oil fever, where gunfights and lynchings continued

well into the twentieth century, and where a fierce desire for law

and order still competes with an intense distaste for government,

regulations and outside interference in local affairs. (22)

Whatever its history, Kern County in the 1980s and 1990s shared with

America a terrifying sense that unholy forms of violence surrounded

them. One particularly acute wave of fear that ran through the country in

these years concerned child molestation rings, especially in day care cen-

ters and involving satanic elements. Kern County prosecuted 83 people for

such crimes in the 1980s and convicted 40; all received severe prison terms

(Humes 1999, 451). These kinds of crime did more than frighten people.

They confirmed to large portions of the public a new sense of reality when

it came to understanding the depth and depravity of crime itself. If the

world is really filled with satanic cults looking for human prey, and day care

centers are filled with group molesters, it only makes sense to allow the con-

trol of crime to shape the governance of everything else. Something similar

seemed to have happened in New York City in 1990 when a group of young

African American youths from Harlem were convicted in a series of assaults

on people enjoying Central Park on a spring evening, including a jogger

who was raped. The age of the youths, the brutality of the rape, and the

very notion that the youths were “wilding,” as police claimed the youths
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called their activity,7 demonstrably moved New York toward leaders with a

strong prosecutorial emphasis. In 1991, Rudolph Giuliani, a high-profile

U.S. attorney under President Reagan, won a rematch with David Dinkins,

New York City’s first black mayor, with a promise to crack down on crime.

In 1994, New Yorkers statewide rejected incumbent Mario Cuomo in favor

of a much lesser known Republican politician from upstate New York

named George Pataki, mainly on the latter’s support for a death penalty.

This fear of crime has been fertile ground for ambitious prosecutors

who understand its unique political power. This new prosecutorial com-

plex has a number of distinctive features that differentiate it from the

traditional-modern bureaucratic professionalism model. These traits also

help explain why the prosecutor is today such a powerful template for

executive power generally.

One trait is hostility toward judges. In the twentieth century, judges

loomed large, not just in criminal sentencing, but as model governmental

actors. The war on crime has already shifted a great deal of power from

judges to prosecutors, but there is an aspect of contempt here as well

(Humes 1999, 343). Insofar as the new prosecutor bases her legitimacy on

her advocacy of crime victims, judges are easily seen as biased by their

neutrality (75). The traditional prosecutorial model called for deference to

judges, but the new prosecutor understands that she has replaced judges as

the more trusted agent of the public interest. This also includes an increas-

ing willingness by prosecutors to use the media and speak as a voice for the

crime victims of the community and to advocate politically for tougher

sentences, more prisons, and getting rid of judges who are not sufficiently

tough on crime (77).

A second trait is what appears to be a historically unprecedented will-

ingness on the part of contemporary prosecutors to violate rules of profes-

sional conduct. As documented in cases of exoneration, prosecutors in

many communities engage in routine violations of rules requiring them to

turn over exculpatory evidence to the defense (Scheck, Neufield, & Dwyer

2001). Many of the rules always ignored the powerful incentives to win,

but the war on crime has helped degrade the presumptive standing of the

ethical duties to begin with. Prosecutorial misconduct is not surveyed in

any comprehensive sense and becomes public only on occasion, and then

rarely with lack of ambiguity. Although it is not possible to prove that mis-

conduct is becoming more common than it was in the past, it is clear that

the war on crime has helped shape a rationale for prosecutorial misconduct
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in the very metaphor of war and its premise of extraordinary circum-

stances. Viewing themselves as frontline operatives in the war on crime,

prosecutors in this era sometimes see themselves as having a mandate to go

to the very limits of the law to address forces they view as evil.

Though the projection of prosecutors into broader governmental ques-

tions makes them competitors with other elected political leaders, the de-

velopment of a new prosecutorial model has exerted an influence on those

leaders. Governmental actors who have traditionally been seen as respon-

sible for the overall well-being of the population—mayors, governors, and

presidents—have sought to project themselves in a prosecutorial light as

champions of a vengeful and defensive community set upon by willful

wrongdoers, and to project the nature of their power as largely punishing.

This was most visibly exemplified by the successful 1988 presidential cam-

paign of George H. W. Bush and in President Bush’s governing style. Since

then, virtually all candidates for executive office have adopted themselves

in large part to this model.

The Nation’s Prosecutor: The Attorney General 
and the War on Crime

Most of those who have studied the war on crime for its effects on Ameri-

can politics and government have focused, understandably, on the presi-

dent. Republican Barry Goldwater found his most effective campaign

theme in railing against the increasing level of “crime in the streets” in

1964. Democrat Lyndon Johnson beat Goldwater handily but wasted no

time in declaring “war on crime” as part of his Great Society. Ever since,

most chief executives have carefully honed their reputation for aggres-

sively confronting crime. Richard Nixon ran in 1968 on the thesis, since

taken for granted, that the Great Society (or social welfare programs, more

generally) was a major source of the crime problem. Ronald Reagan touted

his support for the death penalty in California, and George Bush, Sr., prom-

ised to bring drug dealers to their knees, pledging his commitment to the

justness of the death penalty as a punishment for intentional murder. Even

those campaigns that have not visibly focused on crime (the campaigns of

1976, 1992, and 2000) often reflect a crime control stalemate between the

parties, in which each candidate has staked out similar enough positions

to make significant gains difficult.
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It is tempting to view the U.S. president as a kind of “commander in

chief” in the war on crime, but recent history suggests that even tough-on-

crime presidents have often found their crime policies overshadowed by

economic conditions and international relations. The pattern of the presi-

dencies since Roosevelt suggests that the enduring influence of the crime

issue over the executive branch of the federal government, including the

presidency itself, has generally been anchored in an axis running between

the president and the attorney general—an axis in which law and, espe-

cially, crime have been influential. In a dynamic that begins in the early

days of the New Deal, the attorney general has moved from being a relative

outsider in the to one of the most politicized cabinet offices and depart-

ments within the whole executive branch.

With the criminal prosecution functions stationed front and center,

the attorney general has also been repositioned. Attorney generals today

are routinely dubbed “the nation’s prosecutors” in newspapers, but this

wasn’t always so. Throughout the twentieth century, through the accumu-

lation of crime- and criminal justice–related functions—including the FBI,

the Immigration and Naturalization Service,8 the Federal Bureau of Pris-

ons, and the United States Marshal’s Service—the Department of Justice

has swollen into a planetary giant within the executive solar system. The

war on crime began there and led to an even greater influence of the De-

partment over state and local government as well as other federal agencies.

It has become what the Department of Defense was in many respects dur-

ing the Cold War: the agency within the executive branch of the federal

government that most naturally provided a dominant rationale of govern-

ment through which other efforts must be articulated and coordinated.

As the Department of Justice has expanded in size and become more

colored by its crime-oriented functions, it has also risen in its political im-

portance to the president. Most historians consider the attorney general’s

office to have been of only minor importance until Homer Cummings,

Roosevelt’s first attorney general, who saw the New Deal through its crisis

of judicial review. That crisis helped place law at the center of executive au-

thority and drove the function of the attorney general from being a bridge

between the president and the Supreme Court to one of being the presi-

dent’s chief strategist in getting his policies validated by the Supreme

Court. Committed to FDR’s New Deal agenda, Cummings led the fight to

discredit the Court, and carried the legislative initiative for Roosevelt’s

“Court-packing plan.”
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Since FDR, a number of highly regarded presidents chose to appoint

their most trusted political advisors, in some cases their actual campaign

managers, notably Robert Kennedy for his brother President John Kennedy,

John Mitchell for President Richard Nixon, and Edwin Meese for the sec-

ond term of President Ronald Reagan (N. Baker 1992). Like most of the

other players in the cabinet of the modern U.S. president, the attorney gen-

eral is not mentioned in the Constitution, but is a creation of Congress’s

broad authority to make all laws necessary to the enactment of the federal

government, in this case a functioning executive limited by law. In the first

law organizing the executive branch, an attorney general was allowed for,

but had a subcabinet rank—his attendance at cabinet meetings would pre-

sumably depend on the relevance of a legal question—and was accord-

ingly granted a lower salary. Perhaps more demeaning, no office space was

provided for the attorney general, who would presumably have to devote a

large portion of his or her private practice to keeping the federal govern-

ment’s legal counsel (N. Baker 1992).

The growth of the attorney general’s role from a minor to major

player in a federal power that was itself increasing, can be traced to three

historical moments: Reconstruction, 1865–1875; the New Deal, 1932–1952;

and, I would argue, the war on crime, 1965 to the present. During the short

decade following the Civil War, the federal government enacted a dramatic

series of statutes and constitutional amendments that set the stage consti-

tutionally for the birth of the twentieth-century administrative state. Al-

though much of this authority was stillborn, this outpouring of “higher

law making” elevated the place of law itself in American political develop-

ment (Ackerman 1998). Expansion of the attorney general’s powers fol-

lowed as a matter of course. In 1870, the Reconstruction Congress acceded

to a longtime goal of attorney generals by placing them at the head of a

Department of Justice, which was granted primary authority over the legal

representation of the government in both criminal and civil matters.

Homer Cummings and the New Deal’s War on Crime

The crime control role of the federal government grew appreciably with

the adoption of Prohibition in 1920. Prohibition may have succeeded in its

explicit aim of eliminating the legal trade in alcohol, as well as the network

of legal saloons. But it also led to the creation of a lucrative black market in

alcohol that promoted the growth of organized crime and resulted in
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widespread popular participation in illegal enterprises, mainly as cus-

tomers but also as employees. Faced with the perception that legal author-

ity itself was being endangered by failures to enforce Prohibition, Presi-

dent Hoover appointed a commission under a former attorney general,

George Wickersham, to study the problem of enforcing Prohibition and

criminal justice more broadly. By the time the report was published in

1931, the beginnings of the Depression had moved crime somewhat lower

in order of national priorities, but the body of knowledge about crime as a

national problem that the commission created would influence the next

administration’s effort to expand the role of federal governance.

The epic battle between the Roosevelt administration and the

Supreme Court over economic recovery legislation made constitutional

law, and law in general, a major issue for the executive branch, as issues long

part of the attorney general’s role now came to the fore. By focusing on the

criminal law matters within the jurisdiction of the Department of Justice and

its FBI, the Roosevelt administration could bolster the department’s popular

legitimacy against a long, hard battle with the Supreme Court, while simul-

taneously projecting in popular form a model of federal government power

(Potter 1998). The same period saw considerable growth in the criminal role

of the federal government, as Prohibition crime, largely prosecuted at the

state level, gave way to a new federal interest in “big crime”(Huston 1967, 191).

The major focus was on a group of mostly rural bandits, including John

Dillinger, Bonnie and Clyde, and the Barker family, who robbed small-town

banks while moving across state lines on routes laid out in the previous de-

cade by bootleggers. Though this war on crime is not remembered as a key

feature of the New Deal, the fact that we remember those names even today

testifies to the popular media success of these “big crime” initiatives.

A crime conference organized by Cummings in 1934 introduced a

much broader agenda of reforms, many anchored in the practices and

knowledge highlighted by the Wickersham commission. In his welcoming

remarks, Roosevelt (1934, 17) began by offering a broad reminder of the

major problems that America faced and the commitment of the New Deal

to finding practical solutions. Chief among those problems were:

• subsistence of the population

• the security of the economic structures of society

• the release and direction of the vital forces that make for a healthy

national life
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To the president, the fight against crime was a part of all three. “As a

component part of the large objective we include our constant struggle to

safeguard ourselves against the attacks of the lawless and the criminal ele-

ments of our population,” he said (Roosevelt 1934, 17). Using the war meta-

phor quite explicitly, Roosevelt called on conference participants to help

launch a “major offensive” against crime (ibid.). Roosevelt went further in

suggesting the direction for a New Deal crime control agenda. The contri-

bution of the federal government was both important and limited, not to

replace local law enforcement and state criminal law, but to bolster the na-

tional capacity for law enforcement in a whole host of ways.

The parallels between crime and the economic Depression in Roose-

velt’s imagery were hard to miss. Both were “national problems against

which primitive forms of law enforcement [or economic intervention, one

might add] are relatively powerless” (18). The New Deal proposal was to

improve the organization and rationality of existing crime control institu-

tions while using the enormous intellectual and media clout of an activist

federal government to turn public opinion away from a Prohibition-era

approval of gangsters.

This crime-based federalism was exemplified in Roosevelt’s mention

of “roving criminals” as a key area of federal interest (ibid.). The President

was referencing the famous bandit gangs that had become the focus of the

FBI’s highly publicized and bloody efforts to eliminate crime. The public

of the early 1930s saw these criminals as bold bank robbers who used the

high-speed automobiles produced in the roaring 1920s, along with an inti-

mate knowledge of back roads forged in bootlegging to outrun and out-

gun local and state law enforcement officers (Burrough 2004).

As President Roosevelt and others at the conference noted, these ban-

dits operated in a distinctive spatial domain identified as the “crime corri-

dor,” which included the states of Kansas, Missouri, and Oklahoma, as the

center of a line of crime running from Texas through Minnesota (Potter

1998, 65, 69). The administration’s focus on the highway bandits primarily

served to describe a geopolitical domain distinct from both state sover-

eignty and the nation as a whole, and thus a plausible target of interven-

tion by a national government. The “crime corridor” provided a way of

imagining the nation as something beyond the capacities of states to effec-

tively address and yet small enough to be undertaken by a national gov-

ernment not seeking totalitarian dominance of society.
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The roving criminals also underscored the connection of Americans

in almost every community to the possibility of direct encounters with vi-

olent criminals. People in the still-populated and vital rural and small-town

America of the 1930s might avoid confronting a Jewish or Italian gangster

by staying out of Chicago, Detroit, or Kansas City. But the highway bandits

of the era struck in small towns where they would expect less law enforce-

ment preparedness. The linkage meant that almost any town in America

could become the scene of unpredictable and savage violence.9

If crime served as a powerful metaphor for the evils addressed by the

embattled New Deal economic recovery program in 1934, it was also avail-

able directly as a way to intervene in the economy. The early stages of the

New Deal suggest that Roosevelt was willing to use the weapons of crimi-

nal justice against recalcitrant businessmen as well as bandits.

Roosevelt would go down in history as the leader who morphed from

Dr. New Deal to Dr. Win the War. His war on crime turned out to be a

rather interesting sideline that never became a central focus for his govern-

ment. A real war on Nazi Germany and Japan soon made a widespread war

on crime logistically impossible and politically unnecessary. In retrospect,

however, we can also see the New Deal’s war on crime as an early reflection

of a central tendency toward governing through crime created by the law-

centered model of the executive into which the New Deal was somewhat re-

actively cast by its bruising battle with the conservative majority on the

Supreme Court.

Bobby Kennedy: Prosecutor as Politician

The administration of President John Kennedy (1961–1963) returned to

crime as no administration had since the first Roosevelt term, and once

again it was the Department of Justice and a close alliance between a pres-

ident and attorney general that lay behind the initiatives. This was partly a

result of the unique relationship between the two brothers. Few doubted

that the Justice Department was the second command station of the

Kennedy administration under the president’s loyal brother, who had run

John’s tough campaign for president in 1960. Though the president showed

some interest in crime, it was Robert Kennedy who more than any other

executive of the 1960s forged a path toward governing through crime.

Both Kennedys had worked on the organized crime problem in the 1950s,
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John as a member of the Senate subcommittee on organized crime and

Robert as the Democratic counsel to the subcommittee.

Robert Kennedy’s Department of Justice developed a crime-focused

program that highlighted crime as a model problem for federal solution.

While Kennedy’s approach had elements that anticipated both the Great So-

ciety strategies of Lyndon Johnson and the law-and-order campaigns waged

by Richard Nixon and George Wallace in 1968, Kennedy fused this with a

prosecutorial sensibility fashioned in highly stylized battles with mafia sus-

pects and their lawyers and a comfort speaking as the people’s seeker of

justice that was unique in his period. Robert Kennedy’s Justice Depart-

ment is more famous for noncriminal aspects of the attorney generalship,

especially civil rights, but crime was central from the start and identified as

such by the administration’s most acute critics (Navasky 1971).

Perhaps the most recognizable strand of Robert Kennedy’s crime vision

in today’s terms was his highly public, no-holds-barred pursuit of organized

crime in general, and Jimmy Hoffa in particular. During his ’50s stint on the

organized crime subcommittee of the Senate, Kennedy found a path that

would take him beyond the anticommunism that defined most politicians of

the era.10 In his role as majority counsel to the organized crime subcommit-

tee, Kennedy operated as a kind of special prosecutor, with the power to

cross-examine persons suspected of leadership roles in organized crime and

their associates in organized labor and business. Among the latter was James

R. Hoffa, leader of the powerful Teamsters Union, and allegedly an accom-

plice of organized crime in conspiracies involving conversion of the Team-

sters’ pension fund. Kennedy and others considered the massive pension

fund to be the federal reserve of mid-twentieth-century organized crime.11

In terms that would help define the moral richness of the war on crime,

Kennedy characterized organized crime as a secret evil in American society.

“The American public may not see him, but that makes the racketeer’s power

for evil in our society even greater,” he said (Lowi 1964, 143). “Lacking direct

confrontation with racketeering, the American citizen is all too likely to fail

to see the reason for the alarm” (ibid.). Aided by gangland turncoat Joseph

Valachi, Kennedy chose a path that brought him into direct conflict with the

large urban ethnic (Italian and Jewish) organized crime that President Roo-

sevelt and FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover had chosen to avoid confronting.

In doing so, he challenged an important base for his political party and his

own family’s wealth.12 For many who revere Robert Kennedy’s stand on civil

rights and his willingness to use executive power to enforce judicial decrees
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on desegregation, this prosecutorial side is largely hidden or explained

away.13 Kennedy had a broader vision of social as well as criminal justice,

but, like Roosevelt, he recognized in crime a powerful way to build a

stronger bond between the executive and the mass public the executive

serves.

I do not object at all to more police, improved court procedures

or more effective treatment facilities. Crime has to be repressed

and communities must be protected. . . . But we should be

pouring as much, or even more, money, manpower and imagi-

nation into preventing those early law violations that start crim-

inal careers. (Lowi 1964, 25)

If the pursuit of Hoffa anticipates the prosecutorial zealousness of John

Mitchell, Ed Meese, and John Ashcroft, two major initiatives of the Depart-

ment of Justice under Kennedy—his Mobilization for Youth, aimed at

drawing juveniles away from crime and into community action, and his ef-

forts to model bail reform—anticipated the war on poverty that President

Johnson would pursue from the White House after the assassination of

President Kennedy. Both were aimed most immediately at the poor and at

minority groups. Both represented a continuation of the project, first artic-

ulated by the Wickersham commission in the Hoover administration, to

modernize the administration of justice in America from the federal level.

At the same time, each dealt with aspects of crime and its control that were

being made into problems in the popular perception in the early 1960s.

Robert Kennedy’s focus on bail reform was intended to allow more

people to be released from jail pending trial. Kennedy, however, saw bail

as a bottleneck of a criminal justice system that often did terrible injus-

tices to the poorest members of the community while failing to prevent

many crimes. By allowing defendants’ wealth to determine who was held

and who was freed, the justice system made it likely that the poorest, rather

than the guiltiest, would be convicted. Drawing on the then-recently

published sociolegal work of the Vera Institute, Kennedy’s department

pursued legislation aimed at promoting broad use of the Vera method,

which favored community ties over cash bond (Goldkamp et al. 1995, 7).

Unlike the attorneys general who would come in the later phases of the

war on crime, Kennedy embraced social science–oriented legal expertise,

including leading academic stars like Francis Allen at the University of

Chicago.
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All of these themes—modernization, juvenile justice, and bail—

would remain central to the war on crime that emerged fully only after

Kennedy’s assassination in 1968, just as the crucial Omnibus Crime Con-

trol and Safe Streets Act of 1968 was being passed by an overwhelming ma-

jority in Congress. His top crime policy priority, juvenile justice reform—

a position advocated by both the Democratic and Republican platforms in

1960—reflected an optimistic rehabilitative approach quite different from

the focus on juvenile criminals today. Since juvenile justice at the time was

dominated by optimism about rehabilitation, so was the crime policy that

came out of the Robert Kennedy Justice Department. But in the 1980s and

1990s a more pessimistic view of juvenile offenders would come to domi-

nate a renewed effort to make the juvenile a key point of federal interven-

tion in state policies—this time to harden the punitiveness of sanctions

rather than emphasize rehabilitation (Feld 1999).

Robert Kennedy’s tenure as attorney general is probably most famous

for his confrontation with southern governors over the desegregation of

state universities. His method in these confrontations, however, reveals

something of how his prosecutorial vision of the attorney general’s powers

played out in an area quite distinct from the department’s normal prose-

cution roles. Wary of alienating southern states ahead of his brother’s re-

election campaign in 1964, Kennedy positioned the department as a law

enforcer, responding to court decisions to justify each escalation of execu-

tive action. In maneuvering to register James Meredith at the University

of Mississippi, the department waited until mob violence was apparent

before using direct federal police power to move Meredith onto campus.

Rather than affirm a federal obligation to enforce constitutional rights in

the South, the Justice Department positioned itself as the passive instru-

ment of the law.

Robert Kennedy is remembered today through the lens of his 1968

presidential campaign, in which he powerfully represented the aspirations

of the Civil Rights movement, the antiwar movement, and many other

outsider constituencies in the United States. But in his years as attorney

general, he emerged as one of the first American politicians at the national

level since Roosevelt to grasp crime as a crucial anchor for activist govern-

ment. More than any of his predecessors, Kennedy made the attorney gen-

eral “America’s prosecutor.” As with Roosevelt and Cummings (only more

so), Kennedy combined this crime focus with a powerful political relation-

ship to the president. President Kennedy’s speeches in the fall of 1963
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suggested he planned to use the Department of Justice campaign against

organized crime in his upcoming 1964 electoral battle. His likely opponent

had already signaled his intention to question the toughness of the Demo-

crats on crime.

The Kennedys sought to revitalize the New Deal model of leadership

with their New Frontier. Crime policy was to be only a part of a refurbished

crisis manager model of the presidency, one that handled the Cold War, the

economy, and the deeper problems of communities isolated from afflu-

ence. President Kennedy’s assassination dealt a complex blow to this model

of the New Deal leader. As a catastrophic failure of an executive branch

whose central purpose had become to protect us from other (most notably,

nuclear) catastrophes, the assassination left the nation doubly deprived of

comfort.

Prosecution Complex

With some notable exceptions, every attorney general since Kennedy has

maintained or increased the importance of criminal law to the attorney

general’s mandate and public presentation.14

Nixon followed Kennedy’s move and appointed an attorney general,

John Mitchell, who had been his close confidant and campaign manager.

Mitchell was a corporate lawyer, not a crime fighter by background, but

upon reading clearly the popularity of Nixon’s crime criticisms in the cam-

paign, Mitchell was more than willing to promote an escalated war on

crime as a partial compensation for winding down the Vietnam War. The

Justice Department under Mitchell quickly reversed Ramsay Clark’s posi-

tions on wiretaps and other sensitive evidence issues. As a candidate,

Nixon had castigated the Supreme Court under Chief Justice Earl Warren

for setting the constitutional balance such that it was too favorable toward

criminals and burdensome to law enforcement (Nixon 1968). Nixon was

able to make a large number of appointments to the Supreme Court in

his first term. Readiness to strengthen the constitutional position of law

enforcement was a crucial concern to the selection process, as shown by

the early decisions of all three of Nixon’s first-term appointees: Warren

Burger, Harry Blackmun (who for his first 10 years was a reliable conser-

vative vote on crime issues), and William Rehnquist.

Much of Nixon’s actual program on crime paralleled Johnson’s goal of

funding improvements in law enforcement, but he visibly moved closer to
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a prosecutorial role, advocating (even if not implementing) longer prison

sentences, preventive detention for “dangerous” offenders, and criminal

code reform to strengthen prosecutorial power. The reach of federal crim-

inal laws available to the administration to directly fight crime in urban

America was limited to creative extension of federal statutes written in the

1930s to combat Dust Bowl bank robbers.

Nixon and Mitchell helped turn the Kennedy-Johnson war on crime

into a Vietnam-like conflict with federal funding and training of state and

local police to fight the war. Ironically, Nixon and Mitchell became, by co-

incidence, the two most dramatic examples of criminality at the highest

levels of government in recent American history. That crime expectations

and criminal scandals have haunted the occupants of those offices ever

since is part of that legacy. More important, it is a product of their pre-

science and effectiveness in fashioning crime into a new platform for na-

tional executive governance.

The Ford and Carter (1974–1977, 1977–1981) administrations seem like

a time-out in the escalation of the war on crime. The unwinding of the

Nixon administration took with it a series of attorney generals including

Mitchell and his replacement, Elliot Richardson, who resigned rather than

fire special counsel Archibald Cox in the infamous “Saturday night mas-

sacre” (N. Baker 1992). President Ford was first appointed to replace Spiro

Agnew as vice president following Agnew’s resignation because of unre-

lated charges of corruption while governor of Maryland. President Ford

replaced Richard Nixon when the latter resigned in the face of a great

likelihood of an impeachment trial in the Senate. Ford’s subsequent use

of executive clemency to pardon Nixon almost certainly contributed to

his narrow defeat by little-known Georgia Democrat Jimmy Carter in No-

vember 1976. The war on crime and the new prosecutorial model of attor-

ney general and president had been temporarily halted by a scandal that

crossed crime and governance in a presumably independent but spectacu-

lar way.15

Following revelation of crimes committed by agents of the executive

branch overseen by the attorney general and perhaps the president him-

self, both Ford and Carter sought to model an executive of limitations and

legality, and both appointed attorney generals with independent reputa-

tions associated with academic law and the private bar. For a time, the Jus-

tice Department remained a central focus of executive government because
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of the post-Watergate interest in law. Congress passed a series of laws

aimed at curbing public and private intrusions into privacy and limiting

the cooperation of law enforcement and intelligence agencies within the

federal executive (limits that are only now being dismantled in response to

the “war on terrorism”). The Carter administration made human rights a

touchstone in foreign policy. Domestically, he confronted mounting infla-

tion and pressures to trim back the size and regulatory role of govern-

ment. In this regard, he anticipated his Republican successors in the 1980s.

Unlike them, however, he did not appear tempted to reshape the appear-

ance of a direct role of the American executive in fostering the well-being

of individual Americans (a post-FDR expectation) by invoking crime and

the retributive capacity of government. As the first of a series of openly re-

ligious presidents, Carter sounded themes of forgiveness and laid Amer-

ica’s plight in the malaise of its virtuous citizenry rather than the perfidy of

its bad actors.

Neither attorney general Edward Levy under Ford, nor Griffin Bell

under Carter, were much inclined to expand their role as champion of the

war on crime. Levy was a law professor, dean, and university president ap-

pointed to represent scrupulous attention to legality. Bell, a prominent

Georgia lawyer and former president of the American Bar Association, was

primarily concerned with the politics of school desegregation, which in

the mid-1970s remained a very big practical concern for the Justice De-

partment and especially for an attorney general from the South.

During the debates of 1976, the death penalty and crime in general

barely came up as issues, despite a high level of reported violent crime.

When President Ford was reminded by a reporter of his pledge to do more

to fight crime, he acknowledged that is was not easy to make progress while

holding down new spending, and he urged reform of the federal criminal

code as an inexpensive step. Carter eschewed any opportunity to attack Ford

on crime. A decade later, any governor of a state such as Georgia would

virtually guarantee that a politician would have major exposure to the crime

issue and a strong stand on the death penalty. Carter, interestingly, served

his one term as governor from 1971 to 1975, at precisely the moment when

the death penalty was off the table for politicization as the Supreme Court

considered the basic question of constitutionality. If crime shadowed the

executive in the Ford and Carter years, it was in the form of Watergate

and in the implicit presence of the prosecutor as adversary.
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Perhaps the strongest hint of the priority of the prosecutorial execu-

tive that was to come in the 1980s was in the consequences of Ford’s par-

don of Nixon. As was demonstrated more recently by criticism of Presi-

dent Clinton’s use of the pardon power in the last hours of his presidency,

the pardon decision is today seen as an executive one rather than a judicial

one. The president is expected not to judge whether sufficient repentance

has been done but to ask, as a prosecutor does, whether the public interest

of the potential victim class is to remove the sanctions of criminal law from

a particular individual. Ford saw it as an issue of healing and pardoned

Nixon at the same time that he issued a limited pardon to Americans who

had resisted the Vietnam War draft. His message of healing and forgive-

ness met with mixed success, and Nixon’s pardon came back to haunt him

in his debates with Carter.

Reagan had an early experience with the importance of the crime

issue during his years as California governor. Though crime was not his

dominant issue in California politics, he made the death penalty for

murder one of the signature differences in his 1966 campaign against in-

cumbent governor Pat Brown. Brown had enforced the death penalty but

had made public his opposition to it on religious and moral grounds.

Against the background of the nation’s rising homicide rate, Reagan mod-

eled what would become a familiar circuit in suggesting that Brown’s moral

calculus represented a choice to identify with the killer rather than his

victim.

Reagan’s first attorney general, William French Smith, was a Califor-

nia business lawyer with important Republic connections but little public

record on crime. By naming Edwin Meese as Smith’s successor, Reagan fit

more into the Kennedy and Nixon model of appointing a crime warrior

and close personal advisor. Meese was a career prosecutor, one of the few

attorney generals to actually have practiced as a prosecutor before taking

office, and his political career was tied to the rise of crime. He had been an

assistant district attorney in Alameda County, California, which includes

the politically volatile cities of Oakland and Berkeley, during the heaviest

period of radical political activity and conflict with the police during the

1960s. Governor Reagan picked Meese out of relative obscurity in part be-

cause of his public war with Berkeley. Meese became a political advisor to

Reagan and an intermediary to the growing grass roots of right-wing

property owners in California and nationally for whom crime was a major

concern.
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Once in office, Meese brought his career as a trial prosecutor to the

center, pursuing a prolonged attack on the Fourth Amendment exclusion-

ary rule under which courts often refused to admit accurate evidence of a

crime gathered in violation of the defendant’s Fourth Amendment rights.

Using the public posture of the nation’s chief prosecutor, Meese openly at-

tacked even the conservative Burger Court as betraying innocent Ameri-

cans and victims by refusing to completely overrule Warren Court prece-

dents enhancing the rights of the criminally accused. “Neither Mapp

[v. Ohio] or Miranda [v. Arizona] helps any innocent person. They help

guilty people,” he said (Baker 1992, 92). Meese went beyond Nixon and

Mitchell and openly questioned whether the Supreme Court was the final

arbiter of the meaning of the Constitution. The fruits of this attack were

substantial. In the mid-1980s, the Court began carving out major excep-

tions to the Fourth Amendment exclusionary rule. First was a 1983 decision

to abandon strict evidentiary requirements for warrants based on the tip

of an anonymous informant; a year later, the Court recognized a general

“good faith” exception to the warrant requirement when the police rely on

a warrant reasonably obtained.

George H. W. Bush, who had served as Reagan’s vice president and

succeeded him in office, broke with this pattern by making himself a more

prominent crime warrior than his attorney general. Even more than the

1968 Nixon campaign, the 1988 presidential campaign of George Bush

marked the emergence, for the first time, of the war on crime as a primary

basis for choosing a president (Dionne 1991). In the most well-remembered

sound bytes of the campaign, Democratic nominee Michael Dukakis was

linked to the furlough of a Massachusetts prisoner named Willie Horton,

who absconded while on release, kidnapped a couple, and raped the woman.

Dukakis was also painted as soft on crime because he opposed the death

penalty. Bush did more than take advantage of vulnerabilities in Dukakis’s

record or his wooden and technocratic persona; in his own speeches, Bush

laid out a vision of his presidency in which crime operated as a central

problem.

Bush’s nomination acceptance speech in 1988 contained hints that

crime was not just another social problem, but rather a metaphor around

which a whole range of popular needs might be expressed, a metaphor

whose crucial entailment was punishment and a punitive state. Taking up

one of the great conservative causes of the late twentieth century (and

one of the most immediate pillars of Ronald Reagan’s electoral victories
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in 1980 and 1984), Bush characterized inflation as a crimelike phe-

nomenon.

There are millions of older Americans who were brutalized by

inflation. We arrested it—and we’re not going to let it out on

furlough. We’re going to keep the Social Security trust fund

sound and out of reach of the big spenders. To America’s elderly

I say: “Once again you have the security that is your right—and

I’m not going to let them take it away from you.” (Bush 1988)

Elderly people, an important base of support for the Democratic

Party in recent decades, feel especially vulnerable to both inflation and

crime. Bush’s speech tied these two themes together. Reagan and Bush had

triumphed in 1980 over a Democratic administration that was widely

blamed for its inability to bring down inflation rates (notwithstanding

the fact that the inflation built up during the Nixon and Ford adminis-

trations). By speaking of furloughs, the speech artfully linked Dukakis

and Horton with Carter and the stagnant economy of the late 1970s. The

furlough reference also points to a common form of government power

that Bush wanted to claim: confinement and prison. Both crime and in-

flation needed to be held in check or else they would threaten vulnerable

citizens.

Bush also defined his executive power in the posture of a prosecutor

more than any other previous chief executive of the United States. Whether

addressing drug dealers or the unnamed group interests behind federal

spending and inflationary demands, Bush promised in his nomination ac-

ceptance speech to confront wrongdoers with severe punishment. His ad-

ministration delivered on this in rising incarceration rates and in the en-

during influence of punishment in general and punishments that confine

and exclude people in particular. As president, Bush pushed the war on

crime in a new direction, toward long prison sentences for drug dealers

and the death penalty for so-called drug kingpins when convicted of mur-

der. This direction was signaled in Bush’s filmlike mantra, “you’re history.”

Clinton defeated Bush because he was able to neutralize the advan-

tage of Bush’s identification of president and prosecutor by embracing

much of it. As the governor of a southern state, Arkansas, Clinton could

also deploy a mechanism that Bush could promote only in theory: the

death penalty. In a particularly dramatic instance, Clinton actually flew

back from the contested and crucial New Hampshire primary battle to
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oversee an execution of an Arkansas prisoner with limited mental capacity

who had killed a police officer. Clinton had absorbed the political lessons of

1988 and was prepared to match Bush on punitiveness toward crime and

drugs. Once in office, he signed every bill extending punishments or con-

tracting rights of prisoners presented to him by Congress, and he promoted

many of them. Like Bush, Clinton would be an even more dedicated crime

warrior than his Attorney General, Janet Reno, who quietly favored more

emphasis on rehabilitation and personally opposed the death penalty.

The election of George W. Bush in 2000, contested as it was, can be

seen as marking the stability of the prosecutorial executive model. The cam-

paign was relatively free of controversy about crime mainly because there

was so little visible difference between the two candidates on long prison

terms or the death penalty. When campaigning for governor of Texas,

Bush had made juvenile crime one of his four major themes for attacking

popular incumbent Ann Richards. The governorship of Texas comes with

administration of the nation’s largest prison system and most active death

penalty. The latter fact, especially, may well have hurt Bush in swing states

Oregon and Wisconsin during the presidential election. During his first

year in office, George W. Bush did not embrace crime fighting with the di-

rectness his father had in the war on drugs, but he elected to embrace the

most punitive policies, resisted the softening of current harsh penal laws,

and embraced opportunities to make punishment his preferred response

to social problems.

George W. Bush’s controversial choice of John Ashcroft to be his at-

torney general brought to the office a man who had shaped his political

career around crime as much as had Bush himself. As a political leader

in Missouri, Ashcroft used the politics of crime to rise through the state

executive ranks from attorney general and then governor. Though not

personally close to President Bush, Ashcroft was closely linked to the

president’s most important political constituency, right-wing Christian

activists. As attorney general, Ashcroft moved strongly to reinforce the

prosecutorial orientation of the department and to consolidate his own

power over it. One striking feature of Ashcroft’s political approach on

crime, especially in light of the traditional role of the attorney general

as link between the executive and the judicial branch, was his high-

profile attack on Ronnie White during White’s confirmation process in

the U.S. Senate after being nominated to a district court judgeship by

President Clinton. White, the first African American to sit on Missouri’s
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Supreme Court, and some of his colleagues had dissented in a death penalty

case involving a man convicted of murdering law enforcement officers and

the spouse of a law enforcement officer. (Police, as we shall see in the next

chapter, are potent symbolic victims.) Ashcroft rallied Republicans to block

White’s nomination. Justice White testified at Ashcroft’s own confirma-

tion hearings regarding that earlier confirmation process:

I was very surprised to hear that he had gone to the Senate floor

and called me “pro-criminal, with a tremendous bent toward

criminal activity,” that he told his colleagues that I was against

prosecutors and the culture in terms of maintaining order. . . .

Ashcroft’s rhetoric left the impression that I was calling for

[convicted murderer] Johnson’s release.16

In a little-noticed gesture that testifies to the endurance of R. Kennedy’s

crime-centered model of the executive, in 2002, Ashcroft dedicated the Jus-

tice Department’s new headquarters to Kennedy. Artfully lifting the man-

tle of the slain liberal hero, one of the most conservative attorney generals

in modern times invoked Kennedy’s zealous pursuit of organized crime as

a precedent for his own controversial tactics in the administration’s “war

on terror.” Ashcroft particularly noted the shared willingness to go to the

absolute limits of the law to combat evil in the name of justice. “Robert

Kennedy,” Ashcroft said in his remarks at the dedication of the new build-

ing, “led an extraordinary campaign against organized crime that inspires

us still today in the war against terrorism. He was unafraid to call his en-

emy evil and unapologetic about devoting all his resources, his energy and

his passion to that evil’s defeat.”17

Death and the Resurrection of the Governor

In the twenty-first century, a state governor represents the last

vestige of the “divine right of kings,” because he has absolute

power over life and death.

—Sister Helen Prejean, “Death in Texas”

The attorney general combines the functions of a post–New Deal adminis-

trator in charge of a large and influential agency with the actual powers of
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a prosecutor. In this latter regard, the attorney general (federal and in many

cases, state) is one of the few high-profile political officeholders who can ex-

ercise a direct power of prosecuting crime; others have to associate them-

selves metaphorically with the state’s power to punish and the opportunity

to represent the victims directly in their pursuit of punitive justice. One of

the most powerful opportunities for this kind of role construction was cre-

ated incidentally by the Supreme Court’s decision in Furman v. Georgia

(1972), which nullified all existing death penalties. The decision gave gover-

nors in every state in which the death penalty had been nullified, regardless

of whether it had recently been used, an opportunity to become personally

and affirmatively involved with restoring a specific political power, one that

would come to be associated not with the imperial power of the state but

with the righteous demands of the individual victim.

To governors whose leadership role had been subordinated in impor-

tant ways to the federal government since the New Deal, the rebirth of

public interest in executing murderers offered a unique way back to rele-

vance. Federal agencies might clean air, renew downtowns, or build uni-

versity dormitories. They could even wage a war on crime with federal law

enforcement and massive investment in state law enforcement. But the one

thing the federal government could not do from 1972 until the late 1990s

was seek and carry out the death penalty. The residual liberal opposition to

resumption of the death penalty kept the federal government out of the

death penalty for all practical purposes until the mid-1990s, when the first

broad federal death penalty in a generation was adopted.

The Avengers: Re-creating the Power of Death

Although generally denied the prosecutors’ unique ability to seek the death

penalty in a particular case,18 governors have found in the death penalty

multiple benefits to their standing as representatives of victims and as

fighters of murder, a kind of crime widely seen as expressing the deepest

threats hinted at by all crime. Those governors involved in reestablishing

the death penalty after Furman v. Georgia have been able to participate in

a unique act of political creation, the formation of a political will to power,

specifically, the power to kill, in a way that dramatically materializes the

stakes of being part of the state as political community (Sarat 2001; Zimring

2004; Zimring and Hawkins 1986).
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In those states with the greatest popular support for the death penalty,

the move was nearly immediate and generally represented a moment of

unity between liberals and conservatives as well as Republicans and Demo-

crats. In Florida, a relatively liberal Democrat, Governor Reuben Askew

(1971–1982), called the legislature into a special session and enacted by near

acclamation a statute that has proven highly productive of death sen-

tences.19 The popularity gained through that initiative in his first term kept

him in office across a decade in which Florida was increasingly voting Re-

publican in national elections.

In those states with substantial opposition to the death penalty, where

often the state Supreme Court had struck down the death penalty inde-

pendently of Furman, restoration came later and after bitter battles pit-

ting conservatives against liberals and, usually, Republicans against Demo-

crats. In California, where the state high court had struck down the death

penalty shortly before Furman, the power was restored by a triumphant

constitutional amendment of the sort that was to become a dominant fea-

ture of California politics. George Deukmejian’s identity as the legislator

most identified with restoration of the death penalty was a major factor

in his election as governor.20 These governors became highly identified

with the death penalty itself, and left that as a part of the job description

potential successors will have to fit. In the case of New York, one of the

latest states to have restored the death penalty (only to have it judicially

struck down again recently), voters elected a Republican Governor largely

on the basis of his promise to restore the death penalty after years of re-

sistance from Democratic predecessors Hugh Carey and Mario Cuomo

(Culver 1999, 291).

The Governor as President

The reshaping of the presidency along more prosecutorial lines has gone

along with a rise in the relative advantage of governors as candidates for the

presidency as opposed to senators and other federal officeholders. No other

executive officeholder was better equipped to act in a prosecutorial manner

than governors, whose duties often included formal roles in the parole of

prisoners and the execution of condemned inmates. This pattern is even

more striking when contrasted with what observers only a generation ago

thought of the post–New Deal presidency, encapulated in the title of an
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article analyzing the 1960 presidential election. Pollster Lou Harris published

in the Public Opinion Quarterly of autumn 1959 the article: “Why the Odds

Are against a Governor Becoming President.” Harris argued that governors

and senators had reversed their longtime pattern of fortunes in presidential

politics. Harris observed that since the start of the twentieth century, gover-

nors had dominated the presidential nominations of their national parties

based on a number of features of the office. As chief executives, governors

appeared to be prepared for the administrative tasks of the presidency. Their

state role gave them a good excuse for ducking national debates. Their con-

trol of state revenues and jobs gave them a natural political base in their

state. Senators, in contrast, were recorded as taking up or down positions on

virtually every issue of national prominence but having little opportunity to

stand out as singular leaders.

Harris saw 1960 as shaping up very differently. Richard Nixon, vice

president after being a representative and senator from California, appeared

likely to win the Republican nomination. Several senators, John Kennedy of

Massachusetts among them, seemed likely to dominate the Democratic

nomination fight according to Harris. Harris speculated that the 1960 elec-

tion might in retrospect be the beginning of a period of senatorial domina-

tion of the presidency.

Harris pointed to a number of factors that arguably would explain a

shift in relative fortune between governors and senators. The most signif-

icant was the rise of foreign affairs as a central feature of the presidency,

where governors seemed presumptively out of their areas of expertise.

“Somehow in a cosmic, atomic, mass-media age, Governors have shrunk

to being thought of all too often as local figures” (Harris 1959). Another

advantage enjoyed by senators was greater national recognition, a virtue in

a nomination fight more likely to be nationally covered and contested in

primary elections than resolved among party leaders at a convention.

In addition, the governors’ position had been disadvantaged by the

difficult fiscal circumstances of the states in the 1950s as they moved to

address the myriad of demands placed on them by the baby boom cohort

without the modernized revenue collection system of the federal govern-

ment. Lots of things that states were responsible for—highways, schools,

and universities—were all suddenly in high demand.

It is not clear that Harris’s era of senators ever fully materialized. The

Kennedy/Johnson ticket (both senators, supporting Harris’s prediction)
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won two terms, followed by two more for the Nixon side of the 1960

face-off. Thus from 1961 to 1976, the presidency was dominated by fig-

ures from the Senate (indeed from the 1960 election). But the next 18

years would be dominated by governors—Jimmy Carter of Georgia,

Ronald Reagan of California, Bill Clinton of Arkansas, and George W.

Bush of Texas—interrupted only by the term of Vice President George

H. W. Bush, who enjoyed considerable residual appeal from the Reagan

presidency.

Texas governor George W. Bush defeated Senator/Vice President Al

Gore (precisely Richard Nixon’s position) in 2000 (or did he?). By the time

Massachusetts Senator John Kerry squared off against George W. Bush for

the 2004 presidential election, media observers were noting the historic

pattern against senators, pointing out that only Kennedy and Warren G.

Harding had entered the White House directly from the Senate and by-

passing altogether Harris’s thesis of a shift in favor of senators.

Throughout the nineteenth and much of the first half of the twenti-

eth century, governors were at least as important as presidents in setting

the agenda for national political change. Governors controlled the na-

tional political parties, and often chose one of their own to receive the

party’s nomination in presidential election years (Harris 1959). This as-

cendance was reversed for a time by Franklin Roosevelt’s New Deal. Al-

though his own rise to political prominence included a term as governor

of New York (1929–1933), Roosevelt’s response to the Depression as a na-

tional political problem, and the new laws and institutions put in place by

the New Deal, transformed American federalism as much or more than

had Reconstruction, and in the process, the power of the states was dimin-

ished. Until very recently, at least, this recasting of federalism seemed per-

manent, a constitutional moment even if lacking a formal pedigree as

such (Ackerman 1991).

Since 1976, we have experienced a reversion back to the historic pri-

macy of the governorship, notwithstanding the renewed interest in for-

eign affairs in 1979 and again after 9/11. I argue that we can explain this

reversion, at least in part, as an effect of the influence on American politi-

cal culture of the death penalty, a small but symbolically explosive penal

practice, highlighted by the national government’s war on crime, whose

dynamics have peculiarly benefited governors on the national political

stage.
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The influence of the New Deal as a model for politics and governance

in the United States has been widely recognized by historians and political

scientists (Fraser & Gerstle 1989). I focus here briefly on just those aspects

of the New Deal governing approach most relevant to the shift from gover-

nors to senators as likely future presidents. Politically, Roosevelt’s election

to an unprecedented four terms was particularly important. The custom-

ary pattern of two terms helped preserve the power of state party leaders

(governors) over future nominations against the risk that the White House

would become a platform for sustaining national prominence for cabinet

officers and key legislators. With four terms, Roosevelt assured that a gen-

eration of leaders shaped by his administration would have a huge head

start in future presidential contests.

Roosevelt also proved to be enormously adept at taking advantage of

radio as a national medium that had something close to universal penetra-

tion in the 1930s. The national broadcast media, greatly expanded by World

War II and the Cold War and transformed by television, created a perma-

nent circuit of knowledge about Washington, D.C., and those political fig-

ures who were celebrities there. Though the Twenty-Second Amendment

(1951) fixed a two-term presidential limit in the Constitution, the Cold

War and post–New Deal social policies helped keep the president at the

forefront of the political leadership for at least the next half century. Aside

from the president, a variety of federal officials, including generals and

cabinet officers, senators and representatives, became familiar players in

the national and global drama of political life.

As Table 2.1 shows, the ascendance of candidates prominent primarily

for their federal role rather than their role as a state chief executive began

with Truman and continued with Eisenhower, whose status as a national star

began with his role as the nation’s chief military leader during World War II.

The eclipse of governors continued in the post–World War II period and

reached its peak in the 1960s, when the liberal administrations of Kennedy

and Johnson began pumping federal money directly into local government

and civil society, largely bypassing the state capitals and their chief executives.

As Harris (1959) argued, these years saw considerable public focus on

foreign affairs, especially the Cold War and various hot wars in the 1950s and

1960s. Consistent with his argument is the fact that the 1950s and 1960s also

saw continuing agenda setting by Congress and by the New Deal domestic

agencies, as well as an emerging role of the Supreme Court. All of these
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changes made the actions of federal officeholders more important to citizens.

Senators were particularly well positioned to take advantage. Few enough in

number that they could emerge as individual personalities within the drama

of congressional action, senators also enjoy the constitutional role of voting

on Supreme Court appointments, two aspects of presidential power that be-

came even more visible and important in the Cold War period.

Not until 1976 was the dominance of senators brought to a close in fa-

vor of governors. Georgia governor Jimmy Carter was elected in a close

election after a period of extraordinary losses of federal prestige brought

on by the defeat of the United States in the Vietnam War and the scandals

of Watergate.

During the previous period of federal ascendancy, there were two

distinct paths for politically ambitious state governors to follow. One was

to emulate the New Deal by pursuing strategies of public investment in

infrastructure and human capital. Governors of both parties in the 1950s

through the 1970s sought to establish credentials as reformers with strong

connections in Washington, and progressive strategies that could be devel-

oped first on the state level. This was true of Republicans like Earl Warren

and Nelson Rockefeller as well as Democrats like Adlai Stevenson and Ed-

mund “Pat” Brown—all leaders who were considered serious contenders for

the White House but never reached it, although Stevenson was twice the

nominee of his party. These governors led their states through successful
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Table 2-1

Federal Politicians v. Governors as Presidential Nominees and Winners 1948–1976

Republican Democrat Winner

1948 Dewey Truman Truman

1952 Eisenhower Stevenson Eisenhower

1956 Eisenhower Stevenson Eisenhower

1960 Nixon Kennedy Kennedy

1964 Goldwater Johnson Johnson

1968 Nixon Humphrey Nixon

1972 Nixon McGovern Nixon

1976 Ford Carter Carter

Bold indicates that the candidate’s most important political experience previous to the run for

president was in the federal government. Italic indicates that the candidate’s most important po-

litical experience previous to the run for president was being governor of a state.



modernization drives in the crux years for coping with the post–World

War II baby boom generation and the demands they placed on the roads,

schools, and university systems of the nation (all largely state and local

functions of government). They all had claims on combining New Deal

activism with a discipline unique to state responsibilities (“responsible

liberalism” was Pat Brown’s version).

The other was to claim a unique role in protecting the citizens of the

state from an overly aggressive central government (freely analogized to the

demonized Soviet threat abroad), a role that came to be most dramatically

developed by southern governors in the confrontation with federal court

desegregation orders in the 1960s under a pre–Civil War constitutional doc-

trine known as “interposition” (Dallek 2003, 514). On September 4, 1957,

Governor Orville Faubus of Arkansas called out the state militia to prevent

nine African American students from entering Little Rock’s Central High

School on the order of a federal court. On June 11, 1963, Governor George

Wallace physically blocked the entrance to the University of Alabama to pre-

vent the execution of a federal court’s desegregation order. Although they

lost their legal battle against desegregation, Faubus and Wallace succeeded

in casting themselves as defenders of traditional sovereign prerogatives

within the state. Ironically, they were both New Dealers who combined both

strategies, working to expand state services in traditionally backward states,

while using their public fight with the Supreme Court to demonstrate their

loyalty to the populist tradition of white supremacy.

Table 2.2 shows almost a clean reversal of the trend described in Table

2.1. Governors reverted to being the common nominees of the two major

parties and were almost always the winner (the exception being 1988, when

Michael Dukakis, governor of Massachusetts, lost to federal politician

George H. W. Bush). Below, I will explore some reasons why the death

penalty might alter the political dynamics of governors versus senators. Here

I note the close fit between the pattern of reversion to “governor power” and

the death penalty hypothesis.

The pattern of reversion to governors as presidents can be traced in

lines that correspond to changes in the status of the death penalty. First,

the year in which the shift back to governors arguably begins, 1976, is the

first presidential election cycle to unfold fully after Furman v. Georgia

(1972). Though Jimmy Carter benefited from avoiding close identification

with the death penalty (closer identification might well have denied him

the nomination, given the abolitionist leanings of the Democrats in 1976
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(Banner 2002, 277); it is interesting that his state was the one most closely

identified with the Supreme Court’s attack on the death penalty, in Gregg

v. Georgia (1976) as well as in Furman.

Second, although Carter’s election was consistent with Harris’s argu-

ment that the attention to foreign affairs is a driving factor in the selection

of a senator to be president (the post-Vietnam and post-Watergate mid-

1970s was clearly a period of domestic concerns), the pattern of the 1980s

remained favorable to governors despite the attention given to foreign af-

fairs after the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and the Iran hostage crisis of

1979, just as it was favorable after September 11, 2001.

Third, the one exception to the governor-wins pattern was the 1988

election, when quintessentially federal politician George H. W. Bush (con-

gressman, CIA director, vice president) defeated a sitting governor whose

profile reprised many of the themes Harris had noted as relevant to the

traditional dominance of governors. As governor of Massachusetts, Dukakis

had gotten enormous national attention as a decision maker who could

maintain fiscal discipline at a time of ballooning federal deficits and work

successfully with legislatures. Though Harris blamed the tough fiscal cir-

cumstances of the 1950s for the eclipse of governors, Dukakis benefited

from a relatively strong and revenue-producing economy in Massachu-

setts during the 1980s. Moreover, with the Soviet Union still intact but
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Table 2-2

Federal Politicians v. Governors as Presidential Nominees and Winners 1980–2004

Republican Democrat Winner

1980 Reagan Carter Reagan

1984 Reagan Mondale Reagan

1988 Bush I Dukakis Bush I

1992 Bush I Clinton Clinton

1996 Dole Clinton Clinton

2000 Bush II Gore Bush II*

2004 Bush II Kerry Bush II

Bold indicates that the candidate’s most important political experience previous to the run for

president was in the federal government. Italic indicates that the candidate’s most important po-

litical experience previous to the run for president was being governor of a state.

* Bush lost the popular vote and won the electoral college only after intervention by the Supreme

Court.



undergoing Perestroika, the Cold War drama of the first Reagan term had

wound down and not been replaced yet by the astounding revolution of

1989; the election seemed destined to focus on domestic issues on which a

fiscally successful governor should have been well positioned to win—and

indeed, Dukakis was up 17 points in the polls after his nomination. In

short, 1988 should have been a winning year for a governor in the midst of

a run of such election cycles.

As has been much noted, the election seemed to turn on Bush’s suc-

cess in making the death penalty, and Dukakis’ opposition to it, a defining

issue about his leadership (Sarat 2001, 152). Dukakis’s unwillingness to

support the death penalty even for his own wife’s hypothetical murderer,

and the existence on his watch of a prison furlough program under which

convicted murderer Willie Horton had been temporarily released before

committing new violent crimes, undercut his leadership advantages as gov-

ernor. This is especially so if being governor supposedly qualifies a person

for leadership in part because it brings the power to execute on behalf

of the people. Despite being a classical post–New Deal federal politician,

Bush Sr. seemed a better leader because of his avowed loyalty to the death

penalty. His support for the death penalty made him more like a governor

than Dukakis (a real, but abolitionist, governor).

This points to a fourth feature of the aggregate pattern: no governor

from a state that has outlawed executions was elected president in this pe-

riod. All the successful governors were associated with their enthusiastic

support for the death penalty as governor. As previously noted, Bill Clinton

famously flew back to Arkansas to preside over the execution of prisoner

Ricky Rector in the days before the New Hampshire primary, making him

once again the front-runner (Banner 2002, 276; Sarat 2001, 259). If the res-

urrection of the governor as the source of national leaders is a sign that

states are once again crucial to how Americans imagine themselves as a na-

tion, this pattern suggests that only those states with the death penalty are

fully American, and that the abolitionist states stand out as deviant cases.21

By wounding and not killing the death penalty, the Supreme Court

placed every governor and state legislature in the nation in the position

of having to either rescue the power to punish with death or allow it to

disappear from among the tools available to the people of a state to pro-

tect themselves from violent crime. More than any other hot-button is-

sue of the period, including busing and abortion, capital punishment

placed state political leaders between the citizens of the state (and their
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perceived risk of murder) and an apparently unaccountable part of the

federal power. The controversy around capital punishment may have helped

crystallize and universalize a common theme in the earlier controversies

about busing (1971) and abortion (1973), the sense of the importance of in-

dividual lives (those of fetuses and white school-age children in the first

two cases and of everybody who is not a murderer in the death penalty

context). This suggests that the evocative phrase “culture of life,” which has

been adopted by many conservatives and right-wing Christians to de-

scribe their opposition to abortion, and more recently, to characterize

their stands on issues ranging from stem cell research to infant safe haven

laws (see Sanger 2006), all of which may have at their core a sensibility

of criminal victimization stemming from the war on crime. In terms of

executive leadership, the post-Furman wave of reenactment legislation

was a replay of the interposition fight without the discredited subject of

segregation.

Thus, beyond any generic features of capital punishment, the Supreme

Court’s constitutional intervention on the death penalty created an enor-

mous opportunity for both political authority in general, and an opportu-

nity almost singularly available to governors or state legislators with an

eye to being governor. The death penalty came eventually to be important

in federal elections and directly in presidential elections, but for the first

decade after Furman, abolitionist sentiment among liberal Democrats in

Congress meant that the opportunity to enact a new federal death penalty

would be blocked. The so-called drug-kingpin sections of the 1987 crime

bill provided the first occasion for a new federal death penalty affirmation,

just in time for Vice President George H. W. Bush to successfully use the

death penalty against Massachusetts Governor Michael Dukakis in the

1988 election.

Conclusion: The Dialectic of Prosecutor and Criminal

Prosecutors have long been a distinct American innovation in executive

government. Almost everywhere in the world, prosecution is exercised by

local representatives of a national, or at least, state/provincial-wide execu-

tive. Only in the United States and other countries that have adopted the

model do local elected officials exercise these deep but jurisdictionally

limited powers and a special claim to represent the local community as a
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whole. In the last decades of the twentieth century, however, the war on

crime reshaped the American prosecutor into an important model for po-

litical authority, while also giving real prosecutors enormous jurisdiction

over the welfare of communities. For the modern chief executive, espe-

cially governors, the expanded war on crime has created numerous oppor-

tunities to govern like a prosecutor, including:

• spending crime control dollars from the federal government or state

revenues

• supporting legislative increases in punishment

• exercising executive discretion to sustain and maintain punishments

by denying clemency or parole, signing a death warrant, or seeking

to protect the death penalty

At the same time, the executive’s prosecutorial shift has created powerful

new vulnerabilities, including:

• political responsibility for criminal acts that could conceivably have

been prevented by different executive actions (parole denial or

revocation, furlough programs, etc.)

• failure to satisfy the demands for security or vengeance by victims

and publics aroused to consider their potential for victimization

• competition with other prosecutorial executives

• accusation of sympathy with criminals or even criminal activity

For a long but now largely forgotten stretch of American history, chief

executives were produced by negotiation among networks of local partisan

clubs (only an evolutionary step or two away from the street gang) ascend-

ing to state and ultimately national political campaigns. Franklin Delano

Roosevelt may have been the last president to be nominated that way and

elected by an all-out partisan effort only loosely tied to the person and

personality of the candidate. Roosevelt and the New Deal changed that by

constructing powerful federal agencies that would forge a new and direct

circuit of power with mass society. Roosevelt’s four-term success marked

the emergence of two independent models of executive authority, one em-

phasizing social welfare and the other global military dominance. In both,

the executive’s reliance on an army of political volunteers was replaced

largely by claims of scientific expertise communicated to the public through

mass media and popular culture. Governors and presidents no longer an-

swer first to powerful party bosses but instead through grids of polls, news,
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and social programs to millions of citizens who can in turn express their

sentiments at the ballot box, in polls, and in the interpretation of a 24-hour-

a-day news commentary.

Today, the social welfare strategies of the New Deal and Great Society

eras have been powerfully discredited and no longer unify a stable elec-

toral majority. The appeal of global military dominance appears slightly

more robust, especially after 9/11, but in fact was permanently damaged by

the Vietnam debacle, leaving a substantial resistance to military adventure

(now reinforced by the problems being encountered in Iraq). As national

security crises from the Bay of Pigs to the invasion of Iraq have shown, the

executive is as much endangered as empowered by the expanded impor-

tance of military power.

The attraction of crime control as a basis for executive power begins

with its immunity from the political collapse of support for both the lib-

eral social welfare state and the conservative message of global military

dominance. Here, the prosecutor has by far the most politically promising

position as the unique advocate of the people’s right to seek criminal jus-

tice. Though both welfare and militarism seem to many Americans to be

perverse and corrupt, prosecutors represent a purer aspect of public inter-

est that seems free of interest-group factionalism.

How does the prosecutorial model change the nature of executive

power? How does ascendance of the prosecutor alter the relationship be-

tween the executive and the citizen? The triumph of executives over legis-

latures and parliaments has been one of the most contentious questions of

political theory. Many theorists, beginning with Carl Schmitt, maintained

that the executive has the advantage in legitimately representing the citi-

zens under conditions of modernity (Schmitt 1923/1985). But this compar-

ison ignores the grave problems contemporary executives have had main-

taining their legitimacy in the face of the same political contradictions that

confront parliamentary leadership. The prosecutorial model of the execu-

tive offers a unique alternative.

In associating their executive authority with the role of the prosecutor,

presidents and governors are able to tap into a logic of sovereign represen-

tation largely independent of, and unimpaired by, the discrediting of the

general welfare state constructed by the New Deal. At the same time, pros-

ecutors operating mainly at the local level have found themselves pulled to

act in a wider sphere of governance that was largely abandoned by the re-

treat of welfarism.
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The political attractions of both trends are apparent, but the costs to the

feasibility of democratic governance in the long run are disturbing. In estab-

lishing a posture of punisher, executives favor program development that re-

quires punitive responses toward individuals and institutions whose reform

may require other strategies. Governing behavior through the power to pun-

ish raises maximum amounts of resistance. It also underdevelops programs

that do not lend themselves to a prosecutorial posture. Allowing prosecutors

to take increasing responsibility for assuring the social well-being of the most

disadvantaged and impoverished parts of our urban society also exacts costs.

Even the most community-minded prosecutor is likely to be heavily an-

chored in the resources and metaphors of criminal justice. The fact that pros-

ecutors are generally elected in countywide elections makes them less sensi-

tive to minority interests in all but predominantly minority jurisdictions.

The competition between executive and prosecutor can become dan-

gerous to both. Since the Watergate scandal, the executive branch has been

shadowed by a kind of evil twin of the attorney general who pursues the

crime of the administration with the same kind of force applied by the con-

temporary attorney general to the national crime problem (Woodward

1999). The presidencies of Nixon, Reagan, Bush, and Clinton were all visi-

bly wounded in varying degrees by the activities of special prosecutors. The

pursuit of Clinton by special prosecutor Kenneth Starr in the late 1990s,

culminating in Clinton’s impeachment in 1998, virtually paralyzed a po-

tentially activist administration for much of its second term. Clinton had

made his mark in part by addressing the penchant of Democratic presiden-

tial candidates for not seeming serious enough about the public’s fear of

crime. Ironically, Clinton, who had done so much to associate himself with

the prosecutorial position, found himself in a mortal battle with a special

prosecutor over who was the real criminal.

Trying to leverage the legitimacy of the prosecution model for a broader

task of governance also runs the risk of narrowing any real mandate for re-

form. In their own ways, both Bush and Clinton faced the limitations of

their successful invocation of the prosecutorial model for achieving any ma-

jor institutional transformations (e.g., national health insurance or privatiz-

ing Social Security).

Perhaps no contemporary politician better exemplifies the perils of the

prosecutorial executive than Gray Davis. Davis pursued tough-on-crime

policies with a vigor that offended fellow liberal Democrats in the Califor-

nia State Assembly. Davis took every opportunity possible to personally
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place himself between citizens and individual criminals, opposing the pa-

role of even the small group of parole-eligible life-termers that his tough-

on-crime Board of Prison Terms had recommended for parole. For a time,

this seemed to give him an edge. In 1998, Davis defeated a conservative Re-

publican state attorney general by refusing to cede anything to him on

crime while winning liberals on issues such as abortion. But crime turned

out to be too thin a basis for building support in an era of declining crime

rates. Less than two years later, with state revenues having collapsed and the

state mired in recession, a petition drive for recall caught on, and in No-

vember of 2003 an overwhelming majority of the voters elected to recall

Governor Davis (Seelye 2003).
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We the Victims

Fearing Crime and Making Law

Would I move into another gated community? The short,

wimpy answer is yes. I’m getting old, and in this post-9/11

world it’s not such a bad thing having someone—even a 

rent-a-cop—to watch over you.

—Joe Modzelewski, Miami Herald, November 10, 2002

Starting in the late 1960s, state legislatures and Congress produced a re-

markable stream of laws concerning the power to punish criminals.

Most of these laws increased that authority to punish and invested, either

directly or indirectly, more public money in criminal justice operations,

especially the vast and expensive prison system that now characterizes the

federal government and virtually every state. This outpouring of legisla-

tion (and the related output of courts and administrative agencies) is just

beginning to receive its due from political scientists and historians as a sig-

nificant swing in the legal construction of the American Republic (Guest

2005; Murakawa 2005). But it is not just the scope of this wave of lawmak-

ing that makes it impressive, it is also the coherence of this body of law as

reflecting a vision of how institutions govern through crime. Crime, to be

sure, is an ancient subject of legislation. This chapter argues that starting

with the federal Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968,1

crime legislation in the United States has had a distinctive legislative ration-

ality, that is, a way of imagining the needs of the citizenry as framed by the

problem of crime, the purposes and means of intervention, and the means

of achieving a higher level of success against crime.

At the center of this new lawmaking rationality is the crime victim.

Crime victims are in a real sense the representative subjects of our time

(Garland 2001a, 11–12). It is as crime victims that Americans are most read-

ily imagined as united; the threat of crime simultaneously de-emphasizes

their differences and authorizes them to take dramatic political steps. As a

result, a remarkable proportion of lawmaking by contemporary American

3
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representative institutions concerns crime. The vulnerabilities and needs of

victims define the appropriate conditions for government intervention.

The nature of this victim identity is deeply racialized. It is not all vic-

tims, but primarily white, suburban, middle-class victims, whose expo-

sure has driven waves of crime legislation. As I shall explore further below,

crime legislation has an imagined location: safe and respectable residential

areas, typically in the suburbs, with a definable margin against which crime,

poverty and, typically, minority demographics are pushing. Victims of vi-

olent crime have formed the public face of the justifications for the war on

crime, even as that war has targeted mainly crimes that are not violent and,

indeed, that have no specific victims, such as violations of drug laws and

laws against firearms possession by felons (Dubber 2002).

But while victims have been successful at winning attention and inter-

vention from law makers, this strength cannot easily be converted into

modern welfare benefits. Instead, in the logic of modern crime legislation,

victims can benefit only by the production of overall security through the

punishment of the person responsible or, in the case of a loved one’s death,

by psychological acts such as “closure” (Zimring 2004). Were victims to

instead receive something akin to, say, workers’ compensation, they would

become just one more rent-seeking interest group, rather than the model

of the “general will” they currently reflect.

This has produced one of the most anomalous features of modern

crime legislation. Though victims are the key subject addressed by crime

legislation, they are not always or even often directly referenced. Instead,

crime legislation has created elements within the state that have come to

symbolically stand for victims; two in particular are police officers and

prison cells. As we shall explore further in chapter 5, prison cells have suc-

ceeded far more than have police in capturing public funding, but as we

shall explore here, police have captured the greatest amount of symbolic

investment. Not only are their interests treated in modern crime legisla-

tion as a proxy for victim interests, but police are often portrayed in such

legislation as victims themselves, not only of criminals, but of defense

lawyers, soft-on-crime judges, misguided parole and probation officers,

and so on. Prison cells, meanwhile, are the purest expression of the pub-

lic’s embrace of and promise to protect the victims, and potential victims,

of crime, especially because they promise to produce a security effect that

is generalized to the whole state, while policing is always spatially concen-

trated (and usually also locally funded).
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Whatever else it does, contemporary crime legislation invests these el-

ements with truth and power, causing government agents and subjects to

further invest their own attention and capacities in responding. Crime leg-

islation is not just a symbolic way to signal to particular constituents or an

instrument to accomplish particular policy objectives, but also an influen-

tial model of how to make law in a democratic way.2 Classifying the citi-

zenry into types of actual and potential victims allows for a broad recogni-

tion of diversity within the unifying framework of “fearing crime”—while

our contemporary catalog of “monsters,” including sex offenders, gang

members, drug kingpins, and violent crime recidivists, forms a con-

stantly renewed rationale for legislative action. Radiating out from the

victim and the offender are metaphoric chains,3 along which the repre-

sentational security of legislative bodies found in crime legislation can

be extended both by repetition and application to other governmental

problems.

The point is not that contemporary crime legislation has covered up

an authentic political subject. The crime victim is only the latest in a whole

parade of idealized subjects of the law, including the yeoman farmer of the

nineteenth century, the freedman of the Reconstruction era, the industrial

worker of the early twentieth century, and the consumer who became the

central concern of economic policy after World War II. All of these survive

in American politics and include real political organizations that continue

to lobby on their behalf, but at the same time it is in the experience of vic-

timization and (much more commonly) the imagined possibility of vic-

timization that lawmaking consensus has been redefined in our time. In-

deed, to the extent that earlier ideals seek to recuperate their political

currency, it is through a narrative representation of themselves in crime

victim mode. Thus, in an era when Congress attends little to civil rights,

hate crimes have emerged as the dominant focus for those lobbyists and

legislators loyal to that cause.4 When workers want to contest the decisions

of managers in the post-unionized, at-will labor market, they must define

themselves as potential victims of crimes by customers, co-workers, or

others, or as victims of immoral behavior (sexual harassment).

The rest of this chapter explores crime legislation and the rationality

of governance it has helped form. The first section provides a quick sketch

of the major idealized citizen subjects that have been the focus of legisla-

tion since the birth of the Republic. The second section examines the foun-

dational piece of legislation for the war on crime, the Omnibus Crime
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Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968. Without erasing the line between

ordinary legislation and constitutions, we can productively read the act

as a kind of quasi-constitutional law, one that calls into being a number

of dynamic processes that will help to shape and define a mode of law-

making. That law was not a piece of crime legislation in the traditional

sense. It did not specify a crime within the field of federal criminal juris-

diction and seek to protect Americans from it, and it did not change

the penalty of an old crime. Rather, it focused on the operation of state

and local law enforcement within their far broader field of criminal ju-

risdiction as a problem for federal intervention. This began an era of

federal investment in state and local criminal justice institutions, but it

was much more than money that flowed out of the law and into the cel-

lular structures of state and local governments. Rather, along with the

money came a cluster of ways of knowing and acting toward crime that

have profoundly influenced and deformed American democracy. The fi-

nal section follows the development of the crime legislation model into

the 1990s.

Making Up Legal Subjects: The Idealized Subject 
of Legislation

In claiming that crime legislation since 1968 reflects a distinctive logic of

law making we are not suggesting anything abnormal about the legislative

process. One might suppose that laws always have an underlying legislative

logic or rationality, a way of imagining subjects who will be responding to

the law and the purposes of intervening among them. We can identify

other periods of American history, when distinct and recognizable styles

of lawmaking emerge around a particular subject over a period of years or

even decades. As with crime, earlier waves of lawmaking have anchored

themselves in compelling narratives of the representative citizen and their

needs. The crime victim is only the latest in a whole parade of idealized

subjects of the law, including the small landowning or yeoman farmer of

the nineteenth century, the freedmen of the Reconstruction era, the indus-

trial workers of the Depression and post–WWII eras, and the at-risk con-

sumer of the mid-twentieth century.

Whatever else they do, laws define categories of subjects to which con-

sequences, negative and positive, attach. When laws address us in specific
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statuses—as primary school students, those convicted of one or more

felonies, or those looking for work in the past month—they invest power

and meaning in those identities while taking such away from others (Simon

1988). None of these need be dominating identities, nor do they deprive in-

dividuals of forms of agency derived from their other identities.

It is tempting to think of such legislative subjects as ideological fic-

tions through which the needs of real people were often disguised to suit

the advantage of the few over the many. But whatever the strategic value

behind the promotion of a certain system of classification, its effects are

undeniably real. The investment of power into certain identities creates in-

centives for people to invest their own will in the maintenance and re-

formation of those identities. Classification produces symbolic effects, in-

vesting certain identities with stigma and valorizing others (Edelman

1964; Scheingold 1984, 84). These laws achieve important practical effects

as well (although not always those promised) by constituting flows of in-

formation between governors and the governed that in turn create new

surfaces for action and unleash new flows of information.

The following sections offer brief sketches of what can best be thought

of as lawmaking rationalities. They involve not just one or two pieces of

legislation, but a template for producing new law on an ongoing basis. As

such, they involve identifying broad sectors of the American population

through subject positions that help further elaborate the purpose of legis-

lation and the best means to accomplish those ends, including which “en-

emies” must be confronted by the government to protect citizens. Farmers,

freedmen, workers, and consumers have introduced new subjects of the

law and come to define, for a time, the dominant meaning of representa-

tional integrity. They continue to have ongoing resonance in lawmaking

even after competing projects have been introduced.

Landowning Farmers

At the beginning of the Republic, Thomas Jefferson and other believers in

the vision of a nation of free small landowners saw that the federal gov-

ernment had one major asset that could lift the estate of the ordinary cit-

izen: unimaginably large land holdings. These advocates sought legisla-

tion to use this extraordinary power to intentionally create a population

of small landowning farmers who would, by virtue of owning land, have

a practical independence unavailable to the serf, slave, or tenant farmer
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(Clawson 1968). Their opponents—including the first treasury secretary,

Alexander Hamilton—believed the federal government should simply

maximize returns by selling large pieces of land as expensively as possible

to the highest bidder, which would result in the creation of plantation-

like huge, plantation-like private land holdings and the inflation of land

costs beyond what ordinary individuals could afford. This was a conflict

not only between speculators and settlers for the economic bounty of the

new nation, but also between two quite different visions of whether the

national government should promote or discourage a society of families

capable of self-government as a result of ownership and economic ex-

ploitation of land.

Jefferson’s election to the presidency in 1800 helped secure a signifi-

cant victory for the small landowning settler vision. Federal land sales

were kept inexpensive, and the minimum size unit available remained rel-

atively small, dropping to just 80 acres in 1820. Free land to anyone who

would agree to farm it in an appropriate way became the dominant ideal.

As the nineteenth century progressed, however, political tension over

control of the federal government between slave and free states began to

invest the land issue with new meaning. The ideal of many small inde-

pendent farmers was resisted by other leaders, particularly from the slave-

holding states, which were dominated by large plantation owners who

saw in that ideal both a challenge to their internal hegemony and a fur-

ther advantage to the free states in their mutual competition for popula-

tion growth. The most important piece of federal land legislation pro-

moting the small landowning farmer as a privileged subject of the national

government prior to the Civil War was the General Pre-emption Act of

1841. This allowed settlers who had been “illegally” squatting on federal

land to purchase the land at low prices. The law unabashedly converted

outlaw subjects into functioning members of a property-owner society.

Consequently, it sent a major signal to urban families who didn’t have

enough money to buy land “free and clear” to risk settling new areas in

hopes the act’s terms would eventually legalize their claims.

Once the coming of the Civil War emptied Congress of its southern

representatives, the promoters of governing through land had a free hand

to expand. They responded by enacting the Homestead Act of 1862, which

provided units of 160 acres to any head of family or person over 21 who

was a U.S. citizen (or intended to become one) on condition they farm it

for at least five years before any transfer of title, to make it less attractive to
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hidden speculators. Even as the war unleashed economic and demo-

graphic forces that would doom the vision of the small landholding Re-

public, the act succeeded in creating vast numbers of new subjects with a

stake in land and thus a relationship to government mediated through the

conditions applying to the holding of former federal lands.

Land legislation in the nineteenth century reflected not just a specific

social policy, but a master strategy for fostering democracy and for gov-

erning.5 These laws recognize a certain kind of citizen subject as the dom-

inant interlocutor of government; the white male farmer who, with family

or employees, works a relatively small piece of land. It is through the needs

of such a small landowner that the proper scope and approach of govern-

ment is projected. It is through the needs and capacities of this idealized

citizen subject that federal lawmaking attempted to achieve other objec-

tives, for example, producing timber for the market or irrigation of the

land. Indeed, notwithstanding the rise of new competitive subjects like the

freedmen, industrial working class, and new giant corporations, land re-

mained central to how Congress governed.

Nineteenth-century land policy also introduced certain political tech-

nologies for fostering a landholding public, including forms of expert

knowledge applicable to the individual farmers through institutions like

“land grant” universities and a network of “land agents.”6 Decades later,

these pathways of knowledge and power would be expanded by the New

Deal, which drew much of its intellectual capital from those same univer-

sities, and used land grant agents as a capillary system to help small land

holders negotiate the increasingly complex system of federal regulations

and benefits surrounding the agricultural use of land.

Land legislation also created new consumers and producers of knowl-

edge about the land and its resources. Landowners engaged in active culti-

vation and development of the land produced new knowledge about the

resources and developmental needs of the land. Meanwhile, they formed a

powerful consumer base for knowledge about how to exploit the land.

States coming into the union were granted large federal land tracts to help

finance the creation of public elementary schools.

By the end of the nineteenth century, any serious notion of a nation of

farmers was fading into nostalgia, but the circuitry of knowledge and power

created around this idealized political subject remained (and continues even

to this day) as an appreciable effect on legislation. In the complex battles

around western mining and ranching rights, water, and the environmental
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protections of species and habitat, we can see the continuing centrality of

the impact of this idealized legislative subject.

The Freedmen

During the Reconstruction era (1864–1880), Congress passed a series of

sweeping measures to address the post–Civil War political and legal ambi-

guities left by the uncertain status of both former slaves and the property

of slave masters and Confederates. Two of the most famous were the Civil

Rights Act of 1866 and the Freedmen’s Bureau Act of 1866. Andrew John-

son vetoed both, escalating his conflict with the Republican leadership in

Congress that would lead to his impeachment and near conviction by the

Senate. The Freedmen’s Bureau Act failed to receive sufficient votes to

override the veto, but the Civil Rights Act became law, and an empowered

Congress went on to constitutionalize its vision in the form of the Four-

teenth Amendment. Both together offer a good diagram of Reconstruction

lawmaking.

These laws established not just specific rights but broad government

enterprises designed to sustain new legal subjects whose recent inven-

tion was plain. They marked the start of a new way of making federal

law. In this regard, they shared a consistent set of features. As with the

land settlement program, the Reconstruction acts valorized new kinds of

political subjects, implemented new political practices, provoked cascades

of knowledge production, and re-imagined the role of a representational

body.

Reconstruction legislation highlighted a whole range of idealized

political subjects—most importantly freed slaves, but also federal officers,

federal employees working under hostile conditions in the South, and

pro-Union citizens of the former Confederacy. The laws also recognized

important new negative subjects requiring attention, especially the former

rebels and slaveholders and formations like the Ku Klux Klan, which

threatened freedmen and other federal subjects. The new forms of power

and new modes of knowledge introduced by Reconstruction have been

duly noted by historians (especially Foner 1989). Whole new kinds of fed-

eral agencies came into being, among them the Freedmen’s Bureau, while

older ones, such as the U.S. Army, were put to novel assignments.

The Reconstruction laws created new federal rights that would be the

model for many subsequent efforts. They established a broad federal police
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power to collect data about basic social conditions in the states, constitut-

ing a new link between federal government and individual subjects un-

mediated by the states. Most important, they envisioned the national gov-

ernment as governing through rights invested in individuals. The federal

government, once the subject of the constraining “bill of rights,” now

found its jurisdiction and its powers enormously expanded in the name of

protecting rights-bearing individuals against other levels of government

and private forces.

The Reconstruction Congress projected a new kind of representa-

tional relationship between Congress and the people, one based on as-

suring access to all citizens on an equal basis to the freedoms of a market

economy. This was crucial to the legitimacy of a body that could no longer

claim to be playing by the model of representational government that pre-

vailed prior to the war. Written to guide the federal government through

the unprecedented landscape of the defeated rebellion against the Consti-

tution, Reconstruction legislation openly contemplated the problem of

how to govern people during a transition from nonfreedom to freedom.

Although written for the South, the Reconstruction vision ultimately

reshaped governance nationally, leading to three constitutional amend-

ments; indeed one of the great constitutional transformations in U.S.

history.7

Political compromises in the 1880s brought about a rapid end to seri-

ous efforts at Reconstruction. The new legal forms continued to operate,

often in novel fields. For example, the ability of a vulnerable subject to

force a hostile institution of state or local government into federal court to

answer to charges of violating those federal rights came to be used most

voraciously by corporations. The possibilities of a civil rights governance,

one governing through the protection of rights, would remain dormant

until the rise of the Civil Rights movement in the 1950s brought about

what some have described as a “second Reconstruction.”8

The Civil Rights movement of the 1950s and its legislative triumph in

the mid-1960s represented a genuine renewal of the Reconstruction proj-

ect and the style of legislation associated with it. Like the laws of the first

Reconstruction, the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of

1965 created new federal agencies, empowered federal courts to hear civil

suits by citizens against their state and local government agencies, and pro-

duced over time a host of internal responses by state and private organiza-

tions to enhance compliance. The new laws also expanded the relevance of
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the civil rights citizen-subject from the laws’ original focus, African Amer-

icans (especially in the South), to women, gays and lesbians, Latinos, and

whites who perceived themselves as the victims of affirmative action pro-

grams. In its broadest form, the civil rights subject merges into the subject

of human rights and the burgeoning bodies of transnational and interna-

tional as well as national laws being produced around it.

The Industrial Worker

The New Deal legislation of the 1930s, including the National Industrial

Recovery Act of 1933, the Social Security Act, and the Wagner Act of 1935,

brought about one of the great constitutional transformations in Ameri-

can history. Like legislation during Reconstruction, this legislation has

been seen in the context of constitutional politics (Fraser & Gerstle 1989).

Here I focus on the New Deal as a new model of lawmaking that recog-

nized a new set of idealized subjects. In its first phase, best known for the

National Recovery Act and the Agricultural Adjustment Act, the main

subjects were producers in industrial capitalism and its agricultural equiv-

alents. Because of the strong alliance that developed between the Demo-

cratic Party and the large industrial unions of the Congress of Industrial

Organizations, it is easy to think of the New Deal now as focusing on in-

dustrial workers, just as we think of Reconstruction as focusing on freed-

men. But right from the start, New Deal legislation saw the worker, even

the unionized worker, as just part of a productivity alliance that included

capitalists.

The National Recovery Act called for industry-based coordination of

firms that would have paralleled the industrial logic of an emerging trade

unionism where the Congress of Industrial Organizations was the leading

agent of industrial workers.9 The statute laid out an elaborate administra-

tive code for the regulatory power of industrial associations that would

enjoy legal power over firms. Firms that chose to disregard new associa-

tional standards for an important ingredient of production (e.g., labor)

found themselves defined as outlaws, and their executives could face crimi-

nal penalties. The Supreme Court struck the National Recovery Act down

in a closely divided vote that marked the beginning of overt tensions

between the conservative majority on the Court and the Roosevelt admin-

istration.
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The president ultimately prevailed in his battle with the Supreme

Court, but by then his strategic vision for economic recovery had shifted

away from the broad regulation of production decisions of the National

Recovery Act. In the second phase, exemplified by the Social Security Act,

New Deal lawmakers focused instead on the citizen as consumer, a subject

whose flow of income, and thus purchasing power, was critical to sustain-

ing demand for the producers. Federal governance over production was

not over. The Wagner Act, for example, legalized collective bargaining and

established federal authority to resolve disputes over the recognition of

unions, strengthening the position of workers but otherwise leaving the

market largely competitive rather than overtly corporatist. Ultimately, it

was the worker as wage earner that became the greatest interest of unions.

A nation of organized workers was in fact a nation of reliable consumers.

If the worker served the economy as a consumer in producing demand

just as much as when working to fill the demands of others, whole new

possibilities for government existed in maintaining and fostering that con-

suming demand (Cohen 2003).

Historians have debated just what model of governing the New

Deal represented (Brinkely 1989). The political technologies of the New Deal

were manifold and rapidly changing. They ranged from direct federal over-

sight of all aspects of private management, to the use of federal subsidies

as tools to shift the equilibrium results in certain markets. More con-

sistent, perhaps, was the understanding expressed in a wide variety of

New Deal legislation, including the measures discussed here, of what fea-

tures of the American citizenry needed governing and what made them

governable.

One feature, expressed in many of these specific laws, was a vision of

the economy as driven by collective agents, such as workers in a particular

industry or investors. These mass participants might be composed of indi-

vidual choices, but it was at the aggregate level that their real effects oper-

ated. The role of government was to foster the recognition and well-being

of these mass agents or collective agents who were in a sense the new sub-

jects of government. To govern through this organization of mass interests

meant the enactment of laws that helped mass agents like unions gain

recognition and become self-organizing; laws that protected mass publics

by enforcing collective savings, as in the payroll taxes that have paid for

Social Security since the 1935 Act; and laws that protected the collective
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interests of whole industries by punishing deviation from cooperatively

defined standards, those aspects being mostly struck down.

The Vulnerable Consumer

The Second World War (1939–1945) marked both a culmination and the

beginning of the end of the era of the industrial worker as an idealized cit-

izen subject. Whether as part of the huge mechanized American military

or the great industrial system supplying the war, more Americans than

ever before or after found themselves directly embodied in the ideal of an

industrial worker. The absorption of millions of American women and

African Americans into the industrial economy undermined the assump-

tions of the previous boundaries of the model of industrial citizenship

that even the New Deal had accepted. The great American industrial

cities—Detroit, Chicago, Los Angeles, Seattle, and many others—stood

at a kind of peak. Their infrastructures, last expanded in the boom of the

1920s and supplemented here and there by New Deal public works,

strained under the maximum utilization of the industrial base that had

concentrated in these cities over the previous half century (Sugrue 1996,

17–32). Their boulevards teemed with a population invigorated by their

economic importance and liberated, if temporarily, by the global emergency

of total war.10

By the beginning of the 1960s, a mere 15 years later, this industrial

tableaux and the idealized industrial subject at its core were in disarray,

not so much defeated as outgrown and outcast. For the sectors of America

best positioned to benefit from the high tide of postwar affluence, the tri-

umph of the industrial order in World War II paid immediate dividends:

new homes in the suburbs, college educations, and white-collar jobs in the

vast corporate and government sectors of the new economy (Cohen 2003).

Peacetime brought on a rapid transfer of industrial employment to rural

areas, the South, and the West. Unable to access most of the benefits of the

postwar government largesse because of discrimination and lack of op-

portunity, minorities and female-headed households found themselves

occupying the dying centers of the old industrial economy. Increasingly

perceived as dangerous and unproductive, the new urban poor would

soon be blamed for the failure of cities like Detroit.

The historian Lizabeth Cohen (2003, 7) has characterized this era as a

“consumer republic,” “an economy, culture, and politics built around the
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promises of mass consumption.” The vulnerabilities as well as capacities of

this consumer-subject in this era opened up new possibilities for gover-

nance, reflected in new waves of “consumer” legislation and a range of ide-

alized, or demonized, consumer subjects.

In the 1950s, an important line of development concerned the differ-

ent vulnerabilities of consumers as economic, sociological, and biological

entities who are threatened by toxins and carcinogens in their food and

larger environment or exposed to malnutrition, poor education, and inad-

equate health care. The consumer subject of the New Deal was largely sub-

ordinate to the logic of national emergency government, whether the gov-

ernment was fighting the Depression or the Axis powers. Starting almost

immediately after the war and growing with the new affluence of the

United States, the consumer subject of legislation thickened and deepened,

especially around these three centers of vulnerability.

Perhaps the most widely recognized new locus of governance was the

consumer as aggregate economic force whose capacity to spend came to be

viewed as the key to postwar economic prosperity. Historians have argued

that this formed the crucial direction by which the New Deal yielded a

much more conservative form of regulated capitalism than might have

emerged from the Great Depression. The key role for at least the federal

government was to maintain consumer demand through fiscal and mone-

tary policy, a strategy known generally as Keynesianism after British eco-

nomic theorist and government planner John Maynard Keynes. A great

deal of post–World War II legislation sought to sustain this Keynsian

mechanism, not least the great highway building laws that constructed the

interstate and invested directly in opening up new economic consumption

opportunities in the suburbs.

Beyond the Keynesian consensus, however, the post–New Deal con-

sumer republic gave rise to a range of other, more deviant consumer sub-

jects (both in the sense that they deal with more marginalized parts of the

American population and take up vulnerabilities associated with greater

stigma. Around each, new centers of lawmaking and governing formed.

One center was the problem of the consumer as a victim of machine-age

risk, exemplified by the car accident. From the early 1950s on, the U.S. Con-

gress legislated around a whole series of issues defined as “consumer” is-

sues, ranging from debt collection practices to the suffocation of children

in refrigerators. New scientific expertise in the study of human safety engi-

neering, spurred by World War II, helped to give the familiar “economic
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man” a physiological dimension as the subject of catastrophic forces un-

leashed by car accidents and dives into aboveground swimming pools.

Another center was forming around the biological subject of envi-

ronmental contamination, especially through the food supply. As with

economic and physiological subjects, the biological subject needed gov-

ernment protection against machine-age forces beyond ready inspection

and precaution by the consumer. But unlike the others, the biological sub-

ject exposed a kind of intolerable vulnerability that demanded more than

improved safety and risk spreading. This new threat had a distinct and al-

ready well-known and dreaded face, that of cancer. The need to protect

consumers from exposure to carcinogens in the food supply motivated the

famous Delaney Amendment of 1958 that forbade food with measurable

quantities of carcinogens from entering the stream of commerce, establish-

ing the first “zero-tolerance” standard in American governance.

Starting in the Kennedy administration, the problem of poverty be-

came a third center for formation of a new kind of idealized political sub-

ject. Poverty was negative consumption, those whose chronic inability to

draw enough income to support their own families constituted a problem

for governing consumption. The wave of legislation during the Kennedy and

Johnson administration known as the “Great Society” constituted a new

model of lawmaking attuned to this idealized consumer subject, and its

targets included juvenile delinquency, urban redevelopment, and mental

health delivery systems.

The war on poverty launched by Lyndon Baines Johnson after his

election in 1964 constituted an effort to cast this order, creating a post–New

Deal relationship between the federal government and its privileged sub-

jects. By focusing on poverty, Johnson, presiding over the most buoyant

economy in U.S. history, was taking a step away from the almost corpo-

ratist logic of the New Deal. The private capitalist economy was to domi-

nate resource allocation, but the federal government would have a role in

transforming the conditions of Americans isolated from the wellsprings of

economic success: the poor, the elderly, and those disabled by disadvan-

tage and disease.

Each program singled out the “inner city” as its main target;

each provided a basketful of services; each channeled some por-

tion of its funds more or less directly to new organizations in the
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“inner city,” circumventing the existing municipal agencies

which traditionally controlled services; and, most important,

each made the service agencies of local government, whether in

health, housing, education, or public welfare, the “mark”—the

target of reform. (Rabin 1986, 1273)

This complex consumer subject with its economic, physiological, and bio-

logical sides remains an omnipresent force in contemporary politics. In

the 1970s, social scientists pondering the “new social movements” (such as

environmentalism and gay rights) and the emergence of postindustrial

trends across the wealthy west believed that a new political balance of

power was in the process of forming around “postmaterialist” values (In-

glehart 1980), including environmentalism (Douglas and Wildavsky 1982)

and civil rights. But the expected political strength of this complex con-

sumer subject has never fully been realized in the United States. Whether

as a cause of this failure, or simply a beneficiary of the resulting space for a

political solution, the victim of violent crime came in the 1980s and 1990s

to squeeze out both the civil rights subject and the vulnerable consumer

subject.

Crime Victim: Contemporary Crime Legislation 
and Rise of the Crime Victim as the 
Idealized Subject of the Law

I draw most of my strength from victims for they represent

America to me: people who will not be put down, people who

will not be defeated, people who will rise again and again for

what is right . . . you are my heroes and heroines. You are but

little lower than the angels.

—Janet Reno

From War on Poverty to War on Crime
One can argue over which piece of Reconstruction or New Deal legislation

was the most definitive, but there is little doubt that the Omnibus Crime

Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 (hereafter Safe Streets Act) is the

legislative enactment marking the birth of “governing through crime” in
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America. As with the great pieces of Reconstruction and New Deal legisla-

tion, the Safe Streets Act bears examination on three levels: as a solidifying

political victory for a new governing coalition; as a set of strategies for

knowing and acting on subjects of crime, including criminals, victims,

and also the state and local institutions that address them; and as a frame-

work generating a new set of privileged subjects for government, including

victims and state law enforcement, courts, and correctional systems. After

briefly outlining the major elements of the act, we will take up each of

these dimensions in turn.

The Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act 
and Lawmaking Since 1968

The legislation was enacted June 6, 1968 with only four senators and sev-

enteen representatives voting against it. As befitting its “omnibus” designa-

tion, the law was actually a conglomerate of numerous measures address-

ing a wide variety of crime and law enforcement–related topics. There were

four major themes, each accorded a distinct title, in the statute. Title I au-

thorized more than $400 million in federal funds for planning and inno-

vation in law enforcement, corrections, and courts. The act created a new

federal agency to distribute funds through a system of competitive grants

to those state and local agencies ready to improve criminal justice along

federal lines. Title II established a new rule of evidence for federal courts

regarding the admissions of confessions in criminal cases.11 Such state-

ments should be admitted, according to the statute, if the judge deemed

them “voluntary.” The new standard, if read literally, had the effect of

mandating that federal courts ignore several new criteria that the U.S.

Supreme Court had established on top of the traditional voluntariness

test.12 Title III authorized both federal and local police to engage in wire-

tapping and other forms of electronic eavesdropping with and without a

court order under certain circumstances. The law also set internal regula-

tory criteria for the use of these devices. Title IV set up a federal licensing

structure for gun dealers, requiring them to keep information on the pur-

chases of weapons and banning pistol sales by mail order, and banning

sales altogether to a range of such presumptively dangerous subjects as

dishonorably discharged veterans, felons, and the insane.

Though the Safe Streets Act was enacted during the heat of the 1968

presidential campaign, its origins lie in the aftermath of Johnson’s 1964
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landslide victory. Johnson understood intuitively how dangerous violent

crime was to the post–New Deal coalition he was seeking to reestablish.

Barry Goldwater had invoked “crime in the streets” in his campaign, and

although LBJ succeeded in turning the campaign on Goldwater’s own ex-

tremism, not Democratic permissiveness, he recognized presciently that

crime was driving a stake through the heart of the Democrats’ urban co-

alition even while leading liberal criminologists of the day continued to

doubt the seriousness of the surge in armed robberies in the very largest

cities.

From almost the start of Johnson’s own term, public anxiety about ri-

ots and crime was constantly in the news. Even the New York Times, a pa-

per not easily swayed by short-term popular interests, documented the po-

litical rumbling of this issue in the headlines of the mid-1960s: “Hasidic

Jews Use Patrols to Balk Attack,” “Philadelphia Police Using Dogs to Curb

Violence in Subways,”“[Mayor] Wagner Orders a Night Patrol on All Sub-

ways,” “Fear of Muggers Looms Large in Public Concern over Crime.”13

The apparent rise in violent street crime, primarily armed and unarmed

robberies, was concentrated in the big cities that were the traditional an-

chors of the New Deal style of government. This kind of one-on-one crime

linked the term “violence” to the riots and antiwar protests that had be-

come common for the first time in a century during the mid-1960s. Both

riots and protests were associated with urban blacks and college students,

two subjects highly associated with federal aspirations in the New Deal

and Great Society eras.

Johnson’s speeches and legislative proposals from the start of his term

suggest a consistent strategy to address violent crime as a political problem

of growing proportions to his liberal coalition. Three elements of this strat-

egy that were to become an enduring part of governing through crime in

America were President Johnson’s expressive solidarity with crime victims,

his promise of technical solutions to crime risk, and a federally led and

funded rebuilding to modern standards of local police departments and

criminal courts, as well as jails and prisons.

First, conscious as he was of the need to position the Democratic

Party on the side of crime victims, he spoke frequently and forcefully of

his concern about the harm crime was causing, and the absolute necessity

of combating it.

Second, the president’s Commission on Law Enforcement and the Ad-

ministration of Criminal Justice, put into action his faith in social science
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expertise as a tool of value to the criminal justice system; this was a con-

tinuation of the New Deal emphasis on the need to address social prob-

lems with new forms of expertise. The commission, headed by Attorney

General Nicholas Katzenbach, began work in 1965 and issued reports in

1966 and 1967. Although overshadowed by the conservative-dominated

law that followed, the commission proved highly influential to the direc-

tion of criminal justice reform at the state and local level. Some of the

most significant features of contemporary criminal justice, the modern

emergency telephone system (911), and the rationalization of dispatching,

were promoted by the commission as was the regular use of victimization

surveys to determine the levels of crime independent of reports made to

the police.

Third, the president pumped federal money into planning and inno-

vation at the local level. The heart of the original crime legislation Johnson

had introduced in Congress in 1967, and one largely retained by the 1968 act,

was the start of a massive federal investment in the material and intellec-

tual technologies of criminal justice. Few aspects of state and local govern-

ment were more derelict and backward than criminal justice in the 1960s.

Today no part of state and local government has been more extensively re-

constructed. What our schools, public health systems, or environmental

management systems might look like today with similar investment is an

open question.

From its inception in 1968, the law’s gestation was controlled by an

emerging congressional coalition of southern Democrats and western Re-

publicans who shared a social conservatism and a growing anxiety about

crime.14 Despite growing criticism of the legislation by the Democratic left

in Congress—led by Senator Robert Kennedy, who harshly criticized the

provisions on wiretapping and interrogations—by the end of May 1968, a

large majority of both parties was poised to adopt it in a season of growing

concern about disorder following the assassination of Martin Luther King,

Jr. The law finally came to a vote on June 7, the day following the assassi-

nation of Senator Robert Kennedy.15 In a gesture toward the manner of his

death by gunshot, Congress reconsidered the recently defeated gun control

measures and made them Title IV of the law.

To its liberal critics, the Safe Streets Act represented a moment of

reactionary regression on the part of government. British journalist Richard

Harris (1969, 41), writing in the New Yorker and later in a book on the

law, described it bluntly as “a piece of demagoguery devised out of
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malevolence and enacted in hysteria.” Johnson’s strategy to fight poverty

and reform local governance was still in its infancy, both administra-

tively and as a political successor to the New Deal consensus of the previ-

ous generation. Along with the administration’s implementation of the

landmark civil rights decisions of the previous decade, these new pro-

grams engendered strong resistance from both traditional Republican

opponents of expanding the New Deal and southern Democrats defend-

ing segregation. The Safe Streets Act represented the first fruit of the

union between those forces that have dominated American politics ever

since.

The Safe Streets Act reflected for the first time the power of law mak-

ing about crime to bring together representatives from across the ideolog-

ical spectrum. Many of the southern democrats and western republicans

were drawn by what became Title II of the law, with its repudiation of the

Warren Court’s major decisions on police interrogations.16 Conservatives

and moderates were also drawn to Title III, which for the first time author-

ized wiretaps and other forms of electronic surveillance. Liberals, like Sen-

ator Edward Kennedy of Massachusetts and ultimately President Johnson

himself, primarily cited two elements of the law: huge federal outlays for

improving local criminal justice, and the nation’s first federal gun control

laws (Harris 1968, 104). The act was enacted June 7, 1968, with only four

senators and 17 representatives voting against it.

Title I was the heart of the administration’s own proposal first pre-

sented to Congress in 1967. There it functioned as a pure Great Society

program. It set up a new federal agency, filled it with experts, and author-

ized it to pump money into local projects all over the country to reform lo-

cal law enforcement and corrections. As originally envisioned, the new

Law Enforcement Assistance Agency would have been a vehicle for imple-

menting the crime control strategy outlined in the report of the President’s

Commission on Crime published in 1967, which combined a focus on rais-

ing the technological level of policing with a focus on advancing thera-

peutic rehabilitation strategies in state correctional systems.

The form Title I took in the Safe Streets Act was in the end quite dif-

ferent. Most important, the law rejected the Great Society funding struc-

ture and adopted instead a structure known as “block grants,” which

would soon become well known as the core of the Nixon administration’s

“New Federalism.” While Johnson’ Great Society approach used funding

to create direct circuits between the federal government and the community,
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the block grant approach channeled the federal government funding back

to the traditional state governments, and indeed within their executive

branch (see the discussion of how the war on crime helped restore the

power of governors in chapter 2).

Johnson was keenly aware of all this when he signed the Safe Streets

Act despite the various ways it had been written to attack his administra-

tion’s other domestic initiatives. Having already withdrawn from seeking a

second term, and deep into last-ditch efforts to negotiate a cease-fire in the

Vietnam War, Johnson vacillated on whether or not to sign the bill, waiting

until the last possible day before it would become law without his signature.

He asked for the comments of each cabinet agency; none advised him to

veto it.

Johnson’s official statement on signing the bill provides ready evi-

dence of his ambivalence. He described the law on balance as “more good

than bad.” He rejected the wiretapping and police interrogation portions

of the law, and, following the advice of his liberal attorney general, Ram-

sey Clark, made clear those parts would not be federal policy for the re-

mainder of his administration. He touted the enormous commitment of

federal money to reforming local law enforcement, avoiding mention of

the law’s new block grant structure, although it represented the first ma-

jor step away from the New Deal/Great Society–style legislation he had

pushed through Congress earlier.

Crime victims themselves remain just beneath the surface of the 1968

Act, the subject intended by law rather than those directly targeted by it.

No doubt, their direct presence might have generated more resistance

from the still influential body of jurists, academics, and lawyers whose

conception of modern criminal jurisprudence was inclined toward society

rather than the victim as the main concern. Instead, the victim is repre-

sented indirectly in three related foci of the 1968 act: the streets, law en-

forcement, and the diminished role of judges.

Metaphors We Govern By

The idea of titling the administration’s proposal the “Safe Streets Act”

came from Housing and Urban Development Secretary Joseph Califano.17

One of the administration’s leading liberals, Califano wanted to emphasize

that anticrime measures were not goods in themselves but ways to “restore
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public and private safety” (Dallek 1998, 407). In the name of the Act and the

language of Johnson’s signing statement, “streets” operates as a metonymy

for American society generally, and especially the great cities. Following

the lead of cognitive scientists like George Lakoff and Mark Johnson

(1980), we can read his “streets” metaphor not simply as a reflection of an

ideology or a set of beliefs, but as a strategic vision for retooling liberalism

to govern the changing demographic and economic conditions of the

great American cities on which Johnson’s Democratic majority remained

dependent.18

I sign the bill because it responds to one of the most urgent

problems in America today—the problem of fighting crime

in the local neighborhood and on the city street. (Johnson

1968, 725)

Johnson defines crime as one of America’s “most urgent problems,”

but his strategic message is embedded in the images that follow: “fight-

ing crime,” “local neighborhood,” and “city street.” The idea that the law

is a way of “fighting” crime is an extension of the war-on-crime meta-

phor. “[T]he local neighborhood” and “the city street” point to subtly

different terrains. Local neighborhoods, to be sure, contain city streets (and

in many older cities, they are mostly streets), but the referents of “local” and

“neighborhood” suggest something more culturally specific. By multi-

plying “local” against the semantically close “neighborhood,” the Johnson

statement invokes the intimacy of private homes and the immediate sur-

rounding area, including a person’s “block” and perhaps a neighborhood

school or park.

The term “city,” modifying streets in the next image, “city street,” gives

us one final clue. The “local neighborhood,” while apparently a generic lo-

cation in the spatial order set up by play of metaphor in Johnson’s sign-

ing statement, has a defined spatial relationship, i.e., away from the “city”

or at least the “inner city.” The “local neighborhood” is in the suburbs,

and in 1968, it included the traditionally prestigious outlying neighbor-

hoods of the great cities and the tidy industrial neighborhoods where many

working-class Americans were made property-owning members of the

middle class by New Deal governance. While “local neighborhood” sug-

gests the familiar and intimate, the emotionally private (even if technically

public) streets just around the home, the residential, the local, and often
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the parochial, Johnson contrasts this with “city street” implying some-

thing far more specific than municipal roadways. These are downtown,

public, business, and shopping streets. City streets are the places where any

one can go, and they were, in the public imagination of 1968, becoming a

place where anything violent and terrible can happen to anybody, even

a president.

The menace of crime in the city streets was undermining the political

coalition and methods of the New Deal at two of its most crucial sectors:

the urban working and middle classes that had been made into a new kind

of rights-based middle class by New Deal policies and postwar affluence;

and the organized interests represented by those downtown streets, such

as municipal unions, banks, insurance companies with large real estate

holdings, large public institutions including museums and universities

and the large corporations that sustain them, and, by 1968, the civil rights

community as a representative of black America. Delivering more effective

security to citizens as potential crime victims was imperative to prevent

fear of crime from undermining both the new property and the social sec-

tor of capital.

Law Enforcement

The crime victim is perhaps most present in the 1968 Act as a substitute

subject that is simultaneously a kind of representative victim itself and a

form of security that government can provide victims. Just as “street” be-

comes metonymic for society, “police” becomes metonymic for the state as

a whole. This is a metaphor that remains potent today, as presidents and

candidates for high executive office seek to pose as often as possible with

uniformed police. It is also a remarkable reversal in political currency. As

late as the 1950s, sociologist William Westley, in his pioneering 1953 article

on police violence, noted that one of the problems facing the police officer

as a member of a service profession was that “he is regarded as corrupt and

inefficient by, and meets with hostility of, the public” (Westley 1953, 35).

Movies of the first half of the twentieth century almost uniformly portray

police as corrupt and inept. It is the job of private investigators like Sam

Spade (most memorably played by Humphrey Bogart in movies like The

Maltese Falcon, 1941) to get the truth and the bad guys. Today, police are

treated in both public discourse and popular culture in mostly heroic

terms.19 Movies sometimes portray corruption and failure, but those are
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treated as aberrational. It is left largely to minorities and some white liber-

als to have a deep suspicion of the police.

Johnson in 1968 could not presuppose that kind of consensus, but the

law he was signing was in fact helping to call it into being. Throughout the

text, Johnson uses law enforcement to mean at least the entire criminal

justice process. In a complex movement, Johnson simultaneously offers

law enforcement as an answer to the community beset by crime and fear of

crime—stain and shadow—and as a special victim class of its own need-

ing special federal attention. The end result is to mark both citizens fearful

of crime and state and local law enforcement as requiring a privileged sta-

tus as federal subjects.

Though later presidents would conflate themselves with local law

enforcement—and Congress has followed suit by federalizing much local

crime—Johnson saw the federal government largely as an agent for the

improvement and reform of law enforcement. True to his New Deal her-

itage, Johnson emphasized the expert knowledge behind his program. The

job of the executive was to bring together on a national level the kind of

expertise that was unavailable at the local and state levels.

My program was based on the most exhaustive study of crime

ever undertaken in America—the work of the president’s na-

tional crime commission. That commission—composed of the

Nation’s leading criminologists, police chiefs, educators, and

urban experts—spotlighted the weaknesses in our present sys-

tem of law enforcement. (Johnson 1968)

In touting the part of the Safe Streets Act that he liked the most, the

Great Society–like action grant program designed to motivate innovation

and reform, Johnson promised to “strengthen the sinews of local law

enforcement—from police to prisons to parole.” Here the statement de-

ploys one of the oldest of governmental metaphors, one so old that it is in-

scribed as a dictionary meaning of sinew. Literally, “sinew” is the term for

tendon, the connective tissue that lies between bands of muscle and key

bone structure. Metaphorically, sinew has long stood for the “source of

strength, power, or vigor.”20

The metaphor offers a subtle response to loud criticism from the right,

that crime in the streets was a response to the liberal administration’s

failed policy of rewarding morally and socially bad behavior in the name

of fighting poverty. By locating the problem of crime in the weakness of
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state and local law enforcement, Johnson denied both that there is an es-

sential weakness in American society and that the federal government is

the source of it. He was saying that, on the contrary, the federal govern-

ment alone can lead the kind of reconstruction of local power that will be

necessary to make American streets safe in the last part of the twentieth

century. The ambition is nothing less than reconstructing the power of law

enforcement at a molecular level. The federal role would be to collect a

national base of expertise through the new National Institute of Law

Enforcement and Criminal Justice, later the National Institute of Justice,

which the president refers to as “a modern research and development

venture which will put science and the laboratory to work in the detection

of criminals and the prevention of crime” (Johnson 1968, 726). Federal

money would flow to pay off college loans and attract a new college-

educated workforce into law enforcement, and open up new training and

salary enhancements. In short, the war on crime for Johnson looked a lot

like a war on poverty with police in the role of community development

agencies.

Law enforcement agencies also emerge as a subject in the Safe Streets

Act, perhaps even more strongly than victims. The largest portion of the

federal revenues directed to the states under the Act was intended to di-

rectly benefit law enforcement agencies. The goal in the original Johnson

administration proposal was aimed at “reforming” local law enforcement

(taking the status quo as in bad need of modernization), but the tone of

the 1968 law and its implementation instead created a federal income

stream for the benefit of and under the authority of existing law enforce-

ment agencies and their leadership. Research also prioritized policing. Po-

lice emerged in the law not simply as a tool to repress crime, but as a prime

example of the victims of crime, injured both by criminals and by the lax

handling of criminals by courts and corrections. The most controversial

parts of the Safe Streets Act—the evidentiary rules regarding confessions

and the authorization for electronic surveillance—were directed to both

enhancing the police as a crime control agency and redressing the injuries

presumably caused by “liberal” judges who were lax in enforcing the law.

One of the most consequential features of the Safe Streets Act, re-

vealed in Johnson’s statement is the intertwining of police and citizens as

victims. Police are believed to be the party that can most effectively pre-

vent victimization: “But at a time when crime is on the tip of every Ameri-

can’s tongue, we must remember that our protection rests essentially with
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local and State police officers” (Johnson 1968, 727). At the same time, law

enforcement would become the privileged subject of governance itself,

parallel to the citizen in the local community in relation to the nation and

its executive.

In the concluding paragraph of the statement, President Johnson

brings the whole constellation into view: the war on crime, its territorial-

ization into streets, and the centrality of law enforcement. He does this in a

paragraph that addresses itself to other governing officials.

Today, I ask every Governor, every mayor, and every county and

city commissioner and councilman to examine the adequacy

of their state and local law enforcement systems and to move

promptly to support the policemen, the law enforcement officers,

and the men who wage the war on crime day after day in all the

streets and roads and alleys in America. (Johnson 1968, 728)

The Safe Streets Act is a call to reform governance, “state and local law

enforcement systems,” a mandate from the federal government to state and

local leaders. The war on crime is situated between parallel structures of

repeated invocations of law enforcement and streets. First comes the hu-

man element of law enforcement, “policemen,”“law enforcement officers,”

“men who wage the war on crime day after day.” Second comes the naming

of “America” through its “streets and roads and alleys.”

In retrospect, the Safe Streets Act was the signal event marking the end of

the Great Society era and of the liberal pro–Civil Rights dominance of fed-

eral policy.21 It would rapidly produce its own theorists, political scientists

Richard Scammon and Ben J. Wattenberg, who published The Real Ma-

jority in 1969, only a year after the Act and the Republican takeover of

the White House. The book used crime as the central example of how the

Democratic Party was in real danger of losing its two-generation-old ma-

jority status by ignoring a profound shift of its traditional supporters on a

host of “social” issues, including the race problem, abortion, family values,

and so on. Democrats, in their view, had to move fast to stop talking about

the root causes of crime, and instead support tougher law enforcement

measures to repress existing criminals, even if that trampled on civil rights

concerns.

With remarkable speed, Democrats in Congress followed suit. Al-

though Richard Nixon introduced numerous crime proposals during his
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first year in office, he had no control over the legislative agenda because

Democrats held large majorities in both houses of Congress and had no

intentions of allowing Nixon to brand the crime issue as his own. As the

1970 election approached, however, the Democrats rapidly took up and

enacted with little debate virtually everything on the administration’s list,

including “no-knock entry” and “preventive detention” proposals for the

District of Columbia, measures that would have been considered far too

extreme for the Safe Streets Act. On the campaign trail, liberal Democrats

sought to explicitly define their moral commitment to rejecting crime. Ed-

ward Kennedy, running for reelection in 1970, told an audience at Boston

University:

Those who seek change by the threat of use of force must be

identified and isolated and subjected to the sanctions of the

criminal law. They are the hijackers of the university . . . and like

hijackers, they must be deterred and repudiated. . . . Any person

who lends them aid and comfort, any person who grants them

sympathy and support, must share the burden of guilt. (Herbers

1970)

History would show that this rapid turn would not restore liberals

to their influence. Some would argue that they never moved far or fast

enough to the Right. Once the game of who could be tougher came to

dominate, there was little chance of outrunning the issue because each

election cycle brought a new crime bill with a new array of opportunities

to test one’s commitment to punishment.

The primary political legacy of the Safe Streets Act is to have shaped,

in defining ways, the logic of representation that exists today across the po-

litical spectrum, at both the federal and state levels. Simply put, to be for

the people, legislators must be for victims and law enforcement, and thus

they must never be for (or capable of being portrayed as being for) crimi-

nals or prisoners as individuals or as a class. To do so is damning in two dis-

tinct ways. First, it portrays a disqualifying personal softness or tolerance

toward crime. Second, it means siding against victims and law enforcement

in a zero-sum game in which any gain for prisoners or criminals is experi-

enced as a loss for law enforcement and victims.22

Although the Safe Streets Act did little directly to increase criminal

penalties or expand the prison system, the representational system it mod-

eled has led to both. Any vote to expand punishment is defined as a vote
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for law enforcement and victims that has become the paradigmatic act of

lawmaking in our time, akin to dispensing federal lands in new size bits

with new conditions in another time. Likewise, representatives seeking to

recognize constituents have developed considerable creativity in using the

penal code as a source of social capital. They have, for example, sought to

accumulate such capital with a measure that would lengthen a sentence for

killing a person over 65. In another act, the same ambition has taken the

form of enacting a hate-crime bill that targets people who would attack

others because of their sexual orientation. Crime legislation has been open

into a broad grammar for recognizing and rewarding.

Fear This: Crime Legislation and Its Public

Congress may have taken the lead in placing crime legislation at the heart

of the governance process in enacting the 1968 crime act and frequent

measures since, but state legislatures have followed suit, and many of them

have gone further in making crime legislation the paradigmatic form of

legislation. Though Congress is burdened by an ongoing process of de-

mand for lawmaking growing out of its own earlier activism in many areas

outside of crime, state legislatures have more leeway to devote their time to

the subjects they want. Criminal law has always formed a much larger

share of state governance than federal governance. Even so, legislatures

have devoted an increasing share of their time since the 1970s to enacting

laws creating new criminal offenses, increasing the punishment of existing

ones, and producing innumerable procedural laws designed to promote

the other processes.

These laws reflect, in important respects, the twin principles under-

lying the federal crime legislation model: (1) the system is the problem;

(2) the victim is the key. Nothing has moved legislatures more than the

idea that public safety has been sacrificed to the convenience or indiffer-

ence of the judiciary and the correctional bureaucracy. Since the 1970s, a

steady flow of laws has attacked virtually every step of the criminal justice

system for decisions perceived as favorable to criminals, ranging from bail

law, to the insanity defense, to sentencing law, to corrections law. Discre-

tion at any of these steps is viewed as something being used to favor crim-

inals. Reform has taken the form of “zero-tolerance rules” that make

favorable discretion impossible, transferring effective discretion to law en-

forcement and prosecutors to decide when to invoke the decision-making
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process. For the most part, lawmaking has also spoken in the voice of pun-

ishment, both in the prison and in the application of the death penalty.

In the 1970s, many of the perceived problems of the system were

blamed on discretion, then held by judges and parole authorities. A num-

ber of states abolished parole and introduced legislatively determined sen-

tencing ranges that limited the discretion of judges. The federal system

followed in 1987. Studies of the reformed systems have generally noted that

discretion was shifted to prosecutors rather than being eliminated. This

may mark a failure of legal reform but a success for the principle that law

should reflect loyalty to the victim of crime. Police and prosecutors have

been popularly perceived as those actors in the criminal justice system

most aligned to the interests of victims (despite the fact that a great deal of

scholarship documents how much the interests of victims diverge from

those of police and prosecutors).

The Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994

The image of safe streets never appears in the title of the 1994 Violent Crime

Control and Law Enforcement Act. In an era in which the modal picture of

a good family life is driving back to a gated community subdivision in a

military-grade SUV, “safe streets” has a nostalgic ring to it, evocative but

not fully relevant. In a deeper sense, there is no optimism in this law that

crime can be eliminated. Instead it reflects what David Garland (2001a)

has called the “culture of control,” a presumption that management of crime

risk must be built into the fabric of everyday life.

Like the 1968 law, the 1994 law was enacted by a Congress fully in the

control of the Democratic Party, with a Democrat in the White House and

in the face of a competitive election campaign. In 1968, that campaign cul-

minated six months later with a Republican capture of the White House

and clear signs of potential for Republicans in a Congress that remained

solidly Democratic. The 1994 law was adopted with only days to spare be-

fore that year’s congressional elections, which resulted in an historic shift

in power in the House of Representatives—the first such major shift in

four decades—and a swing in the Senate to the Republicans for the first

time since 1986.

Indeed, the size and scope of the 1994 crime bill suggests how many

governable interests have been recast as problems of crime and victimiza-

tion. This behemoth of a law—many times bigger and more expensive
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than the Safe Streets Act—reflected the stunning variety of groups now

seeking to be represented in crime legislation: women’s groups, minority

citizens living in urban poverty, the elderly, and law enforcement agencies.

Size also reflects the fact that competition between the parties in Congress

and many state legislatures has created a proliferation of different ap-

proaches to fighting crime and securing victims.

The law provides a window into the breadth of ideological variation

possible within the crime legislation model. In 1994, the administration of

tough-on-crime Democrat Bill Clinton and his congressional allies like

Charles Schumer of New York pushed primarily the theme of community

policing and, secondarily, in an appeal to their liberal wing, the idea of

crime prevention in the form of programs for at-risk youth and their com-

munities, exemplified by the jazzy title of one funded program that received

media attention, “midnight basketball.” The Republicans were primarily

pushing mandatory incarceration for violent crime. The death penalty,

once a dividing line, became a consensus issue in 1994, with most of the

liberal Democrats supporting an expansion from a narrow federal death

penalty concerned with hijacking and drug kingpins to a whole host of

crimes and special victims.

The very intensity of this blizzard of information gives rise to all kinds

of new subjects and objects of governance. The federal war on drugs since

the 1970s has produced a huge knowledge enterprise about drugs that has

changed the way we know crime. In 1968, the idea of drugs as the driving

force of crime was a purely speculative argument. In 1988, when the war on

drugs reached national crisis proportions, government-collected data pre-

sented a measurable picture of the drug involvement of the criminal pop-

ulation.23

The Violent Crime Control Act might be seen as inaugurating the era

when crime information in a broad sense becomes so dense that it becomes

possible to present other interests and concerns in this medium. With

crime the most visible and measurable phenomenon around, it becomes

possible to legislate on ever more detailed aspects of it, even in the absence

of a convincing strategy of control. For example, Section 210402 of the act

requires the Department of Justice to produce an annual report to Con-

gress. In filling this mandate, the Justice Department has in fact instituted a

new series of public surveys regarding contact with the police that pro-

duced a pretest cycle in 1996 and a full national survey in 1999. The data

from the survey provide the first national data on police-citizen contacts
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and collect information on citizen views of the police contact as well as the

race and gender of both police and citizen. For an even longer time, the

department has conducted surveys of police officers, and these surveys

provide a picture of policing in America independent of that presented by

police agencies themselves.

Observers such as Feeley and Sarat (1980, 41) were struck by the sense

that for all its talk of planning and innovation, the Safe Streets Act provided

little content for changing strategies or practice. The Violent Crime Control

Act of 1994, in contrast, bristles with branded approaches such as “cops on

the beat,” prevention programs for “at-risk youth,” and “truth in sentenc-

ing.” The 1968 structure envisioned research shaping practice through the

planning and grant-seeking procedures grafted onto state government. In

fact, many of the approaches promoted in the 1994 act owe their origins to

innovative programs started with federal funding in one site and publicized

to others. Many of these programs have been developed through the federal

research process and are promoted through various publications of the De-

partment of Justice. There is no claim to a silver bullet here, but rather a col-

lection of partial strategies aimed at specific targets.

The 1968 act left states quite free to develop strategies so long as they

were willing to engage with some version of a research and planning pro-

cess. The 1994 act, in contrast, has a much more specific agenda. Though

the 1968 act privileged experimentation over paying for fixed assets like

buildings and long-term employees—and in fact was used to buy far more

equipment than may have been originally intended—the 1994 act devotes

substantial funds to paying for community service police officers, new

prisons, and a variety of prevention programs. In a 2001 law reauthorizing

portions of the Violence Against Women Act that was part of the 1994 law,

Congress aimed to punish those states that declined to adopt such measures

as “truth in sentencing,” which is designed to lengthen the years in prison

actually served by convicted criminals. The law established a cost-shifting

scheme whereby a state obtaining a conviction for murder, rape, or a dan-

gerous sexual offense against someone who had been previously convicted

of one of these crimes in another state can seek compensation for the cost

of incarcerating the criminal from the state that previously obtained a con-

viction if that state failed to adopt truth-in-sentencing laws or other mea-

sures assuring long prison terms for such offenders.24

Like its 1968 predecessor, the Violent Crime Control Act of 1994 is

a system of revenue sharing with state and local government, but with a
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twist. The block grants structure for most of the money in the 1968 bill was

considered a big step toward the New Federalism that candidate Nixon

and other conservatives were calling for: let states develop their own strate-

gies closer to the facts. The 1994 act is as imperially federal as any Great So-

ciety program, indeed more so. Money yes, but for community policing,

federal style, and long prison sentences for violent felons with no individ-

ualizing parole release mechanisms.

The Evolution of the Victim

It took a while for the victim to emerge from the complex of legislation

on crime that began in 1968. At first, the victim was primarily there in the

motivation for the law rather than in its enactments. The liberal Demo-

crats who anguished over a law laden with so many overtly reactionary

elements recognized the force with which crime had risen to the top of

the governable concerns of the public. The law itself aimed to fight crime

by improving the capacity of law enforcement and the quality of correc-

tions; there was little there to salve the wounds of victims or recognize

them as having a special status. But the pathways of knowledge carved by

the law did bring the victim into a new kind of relationship to Congress,

one increasingly independent of public opinion. Indeed, careful analysis

of public opinion data beginning in the 1960s shows tremendous variabil-

ity in the salience of crime, even after 1968, and the degree of salience is

closely tied to the efforts of politicians to mobilize public opinion (Beck-

ett 1997).

What is most noteworthy about the construction of the victim in the

1994 act is the way that the victim category has grown and fragmented to

address many of the fault lines of difference around which American so-

cial conflict is frequently found. This leads to complicated variations in the

harshness of the law. Thus two years later when a harsh law on aliens cut

back equitable remedies to deportation orders and required incarceration

of those challenging a deportation order, exceptions for domestic violence

victims were woven through the law. The claim was that without these ex-

ceptions, such victims, generally women, might not alert the police and thus

endanger themselves and their children. The domestic violence victim sub-

ject had become real enough to Congress to create new rights for a popula-

tion (aliens) otherwise being criminalized and punished. The 1994 law also

instructed the Sentencing Commission to promulgate guidelines to assure
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that violent assaults on elderly victims receive enhanced punishment to

reflect the vulnerability of the victim and the degree of harm actually

suffered.

The 1994 law sought to expand the role of the victim as a “voice”

within the legal process. The 1994 law specifically speaks of the “victim’s

right of allocution in sentencing.” The 1994 act amends the Federal Rules

of Criminal Procedure to allow victims to speak at federal hearings on

sentences. The act also includes a sense of the Senate vote that states

should adopt the same right of allocution, one “equivalent to the opportu-

nity accorded to the offender to address the sentencing court or parole

board.”25

These laws are also important for the real impetus they provide for

more people to partake of the powerful public confirmation that awaits

their taking up and affirming the identity as crime victim. These mecha-

nisms are state-sponsored ways to reproduce a certain kind of victim voice

that has been promoted by the victim’s rights movement, one of extremity,

anger, and vengeance. This has important representational consequences

within the larger logic of the victim as idealized political subject. To the

extent that activist victims define the victim subject position more gener-

ally, lawmaking will systematically favor vengeance and ritualized rage

over crime prevention and fear reduction. Little wonder that prisons rather

than policing have been the primary beneficiaries of the public investment

side of governing through crime (Stuntz 2005).

Conclusion: Who Are We Now?

It is a mistake to assume that a political society as diverse and complex as

the United States falls into line behind monolithic views of the governable

interests of the people. There has almost always been public conflict about

the basic terms on which needs and risks should be assessed. Moments of

legislative innovation create pathways of knowledge and power that exert

enduring influence in the habituated practices of government agencies, in-

cluding their funding streams, knowledge-gathering patterns, and regu-

latory activity. Some live with us in such diminished capacity that we ac-

knowledge them as a kind of public myth. The “yeoman” farmer is one

such subject. Nobody thinks the needs of such farmers define the dominant
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needs of the political community, but the enormous sentiment that con-

tinues to surround that figure keeps it a potent, if minor, icon in law-

making.26

Increasingly, few think that the fate of the nation hinges on the well-

being of industrial workers, a position that seemed plausible as recently

as the 1980s. It is true that public opinion often targets the economy or

even job security as primary concerns—indeed, recently it has once again

moved ahead of crime, as it often has in the years since 1968 (Beckett

1997). This helps explain why strong public concern for certain policy

objectives does not result in lawmaking. It may be that a whole host of

concerns about the economy and even job security weigh on large por-

tions of American voters who would like to see government address issues

like health care, pension security, and job creation, but whatever those

concerns are, the industrial worker as a model has not effectively orga-

nized those concerns into a coherent narrative, has not linked them to

effective channels of political organization, and has not produced major

new legislation in decades.27

The freed slave and the consumer have a somewhat different fate to-

day. Although those actually freed from slavery (and, for that matter, their

grandchildren) have passed on, the model of subjects collectively wounded

by the effects of racism and other forms of state sponsored discrimination

remains a potent lens for viewing the governable interests of the people.

Recent history is replete with witness to the fecundity of this model for

producing effective narratives, organizations, and laws on behalf of women,

Latinos, Asians, as well as religious and sexual minorities. Though what

we might call the “civil rights subject” has been the target of some politi-

cal counterattack, it can in no way be dismissed in the way the industrial

worker as subject has been by its political opponents. Rather, the battle

here has been for opponents of the traditional objectives of civil rights

movements to claim their language and precedents for themselves (e.g.,

the anti–affirmative action movement that constantly invokes the value

of equality).

Yet even the relatively robust civil rights subject is most successfully

reproduced in legislation today when it coalesces with the crime victim

subject. There is irony here. The crime victim as subject of national pro-

tection was once framed by the civil rights subject. Jim Crow segregation

came to be seen as a kind of crime against African Americans by the 1960s,
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a resemblance deepened by acts of overt criminal violence against civil

rights workers of both races. The appeal to northern opinion makers was

even more compelling in the mirror of the Nazi Holocaust and its vic-

tims. The Nazis were unquestionably criminals, and their victims, espe-

cially the “survivors” as they came to be called in the 1960s, were admired

as well as pitied subjects as witnesses to a kind of redemptive sacrifice or

“holocaust.”

Feminists made the link between crime victims and the civil rights

subject even stronger when they presented the raped woman as the ide-

alized political subject of second-wave feminism (Gruber 2006). Rape

victims were betrayed by a criminal justice system that overidentified

with the criminals and subjected the victim to her own trial by ordeal in

the form of an intrusive and judgmental inquiry into her sexual history.

Victims of domestic battery were a closely related subject, abandoned

by the police and the courts to rule by violence of their husbands and

boyfriends.

Both the black victims of racist violence and female victims of rape

and assault tied the personal witness of crime victims to the historical and

sociological narrative of racial and gender domination. The fact that crim-

inal behavior in the form of lynchings, rapes, and beatings (the latter two

primarily of women by husbands and other male intimates) largely went

unsanctioned constituted searing proof of the extreme asymmetries of

race and gender relations, forms of violence that belied the claims of a

moral foundation to existing hierarchies.

In the 1980s, the crime victim emerged from the shadows of the civil

rights subject as its own idealized political subject. In a kind of “every-

man” extension, the claims of crime victims adopted the complicity cri-

tique that civil rights and feminist activists had articulated concerning the

involvement of the state in criminal violence. It was the failure of the lib-

eral state in the form of the adversary process, bail, and parole that allowed

people known (or believed) by the police to be criminals to leave prison

early (or evade it altogether) and engage in further criminal assaults

against property and person. In the crime victim story, however, the state’s

complicity with criminality is no longer proof of social domination, but

rather of its own perfidy. Crime as a critique of big government is about

big government itself, emblematic only of its elitism, poor morals, and

perhaps corruption.
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Once separated from the civil rights subject, the crime victim subject

is easily linked to another key center of political mobilization (especially

for Republicans): the taxpayer, victimized by government, threatened with

the loss of wealth and even the ability to own a home by an avaricious po-

litical establishment.28 The successful Republican rhetoric on taxes in the

1970s and 1980s linked this to the high costs of welfare for poor, minority,

urban residents—the same communities blamed for crime. As a result

much legislation produced by the federal and state governments over the

last two decades appears to have followed the implicit rule that lawmakers

should never appear to be adverse to the interests of a political subject that

is both taxpayer and (potential) crime victim.

Political scientists have noted that government programs not only

serve citizen interests, they help constitute them (Pierson 1993). The New

Deal represented not only a coalition of farmers, industrial workers, de-

scendants of slaves, and consumers, the citizen of mass society, and espe-

cially the industrial worker, but it created a great wave of law making that

called more people than ever before to these identities and the associated

opportunities. Crime legislation since the 1960s represents as big an inno-

vation in lawmaking as any since the New Deal. Today it is in the experience

of victimization, and, much more commonly, the imagined possibility of

victimization, that the political community and its governable interests are

being redefined. It is the outlines of this victim subject, projected by advo-

cacy groups, the media, and ultimately in the language of law itself, which

is arguably the most important effect of crime laws: namely, how they suc-

ceed. Indeed, to the extent that earlier ideals seek to recuperate their politi-

cal currency, it is through a narrative re-presentation of themselves in

crime victim mode. Thus in an era in which civil rights is little attended to

by Congress, hate crimes have emerged as the dominant focus for those

lobbyists and legislators loyal to that cause (Jenness and Broad, 1997; Jacobs

and Potter 1998). At a time when regulation of consumer industries is in-

creasingly voluntary, laws creating new kinds of safety crimes (e.g., driving

while speaking on a hand-held cellular phone) are growing.

For more than three decades, the making of crime laws has offered it-

self rather explicitly as the most important subject for expressing the com-

mon interest of the American people. We are crime victims. We are the

loved ones of crime victims. Above all, we are those who live in fear that

we or those we care for will be victimized by crime. Although few of us
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recognize this as a primary identity, our social practices and the way our

lawmakers make laws for us testify to that. By writing laws that implicitly

and increasingly explicitly say that we are victims and potential victims,

lawmakers have defined the crime victim as an idealized political subject,

the model subject, whose circumstances and experiences have come to

stand for the general good.
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Judgment and Distrust

The Jurisprudence of Crime and the

Decline of Judicial Governance

The great political theorists of the first half of the twentieth century ar-

gued about whether legislative or executive power could best express

the will of democratic mass publics (Schmitt 1996). Those of the last part

of the century could not help but see courts, and the judicial actors within

them, as a serious competitor for dominance—at least in the style of mass

democracy for which the United States became the distinctive global model

(Ely 1980; Habermas 1996).

The American judge, a transplant from English common law, had

always been something of a hybrid, combining the freedom to decide asso-

ciated with the executive in modern states and the legitimacy of delibera-

tion and expertise associated with the modern parliamentary government

(Schmitt 1923/1996, Wilson 1900/2002), along with its own distinctive

professional expertise and neutrality. In the twentieth century, this active

and robust institution became even more important. American courts

had long involved themselves in the governance of society at the micro

level of interpersonal relations. Progressive reforms, such as juvenile court

and probation, expanded traditional judicial powers over individuals and

interpersonal relations (Willrich 2003). The formation of professional-

ized corporate and public interest lawyers also stimulated the intellectual

production and self-confidence of courts (Epp 1998).

This growing potential of courts in the early twentieth century was re-

flected in different popular faces of American courts in this period. At the

beginning of the century, the idea of courts producing a distinctively mod-

ern form of governance appropriate to the ills of industrialized societies

found its most charismatic and expansive vision in the figure of the juvenile

4
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court judge, a local figure working among the cities’ poor and immigrant

classes who had nearly dictatorial power over adolescents and their fami-

lies and discretion to pursue the public interest in the child’s being saved

from a life of crime.

A more critical view of courts as policy makers played out in the federal

courts, fanned by the conflict between Progressive regulations at the state

and later federal levels and the very conservative justices who dominated the

federal courts and the Supreme Court until the mid-1930s. This is reflected

in the title of Louis Boudin’s 1932 critique, Government by Judiciary, which

anticipated the New Deal’s court battles and the framing of the judiciary as

reactionary that would follow from it. After World War II, these two im-

ages would merge, with the federal courts taking up the mantle of Progres-

sive reform in such fields as voting rights, school desegregation, and the

confinement of the mentally ill. It would be left to right-wing activists to

attack “government by judiciary” (Berger 1969; Neely 1981).

Since the 1980s, however, the idea of courts as appropriate movers of

social policy has been in decline. The federal courts have reduced their in-

tervention into public institutions and embraced a very different model

of authority, one based on adherence to popular sentiment and deference

to private ordering. Juvenile courts have found themselves under attack as

too weak a deterrent against violent youth crime, and have been stripped

of much of their control over minors accused of serious crimes. Changes

in the sentencing of adults convicted of crime in the federal courts and

many state courts have also seen a decline in the authority of judges.

There are too many levels and types of courts in America to allow us to

assume that courts as such are rising or falling. This chapter argues that

American courts have been hobbled by the unique challenges posed by the

framing of street crime as a fundamental political problem to be solved by

government, including courts, and the resulting “war on crime” from the

1960s through the end of the twentieth century. The war on crime, and

changing mentalities and logics of government it has encouraged, has been

harder on judges, including those of rightist political or legal persuasion,

then on any other category of governmental actors. It is not their neutrality

and judgment that have come to be mistrusted, but neutrality and judg-

ment themselves. The very virtues that made courts an attractive solution

to many twentieth-century governance problems—their relative autonomy

from normal political and market pressures; the roles of argumentation,

deliberation, and interpretation in shaping judicial decisions; and the ability
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to consider different voices and many kinds of information—have come to

be seen as flaws that bespeak a lack of alignment between judicial judgment

and the common good. These same decisions now seem to be precisely the

kind that judges cannot be trusted to make.

The resulting jurisprudence is neither liberal nor conservative, but in-

creasingly convoluted, result-oriented, and defensive. This is manifest in

the way American courts have come to respond to issues of criminal justice,

including punishment, capital punishment, and juvenile justice. Courts

from the mid-1970s on have turned out a broad body of law favoring the

government’s power to punish (Bilionis 2005). Much of this work has been

accomplished through valorization of police, victims, and prosecutors.

The way courts dealt with the crime problem has also influenced their

performance in legal fields as diverse as employment discrimination and

the interpretation of insurance contracts. What might be called a “ju-

risprudence of crime” has emerged that operates to limit judicial interven-

tions. This jurisprudence is reflected across different doctrinal fields in de-

fensive moves aiming to protect courts from the kind of exposure they felt

when crime emerged as a defining problem after the 1960s. The central

lesson of this crime jurisprudence for contemporary judges is to protect

those who fear crime to the maximum extent possible by deferring to

more politically accountable branches, and setting firm if arbitrary limits

on the ability of courts to engage in institutional reform remedies.

Judges in the “War on Crime”

Having exemplified the most optimistic hopes of twentieth-century mod-

ernism in government, by the last years of the century judges found them-

selves regularly portrayed by members of the executive and legislative

branches as betrayers of the common good. Judicial “policy making” in po-

lice procedures, school and housing desegregation, reform of mental hospi-

tals, and so on came to be widely criticized even, in some cases, by those who

remain sympathetic to the substantive goals. This view of judges as danger-

ous power holders, prone to acting against the interest of ordinary citizens,

is nowhere more rooted than in the public’s perception of the judicial role in

crime and criminal justice. Since the 1960s, and with remarkably little

change over the next forty years, judges have been widely blamed by politi-

cians for being “soft on crime.” Public opinion surveys of Americans from
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the 1970s through the 1990s showed that this charge was believed to be true,

although it was often deeply misleading because many states in that period

placed basic control over prison sentences in the hands of administrative pa-

role boards and, more recently, prosecutors.

The war on crime as it emerged from the late 1960s on brought critical

scrutiny to bear on courts in all kinds of ways. Here we will focus on three

episodes that exemplify the larger problem of courts in the war on crime:

the criminal procedure decisions of the Warren Court, which placed a va-

riety of new requirements on police regarding arrests, interrogations, and

searches; the Supreme Court’s near-abolition of the death penalty in Fur-

man v. Georgia (1972), followed by its acceptance of a new generation of

reenergized death penalties; and the role of judges in criminal sentencing.

The Warren Court and the War on Crime

The criminal procedure revolution was part of the Warren Court’s over-

riding concern for the the Fourteenth Amendment’s promise of equal pro-

tection of the law, which had also led to major precedents in school deseg-

regation and free expression. It was not intended to respond to a rising

tide of violent crimes that was not visible when the court decided Mapp v.

Ohio (1961). Mapp required courts to exclude evidence gathered in viola-

tion of search-and-seizure rights of suspects, while Gideon v. Wainright

(1963) required states to provide counsel for indigent felony defendants.

Later, when the headlines made the seriousness of violent crime trends and

political alarm about them undeniable, the Warren Court clearly recog-

nized and sought to address this concern in cases very helpful to law en-

forcement, such as Terry v. Ohio (1968, 30), which allowed police to “stop

and frisk” suspects without a warrant or probable cause of crime if they

were “reasonably suspicious.”

In 1968, when fear of crime became a highly visible issue in the national

political arena, the “due process” revolution carried out by the Warren

Court was one of the central targets of political criticism.1 Richard Nixon,

who won that year’s presidential election, openly accused the Court of ig-

noring the safety of law-abiding citizens. The rapid rise of violent crime

during the mid- to late 1960s, and the parallel rise in media attention to

crime, lent credence to the claim that such decisions, by making it harder

to arrest and convict criminal suspects, undermined deterrence. The gen-

eral effects of this revolution on law enforcement and the criminal process
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have been much debated but need not concern us here. The effect we care

about is the way these decisions, and political criticism of them, helped

frame the debate about how courts govern.

The empirical case that these decisions significantly undermined

crime control and thus fed the crime wave is not particularly strong. At the

same time, it is likely that the attention these decisions focused on the

judicial role in governing law enforcement, at a time of rising public alarm

about violent crime, helped to turn a crime wave into an axis for critical

scrutiny of government. Seen retrospectively through the war on crime,

these decisions would have a lasting effect on the stance of the courts to-

ward crime and other social issues. First, cases created a repetitive compe-

tition in which police and criminal suspects were locked in a zero-sum

game over whose rights would receive greater protection. As the war on

crime raised the salience of the crime victim as citizen, it became clear

whose interests were the proxy for the rights and liberties of the ordinary

citizen—and it was not those of criminal suspects. In a disturbing way, the

cases, which rarely mentioned race explicitly, may have suggested a paral-

lel zero-sum game between white and minority citizens—notwithstanding

the fact that on average blacks and other minorities had far more actual

exposure to crime victimization than whites.

Second, the criminal procedure cases also established that judicial in-

tervention was inevitably a trade-off with crime control effectiveness, a

framework captured by Herbert Packer’s (1968) famous reading of these

decisions as a battle between due process and crime control perspectives.

This framework suggested that court-enforced rights inevitably produced

more victims; the only question was how many. This effect was quickly

and effectively linked to the higher violent crime levels of the late 1960s

and 1970s by critics of the Court. Thus, although these decisions might have

been seen as helping modernize American criminal justice in time for its

great expansion—placing courts along with the executive and legislative

branches as organs of the war on crime—the criminal procedure revolu-

tion marked the court as a deviant actor in need of restraint by the other

branches.

Third, the controversy about the criminal procedure cases would

allow a series of arguments made against court interventions in other

fields—e.g., the defense of state institutions of racial segregation—to be

recast in terms of the threat of violent crime to ordinary citizens (Beck-

ett 1997). Although delegitimated by the association with segregation,
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these arguments against federal judicial intervention in state institutions,

and against judicial intervention more generally, would survive to expand

again during the conservative ascendancy of the 1980s.

All three of these patterns would emerge in even starker outline after

Chief Justice Earl Warren resigned in 1969, to be replaced by the far more

conservative Warren Burger (and subsequently the even more conserva-

tive William Rehnquist). Although Warren Court decisions like Mapp and

Miranda had been prominently criticized by conservative politicians—

including those who appointed most of the justices between 1969 and

2000 (Richard Nixon, Ronald Reagan, and George H. W. Bush)—the more

right-leaning Supreme Court refrained from overturning any major pre-

cedent. Instead, these leading precedents were defined down to a reaffir-

mation of core rights, while new questions about the seemingly peripheral

application of those rights were, for the most part, resolved in favor of po-

lice and prosecutors (Bilionis 2005). This approach to criminal justice has

had the paradoxical effect of removing much of the significance for the

defense of constitutional rights, while leaving courts themselves frozen in

a tableau of apparent antagonism toward police, prosecutors, and ordi-

nary people perceived as potential crime victims.

The result is that while courts have retreated from any serious effort to

reform law enforcement practices through the application of exclusionary

rules, they appear responsible for what are perceived as continuing crime

problems. Lacking the ability to openly signal their favoritism toward po-

tential victims (although judicial elections have strained even the limits of

decorum on that), courts appear unreliable. In the meantime, law enforce-

ment benefits doubly. Police enjoy a presumption of being under strong

legal restraint; this has helped increase their legitimacy. At the same time,

courts take the blame for failures to prevent and punish crime.

Backlash: The Supreme Court and the Resurrection 
of the Death Penalty

Three years after Chief Justice Warren resigned, and over the dissents

of the more right-wing justices appointed under Richard Nixon, the Court

struck down all the capital sentencing procedures at use in every death

penalty jurisdiction in Furman v. Georgia (1972). This nullified the death

sentences of hundreds of prisoners on death rows around the coun-

try temporarily leaving the United States a “death penalty” abolitionist
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country. Though no opinion garnered a majority of justices, it seemed

possible the decision was the first of several steps that would lead to the

complete abolition of the death penalty in the United States (Banner

2002).

Instead, the opposite happened. The response to Furman was fast and

furious. Five state legislatures announced their intention to draft new

statutes the day after the opinion was published. In November 1972, Cali-

fornia voters, responding to a ban on executions passed by that state’s

supreme court a few months before Furman, approved by a ratio of 2 to 1

an amendment to the state constitution restoring the death penalty. Histo-

rian Stuart Banner notes:

If Furman did not influence the direction of change, it almost

certainly influenced the speed of change. Furman suddenly made

capital punishment a more salient issue than it had been in de-

cades, perhaps ever. People who previously had little occasion to

think about the death penalty now saw it on the front page of

the newspaper. Furman, like other landmark cases, had the effect

of calling its opponents to action. (2002, 268–69)

The opinions finding the death penalty unconstitutional helped frame

the death penalty issue in ways that ultimately played into this backlash

(Gottschalk 2006). Unable to rely on the language or original intent of the

Constitution, some in the majority relied on a notion of evolving stan-

dards of decency to support their argument that capital punishment had

become cruel and unusual in American society. Justice Brennan, for ex-

ample, pointed to the declining number of death sentences handed down

in the 1960s as indicative that Americans had rejected the death penalty as

too severe for even the categories of violent crime it had been narrowed to

in the twentieth century. Justice Marshall famously predicted that if the

public “were fully informed as to the purposes of the penalty and its liabil-

ities, [it] would find the penalty shocking, unjust, and unacceptable” (Fur-

man, 361). Although these arguments built on earlier precedent, they made

public opinion itself a central part of the debate about capital punishment

and the state’s power to punish more generally (Gottschalk 2006). In the

center, opinions by Justices White and Stewart emphasized the apparent

arbitrariness of the distribution of death sentences, a stance that shifted

the question from the death penalty as a punishment to the capital sen-

tencing system as a process.
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The populist focus on victims and public opinion was even more

prominent in the dissenting opinions. Justice Blackmun, although express-

ing personal opposition to the death penalty, noted ominously that the ma-

jority position might create a populist backlash because of their apparent

empathy with the victims of capital punishment rather than the victims of

capital crimes.

It is not without interest, also, to note that, although the several

concurring opinions acknowledge the heinous and atrocious

character of the offenses committed by the petitioners, none of

these opinions makes reference to the misery the petitioners’

crimes occasioned to the victims, to the families of the victims,

and to the communities where the offenses took place. The argu-

ments for the respective petitioners, particularly the oral argu-

ments, were similarly and curiously devoid of reference to the

victims. There is risk, of course, in a comment such as this, for

it opens one to the charge of emphasizing the retributive. . . .

Nevertheless, these cases are here because offenses to innocent

victims were perpetrated. This fact, and the terror that occa-

sioned it, and the fear that stalks the streets of many of our cities

today perhaps deserve not to be entirely overlooked. Let us hope

that, with the Court’s decision, the terror imposed will be forgot-

ten by those upon whom it was visited, and that our society will

reap the hoped for benefits of magnanimity.2

Justice Lewis Powell, a Virginian who made no comment on his per-

sonal beliefs but probably supported the death penalty at this point, inter-

jected a similar note, pointedly calling into question the assumptions about

public repugnance against the death penalty and highlighting the role that

murder and violent crime were playing in mobilizing the public.

If, as petitioners urge, we are to engage in speculation, it is not at

all certain that the public would experience deeply felt revulsion

if the States were to execute as many sentenced capital offenders

this year as they executed in the mid-1930s. It seems more likely

that public reaction, rather than being characterized by undiffer-

entiated rejection, would depend upon the facts and circum-

stances surrounding each particular case. Members of this Court

know, from petitions and appeals that come before us regularly,
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that brutish and revolting murders continue to occur with dis-

quieting frequency. Indeed, murders are so commonplace in our

society that only the most sensational receive significant and

sustained publicity. It could hardly be suggested that in any of

these highly publicized murder cases—the several senseless as-

sassinations or the too numerous shocking multiple murders

that have stained this country’s recent history—the public has

exhibited any signs of “revulsion” at the thought of executing the

convicted murderers. The public outcry, as we all know, has been

quite to the contrary. Furthermore there is little reason to sus-

pect that the public’s reaction would differ significantly in re-

sponse to other less publicized murders.3

These dissenting comments, although technically irrelevant to the

grounds of their dissents, reflected a very different idea about the role of gov-

ernment that was coming into focus in relation to violent crime and capital

punishment. First and foremost is the prominence given to the victims of vi-

olence and the truth they proclaim about their losses, feelings, and fears.

Modern penology, with its emphasis on deterrence, incapacitation, and

rehabilitation, had little to say about the victim (Garland 2001a). As against

a New Deal consensus shared by many of the justices themselves that pun-

ishment should serve the ends of social control, Blackmun and Powell em-

phasized the centrality of the victim, the importance of personal experiences

of terror and pain, and popular satisfaction as independent and sufficient

purposes for capital punishment. The death penalty, as it began to renew it-

self after Furman, was coming to represent a kind of populism in governance,

that is, a willingness to define key aspects of law to accommodate popular

feelings and fears, with implications far beyond criminal justice, and for the

role of courts themselves. Neither Blackmun nor Powell precisely embraced

this vision4 (that would await Justice Scalia a decade later), but in their warn-

ings about the danger of mobilizing public retributive rage, they suggested a

jurisprudence of avoidance that has come to pass.

When the new death penalty statutes drafted in the months after Fur-

man reached the Supreme Court in 1976, they found a Court seemingly

anxious to retreat from its earlier intervention, something very much like

the “switch in time” that came about in 1937.5 Justices Stewart and White,

joined by a fourth Republican appointee, John Paul Stevens, found that the

new statutes addressed the concerns about arbitrariness and overly broad
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discretion raised by the Stewart and White concurrences to Furman.6 To-

gether with Chief Justice Burger, and Justices Rehnquist and Blackmun

who had dissented in Furman, there was now a solid 6–3 majority in favor

of allowing the states to reform their death penalty systems.

Moreover, the new death penalty would not be the sluggish institution

that seemed to be slowly dying in the 1960s. The new statutes produced in

response to Furman were put into use with an intensity unseen even dur-

ing the 1930s (Banner 2002, 270). More important, the reaction to Furman

soon made the death penalty an issue in virtually every American election,

especially for executive offices.

For a period from the mid-1970s until the early 1980s, the Supreme

Court signaled to both death row prisoners and the states the availability of

the federal courts to “regulate, and even sometimes categorically prohibit,

executions when constitutional values or norms were at stake.” The death

penalty would be permitted, but under a regime of federal judicial scrutiny

similar to that applied to segregated public school systems and prison sys-

tems. But by taking this stand, the Court won no friends. Opponents of the

death penalty, who still made up one quarter to one third of the public, con-

sidered the promise of Furman betrayed. Supporters of the death penalty,

from two thirds to three quarters of the public, credited their politicians, not

the Court, with its resumption. As detailed in chapter 2, politicians who led

successful legislative or referendum fights to bring back the death penalty

were often rewarded by being elected governor, while courts got little credit

for upholding the new statutes. In contrast, the cost of the new system, its

growing pattern of long delays between rounds of appeals that was begin-

ning to take shape in the late 1970s, was tied to the courts and their review.

The relationship between courts and the death penalty was paradoxi-

cal. On the one hand, no other branch of government held as dramatic a

role in deciding who would die and when. Because of the burgeoning num-

ber of capital cases by the early 1980s and the relative paucity of lawyers,

judges in some states found themselves compelled to rule on petitions filed

only hours prior to an execution (Banner 2002). Judges had the final say on

whether an execution would go forward or not. But unlike all the other po-

litical actors involved in the death penalty process, judges were denied the

opportunity to openly embrace the objectives of the community in punish-

ment. Again and again, they were compelled to make dramatic last-minute

decisions to halt executions, and to frustrate victims, based on inevitably

summary legal analysis.7
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Since the early 1980s, the Supreme Court has overtly signaled an end to

any presumption created by Furman and Gregg that the Court intended to

police the rationality of state normative choices over the death penalty, or

even whether prosecutors and juries were adhering to those choices, effec-

tively  “deregulating death” (Weisberg 1983). In the 1987 case of McCleskey v.

Kemp, the Court declined to place new burdens on the death penalty in the

face of powerful statistical evidence that those who killed white victims were

more likely to be sentenced to death, especially if the killers were African

American. In the view of the Court, the historic choice of local prosecutors

and juries was too integral to criminal justice to be set aside based on statis-

tics. Only proof of discriminatory intent against a particular defendant

would violate the constitutional guarantee of equal protection.

In the 1991 case of Payne v. Tennessee, the Court overruled a four-year-

old precedent and upheld a death sentence in a case in which jurors had

been allowed to hear a statement from the victim’s surviving family mem-

bers about their suffering. In his concurring opinion, Justice Scalia explicitly

acknowledged the victims’ rights movement and its influence on the Court.

Notwithstanding the Supreme Court’s efforts since the early 1980s to

back off from taking a close look at the operation of state death penalties,

a formidable body of case law devoted to the remaining protections im-

plied by Gregg v. Georgia (1976) has meant that the time gap between sen-

tencing and execution can be years or decades. Some states have kept it to

as little as five years, based on harsh state procedural rules and regional

consensus among state and federal judges not to interfere much with the

death penalty. In states with more generous procedural rules and/or more

protective courts, executions can take as long as 20 years. This often ardu-

ous procedural path, attacked frequently by victim advocates and politi-

cians, has itself become a major vector for criticism of courts, access-

limiting legislation, and judicial decisions. On the federal level, the most

striking of these is the 1994 law that reduced access to a successive claim

to those prisoners who can show one of two things by clear and convinc-

ing evidence: either (1) that a new rule of constitutional law held by the

Supreme Court to be retroactive applies to the case, or (2) that newly dis-

covered evidence which could not have been discovered before constitutes

clear and convincing reason for altering a legal judgment. The law deep-

ened restrictions that the Supreme Court itself had placed on successive

habeas petitions. Even the law’s title emphasized Congress’s mistrust of

courts as protectors of public safety. Invoking the horrors of the terrorist
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attack on the federal building in Oklahoma City the year before, Congress ti-

tled the law the “Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act.”8 As a result,

the development of a legally correct argument that could well persuade a

court that a death penalty was inappropriate in a particular case will not be

heard at all if it could have been raised by a better lawyer on the first petition.

Thus, although courts began the resumption of capital sentencing in

the 1970s in a position of power over executions, as time went by, the forces

in the states driving toward an overproduction of death penalties (Lieb-

man 2000) were able to thrive in the climate of emergency, which the

courts inevitably contributed to, and in which they were made to appear as

a kind of criminal again and again frustrating the exercise of state justice.

The examples above are mainly of federal courts and especially the

Supreme Court. The structural association created by the death penalty

that places courts as obstacles to the safety of citizens and the recovery of

victims has generated powerful political incentives in the states as well.

California’s Supreme Court was a national innovator, especially in areas

of civil justice, from the 1950s through the 1980s. But its decisions in the

area of the death penalty became a flash point of political criticism that ul-

timately led to popular backlash and an electoral realignment of the court.

The cycle of abolition and restoration cemented the California court’s rep-

utation as being too concerned about murderers and indifferent to vic-

tims. In 1982, another state constitutional amendment passed by voter ref-

erendum limited the ability of California state courts to exclude evidence

based on violations of the state, but not federal, constitution. Finally, af-

ter a bloc of liberal justices continued to vote to reverse many death sen-

tences in the 1980s, a campaign was mobilized against Chief Justice Rose

Bird and three of her colleagues, all of whom were removed from the

bench. The resulting appointments produced a court that has been docile

on criminal justice and pro-business on civil justice and environmental

matters.

Florida provides a striking recent example where the death penalty

has been at the center of a cycle of extraordinary lawmaking that empha-

sized the problem of representation and cast courts as enemies of the peo-

ple. With its diverse population and highly competitive elections, Florida

gives politicians few safe grounds to compete without the risk of alienating

one voter group or another.9 Fear of crime is one of the strongest consen-

sus concerns in Florida, and unremitting toughness on crime, reflected in

a strong commitment to the death penalty, has been the dominant strategy
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for politicians of both parties. These conditions lend themselves perfectly

to the “overproduction of death” (Liebman 2000). This means that the

governor and legislature have a compulsion to create new death penalty

laws in order to sustain the legitimacy that has come from reclaiming the

death penalty. This practice, whose features I examined above, expands the

reach of the death penalty, even though the post-Furman system was sup-

posed to narrow it. But at the constitutional level, new death penalty laws

promote something even more distorting, an increasingly compulsive and

fatal battle between the branches of government over loyalty to a public

that is represented by victims of crime. At the operational level of police

and prosecution, sustaining the legitimacy of the death penalty means

strong incentives to push marginal cases into the competitive process of

producing capital sentences, with the result of a high rate of judicial error.

Five Florida counties rank among the top fifteen in the nation for seeking

the death penalty and for the rate of error in capital cases (Gelman et. al.

2004). This rate of systematic error suggests a judicial culture fundamen-

tally shaped by the value of capital sentences to investigators and prosecu-

tors building careers. Once committed to capital charges, both police and

prosecutors have powerful incentives to rely on forms of evidence that

are at high risk for contaminating the process with falsehood (e.g., the

testimony of other prisoners claiming to have heard the defendant con-

fess) and to seek advantages over the defense that can lead to technical

reversals.

Ironically, the most immediate effect of attempts to sustain legitimacy

of the death penalty at both the political and operational levels is the cre-

ation of numerous cases with so many questionable elements that their le-

gal complexity ultimately leads to delayed executions. Constant changes

introduced by the legislature and governor produce substantial delays

while courts review new features of laws. Aggressive conduct by police and

prosecutors leads to frequent reversals and subsequent retrials. Not sur-

prisingly, in states such as Florida executions typically come a cruel twenty

years or more after conviction.

One might assume that a delay in execution would undermine the au-

thority of the state. Indeed, politicians in states such as Florida have made

delayed executions a boogey man during elections since the 1980s. But

while support for quicker executions is reliably good politics, its not clear

that political leaders pay any price for delay, at least as long as responsibil-

ity can be laid at the foot of courts and defense attorneys. It is this thinking
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that pervades the two successful ballot initiatives around the death penalty

in a remarkable episode of antijudicial politics that would be noteworthy

even if it had not formed part of the backdrop for the contested presiden-

tial election of 2000.

Twice in four years the Florida legislature, as permitted under the

state’s constitution, presented a constitutional amendment on the ballot

for approval of the voters. The proposed amendment declared the death

penalty to be a constitutional mode of punishment and amended the text

of Article VII, changing the phrase “cruel or unusual” to “cruel and un-

usual” and explicitly requiring that the new phrase be interpreted consis-

tently with the decisions of the U.S. Supreme Court.10

Placed before the voters in 1998 and in 2002, the amendment was ap-

proved by large majorities both times. During the intervening years the

Florida Supreme Court decided Armstrong v. Harris (2000), invalidating

the amendment adopted in 1998 on the grounds that the ballot language

misrepresented the effect of the amendment to the voters.11 The decision

in Armstrong turned on a well-developed body of referendum law in

Florida. Florida ballot initiatives must be limited to a “single issue” (al-

though they may make numerous technical changes of law necessary to

accomplish this issue resolution). They must also present the issue clearly

before the voters. The latter is particularly tricky because the actual word-

ing of the laws being enacted (or the amendments being enacted to exist-

ing statutory law) is not printed in the voter guide that comes with the bal-

lot. Instead, the initiative author, in this case the Florida legislature, writes

a statement limited to 73 words. The actual text being inserted into the

constitution is not typically presented to the voters on the ballot.

In proposing an amendment to place the death penalty into the con-

stitution and to hog tie the jurisprudence of the state supreme court, the

legislature was laying down a dramatic challenge to the power of courts

as a coequal branch of government framed in terms of loyalty to the

death penalty and to the machinery of the death penalty itself. The

Florida legislature not only claimed to be institutionally superior at rep-

resenting the wishes of the people of Florida (something most lawyers

would concede) but claimed, in effect, that the court could not be trusted

to consider that representational superiority in reviewing death penalty

cases. In holding that the legislature’s 1998 death penalty amendment

misled the voters, the Florida Supreme Court seemed to join the issue of
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institutional capacity and representation, but here to invert the legisla-

ture’s equation and suggest that the death penalty is deforming the repre-

sentational process.

Great battles between branches of government are not new, but few

have been determined to a greater degree by conflicting ambition than

the one over amendment 2. The controversy began when legislators be-

came concerned that a number of death penalty cases were likely to place

the constitutionality of the electric chair before the Florida Supreme

Court. Concerned that the court was “soft” on the death penalty, the leg-

islators decided to preempt the court by taking the issue over its heads to

the voters as a constitutional amendment.

The Armstrong majority held that the ballot title and summary were

defective in a number of ways. First, the summary made it seem as if the

amendment was creating a right for Floridians when, in the view of the

court, it was narrowing one. Citing crucial doctrinal language in earlier

cases, Justice Shaw described this as “flying under false colors.” The title

and summary misstated the actual legal effect of the amendment—

namely, to nullify the “Cruel or Unusual Punishment” clause.

Second, the text implied that the main purpose of the amendment was

to “preserve the death penalty,” but the ballot language dramatically mis-

stated the effect of the amendment in two respects. It implied that the

death penalty was in danger of being abolished if not “preserved,” and that

a yes vote was necessary to save it. While having nothing to do with pre-

serving the death penalty, it would, in fact, alter the rights of Floridians

with respect to all other possible penalties as well. This amounted to con-

cealing intent from voters, and it robbed the authors (in this case the

Florida legislature) of their claim to represent a majority of the voters in

amending the constitution.

The dissenters angrily criticized the majority for placing themselves

in the position of the voters (precisely what the legislature was trying to

accomplish). This position was taken up and carried further by individ-

ual legislative leaders who discussed the need to dramatically alter the

composition of the court either through adding new positions or creating

a new “death court” to review capital punishment exclusively. Either solu-

tion would permit the incumbent governor (Jeb Bush) to appoint an ef-

fective majority on the death penalty. Thus in the aftermath of Armstrong

and in the period leading up to the November 2000 presidential election
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controversy in Florida, the legislature and the state’s supreme court had

openly accused each other of engaging in a fundamental betrayal of the

representational process over the subject of the death penalty.12

A year later, acting with an urgency and a sweep indicative of a com-

pulsive motivation, the Florida legislature reintroduced precisely the same

amendment. To remove Armstrong v. Harris problems, the statement pre-

pared for the November 2002 ballot provided the entire text of the consti-

tutional amendment, word for word. This required the legislature to ex-

empt itself from strict rules that require citizen initiatives to be represented

by brief summaries, which the legislature did with virtually no dissent.13

The 2002 initiative is also remarkable because of the disappearance

of the issue that was the specific motivation for the 1998 version. The

goal of preserving the electric chair was always a puzzling focus. Death

penalty states like Texas and Virginia had decided long ago that lethal in-

jection was easier to administer and less prone to legal challenges. For the

most driven supporters of the death penalty in the Florida legislature, it

seemed possible that the electric chair was attractive precisely because it

was harder to administer. The pictures of Allen Davis’s corpse still in the

electric chair suggest that Florida’s execution procedure was an ordeal

for state employees charged with strapping a recalcitrant individual into

what amounted to a kind of barbeque and then removing the “cooked”

body.

While the Florida Supreme Court was considering the appeal in Arm-

strong v. Harris, it examined directly whether the Florida execution proce-

dure violated the U.S. or Florida constitution (using the older, presumptively

more protective language of “cruel or unusual”) and in a split decision up-

held the constitutionality of the chair. After this decision, which contra-

dicted the very reasons for the amendment at issue in Armstrong, the Florida

legislature, with the support of Governor Bush, preemptively adopted a new

capital sentencing procedure with an option for lethal injection. The law was

enacted over the objections of many die-hard supporters of electrocution

because proponents feared that there was a very real chance that the U.S.

Supreme Court would soon find electrocution unconstitutional. This gutted

another reason for a constitutional amendment. To tie the Florida Supreme

Court more tightly to the conservative majority on the U.S. Supreme Court,

the Florida Supreme Court had preserved the electric chair while the major-

ity on the U.S. Supreme Court seemed to some observers poised to strike it

down (they have not thus far).
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Thus the new constitutional amendment proposal placed before the

voters in 2002 no longer had any instrumental goal other than to complete

the process of demonizing the Florida Supreme Court as a clear and pres-

ent danger to the death penalty. This might have made some sense in a state

like California where a liberal supreme court majority during 1980 was

willing to resist pressure to speed up executions and held a hostility toward

the death penalty, and might have been tempted by a novel attack on the

constitutionality of the death penalty (and where a voter initiative placed

the death penalty in the constitution in 1978). Florida’s Supreme Court, in

contrast, had never shown any interest in systematically challenging the vi-

ability of the Florida death penalty. While some years in the 1990s saw a 50

percent or higher reversal rate in death cases before the Florida Supreme

Court, most of these were traditional statutory and evidentiary issues that

reflect more the sloppiness of prosecutors than an activist attack on the

death penalty. The same reluctance to challenge the political branches on

capital punishment was reflected in the Florida Supreme Court’s decision

upholding the electric chair.

The behavior of Florida’s elected officials, especially the legislature, in

this process of death penalty higher lawmaking reflects the grip that crime,

raised to the capital dimension, has on modern government. Florida is a

twenty-first-century state whose citizenry uses the constitutional amendment

process to call for things such as bullet trains and smaller class sizes in pub-

lic schools. In the meantime, the state and its major counties have suffered

public scandals in their management of basic functions such as protecting

dependent children, providing reliable election equipment and procedures,

managing pension funds, and graduating minority high school seniors who

fail the state’s standardized tests. But in the midst of these crises the legisla-

ture and governor act in many respects in and through the death penalty.

Fear of Judging

As the war on crime began in the 1970s, judges came under attack as too

prone to individualize justice to suit the particular circumstances of de-

fendants in ways that limited punishment and diminished deterrence. In

fact, the indeterminate sentences that were then in use in many states, and

the federal system, gave broad authority to administrative bodies to set

precise prison terms, although they often allowed judges wide latitude in

deciding who got probation rather than prison.
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The actual path of sentencing reform has been complex and often

contradictory, but one of the clearest trends is the diminishing role of the

judge. This has taken place primarily through two mechanisms at work in

many states: mandatory minimum sentences and mandatory guidelines

for calculating prison sentences.

The U.S. Sentencing Guidelines, adopted by Congress in 1987, are the

best-known version of the mandatory guideline approach (Stith & Cabranes

1998).14 Restructuring the federal criminal code had been a fixture on the

crime agenda of administrations since, at least, the Roosevelt administra-

tion (Marion 1993, 45). In the 1980s, however, the mandate had changed

from rationalizing the way federal crimes are defined and graded, i.e.,

ranked in terms of penal severity, to revising the way federal defendants

are sentenced. Most of the complaints against the federal sentencing pro-

cess of the time concerned the broad discretion held by federal judges over

whether to send convicted criminals to prison and for how long. Critics

charged that widely varying use of this discretion had been detrimental to

both the fairness and effectiveness of the criminal sanction. When a coali-

tion of liberal and conservative representatives in Congress came together

to support the creation of the Sentencing Commission, reform was clearly

directed to curb the power of judges and the role of case-by-case judgment

itself.

Prior to adoption of the guidelines, federal judges could sentence con-

victed defendants to probation, or to prison terms within wide minimum

and maximum sentences established when the crimes were committed. A

federal parole authority could release prisoners prior to their maximum

sentence, but not before the minimum sentence, which judges could set as

high as they chose. Judges thus had real power over who went to prison

and over the sentence’s length. In making their sentencing decision, judges

could draw on the help of probation officers trained in the style of social-

work case analysis. Their reports would typically provide a detailed biog-

raphy of the defendant that discussed family, school, work life, and crimi-

nal record.

The history of the adoption of the guidelines suggests a quite deliber-

ate intent to reject judicial governance as such. The legislative record is

loaded with discussion of the evils of arbitrariness and deep suspicion of

federal judges as individuals. Thus, even though the Sentencing Commis-

sion was made part of the judicial branch by Congress, the number of sit-

ting federal judges permitted on the original commission that drew up the
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guidelines was limited to two (Stith & Cabranes 1998, 44). The guidelines

have altered the power of judges at both the systemwide and individual

levels. On the system-wide level, judges have ceased to be a major determi-

nant of federal prison sentences. On the individual case level, the guide-

lines have put the judge in a position, which many of them find personally

humiliating, of having to hand out sentences shaped more by lawyers and

probation officers than by the court. Probation officers were key figures

under the old system as investigators who would provide the sentencing

judge with a comprehensive social report on the criminal and the crime.

Under the guidelines, they have become, in effect, agents of the Sentencing

Commission, charged with making sure that the guidelines are accurately

applied and aiding the judge with much of the complicated analysis re-

quired to calculate the appropriate sentencing range.

The role of the judge in the guidelines system is, by any definition, cir-

cumscribed. Probation has been taken off the table for most federal felonies

and is limited to only those with no prior offenses. The length of prison

sentence is established in its basic parameters either by a complex and pre-

scribed calculus of sentencing factors or by a crude mandatory minimum.

Judges are permitted to then set a prison sentence within a range (limited

to 25 percent) determined by a calculus of these factors. In some instances,

if a judge decides that facts in the case are different from the ordinary run

of cases on factors that the Sentencing Commission did not consider in es-

tablishing the guidelines, the judge may make a further upward or down-

ward departure. S/he must explain the reasoning behind the adjustment,

which is subject to appeal. Even though some recent cases have suggested

that trial judges may have more leeway to grant such departures than was

previously thought, departures remain limited to extraordinary facts, leav-

ing the great majority of cases limited to the 25-percent range of discretion

to express any individualized judgment regarding the facts.

Though the guidelines transfer much authority to the Sentencing Com-

mission to shape the overall structure of sentences, Congress has retained

and used the right to set mandatory minimum sentences that override the

guidelines if the latter would recommend a more lenient sentence. Manda-

tory minimums, mostly in drug trafficking cases, have generated some of the

most publicized criticisms of federal sentencing practice from judges.

Though creative federal judges can find ways to do individual justice in

many criminal cases, the judge remains a figure of suspicion, a person with

a propensity to violate public safety, little different in public confidence
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from the figure of the criminal before them. In both cases, the prosecu-

tion has gained power as the agency capable of holding both criminals

and judges in check. In many states, existing laws give judges far more

discretion to individualize sentences, discretion they sometimes use, but

fierce political backlashes regarding crime and the fact that many judges

are elected works as powerfully as mandatory guidelines might.15 In Cali-

fornia, for example, judges were initially thought to have little discretion

over whether to impose the state’s infamously harsh three-strikes law—but

later were found to have discretion to withhold the effects of the law “in the

interests of justice.” However, research on judicial practice and examination

of the numbers of persons who received harsh sentences for nonserious

and nonviolent crimes suggests that judges rarely utilize their “safety valve”

role under the law (Ricciardulli 2002). Likewise, the Federal Sentencing

Guidelines were declared to be merely voluntary guidelines in the U.S. v.

Booker case in 2004, but there appears to be little willingness by judges to

depart from the guidelines.

Crime Jurisprudence: How the War on Crime 
Disciplined Courts

Led by the Supreme Court, American courts have produced a reactive ju-

dicial posture toward the war on crime reflected in a broad array of legal

doctrines. This jurisprudence of crime has generally altered how courts

govern, and specifically limited the expansive role that federal courts had

begun to play in modernizing state institutions. In its compromised at-

tempt to modernize the death penalty in Furman and Gregg, the Court’s

framing emphasized the importance of public opinion, played up the con-

flict between victim and defendant rights, and preserved credibility in the

theory that capital punishment deterred murders (Gottschalk 2005). In

terms of criminal justice, this posture and new doctrinal developments

greatly favored the government’s powers to police and punish and helped

promote the growth of mass incarceration (Gottschalk 2005).

Legal scholar Louis Bilionis has recently argued that the Rehnquist

Court’s strategies for rolling back the liberal criminal procedure decisions

of the 1960s provided a template for the reversal of liberal jurisprudence,

and the growth of a new conservative jurisprudence, in such areas as an-

tidiscrimination law, environmental law, and federalism. For Bilionis, the
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key elements of this jurisprudence include an antipathy toward the liberal

regime in crime, a ready set of conservative policy ideas on crime, mainly

emphasizing the deterrent and incapacitating potential of harsh punish-

ment, and a strategy of distinguishing a narrow core of liberal defendants’

rights, while cutting back those same rights at their supposed peripheries

(Bilionis 2005, 998).

The Even Less Dangerous Branch: Elements 
of a Crime Jurisprudence

The influence of crime and judicial thinking has been more than one of

proximity. In shaping the doctrines that have altered how courts govern in

American society, the Supreme Court seems to have been influenced by

the substance of the war on crime, as well as by the formal methods of dis-

tinguishing liberal precedents. This crime jurisprudence includes several

elements that have already emerged in our discussion of executive and leg-

islative government.

One is the centrality of victims to the meaning of crime and to the

force of law. Starting in the 1970s, Supreme Court justices began to worry

out loud about the effects their decisions and even discourse were having

on crime victims. By the 1990s, this concern had become a driving force in

decisions.16 This has often showed up as a kind of populism. It has also

emerged in an embrace of police officers as distinct synecdoche for the

public in its victim status.

A second element of the Court’s crime jurisprudence is trust that the

executive will make the right trade-offs between individual liberty and col-

lective security. In criminal justice cases, courts have, with some important

exceptions (e.g., the issue of preemptive strikes against members of the jury

pool), treated prosecutorial discretion as resolving all questions of the fair-

ness of charge selection—and at the same time made it very difficult for

litigants even to discover the pattern of prosecutorial decision making. For

example, in McCleskey v. Georgia (1986), the Supreme Court held that the

existence of a statistical pattern correlating the race of victim and the impo-

sition of capital punishment in homicide cases did not suffice to show a vio-

lation of equal protection, relying heavily on the necessity of leaving space

for individualized decision making by prosecutors (and juries).

A third element of the jurisprudence of crime is a skepticism about

the role of courts in intervening in institutional decisions and a preference
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for formal barriers, such as procedural defaults and other bright-line

rules, that limit the scope of judicial review and remedies. This is exempli-

fied in the Supreme Court’s rules governing successive habeas corpus peti-

tions by criminal defendants, capital prisoners in particular. The result is

often a visibly destabilized law that often fails to distinguish between the

law and what might reasonably have been taken to be the law.

These three elements, as articulated in criminal and noncriminal cases

after the 1960s, spell out a kind of memo to the lower courts. From now on,

conflicts about institutional reform should be resolved with the goal of mak-

ing people who feel threatened by crime (especially white suburbanites) safer

to the maximum degree possible, by deferring to those political authorities—

governors, prosecutors, school boards—most accountable to these voters,

and by limiting the courts’ role in implementing large-scale reform.

Desegregation Meets the War on Crime: A Case Study

All three of these elements defining a jurisprudence of crime are visible in

the Supreme Court’s reshaping of constitutional antidiscrimination law in

the mid-1970s. This period saw a dramatic turnaround in the willingness

of the Supreme Court, under the imprimatur of the Constitution’s “equal

protection of the laws” provision, to support lower courts in carrying out

major institutional reforms. Notwithstanding the appointment of conser-

vative Warren Burger as Chief Justice in 1969, the early 1970s saw rapid ad-

vancement of the Court’s involvement. In the 1971 decision of Swann v.

Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board of Education, a unanimous Supreme Court

for the first time upheld a massive school desegregation plan for the city of

Charlotte, North Carolina, one involving substantial use of student busing

and other methods to eliminate as much as possible racially identifiable

schools in a segregated urban setting.17 The Court said that judges, having

discovered a violation of the equal protection guarantee, should “make

every effort to achieve the greatest possible degree of actual desegregation”

(Swann, 26). Just three years later, in Milliken v. Bradley (1974), a divided

Supreme Court rejected a similarly broad plan aimed at eliminating racially

identifiable schools, this time in Detroit, Michigan, on the grounds that the

desegregation plan anticipated busing of children from suburban school

districts not shown to have been involved in the practice of segregation.

To its contemporary critics, Milliken appeared to end the quest for

substantial school desegregation in the United States some 20 years after
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Brown v. Board of Education (1954) had begun the project, and to signal

that the Supreme Court would henceforth restrict the efforts of courts to

reform state and local institutions more generally.18 These prophesies have

proven correct. In a series of decisions coming after Milliken, the Supreme

Court rapidly ended any prospect that the equal protection guarantee of

the Constitution would be used to persuade courts to dismantle the sub-

stantial social and economic barriers that the country’s history of state-

supported racism had all too visibly left. These decisions were about not

only racial justice but also the scope and nature of how courts governed.

Although limiting the reach of school desegregation in particular, and

courts in general, were goals associated with the political Right in the

United States during the 1970s, several key features of crime jurisprudence

are visible in the course of the Court’s antidiscrimination decisions from

Milliken. A close look at Milliken and its context illuminates these.

The Detroit desegregation battle unfolded at a stark moment in the

city’s history, less than three years after the July 1967 riots—five days of vi-

olence in the heart of the city’s African American community that resulted

in 43 deaths, looting, and arson damage to thousands of properties. Crimi-

nal violence had long been associated with Detroit’s system of residential

race segregation. Detroit lacked southern-style laws enforcing the geo-

graphic boundaries of its black residents, whose numbers increased rap-

idly during World Wars I and II. Instead, it relied on the legal tactic of

exclusionary racial covenants in property deeds and more direct vigilante

acts of criminal violence against black families who sought better hous-

ing in white neighborhoods (Sugrue 1996, 259). Racial subordination—

as opposed to segregation—was also imposed by the symbolic and real

violence used by the virtually all-white Detroit police force.

White Detroit was also riven by its own class, ethnic, and religious con-

flicts, but the battle to maintain racial segregation against African Ameri-

cans was a point of unity. This battle was carried out into the 1960s through

homeowners associations, the police, and the Detroit’s elected city govern-

ment (Sugrue 1996). This white alliance found its primary ideological jus-

tification in crime, especially as legal decisions in the 1940s and 1950s

made overt racism less acceptable in public discourse. The riot of July 1967

reflected the rage in the black community about the continued power of

this alliance over daily life, especially through the police, and the failure of

reform to keep pace with rapidly growing expectations as a more liberal

political alliance.19 For all but the most liberal white Detroiters, the riot’s
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images of arson, looting, and battles with police confirmed the historic

linkage of African American residential presence and crime.

By the spring of 1970—when the liberal dominated Detroit school

board—began to develop a voluntary desegregation plan, none of these

tensions had improved. The war of neighborhoods that had dominated

Detroit’s urban racial politics in the mid-twentieth century continued, as

homeowner associations fought to maintain solidarity among remaining

white residents. School segregation was a critical feature of this strategy. At

the same time, this long war was giving way to a new territorialization

based on the city limits, around which an almost exclusively white ring of

incorporated municipalities stood as a wall.20

After a modest voluntary plan was overturned by a remarkably rapid

white backlash—the legislature acted to suspend the plan two days after

it was adopted, and liberal members of the school board were recalled

within months—the legal battle that became Milliken v. Bradley (1974) be-

gan. The plan that was proposed by District Judge Stephen Roth after find-

ing the Detroit Board of Education and the state of Michigan guilty of seg-

regating schools in Detroit was far broader. Convinced by demographic

evidence that no substantial integration could be achieved within the

boundaries of Detroit, Roth made suburban districts part of his plan and

ultimately involved more than 56 separate school districts in southeastern

Michigan.21 The political response to Judge Roth’s order received national

attention, especially when Alabama segregationist George Wallace nar-

rowly won the Michigan Democratic primary in 1971. Huge numbers of

white, blue-collar Democrats who had moved to segregated suburbs and

the whites who lived in the remaining segregated neighborhoods of De-

troit itself felt exposed to the core on the issue of schools and were out-

raged that the national Democratic Party would not act on their behalf.

The populist response to Judge Roth seethed with threats of criminal vio-

lence and allusions to the threat of black crime endangering children.

One popular bumper sticker stated, “Roth is a child molester” (Dimond

1985, 76).

As the case went to the Supreme Court in 1974, a right-leaning politi-

cal and legal alliance—representatives of the white suburbs; the Detroit

Board of Education, by then controlled by the members elected to replace

the recalled liberals; and the Nixon administration via Solicitor General

and legal scholar Robert Bork—focused on what they considered the
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major vulnerability of the multidistrict plan: the relatively undeveloped

record of the role of segregation in suburban school districts. The remedy

was unlawful because the “innocent” suburbs were being compelled to solve

the problems of the “guilty” city of Detroit. The plaintiffs—who had not

come into the litigation committed to a multidistrict remedy, but now found

themselves defending it—argued that Swann’s principle of maximum fea-

sible desegregation required crossing the district lines. They argued that

the specific kind of segregation practiced in Detroit, in which African Amer-

ican students had been contained in all-black schools, had produced a

citywide identification of Detroit schools with a black threat in need of

containment, a violation that a Detroit-only desegregation plan would not

remedy but complete. The two sides also squared off on correlative issues.

Just how important are district lines as opposed to the state of Michigan?22

In Milliken, the majority in the 5–4 ruling accepted almost all of the

arguments supported by the parties seeking to overrule Judge Roth’s mul-

tidistrict plan. The Court held that suburban districts should be brought

in only if a showing could be made that they had practiced segregation or

collaborated in the maintenance of segregation in Detroit. The notion ar-

ticulated in Swann of maximum feasible desegregation was to be limited

to the guilty school district. The Court also embraced local school districts

as important vessels of democratic will independent of the state, and fore-

closed any shortcut to showing the role of the state of Michigan in pro-

moting a segregated system.

The opinion makes no overt mention of crime, nor are its doctrinal

moves in any sense derived from those of its criminal procedure decisions.

But neither is the link to crime limited to the strategies of judicial craft. In-

stead, we see central elements of the crime jurisprudence operating in a

distinct doctrinal context.

One is in the Court’s consciousness of the victims. Critics of Milliken

and of the Court’s subsequent equal protection jurisprudence have often

characterized the Court as abandoning the victims of segregation by as-

suring that no meaningful remedy could be applied. Constitutional theo-

rist Lawrence Tribe, for example, describes these cases as reflecting a “per-

petrator” perspective rather than a “victim” perspective (Tribe, 1509). Indeed,

the majority’s main reference to the term “victim” is ambivalent, seeming

to promise remedy, and at the same time severely limiting that remedy to

the effects directly traceable to the perpetrators’ wrongdoing. “But the
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remedy is necessarily designed, as all remedies are, to restore the victims of

discriminatory conduct to the position they would have occupied in the

absence of such conduct.”23

In his dissenting opinion, Justice White questioned the sensibility of the

majority’s focus on limiting the remedy to the direct effects of the wrongdo-

ing. “It is unrealistic to suppose that the children who were victims of the

State’s unconstitutional conduct could now be provided the benefits of

which they were wrongfully deprived,” he wrote. Rather than focus on direct

effects of wrongdoing on the victim, the focus should be the remedy that

“will achieve the greatest possible degree of actual desegregation.”24

This unrealistic quality, its reassuring promise of restoration while

staying efforts at desegregation, reflects precisely the hold of the crime vic-

tim idea on the Court’s remedial thinking. In Milliken, the victim of dis-

crimination is recognized, but only in the frame of the wrongful conduct.

Swann and other desegregation cases had clearly indicated that the remedy

was not to be limited in scope to the direct acts of wrongdoing, but should

seek maximum feasible desegregation. In Milliken, the legal personality of

the wrongdoer emerges as a decisive limiting factor. The crime victim can

be celebrated in American governance as an ideal citizen subject in part

because his or her demands are limited to what the state already knows

how to produce relatively effectively, i.e., punishment.

The ambivalent reference of the Milliken majority to the victims of dis-

crimination may also reflect the fact that they compete for the status of vic-

tims with another class unnamed but clearly recognized in the opinion: the

“innocent” white children, referenced in the briefs for the suburban dis-

tricts, who might be bused to black Detroit schools under a multidistrict

remedy. If crime victims, and potential crime victims, have become a privi-

leged subject, then it is not surprising that the Milliken majority feels more

empathy with the plight of suburban white students than with African

American students in Detroit. In the whole context of northern desegrega-

tion generally, and specifically in post-riot Detroit, the idea that white stu-

dents were being exposed to violent crime by busing them to Detroit was too

palpable to require stating. This element of Court deference to populist fear

of crime—and rage at government policies blamed for it—makes an explicit

appearance only at the very close of Justice Marshall’s anguished dissent:

Public opposition, no matter how strident, cannot be permitted

to divert this court from the enforcement of the constitutional
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principles at issue in this case. Today’s holding, is more a reflec-

tion of the public mood that we have gone far enough in enforc-

ing the Constitution’s guarantee of equal justice than it is the

product of neutral principles of law.25

The second element of crime jurisprudence is deference to the executive

as a more reliable and legitimate representative of the people in the context

of crime. In Milliken, the executive is present in multiple forms: the school

boards both in Detroit and the numerous suburban districts; the state of

Michigan, which was represented by its attorney general before the Supreme

Court; and the Nixon administration, represented before the Court by So-

licitor General Robert Bork. The Milliken majority takes a deferential stance

toward all these executives, refusing to allow suburban districts to be

brought into the plan, declining to hold the state of Michigan responsible

in any substantive sense for Detroit’s segregation, and following the Nixon

administration’s policy preference to limit busing. But the suburban boards

of education come in for an especially strong proclamation of deference,

one laden with exactly the sort of emotional obeisance that the Court had

begun to take toward prosecutors and police officers. Rejecting the idea, as-

sociated with the dissenters, that district lines were “mere administrative

convenience,” Chief Justice Burger wrote:

No single tradition in public education is more deeply rooted

than local control over the operation of schools; local auton-

omy has long been thought essential to both the maintenance

of community concern and support for the public schools and

to the quality of the educational process. . . . [L]ocal control

over the educational process affords citizens an opportunity to

participate in decision-making, permits the structuring of

school programs to fit local needs, and encourages “experimen-

tation, innovation, and a healthy competition for educational

excellence.”26

A third element of crime jurisprudence is a contrast with the second.

If executives such as prosecutors and school boards have a relationship

with the people rooted in tradition and political accountability, courts are

the most suspect of governing agents. Indeed, the crime-related populist

politics that came to the fore in the late 1960s and early 1970s revealed an

often explicit analogy between judge and criminal, as evidenced in the
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“Roth Is a Child Molester” bumper stickers in suburban Detroit in the

early 1970s: both menaced the citizen, taxpayer, and homeowner through

the imposition of arbitrary acts of power. Chief Justice Burger’s majority

opinion never makes such an explicit link, but by specifically focusing on

the district judge as a kind of lawless actor pursuing his subjective desires

over the interests and rights of suburban white students, Burger draws on

this culturally laden analogy. The chief justice criticizes both the district

court and the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals for having “shifted the pri-

mary focus from a Detroit remedy to the metropolitan area” arbitrarily in

order to pursue “a racial balance which they perceived as desirable.”27

Paradoxically, Judge Roth is also portrayed as overreaching and puni-

tive toward innocent white students and districts, whose inclusion in a

multidistrict busing plan was labeled judicially imposed punishment (Di-

mond 1985, 100). The majority opinion in Milliken never directly says this,

but Justice White’s dissent names it directly in the opinion in which he

wrote, “The task is not to devise a system of pains and penalties to punish

constitutional violations brought to light.”28

The result in Milliken was highly significant for the course of judicial-

led reform under the banner of equal protection. The number of large cities

where single-district desegregation plans could make a meaningful differ-

ence were dwindling. Approving a multidistrict remedy in Milliken would

have opened the door for many more district courts in the Midwest and

Northeast to begin restructuring metropolitan school systems. Such a major

new vein of cases might have kept the federal judiciary busy for another de-

cade or two, and further inculcated the mentalities and skills necessary for

judges to comfortably assert a governing role in running institutions.

The Court’s retreat from broad judicial governance of metropolitan

school systems in Milliken would prove to be more than a temporary halt.

Confronted by the populist anger directed at school desegregation orders,

the Court turned to its crime jurisprudence as a model for addressing that

rage. Several years later in Washington v. Davis (1976), the Court directly

limited the definition of discrimination to harmful actions taken with an

invidious intent, a malicious purpose to harm because of the characteristic

at which discrimination was directed. (This has been a shameful and very

powerful legacy.)

In framing discrimination in this way, the Court drew again from the

metaphoric link to crime as it had in Milliken. Discrimination as a target

for judicial action was to be narrowed to those acts that followed the
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model of crimelike behavior. Tribe criticized Davis and its progeny for

adopting a perpetrator perspective from which discrimination is seen “not

as a social phenomenon—the historical legacy of centuries of slavery and

subjugation—but as the misguided, retrograde, almost atavistic behavior

of individual actors” (Tribe, 1509). Tribe argues that this “pseudo-scienter”

requirement (borrowing the criminal law term) was adopted precisely to

address “the Supreme Court’s trepidation about embracing the highly in-

trusive structural remedies that may be required to root out the en-

trenched results of racial subjugation” (1510).

Conclusion: Crime, Risk, and the Crisis of Judgment

For many, the 1960s and 1970s was the apotheosis of judicial government.

Findings of constitutional violations by school boards, welfare agencies,

mental hospitals, and prisons, and the consent decrees that followed,

placed judges and their appointed agents at the center of most important

public institutions. The “rights revolution,” as some described it, increas-

ingly made courts the addressee for demands on government, although it

did not secure them a popular mandate. Even spaces of rational despot-

ism, such as the prison, came under judicial control. Since the 1990s,

courts have increasingly withdrawn from, or been pushed out of, these in-

stitutions. Sometimes this has been through legislation limiting the ability

of courts to hear cases, such as the Prison Litigation Reform Act, or through

legislation prohibiting public interest lawyers that work for legal services

offices receiving federal funding from engaging in class actions. In other

regards, the courts themselves, especially the Supreme Court, have done

the retreating. Both developments have diminished the power of courts to

help govern America.

Some would attribute this to the rise of a jurisprudential shift to the

right. No doubt it has been a major goal of the legal and political right to

limit the institutional reform role of federal and even state courts. But the

war on crime, and the critical gaze on government that the war on crime

brought, played a critical role in breaking down the status of judges in

American political culture. At the highest level, the Warren Court decisions

expanding the rights of criminal suspects and defendants in the 1960s dis-

placed the ongoing legal effort to desegregate American institutions as

the most controversial judicial interventions, and in important ways they
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projected a new meaning back on the Court’s broader civil rights agenda.

Trial courts in the federal and state systems were widely criticized for a col-

lapse in the deterrent power of the criminal law and for enforcing remedies

for racial discrimination that both white and African American parents

perceived as exposing children of all races to more crime and violence. The

claim that courts were indifferent or even hostile to the fate of “ordinary”

Americans stuck and became an influence on the way courts govern today.

Perhaps even more disabling for judges as decision makers has been the

rise of the crime victim as the central figure to which the government must

respond. In ways the preceding two chapters have attempted to elucidate,

governing agents in the executive and legislative modes have forged path-

ways by which to route their own power and knowledge to and through the

victim. Governors in many states can use their power to slow or stop pa-

role of violent criminals. Legislatures can enact reams of new laws, lengthen

prison sentences, and strip convicted criminals of more aspects of their

dignity or well-being. Whether making decisions perceived as “soft” on

criminals, ordering remedies for racial discrimination, or closing asylums

for the mentally ill, judges have become symbols of a mode governance that

is not sensitive to the crime victim as idealized political subject. Ethical fea-

tures of the judicial role have prevented judges from engaging in open em-

brace of the crime victim. In criminal trials, the victim has no specific role

other than as witness. Judges are required to remain neutral in form and

substance during trials.

Though judges have meant a great deal more to twentieth-century

governance than is captured by their role in criminal courts, these distinc-

tively criminal law narratives of judgment have come to haunt the judici-

ary. Whether yoked to a panoply of calculative rules such as the sentencing

guidelines, or to their own imagined jury of vengeful victims, many con-

temporary judges now experience themselves as what we might call “judg-

ment machines”: people who are no more responsible for the consequences

of their judgment than a pregnancy test is for the condition it declares. It is

not simply judges, both federal and state, who have suffered a decline in

autonomy, power, and prestige. In a real way, all roles calling for any inde-

pendent judgment—including, but not limited to, parents, school admin-

istrators, and business executives, among others—have become vulnerable

to a seemingly limitless panoply of ill-defined yet emotionally powerful

suspicions.
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Project Exile

Race, the War on Crime, and Mass Imprisonment

America since the 1980s has created a historically unique penal form

that some sociologists and criminologists have called “mass impris-

onment” (Garland 2001b). The term is meant to point to three distinctive

features of imprisonment in the United States: its scale, its categorical appli-

cation, and its increasingly warehouse-like or even waste management–like

qualities (Feeley & Simon 1992). All three are inevitably relative features.

Prison was once an aberrational experience for all segments of the com-

munity, even those with the highest levels of imprisonment. If present

trends continue, nearly one in 15 Americans born in 2001 will serve time

in prison during their lifetimes (6.6 percent of that birth cohort). Broken

down by race and gender, the odds are even more daunting: one in three

black men, one in seven Hispanic men, and one in 17 white men will go to

prison in their lifetime, given current trends (Bonczar 2003). The odds of

an African American man going to prison today are higher than the odds

he will go to college, get married, or go into the military.

As these figures suggest,“mass” does not mean racially uniform. This is

because of the second feature of “mass imprisonment”: it applies to whole

categories. Not only was prison aberrational in a demographic sense, it was

individualized. Whether someone went to prison for many crimes and for

how long turned on their individual circumstances and the particular

judge who sentenced them. In varying degrees, virtually all the states in

the United States have reoriented their penal systems toward more uniform

application of prison sentences. The federal government embraced these

trends strongly in its sentencing guidelines system adopted in 1987. This

categorical aspect of mass imprisonment is double-edged in its interaction



with American racial formations. Because many of the categorical factors

that send people to prison are targeted at circumstances highly correlated

with race, they help produce the dramatic skewing in the odds of imprison-

ment faced by Americans with different racial backgrounds. For example,

the notorious crack/powder cocaine distinction in federal guidelines makes

possession of crack, which is commonly associated with African Ameri-

cans, far more consequential for prison sentences. Likewise, federal laws

prohibiting felons from possessing guns (Dubber 2002) are far more con-

sequential in African American communities, where young men are more

likely to arm themselves for self-defense. At the same time, because impris-

onment is often triggered by categories of behavior or circumstances rather

than individualized assessments, a white person from a very affluent back-

ground who might have benefited from individualized assessment in the

past is more likely than before to go to prison in America.

In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, prisons operated in accor-

dance with a number of competing and succeeding principles. Among

them were coercive monasteries—where penitence was produced through

solitary confinement; locked factories, mills, and mines, and where crimi-

nals were subjected to the discipline of silence and group labor under the

ever-present threat of the whip—and correctional institutions, where pris-

oners were forced into group therapy and received college educations.

Each of these “penal regimes” had ways of imagining the nature of the

criminal and forms of knowledge that would allow the prison to act on

that “criminal nature.” Often as not, criminals disappointed, and knowl-

edge of all sorts remained shallow. But the prison project itself succeeded

because in distinct ways it served as a crucial relay within the broader po-

litical order (Bright 1996). Building prisons served to remove troubled and

troublesome individuals from the community while supporting invest-

ment in construction contracts, in the production of a docile labor force,

and in new forms of psychiatric and psychological expertise.

The distinctive new form and function of the prison today is a space

of pure custody, a human warehouse or even a kind of social waste man-

agement facility, where adults and some juveniles distinctive only for their

dangerousness by society are concentrated for purposes of protecting the

wider community. The waste management prison promises no transfor-

mation of the prisoner through penitence, discipline, intimidation, or ther-

apy. Instead, it promises to promote security in the community simply by

creating a space physically separated from the community in which to hold
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people whose propensity for crime makes them appear an intolerable risk

for society. In the political order linked to waste management prisons, po-

litical leaders compete to protect the public in their willingness to stretch

the concept of “unchanging propensity” to fit ever larger potential offender

populations.

All of these features are summarized in the federally promoted program

from which this chapter takes its title, “Project Exile.” Developed in Rich-

mond, Virginia, in response to a spike in homicides in the mid-1990s, Pro-

ject Exile has won support from across the political spectrum. It was origi-

nally developed during the Clinton administrations and got its first national

model status then. Shortly after taking office, the Bush administration and

Attorney General Ashcroft warmly embraced Project Exile as the paradigm

they would follow in crime control (Richman 2001). The key to the program

is the categorical application of tougher federal gun laws (which criminalize

a felon’s possession of a firearm for any reason or anyone’s possession of a

gun in the commission of a drug crime) to all persons arrested in applicable

situations (Raphael & Ludwig 2002). By focusing on the link between guns

and violence, but only in contexts that are otherwise criminal, the strategy

has won support from both sides in the polarized gun debate in America.

This chapter argues that it is not the prison per se (or any complex of in-

terests associated with it) that endangers American democracy but rather

mass imprisonment in all three senses of scale, categorical application, and

the shift toward a waste management vision of corrections. Were contempo-

rary prisons modeled, even in predictably flawed ways, on schools, mental

hospitals, or even plantations, they would be less destructive than is their

current configuration as human toxic waste dumps. Further, the prison pop-

ulation boom, and its descent into waste management, is a cumulative prod-

uct of the way American government has become enthralled by the logic of

crime, as I traced in earlier chapters. Project Exile can be our name for this

larger constellation of commitments that presents Americans with the op-

tion of obtaining more security for its beleaguered urban cores only by

sending the young men of those communities into “exile.”

The first part of this chapter provides a context for the toxic-waste-

dump prison by briefly describing some of the earlier forms of the prison

and how they functioned within distinctive American political orders or

states. The second part analyzes the waste management prison as a distinct

penal strategy in American history, one linked to the emergence of gov-

erning through crime as a political rationality in America since the 1960s.
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The third part analyzes how the self-understanding of government pro-

moted by the war on crime has locked in mass imprisonment.

The Prison and American Political Culture

The United States was not the first society to develop prisons or use them

for persons convicted of crimes, but from the beginning of the eighteenth

century it has embraced the prison more fully and imagined it in more

ways than has any other society.

The Penitentiary and the Early Republican Political Order

The Eastern State Penitentiary, built in Philadelphia, became perhaps the

most famous example in the world of the solitary confinement penitentiary.

Along with its archrival, the congregate system of New York, Eastern gener-

ated great excitement among penal reformers globally. Philadelphia’s “sep-

arate” or “solitary confinement” approach used the elaborate seclusion of

individual cells to cut off both visual and sound contact and produce a space

of internal penitence. Inmates were kept in self-enclosed living and working

units that required no interaction with other inmates day or night and that

totally controlled interaction with staff. In theory, a prisoner would enter,

live for years, and leave the penitentiary without meeting anyone but the

religious counselors and staff that tended to their needs. No criminal under-

class would form in such a prison to feed back into the community when

prisoners returned. In the eyes of early observers, it appeared to work, if

sometimes too well, leaving some of its inmates mentally scarred.

More than any other North American prison of the early nineteenth

century, Philadelphia’s Eastern State Prison staked the good order of the

prison on its architecture (Meranze 1996).1 Its individual cells, designed for

the prisoners to live and work in full time, day and night, aimed at achiev-

ing total isolation of prisoners from other prisoners and allowing for total

administrative control over what came in and out of the cells. Enclosed

monad-like in a cellular space for living and working, the prisoners had no

ability to disrupt the order of the prison or even shape its operation.2

This order proved vulnerable in a number of respects. Even isolated

in cells, inmates were quite capable of resisting in ways that took their toll

on staff and possibly on other inmates. Staff responded with a variety of
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strategies aimed at coercing cooperation including pressure on the body

(although seeking to avoid the visible and intense contact of whipping).

There is also compelling contemporary evidence that solitary confinement

went too far in breaking down inmates’ subjectivity, leaving them inca-

pable of constructing a new reliable self. Its persistence, even in the face of

these problems, owed to the fact that whatever its penological faults, the

Pennsylvania solitary system fit well with the political order that was tak-

ing shape in the early Republic.

The Philadelphia model helped to constitute a political order outside

the wall in two quite distinct, even contradictory ways. First, the prison

would become the center of a vast, informal web of stories about the hor-

rors of life for those locked up. In a way, this would make the solitary con-

finement system more akin to the public scaffold because it was capable of

producing a powerful emotional experience for the public, although one

no longer connected directly to visual experience but rather tied precisely

to the imagination. Visitors to the famous prison, including Charles Dick-

ens (1842), did precisely this. His notes on his American tour included

vivid descriptions of the horrific condition of solitary confinement. The

prison in this sense functioned as the source of a kind of republican mythol-

ogy or lore, one that could compete with tales of monarchical excess in

providing a popular face to the law’s threat.

For Benjamin Rush, this symbolic production could exist indepen-

dently of an internal practice focused on the quiet accumulation of posi-

tive knowledge regarding moral pathology. The disciplinary practice at

Eastern State Prison included one of the earliest systematic efforts to make

individual case files a critical tool of prison decision making. Pennsylvania

law required court officials to produce case files on inmates detailing their

past history, both criminal and social, their crimes, and their conduct since

arrest and to forward these files to prison officials. These files were designed

to shape prison treatment but also to reach out into the community and

produce a workable knowledge of what later sociologists would call “social

disorganization.” The solitary confinement prison was intended to decode

the individual sources of delinquency and thus map the process by which

criminals were produced.

The second way that the Philadelphia model of prison order linked

to the larger political order being established by the political class of

Philadelphia in those years operated in a kind of medical-spatial strategy

in which the confinement of the morally corrupt in prison, like that of
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the physically ill in the hospital, cut off infection, enabled objective obser-

vation, and concentrated efficient therapeutic procedures (Foucault 1977).

In the post-Revolutionary generation, governing elites viewed the “sover-

eign” individuals of the new Republic as vulnerable to the unregulated circu-

lation of demoralizing images, what historian Michael Meranze calls

“mimetic corruption.” This concern extended itself to the tradition of public

punishments (which some feared would degrade the solemnity and justness

of the law through identity with the malefactors), as well as to the theater,

street conduct, and even the behavior of law enforcement. Though sover-

eignty belonged to the people, the government had to assure that the circu-

lation of unhealthy images did not corrupt the people. This paternalistic un-

derside to freedom required authority that was based on “character and

specialized knowledge,” virtues expressed in the prison (Meranze 1996, 318).

In time, the prison came to endanger the legitimacy of the political order

that promoted it. In the eyes of many Philadelphians, prison, its internal

regime of isolation and penitence having failed, had become a great channel

pouring the dangerous classes of Pennsylvania’s countryside into the city

(Meranze 1996, 243). The news of uprisings within the prison escaped the

walls and merged with such public outrages as the riot at Vauxhall that fol-

lowed an aborted balloon launch in 1820 (Meranze 1996, 250). In both re-

spects, the output of the Eastern State Prison helped to support but also to

delegitimate its operation, a pattern that would be repeated again and again

in the history of the prison. Scandal would prove to be an important dynamic

in the game of party politics that was still establishing itself in Philadelphia in

the 1830s. The population of ex-offenders would provide a pool of highly

volatile individuals available for all kinds of political agendas and for justifi-

cation of the need for an intensification of penal measures. In any event, the

dialectic of horror and medical optimism would remain a fundamental fea-

ture of the prison’s contribution to the larger political order.

The Big House and the Patronage Political Order

New states entering the union, including California in 1851, set about al-

most immediately to construct penitentiaries. Like a constitution and a

state flag, the penitentiary had become a hallmark of statehood. By the

middle of the nineteenth century, in most prisons, solitary confinement

remained limited to disciplinary cases. The congregate system of group la-

bor became the general rule for keeping inmates in control during the day
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with a return to a single cell (room permitting) at night. Notwithstanding

the use of whipping and other punishments, inmate culture grew in the in-

evitable gaps of surveillance and discipline.

As resistance to prison industrial labor by organized labor and busi-

ness grew, the dream of profitable and abundant labor as a source of re-

form inside the prison died. In its place, a kind of shadow version of the

industrial economy and its culture arose in prisons. A modicum of work

existed for most prisoners, whether focused on providing “state use” items

such as filing cabinets and license plates—marginal products for the civil-

ian economy—or simply the production of goods and services needed in-

side the prison. When sociologists began to observe prisons in the 1920s

and 1930s, they found that this limited economy anchored an extensive in-

mate social system based on rackets in illicit pleasures in a tacit alliance

with the official custodians. It was this prison order that was captured

vividly in both the “big house” sociology and the movies of the 1930s and

1940s. The big-house prison operated as a major source of capital spend-

ing by the state, which was in turn a major excuse to distribute jobs and

contracts (Bright 1996). This made the prison a significant political asset.

The main “currency” of this system, the links that tied governors through

myriad arrays down to individual voters in the counties, was patronage.

Controlling the office of governor guaranteed the candidate and his parti-

sans access to a large number of state jobs distributed across the state and,

with the cooperation of the legislature, public works investments that could

enormously expand the capital available for patronage.

The big-house prison was well situated to produce numerous effects

capable of being distributed at the local level, where the “patronage state”

received its votes. Like highways (the other great form of state building in

the 1920s), prisons provided a subject for spending well beyond the needs

or capacities of local areas. Jackson Prison, one of the largest ever built,

provided a particularly rich treasure, divided over many years of con-

struction, and would produce jobs and demand supplies for decades.

The prison assured an even larger flow of capital. From this, capital rewards

were drawn for political supporters, and a greater opportunity extended

the forms of corruption that kept these complicated political machines

lubricated.

The big-house prison also provided symbolic goods appropriate to

the small-town values that dominated the patronage state. At a time when

Detroit and other cities were experiencing high levels of immigration and
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Prohibition-fueled violence (associated with immigrants), the construc-

tion of a new generation of big-house prisons in the 1920s signaled an

intent to get serious about punishing and containing these “dangerous

classes.” The huge size of Jackson may have been particularly telling in that

respect. It signaled an effort akin to the leap into solitary confinement at

Eastern State Prison in Philadelphia a century earlier to capture the imag-

ination of the public with an indirect promise to discipline the unruly new

inhabitants of the cities.

When things worked well, both prison and state provided functional

inputs to each other. They also produced by-products that were destabiliz-

ing to each other. The big-house prison, for example, inevitably produced

a steady stream of scandals as the accommodations behind the prison or-

der came to light in newspapers, grand juries, and state legislative commit-

tees. Since prison managers were linked to the governor, scandals among

even low-level prison employees could produce problems for the very top

of the structure. The sudden changes and crackdowns in discipline that

such scandals generally produced could be expected to rattle the internal

order of the “big house” as the forms of official laxness and accommoda-

tion that created the surplus pleasures needed to support inmate society

were withdrawn. The social peace of the prison could collapse, leading to

violence among inmates and between inmates and guards. Violence in the

prison in turn produced more scandal.

The Correctional Institution and the New Deal Political Order

The crucial difference in the New Deal political order was the projection of

a direct relationship between the executive political authority (president or

governor) and the population through the news media—newspapers and

radio and, later, television. These allowed the voter to receive a steady

stream of information about social problems, the state’s solutions, and the

political background to the doings of government. Another crucial link was

the construction of statewide services, such as universities and agricultural

research stations, that provided direct state benefits to individuals. Such

institutions had existed since the nineteenth century, but after World War

II, expanded state investment in education and expertise made such assis-

tance far more available to individuals at the grass roots. In the New Deal

style of rule, political leadership could produce popular loyalty through

these new institutions as an alternative to and way of reinvigorating old
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patronage networks. The local political machines survived into the 1960s

in part by helping their clients access benefits of the New Deal, but their

appeal was limited. They might help you get a job on a state highway proj-

ect, but they could not promise your child a chance to advance to the mid-

dle classes.

These new institutions made meritocratic competition and abstract

evaluation methods increasingly important in determining the distribu-

tion of government benefits, but these did not so much replace as parallel

traditional mechanisms of loyalty and local knowledge. Science and pro-

fessional expertise also played a prominent role in the New Deal style of

governing along both dimensions. The institutional capacity to access

and make use of the best scientific advice in managing social problems

was an important form of government prowess. Scientific discourse was

critical to running the regulatory and benefit systems that the New Deal

increasingly developed to service its direct relationship to the people. In

particular, the language of the social sciences became essential to the dia-

logue between the state and the new array of quasi-corporatist collective

subjects that formed their most important constituents: unions, trade as-

sociations, and interest groups.

As New Deal–style governors began to take power after World War II,

they made the reorganization of the prison administration a chief con-

cern. In Michigan, riots in 1952 at Jackson provided the basis for reworking

the narratives and strategies of the prison (Bright 1994). In California,

prisons began to be reshaped even earlier, in 1944, when Governor Earl

Warren reorganized the Department of Corrections and hired Richard

McGee, a progressive administrator who had worked on federal prison

policy for the New Deal. In both states, the new approach emphasized

rehabilitation and the claim that the prison could be controlled through

individualized, scientifically oriented treatment of offenders.

The residual stock of big-house prisons meant that physical structure

would remain dominant, but the new model of classification reshaped

routines and individualized treatment carried out by a staff of treatment

professionals. Though rehabilitation talk had continuities with the reform

talk of the big-house prison and the penitence talk of the solitary confine-

ment prison, it promoted a very different interpretive grid upon inmates

and their conduct and implemented a very different set of interventions.

Labor had been central to earlier reform hopes, but even after the end of

the Great Depression and the return of full employment, labor never
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regained its place in the prison. In its place, education and therapy were

the major forms of treatment and the building blocks of the new control

regime that was taking shape in prisons dubbed “correctional institu-

tions.” Education was already a dominant theme in the New Deal style of

rule, with its great universities and high-quality public schools. Therapy,

predominantly on a group basis, had roots in scientific psychology and

became a significant private option for middle-class citizens in affluent

America encouraged by generous social insurance policies.3 Inside the

prison, these themes came to be wrapped around each other as reading,

defined as “bibliotherapy,” which was seriously viewed as an important

part of making a record of progress for release (Cummins 1994).

In those states in which the New Deal mentality of rule was most suc-

cessfully articulated, the state’s claim to reform criminals through pun-

ishment was greatly expanded. The penitentiary and the big-house prison

promised to reform prisoners by giving them the opportunity to repent

spiritually or by submitting them to discipline and a life bereft of com-

forts. But neither the early republic nor the patronage state staked its le-

gitimacy on reform. In both cases, the individual prisoner was thought to

have the major responsibility for reforming. The correctional institution,

in contrast, very much staked its legitimacy (and through it the state’s) on

an ambitious aspiration to transform recalcitrant subjects who had typi-

cally “failed” in the softer sectors of New Deal, including the school system

and social welfare agencies. The routines of the prison would not simply

expose sinners to their consciences or scrub rogues clean of their bad

habits, but reach inside with scientific techniques to address deep individ-

ual pathologies. Moreover, the correctional institution promised to ac-

complish this in conditions of relative transparence, using social science

not only as a technology of rehabilitation but as a way of evaluating its

own success. In contrast, Philadelphia prison reformer Benjamin Rush at

the turn of the nineteenth century envisioned bifurcating the clinical ben-

efits of living in the penitentiary from the horror stories of solitary con-

finement that would circulate in and help constitute a public law-abiding

community.

California is a good example of the New Deal style of rule between

1945 and 1980 (Schrag 1998). Its economy, driven by industrial manufac-

turing from automobiles through aerospace, supported as developed a set

of New Deal institutions as any state in the United States. In universities,
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public schools, and highways, California led a national pattern of heavy

investment. Prodded by a series of progressive state Supreme Court jus-

tices, California also went further than most states in developing welfare,

health, and educational entitlements for the poor. The California Depart-

ment of Corrections was clearly the national leader in forging a scientific

model of correctional treatment and prison management.

Administering resources such as universities and colleges bathed state

government in the glow of technical competence, economic growth, and

scientific progress. The gleaming California system was perhaps the best

example in the country. With eight major research universities, a number

of four-year colleges with master’s programs, and an array of free commu-

nity colleges, California envisioned that virtually all of its high school grad-

uates would receive higher education. This established something akin to

an entitlement touching nearly all state residents, something as valuable as

the old patronage links, but now tying the citizen directly into the governor

and the professional state administration.

By the 1960s, however, prisoners and college students were demon-

strating to many observers not the triumph but the failure of the New Deal

state. Model subjects of a form of government staked on the ability to reap

major social gains from extensive investment in the subjectivity of ordi-

nary people had become increasingly agitated and seemed to be turning

on the New Deal state that privileged them.4 Not surprisingly, both be-

came symbols of a perceived threat to “law and order” around which the

first new political coalition since the New Deal would take shape.

Crimes, especially violent crimes such as robbery, rape, and homicide

by people with established criminal records, pose a deep problem for the

legitimacy of any political authority, but especially those depending on

the New Deal style of rule. The personal relationship between govern-

ment and citizen is directly endangered by the failure of the former. Vic-

tims of violent crime are particularly vulnerable to feelings of dramatic

alienation from others, including those closest to them. Their experience

opens up a divide from the common ground of collective progress pro-

moted by New Deal institutions.5 To the extent that people imagine them-

selves in the light of this victim experience, they partake of much of the same

alienation and rage. Indeed, as I will discuss shortly, the mentalities of rule

that have replaced the New Deal state have come to depend often on just

such rage.
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The Waste Management Prison and the 
Post–New Deal Order

California since 1980 presents the most striking case of the transformation

in the style of rule in America since the rise of the social activist state dur-

ing the New Deal. In less than 20 years, California went from being the

most ambitious and generous version of the New Deal state to one orga-

nized along lines familiar in the American South, where the New Deal type

of rule was truncated by the politics of white supremacy and the New Deal

state was largely stillborn. Much of this was accomplished through a series

of popular ballot initiatives beginning with the famous Proposition 13,

which rolled back property taxes, embedded a whole set of mechanical

controls on fiscal policy, and generally deprived the New Deal style of rule

of the maneuverability and accountability it requires (Schrag 1998). These

initiatives have also bolstered a new circuit of power linking political con-

sultants, pollsters, the media, and an increasingly disaggregated voting

public, one that both resembles and rivals that of the New Deal mentality

of rule.

The Waste Management Prison

The waste management prison no longer works through broad efforts

at shaping the personalities and personal relations of inmates but relies

instead on specific behavioral objectives to be enforced over any degree

of resistance. In place of the rackets of the big-house prison and the

compulsory self-narration of the correctional institution, the order con-

structed by the toxic-waste-dump prison increasingly relies on total

segregation of the prisoners considered most threatening. Ironically, this

harkens back to the solitary confinement regime of the Philadelphia silent

system penitentiary. There, however, isolation was part of a process aimed

at compelling a transformational and spiritual crisis of the prisoner

upon which prison experts could work their influence. Solitary confine-

ment also became an important disciplinary tool in the correctional in-

stitution, where it served to separate out those deemed unreformable

and an immediate threat to the security of the prison population. It is

only with the contemporary waste management prison that solitary con-

finement is deployed as a general status and aimed at achieving internal
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security only. This prison lacks an internal regime, whether based on

penitence, labor, or therapy (or something else), and increasingly re-

lies on technological controls on movement and violent repression of

resistance.

As with earlier shifts in the order of the prison, the physical plant

changes much more slowly than the strategies of power deployed with

them. The big-house regime made use of the old penitentiary prisons and

built new ones such as Jackson. The era of the correctional institution saw

relatively few new structures built, but those that were resembled college

campuses or hospitals. The waste management prison has come in at a

time of massive prison expansion and thus has found its logic realized in

physical structure. This has meant a rigorous focus on risk and custody.

The primary mandate of the prison has been to sort inmates by the danger

they pose to the order of the prison and then sort them into prisons de-

signed primarily to deal with risk of a certain level (Feeley & Simon 1992;

1994). Throughout this hierarchy, the goal of building the prisons as quickly

and inexpensively as possible has been the other principle of the toxic-

waste-dump prison.

Despite its superficial resemblance to the penitentiary, the super-

max prison uses its architectural and technological capacities not to

transform the individual but to contain his toxic behavioral properties at

reasonable fiscal, political, and legal costs. The forms of knowledge at

work in the super-max are not the disciplinary sciences of normalizing

inspection advocated by Benjamin Rush and other promoters of the pen-

itentiary, but the sciences of managing risk through rigorous external

controls.

Unlike either the big-house or the correctional institution, the waste

management prison needs to make few promises about its ability to penetrate

and influence the mentality or will of criminal offenders. Indeed, the state can

produce more security on this theory simply by building more prisons and

filling them, no matter what happens inside those walls. The strength of this

claim is that it minimizes the exposure of the state to failure by concentrating

on the simple task of containment.

This logic helps explain why prison construction has been such a ma-

jor initiative even in states with strong antitax sentiment. These include

Texas, which built 120 prisons between 1980 and 2000, and California,

which built 59 during the period. Prison in California has become a major
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tool for government to take action against the risks that the public fears

the most.

The Emerging Post–New Deal Political Order

Where the New Deal political order has declined most precipitously (or

never caught on), especially California in the first category and other

Western and Sun Belt states in the other, political mobilization has con-

centrated on two related subjects, taxes and crime. The first is about reduc-

ing the size and power of government accumulated since the emergence of

the New Deal. This includes reducing taxes most clearly, but by implica-

tion reducing regulations and social programs. The other axis has been

crime and the perceived failure of government to bring punishment to

bear on lawbreakers. This has manifested itself primarily in increases in

the severity and scope of criminal law.

Both reflect what political journalist Calvin Schrag (1998) describes as

“neo-populist” politics. Like the populist movements that influenced state

government at the end of the nineteenth century, the new populism is

strongly distrustful of expertise and of elite normative judgments about

society (Garland 2001; Zimring, Hawkins, & Kamin 2001). Unlike the ear-

lier populists, however, the new populism is not aimed at empowering or-

dinary citizens to have a more direct role in government. Instead, the ideal

promoted is a kind of abolition of politics, one in which some mythically

simple system of rules allows individuals to abandon politics altogether in

favor of self-interest without any sustained agreement on collective goals.

Thus the popularity in California of ballot initiatives and a wide body of

law (produced by both initiative and conventional lawmaking) that pro-

duce “mechanical” decision methods, such as the property tax caps im-

posed by Proposition 13 and a whole panoply of mandatory sentence

rules, including propositions and statutes.6

In this new configuration, it is not surprising that prison has become

even more central to the political order than it was to earlier styles of rule.

Like property taxes, which can become so burdensome to a fixed-income

retiree as to force sale of his home, fear of crime affects people in their very

sense of belonging to a specific community through their home and their

use of neighborhood parks and streets. This is especially true for home-

owners, for whom crime threatens in a special way only distantly suggested

by the term “property values.” Since World War II, stoked by government
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lending policies and tax credits, home ownership has become critical to

the financial viability and social status of the middle classes in the United

States. During much of this time and for most places, this has meant a

steady increase in home values. But for parts of every large city and large

parts of some cities, the worth of homes collapsed in the late 1960s and

1970s as a fear of crime marked whole neighborhoods as unattractive to

families with suburban options.

The home is often, at least in American mythology, viewed as a bul-

wark against a wide variety of individual and collective threats, but taxes

and fear of crime attack subjects precisely in their homeowner status, and

individuals can do very little to protect themselves without cutting their

ties to community and relocating. Certain kinds of crime did rise rapidly

in California (and nationally) during the 1980s and stay high during the

early 1990s, especially violence associated with young males in the inner

city communities devastated by many of the economic changes that have

undermined the resources and legitimacy of the New Deal style of rule.

Most of this crime did not directly threaten suburban white voters who

dominate competition among factions in the electoral battles of the populist

state, but incidents throughout the 1980s and especially after the Los Ange-

les riot of 1991 suggested the potential for violence to break into the lives of

the middle class.

A noteworthy incident in the early 1990s was the kidnapping and mur-

der of 12-year-old Polly Klaas from her northern California suburban home

in October 1993 (Zimring, Hawkins, and Kamen 2001). The murder galva-

nized the electorate in time for the 1994 election and led to the reelection of

a conservative Republican incumbent widely seen as vulnerable because of

the state’s worst recession in decades. The public outrage was mobilized by

the emergence of two fathers of murdered girls as media spokespeople for

harsh punishment. Marc Klaas, Polly’s father, met with politicians and set

up a foundation addressing criminal justice policy, from which he initially

castigated soft-on-crime judges and laws. Mike Reynolds, a Fresno-based

businessman whose daughter had been murdered several years earlier, was

the original proponent of the three-strikes law (Proposition 184) and

helped turn public outrage over the Klaas kidnapping and murder into sup-

port for his voter initiative.

The Klaas murder and the three-strikes law reflect the ethos of fear of

crime and mistrust of governing institutions that has fueled the logic of

mass imprisonment. Richard Allen Davis, convicted of murder in Polly
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Klaas’s death, was a parolee who had been in prison several times for

serious crimes. Critics seized upon Davis as an example of the apparent

unwillingness of the judicial system to protect the people from known

criminals. The three-strikes law, with its expressly populist tone and

scarcely disguised contempt for the judicial process, embodies the categor-

ical logic of mass imprisonment, which promises to substitute rigorous

rules for the soft and untrustworthy judgment of judges and other govern-

ment officials insulated by bureaucracy and expertise from direct engage-

ment with the public.

As an episode of crime lawmaking (see chapter 3), the three-strikes

initiative also illuminated the competitive logic of representation that

lawmakers often find themselves in. The Klaas kidnapping and murder

invigorated what had been a relatively weak signature campaign to place

the three-strikes initiative on the ballot. The initiative qualified faster

than any other voter initiative in California history (Ewing v. California,

15). By March of 1994, against the advice of all the criminologists in the

state and much of the state’s own prison bureaucracy, the California legis-

lature had approved a bill conforming in all crucial respects to Proposi-

tion 184, and it was immediately signed into law by Governor Pete Wilson.

Despite the fact that the legislature quickly enacted the harshest version of

the law more than six months before the November 1994 election, the vot-

ers by 72 percent to 28 percent voted to place the three-strikes law in the

California constitution so that no ordinary legislative majority could re-

move it.

In contrast to the New Deal order in which government promoted

its own role in fostering the economic and social well-being of subjects,

the post–New Deal order presupposes pervasive public fear of down-

ward mobility associated with strong mistrust of government. In the face

of this complex pattern of political mobilization in which public fear and

rage sparked by property taxes and crime lead to rigid and mechanical

decision rules for government, the prison represents a winning solution

for politicians.

In cities like Los Angeles, Miami, and Seattle, social disorders (e.g., gang

violence and riots) blend with natural disasters (e.g., earthquakes, hurri-

canes, floods, and fires) to form what Mike Davis (1998) calls an “ecology

of fear.” The prison plays a paradoxical but central role in this new spatial

and political order. On the one hand, prisons provide a plausible promise
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of security against the risk of crime by concentrating “high-risk” subjects

in a series of depots or dumps. On the other hand, prisons appear as little

more than an incubator for criminal risk. In this sense, they are the ulti-

mate bad neighborhoods, a space that, notwithstanding its walls and bars,

routinely releases hundreds of thousands of prisoners into the larger space

of society.

Prisons provide a public good that is directly aimed at insecurity, the

form of public need that crime legislation has made both visible and

compelling. More important, it does so in a way that does not raise the

problems that have delegitimated the social programs of the New Deal

that channeled benefits to preferred constituencies or special interests.

The prison, conceived as a means of isolating and incapacitating the dan-

gerous (and as perhaps deterring would-be criminals), provides a public

good and benefit that works (if it works at all) for everyone equally, or at

least in proportion to how they are actually exposed to crime risks. Each

prison cell built by the state adds to the capacity of the state to provide

this public good in a way that is beyond any “program failure” of the sort

that haunted the projects of the New Deal, such as public housing, school

desegregation, and so on. Not surprisingly, California governors in the 1980s

and 1990s embraced prison construction with an enthusiasm matched by

few other states (Schrag 1998, 94). The California legislature made sure

it would stay in need of more by enacting more than 400 pieces of legisla-

tion increasing criminal penalties.

The logic of imprisonment in the post–New Deal order was aptly cap-

tured by California governor George Deukmejian. A conservative legisla-

tor from the central valley town of Fresno, Deukmejian first came to

statewide fame when he led the fight in the legislature to draft a new death

penalty law. That statute was struck down by the California Supreme

Court in 1976.7 Deukmejian ran for governor in the same 1982 election cy-

cle in which a popular initiative to restore the death penalty by amending

the state constitution was adopted. In Deukmejian’s two terms, he initiated

the huge increase in prison construction that has made mass imprisonment

possible in California (notwithstanding the fact that epic overcrowding

remains a problem).

In his State of the State speech in January 1990, at the start of his final

year after two terms in office (the constitutional maximum permitted),

Governor Deukmejian indicated the place that imprisonment would have
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in the new political order of California. In his very first comments on his

government’s priorities, before he addressed anything about the environ-

ment, AIDS, or homelessness, all of which had been major California is-

sues in his terms, Deukmejian spoke of what he saw as the pride of his

governorship:

In 1983, California had just 12 state prisons to house dangerous

criminals. Since then, we have built 14 new prison facilities. That

has enabled us to remove an additional 52,000 convicted felons

from neighborhoods to send them to state prison.8

This logic has helped make growing the prison population a positive

project of state legitimacy in its own right, quite apart for any positive

effect on crime rates. The absolute size of the prison population was not

particularly important in earlier periods. The value of the prison to the

production of political authority and order was tied to its symbolic mes-

sage, the prestige of the techniques it demonstrated, or the opportunities

for patronage that building and maintaining prisons created. Sometimes

growth advanced these interests, but as we have seen, in each regime, im-

portant institutional checks and limits to prison growth also existed. In

contrast, for each of the past regimes, the form and substance of impris-

onment played an important part in the contribution that prisons made to

governability.

Locked In: Why Mass Imprisonment Escapes 
the Policy Dilemma

The first wave of scholars to study the Safe Streets Act of 1968 in operation

were skeptical about the effectiveness or innovativeness of the law. Sociole-

gal scholars Malcolm Feeley and Austin Sarat (1980) interviewed frontline

bureaucrats at all levels of government and the criminal justice system to

see how deeply the act had penetrated the tissue of American criminal jus-

tice a decade after its passage. They concluded that the act had largely

failed to generate substantial change in practices because its vague man-

dates of planning and innovation were never tied to substantive proposals

on how to repress crime more effectively than did current practice. In-

stead, they found the triumph of process, a world where expertise was de-

voted not to solving the problems but complying with procedures. In this
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regard, Feeley and Sarat saw the Safe Streets Act of 1968 as ultimately a

product of the same larger paradigm of the New Deal welfare state and

subject to its primary pathology, which they dubbed “the policy dilemma.”

Law has a tendency to define its task as solving social problems that, be-

cause they are deeply embedded in variable social circumstances, are

largely unsolvable with the tools of government. Thus, such laws as the

Safe Streets Act only place government in a position to fail repeatedly

(Feeley and Sarat 1980).

It makes perfect sense that Feeley and Sarat would view the Safe

Streets Act as another variation on New Deal governance, with security

from crime as the public good to be distributed by yet another welfare

program. But if the argument of the last several chapters is followed, the

Safe Streets Act was not just another New Deal variation, but in fact was

the first legislative fruit of a reordering of government around the problem

of crime. If Feeley and Sarat were correct that the policy dilemma they de-

scribe is a structural failure of the New Deal order, it would not be sur-

prising if a hallmark of the new crime-centered model of governing would

be precisely its freedom from this dilemma.

In this light, we can see mass imprisonment not as a social strategy to

reconfigure the domination of African Americans or discipline the mar-

gins of the labor force to support the increasing demands for exploitation

of the neoliberal economic order, although it may well have these effects,

but as a policy solution to the political dilemmas of governing through

crime. Mass imprisonment allows the political order to address its most

vulnerable problem, crime, with a solution that is solvable precisely at the

process level where Feeley and Sarat (1980) and many political scientists

before and since have thought government was pretty successful.

Mass imprisonment is a stable solution to the highly competitive politi-

cal logic established by governing through crime. As the following examples

will suggest, executives (especially governors and presidents), lawmakers,

and courts attempting to play to their strengths in the era of governing

through crime must embrace mass imprisonment.

Executive Decisions: Life Means Life

Here is a sobering thought for those who believe that restoring more inde-

terminacy to American sentencing law might reduce mass imprisonment—

the only real limitation on how much governors will do to keep prisons
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full is how much they can do. In California, the governor exercises the

power (installed there by citizen initiative) to review specific decisions of

the parole authority in the case of prisoners serving an indeterminate life

sentence (which today includes persons convicted of second-degree mur-

der and third-strike offenses). Governors in such states can wield a unique

power to hold a person in prison indefinitely even when the Board of

Prison Terms, filled with the governor’s appointees, recommends parole.

During the period of mass imprisonment in California, parole rates

dwindled to 5 percent of eligible prisoners under Governor Deukmejian

(1983–1991), to 1 percent under Governor Wilson (1991–1999), and to an ef-

fective parole rate of 0 percent under Governor Gray Davis, who served

until he was recalled in 2003, shortly after winning election to a second

term (Moran 2000).

A lifelong Democrat with liberal positions on major social issues

(gay rights, abortion, and so on), Davis had a long-established tough-on-

crime posture on the death penalty and prisons. He became, with his

election in 1998, the first Democrat to capture the statehouse in some

twenty years. His victory over Republican Attorney General Dan Lun-

gren was largely credited to being closer to California’s center on social

issues such as abortion, but Lungren might have won anyway had he suc-

ceeded in making crime policy the issue that it was for Deukmejian or

Wilson. The difference was that Davis made clear from the start of the

campaign that he would not be outflanked when it came to being tough

on crime. During a debate he framed his perspective on crime policy by

stating: “Singapore is a good starting point, in terms of law and order”

(quoted in Downey 1998, A3). Singapore has been discussed in the

United States most recently in terms of its harsh punishments, including

the frequent use of caning for public order offenses and the death penalty

for crimes such as drug trafficking. Davis explained his reference in sim-

ilar terms.

I’m trying to let people know that I’m not going to tolerate vio-

lent crime. I believe strongly in the death penalty. I put it in all

my ads. . . .

I think Singapore has very clear rules. . . . They don’t fool

around and they have very little violent crime. And if you don’t

like it, you can get on a plane and go somewhere else. (quoted in

Downey 1998, A3)
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In his public statements on parole for people serving life terms for

second-degree murder, Davis came closer than his conservative predeces-

sors dared in acknowledging that he will not parole any killers, even those

whom the law explicitly anticipates parole for. His appointees to the Board

of Prison Terms found no prisoner sufficient to warrant parole with one

exception that was produced by a court order threatening them with con-

tempt if they failed to recommend parole. Even in that case, the governor

used his power to reject parole.9 As one of Davis’s aides described his vi-

sion of the parole power: “He’s deadly serious about stopping crime, and

he also takes into account the impact that the crime has had on the victims

and the victims’ families” (Sams 2000, A1).

The terms seem to self-consciously invoke the death penalty (you’ll

die here, life for a life). Victims and their families are identified as crucial

stakeholders along with the general public as the intended beneficiaries of

Davis’s “deadly serious” attitude. Against these interests, the rehabilitative

progress made by the prisoner, made difficult by warehouse-oriented pris-

ons, is readily outweighed by the interests of victims in not having their

special fears intensified by the release of the person who killed their loved

one (fears that are unlikely to be salved by the mitigating circumstances

that led to a conviction for a lesser homicide offense or the progress the

prisoner has made in prison). To the side of continued imprisonment is

also weighed the risk that others might be injured in the future by the same

person, whose capacity for lethal violence has already been demonstrated.

However small that risk may be, it becomes almost infinitely large when

compared not simply against the victim family but against the generalized

California population.

The policy of denying any real consideration of parole to prisoners

serving life terms for noncapital murder and potentially other crimes

places the governor on the side of victims and potential victims and against

courts, which have given life with parole sentences; legislatures, which

have permitted them; and even prosecutors, who may have chosen not

to lobby for parole denial. This kind of conflict is politically beneficial to

governors.

The logic of this new kind of gubernatorial sentencing is well illus-

trated by a case in which Davis’ zero-parole policy was tested and ultimately

upheld by the California courts.10 On the night of his high school gradua-

tion party, Robert Rosenkrantz was outed as gay by his younger brother

and one of the brother’s friends, Steven Redman. The circumstances of the
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outing were severe. The brother and friend burst into a beach house where

Rosenkrantz and his friends were staying and screamed the word “faggot.” In

a fight that followed, Rosenkrantz had his nose broken. The brother then re-

ported his discovery to Rosenkrantz’s parents, who responded by throwing

Rosenkrantz out of the family’s house. Rosenkrantz asked his brother and

Redman to retract their story and tell his parents that it had all been a joke.

The brother agreed, but Redman refused. Enraged, Rosenkrantz acquired an

Uzi, practiced at a range, and later confronted Redman with the weapon, de-

manding that he retract the story. Redman laughed in Rosenkrantz’s face

and again called him a “faggot.” Rosenkrantz then shot Redman 10 times

and drove off.

Rosenkrantz was charged with first-degree murder because of the

premeditated quality of the act. The jury rejected that theory, convicting

him instead of second-degree murder with a sentence of 15 years to life

plus two years on a separate charge of using a weapon. Rosenkrantz came

close to receiving a recommendation to the governor for parole on his first

hearing after achieving his minimum eligibility. A panel of three commis-

sioners of the Board of Prison Terms recommended Rosenkrantz be

paroled, finding expressly that he “would not pose an unreasonable risk or

danger to society.” The panel noted a number of features of Rosenkrantz

himself, his crime, and his prison life. Rosenkrantz had no juvenile record

and had been accepted into a college at the time of the crime. In prison, he

had used self-help and therapy programs and had reached an understand-

ing of why he reacted so violently in the instant offense. The panel noted

that he “committed the crime as a result of significant stress in his life

and because of his homosexual tendencies which he had attempted to

conceal from his family, friends and community.”11 A Decision Review

Unit of the board reviewed the parole recommendation and reversed

it, apparently disturbed by Rosenkrantz’s seeming minimalization of his

crime in referring to the incident the night of his graduation as an “attack”

on him.12

In subsequent hearings before panels of the Board of Prison Terms,

Rosenkrantz’s case was bolstered by support from the sheriff who had

arrested him, the district attorney who had prosecuted him, and correc-

tional officers in the prisons where he had served time. But notwith-

standing the improved posture of his parole file, subsequent panels of the

Board of Prison terms has with increasing intensity rejected Rosenkrantz
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as unsuitable for parole. The rationale for this judgment came to be nar-

rowed to a single factor. Because of its premeditated quality—buying the

gun, training, confronting the victim—the crime was one that suggested “a

callous disregard for the life and suffering of another.”13 In short, the

board rejected the jury’s decision that the murder was second- rather than

first-degree murder.

In 1999, a California trial court granted Rosenkrantz’s habeas corpus

petition and ordered the Board of Prison Terms to set a parole date “com-

mensurate with Rosenkrantz’s conviction of second degree murder.” After

a protracted legal battle, the board held a hearing in which it found that

Rosenkrantz was unsuitable for parole, repeating its previous rationale,

but setting a parole date nonetheless. Governor Davis invoked his authority

to reverse the board’s decision granting parole.14 The governor’s statement

of reasons noted that the board’s decision was based solely on the court or-

der. A further trip to court followed, and in April of 2000 the Court of Ap-

peals sent the case back to the board one more time for a new suitability

hearing “and to render a new determination in strict accordance with both

the letter and spirit of the views expressed in this opinion.”15 The court

noted that unless new information not previously present in the record

should be presented, it would be incumbent on the board to set a parole

date commensurate with a second-degree murder conviction. The court

refused to actually order a date for Rosenkrantz’s release. Instead it left

that to the board’s discretion, but with the following remarkable caution

from the judiciary to the executive branch:

At some point, a failure to follow the law, or the continued appli-

cation of an arbitrary and irrational standard, will rise to the

level of a substantive due process violation. . . . It is at that point

(if at all) that the enforcement issue will be decided. In the

meantime, however, we flatly reject the Board’s contention that

(a) Rosenkrantz’s only remedy is the continuing charade of

meaningless hearings, and (b) that the superior court lacks the

power to compel the Board to follow the law.16

This extraordinary battle over the scope of the governor’s constitutional

power expresses a number of themes central to the governor as prosecutor.

First, in their focus on Rosenkrantz’s crime, the actions of the board and of

the governor reflect a will to achieve a prosecutorial goal, the conviction of
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Rosenkrantz for first-degree murder, which a jury denied to the original

prosecution and which is therefore legally beyond the reach of any future ac-

tion of ordinary prosecution. Second, in rejecting even the residual elements

of correctionalism left in the California system after the shift to determinate

sentencing in 1977, the board and the governor are removing precisely those

parts that authorize a state interest in the reintegration of prisoners into so-

ciety. Moreover, they are doing so in a constitutionally extraordinary way

that in effect replaces the legislature’s claim to represent the people of Cali-

fornia with a special executive mandate. Thus the governor as prosecutor

introduces himself as a new model of law, one focused on command and

control without appeal. Third, in embracing the prison as a permanent ex-

clusion for those convicted of homicides, the governor’s policy embraces

exile or death as the only satisfactory response of the state to lethal violence.

Gray Davis may represent an extreme interpretation of executive

power on crime, but it is one that resonates with the approach of many

other contemporary executives who have also sought to identify them-

selves with prosecutorial fervor and loyalty to victims by rejecting any

power role of neutral judgment or individualized assessment with respect

to violent crime (and perhaps all crime). Mass imprisonment is the only

sure policy for such governors to adhere to.

Zero Tolerance: Lawmaking Without Pity

One might pick any number of laws to reflect on the legislative investment

in mass imprisonment. As political scientist Naomi Murakawa (2005) has

found, the biannual cycle of congressional elections produced a regular es-

calation of punitive federal statutes throughout the 1980s and 1990s. From

the original Safe Streets Act of 1968, Congress shaped a crime legislation

model that emphasized loyalty to victims (symbolically expressed in sup-

port for the police) and increased monitoring of criminal justice activity

itself. These twin imperatives that have been reproduced repeatedly by

federal and state legislation both tend toward mass imprisonment. In a

competition for demonstrating loyalty to victims as an abstract and gener-

alizable public, prison will always prevail (unless capital punishment is a

possibility) because only prison provides the illusion of total security for

the victim and complete deprivation for the offender. Any kind of super-

vised release is a compromise on both and is seen as such by victims and

their political advocates (Kahan 1996).
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The parallel demand to make visible the activity of criminal justice

agencies and the implied distrust of discretion within the criminal justice

system (other than in the hands of prosecutors) also leads to mass impris-

onment. There is an old law school game that pits “rules” against “stan-

dards.” You can always show that establishing a rigid rule will leave lots of

individuals with an outcome that seems normatively unjust, whereas leav-

ing a broad standard will place great power with decision makers (police

officers, inspectors, judges). The heightened political cost of discretion

means that decision makers themselves will opt for rules over standards, if

only to protect themselves against charges of making the wrong judgment.

In the business of criminal sentencing, these imperatives will lead to rules

that favor incarceration and readily determinable criteria for the applica-

tion of incarceration.

These are the incentives that lawmakers have themselves set up for

administrators and courts who must implement crime legislation (Stuntz

2006). Mostly they can then allow those incentives to produce and sustain

the mass imprisonment we have seen take shape across the 1980s and 1990s,

until the next election cycle calls for a ratcheting up of some dimension. But

something of the tightness of this logic and its powerful resistance to change

was showcased in 2003 when Congress enacted legislation calling for tighter

restraint by federal judges in the use of downward departures from the

sentences determined by the federal sentencing guidelines.

The background of the Feeney Amendment and the controversy that

followed goes back to the U.S. Sentencing Guidelines, which established a

new regime of federal sentencing for all cases commenced after January 1,

1987 (see the discussion in chapter 4). Until that date, federal prisoners

were sentenced within the very broad statutory maximum and minimum

sentences established by Congress for specific crimes at the discretion of a

federal district judge acting with a detailed case history prepared by a fed-

eral probation officer. If sent to prison, a federal prisoner would have an

actual release date set by the Federal Parole Commission. After that date,

federal prisoners faced sentencing under a narrow range of months in

prison or probation based on the seriousness of the current offense and

the prisoner’s past criminal record. The new sentencing guidelines did not

replace the statutory maximum and minimum sentences that Congress

had established over the years when establishing various crimes, but they

purported to establish a range from which trial judges were to depart only

under specific and extraordinary circumstances.
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Until 2004, when the Supreme Court held that the guidelines were not

at all binding on federal judges, the general perception of the guidelines (in-

cluding that of federal judges themselves) was that they had removed virtu-

ally all of the judges’ discretion in sentencing; some judges found this situa-

tion especially galling in drug cases in which defendants with relatively small

roles faced very long prison sentences if the quantities of drugs were high

enough. In 1996, however, in the case of United States v. Koons, the Supreme

Court held that district courts retained discretion in sentencing to consider

factors not explicitly disapproved by the Sentencing Commission (originally

established by the Sentencing Reform Act of 1984 and charged with setting

up and maintaining the guidelines). This limited affirmation of discretion

did little to affect federal judges’ view that they were highly restricted by the

guidelines; downward departures were possible only in extraordinary cases

and even then under the threat of appellate review.

It was in this context that in 2003, the Feeney Amendment set off a rare

riff between the federal courts and Congress. Representative Tom Feeney of

Florida offered his amendment primarily out of concern for one of Con-

gress’s favorite governing-through-crime topics, child pornography. To a

package of measures creating new crimes and enhancing penalties for oth-

ers, Feeney proposed a set of measures expressly aimed at reducing the num-

ber of downward departures in federal criminal sentences. Feeney claimed

this was particularly a problem in child pornography cases, but the amend-

ment applied to all criminal cases. The proposal drew a broad response from

judges, including Chief Justice Rehnquist, who criticized Congress for seek-

ing to pressure a coequal branch. But Congress ultimately passed a strongly

confrontational measure anyway with a title intended to highlight Con-

gress’s fidelity to victims: the Prosecutorial Remedies and Other Tools to

End the Exploitation of Children Today (PROTECT) Act.17

The PROTECT Act included a strong narrative denunciation of

judges who were hostile to the guidelines and depicted them as looking for

opportunities to depart from it. The law sought to limit such departures

both by direct action on the sentencing practices of judges and by indirect

action through the Sentencing Commission. The law required federal

judges to provide written reasons for any downward departure, and it

required district courts to set up systems for gathering and relaying spe-

cific documentation about such departures to the Sentencing Commission

within 30 days of a final judgment. The law reset the standard of review in
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cases of departure to allow appellate courts to consider the case with virtu-

ally no deference to the sentencing court, a standard known as “de novo.”

It required the commission to make reports on departures available at

Congress’s request and to develop guidelines to diminish the frequency of

downward departures; it also forbade the commission from recognizing

any new grounds for permissible downward departures for three years.

The law even reduced the number of federal judges on the Sentencing

Commission itself for the first time to a minority.

As Professor Marc Miller has commented, the Feeney Amendment

was noteworthy as much for what it revealed about Congress’s feelings

about the performance of the sentencing guidelines as anything else:

The Feeney Amendment showed true anger towards the system

as a whole, and especially the departure function, and revealed

frustration with every major actor in the federal sentencing sys-

tem, including the Department of Justice, or at least with line

prosecutors. It might be extraordinary for many observers to be-

lieve that Congress could find the tough federal sentences under

the guidelines to be too moderate, but that appears to be one of

themes of the provisions as well. (Miller 2004, 1248)

There was virtually no debate about why departures might be sought and

when they might be appropriately granted. The fact that nearly a third of

all criminal sentences decided in 2001 departed from the guidelines, al-

most all of them downward, might mean that these guideline sentences are

too harsh for the federal judiciary (many of them appointed by Republi-

can presidents) or that law enforcement itself requires the assistance of ac-

complices to convict other criminals (and indeed this is a primary purpose

of harsh sentences in their view). As Miller points out, both parties in Con-

gress were angry at the very idea of departure and distrustful of all the

agencies involved (including the Department of Justice, but only insofar as

it was not prosecutorial enough). But the point for us is not to note the

major failures in Congress’s logic as a matter of crime reduction policy but

to note in this extraordinary moment of interbranch public discourse how

intense and how bipartisan was Congress’s embrace of the twin impera-

tives of crime legislation (do not do anything to improve the fate of crim-

inals, for this hurts victims; and make the process of criminal justice more

visible and accountable to public reaction).
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The Supreme Court’s 2004 decision in United States v. Booker throws

into doubt any practical implications of the Feeney Amendment. In the

short run, the Supreme Court appears to have freed district courts to de-

part from the guidelines even more, but the long-run possibility exists that

Congress will act again to establish a harsher regime of sentences that meet

the constitutional objection (and the issue in Booker was not the severity

of punishment). What the PROTECT Act and its Feeney Amendment sug-

gest is that for the foreseeable future, Congress in the hands of either ma-

jor political party is unlikely to permit any backing down from mass im-

prisonment and views its own primary (and imminently achievable) goal

as policing the performance of other government agencies (that, again, is

part of the legacy of the Safe Streets Act of 1968). In a revealing picture of

interbranch relations with the executive branch, PROTECT even casti-

gated the prosecution for failure to vigorously enough contest the down-

ward departures.

Judgment of Intolerable Risk

Perhaps a look at the judiciary is not necessary to complete our case that

mass imprisonment, whatever its social effects, remains a robust solution to

the political problem of governing through crime, which can be dislodged

only by dislodging governing through crime itself. The judiciary in an era

of crime is on the defensive and anxious to demonstrate that it is not a

source of criminal risk to victims. Few could expect an important blow to

mass imprisonment to come from the Supreme Court of the United States.

But if for no reason other than constitutional habit, Americans have liti-

gated mass imprisonment before the Supreme Court, and the most recent

decision provides in its own terms a reiteration of the themes of governing

through crime that provides a helpful summary and another measure of

the grip of crime on our political imagination. This is all the more true

when we read this seemingly split 5-to-4 decision as hiding a deep underly-

ing consensus that the Constitution sets only the most marginal limits on

the power of democratic state governments to exact imprisonment.

Ewing v. California (2003) upheld a 25-years-to-life sentence (with no

parole consideration for 25 years) for a man with two previous convictions

who was convicted of grand theft for stealthily leaving a golf club pro shop

with three golf clubs worth about $400 each. In California, grand theft is
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a property crime that can be either a felony or a misdemeanor, but the judge

chose to treat it as a felony in Ewing’s case. Combined with two earlier bur-

glaries (classified as strikes under the California three-strikes law, which

counts “serious or violent” felonies as strikes), the grand theft conviction

made Ewing eligible for sentencing under the third-strike provision, which

provides for a sentence of at least 25 years before possible consideration of

parole.

Ewing claimed that this sentence violated the “cruel and unusual pun-

ishment” clause of the Constitution’s Eighth Amendment, which past

Supreme Court precedent describes as having a proportionality principal.

Five justices agreed that Ewing’s sentence was constitutional. Two of them,

Justices Scalia and Thomas, would have held that the Eighth Amendment

contains no proportionality principal at all. The three others, O’Connor,

Kennedy, and Rehnquist, held that although a proportionality principal

may exist and might apply to some theoretical prison sentence, Ewing’s

sentence of 25 years to life did not amount to a constitutionally dispropor-

tionate one.

Justice O’Connor’s opinion places the political context of the three-

strikes law front and center.

Polly Klaas’ murder galvanized support for the three strikes ini-

tiative. Within days, Proposition 184 was on its way to becoming

the fastest qualifying initiative in California history. On January

3, 1994, the sponsors of Assembly Bill 971 resubmitted an amended

version of the bill that conformed to Proposition 184. On January

31, 1994, Assembly Bill 971 passed the Assembly by a 63 to 9 mar-

gin. The Senate passed it by a 29 to 7 margin on March 3, 1994.

Governor Pete Wilson signed the bill into law on March 7, 1994.

California voters approved Proposition 184 by a margin of 72 to

28 percent on November 8, 1994. (Ewing v. California, 14)

From this political framework, the plurality opinion goes on to iden-

tify a set of frameworks that establish the constitutionality of mass impris-

onment. The first element of this analysis is the Court’s recognition of the

waste management prison, one focused primarily on incapacitation and

secondarily on deterrence, but aimed at reducing crime in the community

outside the prison. There is, according to the Court, no constitutionally re-

quired penology; instead, each state is free to determine what it expects the
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prison to achieve (Ewing v. California, 25). Reading the history of the three-

strikes law, the plurality found a major shift in penology toward some-

thing very much like our waste management model. Yet having marked its

distinctive qualities, the justices suggested that it belongs in the long history

of state penological choices to which the Court has traditionally deferred:

Throughout the States, legislatures enacting three strikes laws

made a deliberate policy choice that individuals who have re-

peatedly engaged in serious or violent criminal behavior, and

whose conduct has not been deterred by more conventional ap-

proaches to punishment, must be isolated from society in order

to protect the public safety. Though three strikes laws may be

relatively new, our tradition of deferring to state legislatures in

making and implementing such important policy decisions is

longstanding. (Ewing v. California, 25)

Precisely because three-strikes laws evidence a new penal mentality

not rooted in traditions of democratic penal government (as both retribu-

tion and rehabilitation in their own ways may claim to be), it might be

appropriate to question whether the same deference is due. Indeed, our

analysis of executive and legislative styles of governing through crime

would suggest that many of the traditional checks and balances have been

eliminated by governing through crime (a conclusion shared by scholars

using more conventional public choice analysis; see Stuntz 2001, 2006).

Having promised that it would defer to the state’s own definition of

what is a rational approach to punishment, the Court nonetheless comes

back in to assure us that “California’s justification is no pretext”:

Recidivism is a serious public safety concern in California and

throughout the Nation. According to a recent report, approxi-

mately 67 percent of former inmates released from state prisons

were charged with at least one “serious” new crime within three

years of their release. (Ewing v. California, 26)

The Court, again over its own insistence that it is deferring to the state’s

judgment, summarized a study conducted by a newspaper of three-strikes

offenders, which appeared to show that most such offenders had long rec-

ords of serious crime.

If the incapacitation argument were not enough, although the plural-

ity seems to believe it is, the opinion also recognizes the possibility that the
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law makes sense as a deterrent. The Court cites California Department of

Justice data showing a drop in recidivism after the three-strikes law was

passed. And even “more dramatically”:

An unintended but positive consequence of “Three Strikes” has

been the impact on parolees leaving the state. More California

parolees are now leaving the state than parolees from other ju-

risdictions entering California. This striking turnaround started

in 1994. It was the first time more parolees left the state than en-

tered since 1976. This trend has continued and in 1997 more than

1,000 net parolees left California. (27, quoting a report of the

California attorney general)

The Court did note that other empirical evidence contradicted those find-

ings (citing among other things, Zimring, Hawkins, & Kamin 2001), but

politely demurred from deciding such controversies.

Before rushing on to the unsurprising conclusion that Ewing’s sen-

tence was not disproportionate, we would do well to step back to see the

state of governing through crime reflected in the Ewing picture of the

three-strikes law. Fueled by populist anger over the kidnapping and mur-

der of a little girl by a man who could not have been free to commit the

crime had he received an enhanced sentence sometime earlier in his crim-

inal history, California amended its constitution to allow prosecutors to

send anyone guilty of two serious felonies to prison for the rest of their life

if they commit another felony of any kind (even one that in other cases is

classified a misdemeanor). The legislature and the governor abandoned

their own reform plans and adopted the harsh approach of the ballot ini-

tiative. This law constituted a fundamental shift in the theory of punish-

ment at work in California prisons to a major emphasis on incapacitating

repeat offenders to produce a possible return in security to California’s

law-abiding populace. It is also noteworthy that on the way to finding this

new penology constitutionally adequate, the Court turned repeatedly to

evidence for the effectiveness of this strategy that came directly from the

existing system of mass imprisonment and had virtually no direct rele-

vance to Ewing himself, who was never treated as an individual case by the

Court.

Perhaps I am making too much of the holding in Ewing, which was,

after all, 5–4 (and O’Connor’s opinion was only for three justices). But our

main interest here is not with the holding of whether Ewing’s case presents
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a proportionality problem, but with the Court’s recognition and approval

of the background politics and model of “governing through crime” that

has realized itself in mass imprisonment and is fully on display in three-

strikes laws. And on this point, it is very likely that the O’Connor opinion

spoke for virtually the entire Court. The dissents, especially Justice Breyer’s,

concede this account of the penal and political landscape and dispute only

if Ewing’s individual case is the “rare” one in which, even for allowing leg-

islative policy choices, there is disproportion. “Ewing’s sentence on its face

imposes one of the most severe punishments available upon a recidivist

who subsequently engaged in one of the less serious forms of criminal con-

duct” (40). Had Ewing’s final conviction been for something that met

California’s own definition of a serious or violent crime, including burglary

or drug trafficking, the dissent would have had little problem approving his

25-year real-time sentence.

When we read the plurality and the dissent together, it is clear that the

system of mass imprisonment does not pose a constitutional problem, at

least not an Eighth Amendment problem (it’s hard to see right now what

alternatives there might be). The vast majority of prisoners would find no

relief in court even had the dissent picked up an additional vote to become

a 5-to-4 majority.

Technologies of Exile: Detention, Expulsion, and Dismissal

It is worth considering whether the prison and its close analogues, such as

immigration detention, should be seen as the hard end of a continuum of

technologies for addressing threatening persons and behaviors by remov-

ing them from the community more or less permanently. There is in fact

evidence that in a variety of analogues, we can discern a parallel rise in

what we might call “technologies of exile.” Not all these practices involve

confinement; some shut out, and others shut in. Three in particular are al-

most certainly on the rise: school detentions, suspensions, and expulsions;

employee dismissals; and gated communities.

We can observe the power of the waste management prison as a model

for governing in the parallel rise in recent decades of sanctions aimed at

removing from schools or workplaces individuals who have violated the

rules of the institutions. Families themselves engage in a kind of inverse

function in the pursuit of controlled residential and recreation settings in

which family members are protected against encounters with strangers
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who might pose some risk. The gated community is in its own way a kind

of reverse waste management prison. Whereas the latter is designed to keep

dangerous people in, the former is designed to keep them out. Something

similar has happened with the abandonment of streets, parks, and public

libraries as the after-school venue for older school-age children. Instead,

for middle-class or upper-class families with the resources to address these

concerns, managed recreation has come to be perceived as essential to

responsible parenting.

Schools were once seen as institutions of normalization—“normal”

schools were where teachers went to learn how to be teachers—and thus

shared an orientation toward rehabilitation of which the correctional in-

stitution was hoped to be at least a faint echo. When students act in ways

that violate the rights and raise the risks of others, schools have long re-

sponded with sanctions aimed both at protecting school order and at rein-

tegrating the wrongdoer through corrective punishment. More serious

misconduct, especially that taking place away from school, might warrant

juvenile justice intervention, but schools took responsibility for enforcing

their own normative order through rules of discipline. Expulsion and its

more limited cousin, suspension, have long been the hard end of school

disciplinary sanctions.

After a period during the 1960s when both the substantive reach and

use of hard-end sanctions seemed to decline, recent decades have seen a

swing back in the other direction, with more attention to school behavior,

harsher sanctions, and greater readiness to bring juvenile justice system

intervention for school-based misconduct. Because expulsion and suspen-

sion raise immediate problems of supervision of a minor, schools have in-

creasingly relied on in-school detentions as a sanction that removes the

student from the social and educational life of the school while maintain-

ing the school’s custody. Like expulsion, suspension, and the waste man-

agement prison, school detention is designed not to correct or normalize,

but to remove the subject from the normal school population (Ferguson

2000). This is true not only of schools in communities already afflicted by

high rates of crime and criminal justice system penetration. In a recent

study of metropolitan schools, political scientists William Lyons and Julie

Drew (2006) compared a central city and suburban school in the same

part of Ohio. They were surprised by the density of security practices at

both schools, including technologies of exile, notwithstanding the fact

that the suburban students were overwhelmingly from white, middle-class
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families and that little crime or disorder existed in or around the school. In

interviews with students, staff, and parents, the investigators found that

many held a racialized view of the threat as associated with the inner-city

school and saw harsh discipline as a way to reinforce the distance between

the two.

There is no precise equivalent to the waste management prison in the

workplace. Adults cannot readily be detained for violation of institutional

rules. But something similar is going on in American workplaces. In the

absence of strong unions or expectations of responsibility to the commu-

nity, firings have become a favored response to conduct that violates rules

or signals a heightened level of risk. In the 1960s—after decades of grow-

ing union strength, then just beginning its long slow decline, and the per-

ception of an economy capable of reaching near full employment of existing

workers—some labor experts referred to job termination as an outdated

workplace sanction. Tellingly analogizing it to capital punishment, these

observers expected firings to virtually disappear in favor of corrective and

even therapeutic responses. Today, dismissals are rising.

The decline of unions, and a generally soft market for unskilled labor,

has no doubt made it easier to exercise the power to dismiss. But it is hard

to show that profit in some generic sense drives the inclination to dismiss,

which can generate costs as well as savings. Instead, as with the family and

the school, managers of workplaces increasingly understand their respon-

sibilities to include early identification and removal of subjects who vio-

late rules and/or pose risks to other members of the organization. We can

say that in each of these settings, part of the concept of “governing well”

for those charged with institutional leadership is to practice crime preven-

tion through the prophylactic exclusion of rule breakers and other risk

makers.

Conclusion: The Limits of Project Exile

Though governments have found considerable political advantage through

investing in waste management prisons, and analogous techniques of

exclusion and exile are spreading, there is a danger that their security-

conscious publics will question this arrangement. There is increasing pub-

lic discussion of the criminogenic effects of prisons that send back into

society inmates who not only are not rehabilitated but who have been
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made more dangerous or rendered dysfunctional by imprisonment. This

is especially salient in the case of the celebrated super-max prisons that are

sometimes touted as if their technology presented some major new protec-

tion to the public. However, the technological achievements of the super-

max prisons are all aimed at protecting the staff and other inmates. There

is no warrantee that this regime is well calculated to produce more docile

ex-prisoners; quite the contrary, there is a growing body of evidence that

inmates held for prolonged periods in the near-total solitary confinement

conditions of many super-max prisons are at risk for escalating behavioral

abnormalities (Haney 2003).

The massive prison buildup conducted by states enamored of the pop-

ulist style of rule poses a risk of delegitimizing the current political order.

Just as the correctional institutions, welfare systems, and universities ulti-

mately weakened the New Deal political order that invested so heavily in

them, the post–New Deal order finds itself mass-producing subjects,

namely prisoners and other internal exiles, that it can neither govern ade-

quately nor eliminate permanently. This vulnerability is likely to emerge in

the coming decade as the fiscal costs of an aging prison population and the

economic losses of a heavily criminalized underclass both grow.

In families, schools, and workplaces all over America, costs incurred

due to a lockdown, life-trashing, exclusionary, exile strategy are becoming

apparent. The imperatives for isolation plus supervision of children

creates an increasingly untenable set of demands on parents who must

arrange for the constant transportation of children to and from various

sites of security or must earn incomes high enough to pay for someone

else to take on that responsibility. The demand to rid schoolrooms and

playgrounds of disruptive students is causing the growth of a security

dimension to every aspect of schooling, a dimension ill suited if not down-

right antagonistic to educational goals. Likewise, the growth of a pro-

fessionalized security apparatus within schools and the routines and prac-

tices of using them are diminishing the pedagogic role of the classroom

teachers to little more than test preparation instructors. In the workplace,

the strategy of firing people with little provocation, where it is practiced,

erodes the role of solidarity and trust, and incentives increase for employ-

ees and other constituents to look at ways of gaining opportunistic advan-

tage over others.
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Crime Families

Governing Domestic Relations Through Crime

The dominant modern metaphors of the family usually cast it against

the marketplace as a “haven in a heartless world” (Lasch 1977), al-

though more recently sociologists have questioned the wisdom that the

family is a less competitive space than the workplace (Hochschild 1997).

Indeed, the family and the workplace have both become concentrated

zones of concern about crime, and the responsibility for governing it.

Families as we idealize them are crime free, bound by lawful and natural

bonds of mutual protection. If the family is crime free by definition, it is

not secure; in fact, it is the ideal space for crime to invade. Here are con-

sumer goods galore. Here are women and young people vulnerable to

abuse and sexual aggression. Here are family secrets stored on computer

hard drives and in filing cabinets.

The role of crime in the governance of the family has virtually flipped

in the last two generations. At one time, truly violent conduct by parents

over children, or adult men over women and girls in the family, was largely

immune from the force of the criminal law out of deference for what legal

decision makers—legislators, judges, prosecutors, and police officers—

articulated as the special needs of family governance (Seigel 1996). Today,

the problem of crime, starting with violence but including many other

kinds of acts, has extended the institutional and metaphoric force of the

criminal law into families with a scope and intensity at least as great, if not

greater, than that of the marketplace. The haven, with its implication of

privacy and refuge, is now a zone in which potential responsibility for

criminal action is even greater than in other social contexts.

6
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Divorce law represents another striking reversal on the axis of crime.

Before the era of “no-fault” divorce, divorce law mimicked criminal law

with its claims of wrongdoing, adultery, abandonment, and cruelty. These

rules had the clear intent to mobilize some of the stigmatizing and humil-

iating features of criminal prosecution to bear upon those violating mari-

tal norms, but with few real-world links between the drama of the divorce

court and the force of police or prisons. Today, in contrast, the claims of

abuse that emerge in divorce, especially disputes concerning the custody

of children, amount to real crimes—e.g., drug use, sexual abuse, and do-

mestic violence—that are taken quite seriously by the state (Kay 1987).

Even the intact family is treated as a locus of suspicions about crime

that require other institutions interacting with the family to maintain sur-

veillance and intervention. A whole panoply of helping professionals de-

veloped around the family in the nineteenth century, including doctors,

social workers, and teachers, in the name of assuring eugenic, physical, and

mental health in a process one leading history refers to as the “policing of

families” (Donzelot 1979). Today, professionals involved in the servicing of

families find themselves acting as extensions of the actual police and the

criminal justice system for which police operate as the gatekeepers.

When we carefully examine how crime becomes a problem for us in

the roles we occupy in the domestic household, as parents, spouses/partners,

and children/other dependents, we see not simply a growing role for tra-

ditional criminal justice agencies over the family, but an intertwining of

crime control and family governance responsibilities as well.

As a parent, I am mobilized by crime in a number of different but over-

lapping ways. Sometimes I am encouraged to fulfill my role as the front-line

protector of my children and partner against criminal assault by being atten-

tive to the whereabouts of sex offenders who live in my “community.” Some-

times I am viewed as a potential criminal; as a man, a husband, and a father,

I stand at some calculable risk of assaulting my wife and children. I may also

function as an enabler to crime, allowing my kids to join gangs, tolerating

their drug abuse, or permitting them to ignore school attendance laws.

In this regard, contemporary American adults, especially parents, find

themselves under a moral and sometimes legal mandate to manage crime

risks in their domestic domain. Not surprisingly, Americans have become

major consumers of security technologies, expertise, and services. Institu-

tions and organizations that address the family (e.g., schools, churches,

medical providers, and insurers) also find these crime pathways becoming
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a larger part of their mandate; some of which will be discussed in other

chapters. Increasingly, crime provides the framework by which oversight

of the family is integrated into these other, noncrime-oriented institutions.

Crime Begins at Home

Story 1

Consider the real-life situation of Al and Pammy (not their real names), an

upper-class couple with two young children. Pammy, who had moved to

the United States to marry Al, was depressed and missed her family in

South Africa a great deal. Sometimes she would drink too much, and at

those times she and Al would fight. On one occasion, Pammy slapped Al

and threw several dishes at him while the children were sitting some dis-

tance away, safe but in visual range. Al, uncertain of what to do and afraid

that he might frighten the children if he tried to physically restrain

Pammy, called 911. Although Pammy had calmed down by the time the po-

lice arrived, both Al and Pammy found themselves in a complex legal

nightmare that they could do little to control.

First, the policy of the police in their urban county was to make an ar-

rest whenever they have probable cause to believe that an assault has been

committed in the home, even if the victim does not want the arrest to take

place. The policy is gender neutral, and it did not matter that it was Pammy,

not Al, who was acting out. Nor did it matter that no actual harm had been

done. Violence is broadly defined to include reckless acts that could cause

harm. Al and Pammy knew a lawyer who quickly arranged for Pammy to

be released on bail, but under a policy designed to deter domestic violence,

she had to spend a night in jail while the “victim,”Al, was given a window of

time to seek a legal restraining order, which he chose not to pursue.

The district attorney’s office in this urban county has a no-drop pol-

icy for domestic violence, a policy designed to deal with the historic pat-

tern of domestic violence victims dropping charges as part of the cycle of

abuse. Using the police report, the prosecutor can win a conviction for do-

mestic violence even when the victim spouse exercises his or her statutory

privilege not to give testimony against the offending spouse. Under an ev-

identiary rule known as the “excited utterance doctrine,” many courts al-

low police to testify to what they were initially told by the victim when they

called 911 or when the police first showed up.
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Due to careful work by Al and Pammy’s lawyer, however, the district

attorney agreed to drop charges in exchange for Pammy’s completion of a

program of treatment for batterers. If the program is completed, the charge

of domestic violence is expunged from the record. The couple also agreed

to a period of probation, during which a probation officer, specially trained

in domestic violence work, would make frequent unannounced visits to

their house at stressful times, such as before dinner and during breakfast.

With their private lawyer and considerable resources, Al and Pammy

might have prevailed at trial, but there was substantial risk that she might

have been convicted even without Al testifying against her. Had she been

convicted in some states, she would face a mandatory jail term of at least

five days even for a first offense, followed by probation and treatment. She

would also have faced a growing number of civil disabilities, including loss

of the right to own a firearm. More important for Pammy, who has lived

in the United States for five years as a legal resident alien without natural-

izing, harsh changes in immigration law in the 1990s define domestic vio-

lence as an “aggravated felony” that requires mandatory deportation, even

for those with significant ties in this country, like a husband and young

children, and detention until deportation can be affected.

The above scenario is not meant to suggest the typical case of domestic

violence in America. One might just as well describe a case that ends in the

murder of a woman who had sought police help on previous occasions (as

did Nicole Brown Simpson) or even obtained a restraining order that was

ignored by her obsessed attacker. In both kinds of cases, however, a growing

set of criminal justice responses now dominate public response to the threat

of violence between adults in families. Domestic violence has emerged over

the last three decades as one of the clearest cases where a civil rights move-

ment has turned to criminalization as a primary tool of social justice.

Today, feminist legal scholars who fought to get criminal justice agen-

cies to take domestic violence seriously are now in the forefront of those

questioning the process of criminalization. Elizabeth M. Schneider, a pi-

oneering legal advocate for victims and scholar of legal doctrines and prac-

tices concerning domestic violence, recently noted with concern the grow-

ing role that criminal justice agencies play in defining the public agenda for

domestic violence. In her view, this development puts “a greater emphasis

on criminalization” than on objectives that feminists would rather empha-

size in aiding domestic violence victims to recover and move on including

“women’s employment, childcare or welfare” (Schneider 2001, 244). Wife
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beatings and killings have become a political problem for the state at a num-

ber of times in our history. Each time, they served as a privileged location for

the law to articulate a general model of family governance and to problema-

tize the conduct of specific groups of people—from the late nineteenth cen-

tury on, mainly working-class and African American men; Siegel 1996). But

although crime was the occasion for legal transformation, the scholarship of

legal historian Reva Siegel shows that the new ways of talking and acting on

families produced by these controversies tended to renormalize family vio-

lence within an updated framework of family governance. To the extent the

state offered any strategies to actually repress family violence, it was through

the general aspiration to stabilize the conditions of the lower classes of in-

dustrial society, presumed to be the locus of any real problem. It was not

crime, but degraded social practices and conditions, that needed addressing.

The leading authorities on the common law, especially the influential

Blackstone, maintained that husbands had privilege and duty to “rule and

chastise” wives in which moderate corporal punishment was no breach of

law or civil duty. Violence for other purposes, or excessive violence consti-

tuting a danger of serious bodily harm or death, was not privileged and thus,

strictly speaking, could not be a defense to charges of assault or manslaugh-

ter. By the last third of the nineteenth century, courts all over the United

States took pains to emphasize that, whatever its former scope, the doc-

trine of chastisement was no longer operative. Henceforth, any assault that

would constitute a crime if committed against a woman by a stranger

would also constitute a crime if committed by her husband.1

Yet long after a formal legal immunity was abolished, a de facto regime

of inattention through police and prosecutorial discretion remained a

dominant fact of American domestic life through the 1980s. Siegel shows

that spousal violence continued to be sheltered by courts under a new the-

ory stressing the importance of privacy. In an oft-repeated formula, courts

reasoned that the publicity and shame produced by a criminal trial would

be more damaging to the prospects of the marriage’s survival than the

crime itself. The core idea here was that “family privacy” was an essential

condition for the family’s well-being and that legal intervention was in-

evitably destructive of it.

Today, in contrast, crime provides both the occasion for and logic of

state intervention in the family. As in past periods of reform described by

Siegel, the contemporary reconceptualization of the governmental inter-

ests at stake in domestic violence is oriented toward leaving the structural
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tensions within the gendered order of both the market and the family out

of the picture. As a bus campaign in Ann Arbor, Michigan, during the late

1990s put it: “domestic violence is crime.” What is needed, we are told to-

day, is to recognize family crime as crime and treat it as such. The broader

features of society that make women less able to use effective self-help

against abusive partners, including the special responsibility women gen-

erally have for children, are cut off from these discussions altogether. Most

forms of status inequality seem in danger of being reproduced in this new

era of heavy criminalization (Mills 2003). Poor and minority people—the

historically discriminated against—find themselves on the worst end of all

the changes driven by governing through crime.2

The denial of equality to women in law enforcement practice and pros-

ecution became unsustainable in an era in which victimization by crime

was being defined as the most important feature of government’s relation-

ship to its subjects. By the 1970s and 1980s, the second-wave feminist strat-

egy of using government’s failed response to the victimization of women as

a prime focus of mobilization fell exactly in line with attacks on the liberal

welfare state coming from rights-oriented property owners. This cross-

ideological alignment contributed to the conversion of crime control into a

general schema of governance of the family (Burt & Estep). During this pe-

riod, second-wave feminists who criticized state policies of noninterven-

tion in domestic violence cases as a central pillar of patriarchy in otherwise

modern societies began to see a response in state-level changes in criminal

law policies (Dobash & Dobash 1992; Daley 1994). The then-dominant ap-

proach of police departments and individual officers to treat domestic vio-

lence as crime only to the extent that it became a “public” disorder revealed

a gendered government not captured by “unequal benefits” battles that had

dominated first-wave feminism in the 1960s and 1970s. Here, government

was not blindly adopting a male norm that disadvantaged women trying to

be different by competing with men; here, government was consciously

playing a part in maintaining the violent imposition of male dominance

within the household in a way that endangered the lives of women attempt-

ing to maintain the “ordinary” functions of the family.

The legislative pathway to success for the feminist movement regarding

battered women charts its independence from, but increasing integration

with, the larger agenda of governing America through crime. The first public

face of the movement in the 1970s emerged with the issue of shelters where

battered women could seek refuge (Dobash & Dobash 1992, 36). The first
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federal legislative efforts to nationalize domestic violence was constructed as

a welfare and health problem, and supposed to be lodged in the Department

of Health, Education, and Welfare (later changed to Health and Human Ser-

vices) (137). At a time the Republican Party was devoted to defeating the

Equal Rights Amendment, these early efforts fizzled in the face of growing

GOP resistance to anything that might seem to empower feminism.

Although hidden as an amendment to a bill on child abuse, the federal

government in the 1980s began to promote and finance the spread of do-

mestic violence issues and expertise. Signed by President Reagan as part of

the Victims of Crime Act of 1984, the law provided about $8 million a year

to be divided between victim service programs and police training pro-

grams (Dobash & Dobash 1992, 140).

Domestic Violence Policies

More than a quarter century after the first efforts to win funding for shelters

and obtain recognition for domestic violence victims, the criminal justice

system in most states now reflects a new consensus that domestic violence of

any kind is a crime, and one best deterred by quick sanctions against the

violator. Let us briefly review the complex of legal policies at work here.

Mandatory Arrest

More than a dozen states and many more municipalities have adopted

policies mandating that police make an arrest when they have probable

cause to believe that an act of domestic violence has occurred (Mills 1999).

This new vision quickly led to successful lawsuits on behalf of women in-

jured by their spouses after police had exercised their discretion not to

make an arrest (Dobash & Dobash 1992, 198). Mandatory arrest policies

have become popular with governors and state legislatures that would

reject feminism in other respects. They permit legislators to vote with orga-

nized women’s rights and feminist groups supporting a tough law en-

forcement approach that reflects a concern for victims as a group, even if it

requires overriding the wishes of individual victims. Despite growing dis-

putes among feminists themselves as to the costs and benefits of manda-

tory arrests, legislative support is almost universal. Laws recognizing the

interests of same-sex couples would generally spark resistance from con-

servative legislators, but the crime focus allows even those legislators to

support mandatory arrest laws.
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Statutory Pressure on Prosecutors

These have followed from mandatory arrest policies in a way familiar in

the spread of crime legislation generally (Ford & Regoli 1993). Once dis-

cretion in some government function is associated with leniency toward

criminals and increased risks for victims, it becomes illegitimate at every

level of that system. Prosecution policies are fewer and generally leave

more discretion in the hands of prosecutors than do police policies. In-

deed, a policy that stripped prosecutors of all discretion to charge might

run afoul of the separation-of-powers doctrine (Hanna 1996). States have

taken steps to encourage prosecution without directly requiring it, as, for

example, in the following Florida statute:

Each state attorney shall develop special units or assign prosecu-

tors to specialize in the prosecution of domestic violence cases,

but such specialization need not be an exclusive area of duty as-

signment. These prosecutors, specializing in domestic violence

cases, and their support staff shall receive training in domestic

violence issues.

It is the intent of the Legislature that domestic violence be

treated as a criminal act rather than a private matter. For that

reason, criminal prosecution shall be the favored method of en-

forcing compliance with injunctions for protection against do-

mestic violence as both length and severity of sentence for those

found to have accountability of perpetrators. . . . The state attor-

ney in each circuit shall adopt a pro-prosecution policy for acts

of domestic violence, as defined in s. 741.28 and an intake policy

and procedures coordinated with the clerk of court for viola-

tions of injunctions for protection against domestic violence.

The filing, nonfiling, or diversion of criminal charges, and the

prosecution of violations of injunctions for protection against

domestic violence by the state attorney, shall be determined by

these specialized prosecutors over the objection of the victim, if

necessary.3

The Florida policy is both less and more than a mandatory prosecu-

tion policy. It clearly leaves prosecutors with discretion to file or not file

charges, or to seek some diversion arrangement. The mention of the vic-

tim here is noteworthy. At face value, the provision clarifies the authority
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of the prosecutor to make a decision even if it goes against the wishes of

the victim. This may seem to diminish the victim, and indeed it is contro-

versial precisely on that ground. On the other hand, the prosecutor gener-

ally has a well-understood power (quite apart from this statute) to file

whatever charges he or she deems appropriate and sustainable regardless

of the victim’s wishes. Thus, what makes this passage striking is that the

law acknowledges the victim and apologetically frames the prosecutor’s

normal power as an extreme one of last resort.4

The law takes the hitherto unusual step of declaring as a matter of leg-

islative “intent” that domestic violence be treated as a “criminal act.” In fact

this brings Florida into compliance with the grant requirements under the

federal Violence Against Women Act. It also provides a striking example of

the process described in chapter 3 of the legislature identifying itself di-

rectly with the aggrieved victim’s demand for criminal justice. Crime leg-

islation since the 1960s has systematically conflated victims as a class with

the political community itself and the legislative body. Like the victims, the

Florida legislature itself is limited in its ability to compel prosecutors to

file charges, but its right to enter into the process rhetorically is now un-

challenged.

One way to further this hardening of the crime approach the law

adopts is to create a special interest group, within the prosecution func-

tion, oriented toward domestic violence and its victims. It is these “special-

ist” prosecutors, not any representative of the people, who are empowered

to exercise discretion. A further unquoted section of the law requires the

prosecutor to undertake a “thorough investigation of the defendant’s his-

tory,” and that information is to be made available to the court at the time

of the defendant’s first appearance. These steps assure that the inevitable

discretion remaining with prosecutors and judges to not pursue criminal

charges, or seek maximum custody over the defendant, will be made

against a record that can be reviewed ex post, meaning that prosecutors

and judges may later have to account for why they did not act.

Mandatory Incarceration

The latest wave of legislation regarding punishment of people convicted in

domestic violence cases requires short but mandatory jail terms for first-

time convictions. The idea of short but mandatory jail terms for offenses

that have a long history of being taken less than seriously by the police

and the public was popularized by the campaign throughout the 1970s to
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make drunk driving a serious crime. Some states now require first-time

DUI offenders to spend a short time in jail. These programs also borrow

from the popularity of boot camps and “shock probation” programs, with

their promise of using a short but sharp penal shock to the system to pro-

voke major individual transformation. All of these reflect the status of in-

carceration as a government solution for problems.

Domestic Violence Courts

Domestic violence charges are increasingly being heard in specialized courts

created to deal with domestic violence exclusively. Advocates have promoted

the idea that such courts allow considerable expertise to be built up among

the judges and prosecutors assigned to them (Winnick 2000; Lederman &

Brown 2000). Critics, generally in the defense bar, fear that such expertise

and advocacy will compromise traditional values of fairness and neutrality

in adjudication. The new courts tend to combine criminal and civil powers

permitting them to issue protection orders and initiate criminal process.

Based simply on a complaint from a self-defined victim, with no hearing or

preliminary investigation, the domestic violence court can, and does, issue

civil orders barring an alleged violator from returning to his or her home.

Children as Domestic Violence Victims

Children have also emerged as an important political subject of domestic

violence (Coker 2001, 835). Since the mid-1990s, the federal government

has sponsored both research into the implications of domestic violence for

children and grants for programs aimed at addressing these effects. As a

recent publication of the Department of Justice framed the issue:

Throughout the United States, millions of children are exposed

to violence—current estimates indicate that as many as 10 mil-

lion children have witnessed or been victims of violence in their

homes or communities. Children’s exposure to violence has been

significantly linked with increased depression, anxiety, anger,

and alcohol and drug abuse and with decreased academic

achievement. In addition, approximately 2 million adolescents

ages 12–17 appear to have suffered from post traumatic stress

disorder. (Kracke 2001a)

In a subsequent publication of the same agency, the question was framed

as to how often domestic violence and “child maltreatment” go on concur-
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rently. The research cited suggested that “these behaviors co-occur” in 30

percent to 60 percent of the families presenting with domestic violence

(Kracke 2001b).

The focus on the link between domestic violence and child abuse ex-

emplifies the way the problem of domestic violence is generalized into a

broader schema relevant to the whole family.

First, the status of domestic violence as a serious crime of violence has

been hardened by the way it is talked about, counted, and acted upon. Sec-

ond, having established the unambiguous quality of domestic violence as

crime requiring crime control solutions, that crime is shown to be a driving

force behind a host of the most serious and intractable social problems af-

flicting our youth. Third, the victim base for that crime constellation is ex-

tended beyond the family to the community itself, marking the entire gov-

ernable space of the social scheme as a grid of crime effects. This is marked

by the active “collaboration” between the U.S. Department of Justice (and

four of its numerous crime or victim-centered subagencies) with the U.S.

Department of Health and Human Services (and four of its subagencies

focused on children, families, and injury prevention). Fourth, federal re-

sponses to this “problem” take the form of research and programming inte-

grated with political advocacy into a strategy that self-consciously blurs the

line between program evaluation and program promotion, between re-

sponding to local demands for crime control and mobilizing them.

The battle over domestic violence began at the state level but became

a national issue in 1994 when Congress adopted the Violence Against

Women Act as part of its gargantuan 1994 Violent Crime Control and Law

Enforcement Act (see discussion in chapter 3). The Violence Against Women

Act was first introduced in 1990 by Senator Joseph Biden. Although it did

not become law in its first year, it continued to build support through the

explosive response to Anita Hill’s accusations of sexual harassment against

Clarence Thomas and by charges that O. J. Simpson had murdered his wife

in a classic act of domestic violence. Though the Supreme Court struck

down a small portion of the act in United States v. Morrison,5 most of it

has gone unchallenged, including portions enhancing penalties for repeat

offenders and instructing the U.S. Sentencing Commission to remove dis-

parities that provide lighter sentences for perpetrators intimate with the

victim than for perpetrators who are strangers.

The law also introduced into federal law the term “survivor” to de-

scribe domestic violence victims, and created new grants for state and
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local programs aimed at combating domestic violence in the style of the

funding provisions of the 1968 Omnibus Safe Streets and Crime Control

Act (see chapter 3). Some grants specifically rewarded adoption of tough

new policies such as mandatory arrest and no-drop prosecutions (Gleason

2001).

Feminist Critiques of Domestic Violence Policy

The emergence of domestic violence as a contemporary crime issue is in

large part a result of the work of second-wave feminist activists and their

allies in law and the social sciences, and may in fact represent one of the

signal triumphs of that generation of feminism.

Since mandatory policies went into operation in the 1990s, a new wave

of feminist criticism of this trend has developed that focuses on three

issues.

First, how effectively does a hardening of the criminal justice response

to domestic violence protect women from repeat violence? Second, how

does the investment of the domestic violence victim as a crime victim ad-

vance the equality of women as political subjects more generally? Third,

does the construction of masculine domination as criminal violence alter

the larger ecology of cultural support for that domination? I want to pro-

vide brief examples of these questions—not to suggest an answer (they are,

after all, vastly complicated empirical and theoretical questions) but to

place them in a dialogue with governing through crime more generally.

The question of whether more criminalization is actually reducing vi-

olence for women remains a prime one for advocates for victims of do-

mestic violence (Mills 2003). The mistrust of the criminal justice system as

a major part of the domestic violence problem remains strong even in the

era of reform. Advocates have expected that strong laws will be ignored or

even enforced against the women that they were intended to help (Pence &

Shepard 1999, 7). Recent empirical research has also called into question

the specific deterrent effects of arrest on batterers. This evidence suggests

that arrest may even be counterproductive precisely in those communities

of poverty and high unemployment where many of the most vulnerable

victims are also situated (7). There is also a haunting fear that the women

coerced into participating in the criminal justice process will find them-

selves with even less power over their lives than when the system ignored

their batterer. This is particularly true for minority communities in which
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rates for arrests and incarceration of men and older boys are already high

(Coker 2001).

Sociolegal scholars studying the domestic violence movement have long

predicted that the movement’s success at mobilizing state action through

tougher criminal justice enforcement comes with a reciprocal involvement

in dispersing and embedding criminal justice system values and tactics.

Once encapsulated within the criminal justice system, reform

movements must inevitably serve the needs of that system and

potentially assist its expansion into more areas of civil society.

The CJS [criminal justice system] may embrace the movement

and yet subvert its demands, particularly within the law and or-

der agenda, as a means of gaining greater resources and of

widening the net of its response. (Dobash & Dobash 1992, 209)

The domestic violence victim has been embraced by the state and the

political establishment, but on terms quite different from those that apply

to crime victims more generally. The crime victims’ rights movement has

often been without much theory or even folklore to guide it in shaping a

political agenda beyond the next execution or tough-on-crime ballot initia-

tive (Scheingold, Olson, & Pershing 1994, 729). As a result, the movement

has easily been dominated by prosecutors, correctional unions, politicians,

and political consultants.

In contrast, the domestic violence victim has been shaped from the

start by feminist ideas and feminist struggles. If crime victims have come

to embody the governable interests of the people, domestic violence vic-

tims embody those interests in ways that are capable of making visible the

power and constraints of the victim logic itself.

One might expect the domestic violence victim to have become a

prime focus of crime legislation, as an exemplary crime victim. In fact, the

domestic violence victim remains very much in the shadow of more pop-

ular competitors, particularly the victims of child abuse and child sexual

assault. Both typically involve female children (adult women often face

cultural presumptions of having consented). Unlike the child victim of

abuse, the adult domestic violence victim is suspected of complicity. Un-

like the adult or child victim of sexual assault, the degree of the domestic

violence victim’s harm remains more easily doubted. Unlike child abusers

or rapists, the perpetrators of domestic violence are too broad a class of or-

dinary males to easily mark off as moral monsters (Daly 1994a, 779).
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Those categories of crime victims that have become the most politically

successful are those who can most easily represent the outrage of neighbors

against predatory strangers. Those who represent the ease with which

good neighbors can become criminals are not politically attractive at all.

Unlike the typical victims idealized in the media, the domestic violence

victim has interests in incapacitation and deterrence, but she may also

have interests in redeeming the criminal, with whom she may well have

ongoing contact. Unlike that media victim, the domestic violence victim

has a risk profile that does not fit into the zero-sum game in which harsh

treatment of the offender can only help and in no way hurt or puts at risk

the victim.

The uncertain status of the domestic violence victim in the pantheon

of crime victims is not the only problem for feminists. Many have raised

the danger of the victim role itself for the work of effectively forcing change

in the inequality of women within families (Brown 1995; Lamb 1996; Gavey

1999). Stressing the position of women as crime victims may endanger

the sense of agency necessary for effective political mobilization.6 By es-

tablishing the bar of women’s victimization at the high level of assault, do-

mestic violence policy and discourse may normalize forms of patriarchal

oppression that fail to match the popularized image of criminal violence.

Those who persist in raising these concerns are easier to marginalize as

whiners and moralists. “Normal” abuse gets codified as legitimate by the

criminalization of its aberrant cousin.

For present purposes, it is important to observe that domestic vio-

lence has become a potent grid of social meaning running through the

heart of intact families, a grid that can be activated intentionally and unin-

tentionally by different people in a family and that brings the power of

criminal justice agencies into the household. Domestic violence is also a

searing example of why governing through crime is not reducible to a set

of political interests or ideologies. The feminists who drove the domestic

violence movement had no ready, shared interest with more traditional

advocates of law-and-order crackdowns, and yet their interaction has cre-

ated a more potent and productive field of criminalization than existed

before. Moreover, second-wave feminists who saw in domestic violence a

deep truth of patriarchy that illuminated the role of the state and law in

enforcing masculine oppression of women were not deceived. The efficacy

that comes from making that truth public and demanding redress is an

example of how governing through crime works as a spiral of knowledge
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and power that enables, empowers, and produces as much as it represses,

incarcerates, and stigmatizes.

Child Custody Disputes

Story 2

John and Ariela are in a second marriage. John’s first ended with no chil-

dren. Ariela’s first produced three daughters. When Ariela’s first husband,

Dan, left her, their three daughters were ages 5, 3, and 6 months. Dan agreed

that full legal and physical custody of the girls would be with Ariela. After

a recent remarriage, Dan got more interested in developing relationships

with his daughters. He lived about 45 minutes from John and Ariela and

began to have more frequent visits with the girls, with Ariela’s support.

The oldest daughter, then 10, went on a monthlong vacation with Dan and

his family. Shortly after their return, Dan petitioned the court for full cus-

tody of all three girls. Dan claims that during their vacation, the oldest

daughter accused John and Ariela of using drugs in the house and made

other accusations indicative of emotional abuse. In response, Ariela ac-

cused Dan of having beaten her several times during their marriage. Dur-

ing an investigation by a state police agency known as Child Protective

Services, all three children were removed from John and Ariela’s home and

placed in foster care. Following an investigation, the case was retained by

the family court, which entered a new custody arrangement giving Dan joint

legal custody and full physical custody for six months, during which John

and Ariela agreed to enter drug treatment and submit drug tests to the

court. During this period, they would have supervised visits. Child Protec-

tive Services officers would also make unannounced visits to Dan’s home

during this period to interview his wife and the children concerning any

domestic violence.

Narrowing the Context

The story of John and Ariela is not necessarily typical of child custody dis-

putes, but it illustrates a theme that comes up in a great many of them: the

role of crime in child custody contests. Interestingly, the increasing role of

crime claims in child custody disputes today echo the largely ritualistic

narrative of moral wrongness embodied in the old system of fault-based
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divorce that began to disappear in the 1970s. Under the old fault system of

divorce, five different issues were contestable in a typical middle-class di-

vorce: (1) the basis of the divorce, (2) alimony, (3) child support, (4) prop-

erty distribution, and (5) custody of the children, all of them in large part

issues of matrimonial fault; in other words, determining which party to

blame for the breakdown of the marriage (Kay 2002/2003, 6). The first of

these, the grounds for divorce itself, were a primary subject of contesta-

tion. Until the spread of no-fault divorce laws beginning with California in

the 1970s, this basic issue was fought out in family court but in terms di-

rectly modeled on criminal law.

Joan Shafro (2001), who examined New York cases from the 1950s

through the 1970s, found that courts took fault grounds quite seriously

and expected the party seeking divorce to prove that the accused party

had committed a crimelike wrong against the marriage. The “extreme cru-

elty ground” was an especially critical pathway for “a divorce seeking wife in

the 50s and 60s,” and courts would not accept “any farce” but presumed that

they had a legitimate preference for preserving marriage. Drug abuse by one

spouse, for example, was not sufficient per se for divorce unless the spouse

seeking the divorce demonstrated “significant detriment to the nonaddicted

spouse” (83).

Today, after the no-fault divorce revolution, the motivations for con-

flict in situations of dissolution remain, but only two of the five issues are

widely available for contest. The old battle about grounds for divorce has

mostly been abolished. Potential conflict over property distribution and

child support are circumvented by clear legal mandates. Alimony as a per-

manent payment for breach of the marital contract is gone, replaced by a

period of spousal support based on equitable considerations and need.

Only the last two, child custody and the issue of property distribution,

particularly the family home and who will control it, remain highly con-

testable. In this narrower contest, crime has asserted itself as the primary

domain in which feuding parents seek to distinguish themselves as moral

beings.

The Perils of Mediation

One piece of data comes from the field of mediation in California. Virtu-

ally all divorcing couples with children find themselves in mediation un-

less some extreme feature of the case, including the criminal conduct of
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one or the other, precludes it for preventive purposes. It thus offers a fairly

accurate picture of such families. In a snapshot study of families in medi-

ation in California in 1996,7 half (51 percent) of the mediation sessions

studied involved accusations leveled at one or both partners concerning

such crimes as “physical or sexual child abuse, child neglect or abduction,

substance abuse, or domestic violence” (Center for Families, Children, and

the Courts 1996, 6). In nearly a third of all such sessions, both parents made

cross accusations of criminal behavior. In 1993 and 1996 surveys of media-

tion in California, the family court investigators reported conducting an

investigation, which suggests the presence of a criminal accusation, in

fully a quarter of the families in the snapshot sample (9).

If a claim of violence is brought up during mediation, mediators are

required by law to notify police. Such agencies themselves take on a police-

like role with trained investigators who typically interview the immediate

parties, and likely witnesses including friends, relatives, and school employ-

ees. If investigators determine there is probable cause to believe abuse had

occurred, they will often initiate an action before a special court charged

with the care of dependent children. Courts in California and most states

have the mandate to protect children, and the power to remove children

from the homes of their parents and place them in foster care if necessary

to assure that protection.

Claims that a former partner used drugs in the household when the

children were present would be investigated by the family courts as part

of determining custody or reviewing a mediated agreement on custody.

These courts can and frequently do compel parents to undertake drug

treatment and provide drug tests to the court as a way of assuring their

compliance. If the drug use was mentioned in mediation, the mediator

could make similar recommendations to the court, or if in a county where

the parties have a right to terminate mediation with no report to the court,

the mediator may still recommend that a custody evaluation be ordered.

This would be a signal that most family court judges in the state would

recognize as indicating that some fact worthy of the court’s consideration

had emerged in mediation.

Domestic violence structures the process of mediation in important

ways. First, the process of mediation may pose a serious risk to the victim

in a pattern of domestic violence. If the mother has left the home and is in

a shelter or other secure place, the very trip to the mediation can mean se-

rious exposure to violence. In response to lobbying and lawsuits, most
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states now make the safety of domestic violence victims a primary consid-

eration in the conditions of mediation and whether it occurs at all. Second,

many state legislatures have acted to make domestic violence a dominant

consideration in the custody setting itself. California, for example, pro-

vides that “the Legislature further finds and declares that the perpetration

of child abuse or domestic violence in a household where a child resides is

detrimental to the child.” Many states also establish a rebuttable presump-

tion against physical custody for a parent if there has been a finding that he

or she committed an act of domestic violence within the previous five

years.8

1 Strike and You’re Out: Internalizing Crime 
Risk to Families

Story 3

Pearl Rucker is a grandmother and a resident of public housing. After

her daughter was arrested for possessing cocaine three blocks from the

public housing project where she lived, Rucker was informed that she

was being evicted from her apartment in accordance with a provision of

her lease placed there in compliance with Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988.9

The Act provided that “public housing agency shall utilize leases which . . .

provide that any criminal activity that threatens the health, safety, or

right to peaceful enjoyment of the premises by other tenants or any drug-

related criminal activity on or off such premises, engaged in by a public

housing tenant, any member of the tenant’s household, or any guest or

other person under the tenant’s control, shall be cause for termination of

tenancy.”

Rucker had actively sought to keep her mentally ill daughter off

drugs, including placing her in drug treatment programs and searching

her room in the family’s public housing apartment. She and several other

tenants challenged the policy, arguing that the law must be read as not

requiring the eviction of “innocent” tenants who did not know that their

family member possessed drugs, and that if it so required, the statute vi-

olated the constitutional rights of such innocent tenants. The Ninth Cir-

cuit Court of Appeals, sitting en banc, held that the requirement was an

unreasonable interpretation of the statutory scheme. The Supreme Court

reversed that ruling and reinstated Ms. Rucker’s eviction, holding that
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Congress could rationally experiment with the effectiveness of strict lia-

bility policies.10

First introduced by the administration of President George H. W. Bush

in 1988, the policy under which Pearl Rucker was evicted began as a grant of

authority to local housing officials to use leases to remove families with se-

rious crime problems that were endangering other residents. It was re-

born in 1996 after President Clinton referred to a strengthened version of

the regulation as a “one strike and you’re out” standard in his State of the

Union Address of that year. The new statute for the first time applied as

well to applicants for public housing. The new policies authorize and

encourage—but do not require—public housing authorities to do more

initial screening of potential residents for criminal behavior, and to evict

any current tenant deemed threatening to the safety or security of other

residents regardless of whether there was an arrest, a conviction, or whether

the incident actually took place in public housing (Renzetti 2001, 686).

An investigation by Human Rights Watch in 2004 found that local

housing authorities were in fact using this authority. According to federal

figures released to the organization, nearly 50,000 applicants for conven-

tional public housing were rejected because of the one-strike policy in

2002. Human Rights Watch estimates that as many as 3.5 million persons,

and thus any household they are part of, could be ineligible to receive pub-

lic housing as a result of the policy (2004, 33). Using the exclusionary power

associated with criminal designation to accomplish other organizational

goals (like ridding schools of poor test takers or ridding public housing of

waiting lists) is a pattern that we will see recur in the way different institu-

tions respond to governing through crime.

The ratcheting up of the crime exclusion policy from public housing

illustrates the most visible aspect of governing through crime: the effort of

political leaders of both parties and of both the executive and Congress to

embrace crime suppression as a strong policy preference in almost any

field of social policy, here housing, and compete openly to establish harsher

and more exclusionary rules for the administrative state. The Supreme

Court, as noted, upheld the policy unanimously, making it an exemplary

case of what I have called “crime jurisprudence.” But the one-strike policy

reflects governing through crime in two of the deeper meanings identified

in our introduction.

In proposing these policies, and defending them before the courts, the

government has consistently argued two policy rationales: first, that the
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safety of public housing residents is the overwhelming interest of the gov-

ernment; second, that in a situation of severe scarcity in which a large pop-

ulation of homeless families and families with deficient housing are on

long waiting lists for any public housing, the one-strike rule is a useful and

appropriate way to eliminate large numbers of people without a case-by-

case determination of either their likely threat to public safety or their

needs.

The first rationale is consistent with a theme that spans governing

through crime: the clear priority given the prevention of specifically crim-

inal victimization over other kinds of risks or social inequities. These poli-

cies build on the zero-sum risk logic of contemporary penal sanctions:

virtually any increase in security for the public, no matter how small or

speculative, suffices to justify virtually any increase in risk for criminal of-

fenders, no matter how substantial and certain. The unanimous support

for upholding this policy against a due process challenge in the Supreme

Court reflects the broadly shared assumption that families face grave risks

of crime and this justifies government choosing between potential victims

and those who have been marked, however lightly, by criminal behavior.

Declining to find the one-strike policy unreasonable, the opinion of the

Supreme Court noted:

There is an obvious reason why Congress would have permitted

local public housing authorities to conduct no-fault evictions:

Regardless of knowledge, a tenant who “cannot control drug

crime, or other criminal activities by a household member

which threaten health or safety of other residents, is a threat to

other residents and the project.” . . . With drugs leading to “mur-

ders, muggings, and other forms of violence against tenants,”

and to the “deterioration of the physical environment that re-

quires substantial governmental expenditures,” . . . it was rea-

sonable for Congress to permit no-fault evictions in order to

“provide public and other federally assisted low-income housing

that is decent, safe, and free from illegal drugs.”11

The second rationale provides a nice illustration of a form of governing

through crime that one suspects is typical but is in fact hard to find explicitly

acknowledged, in which crime becomes an excuse to pursue another goal

or goals. Two distinct goals are visible in the government’s own articulation
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of the policy. One is the efficiency of using criminal conduct as a standard

to eliminate marginal cases without significant administrative investment.

“In deciding whether to admit applicants who are borderline in the PHA

[Public Housing Administration] evaluation process, the PHA should rec-

ognize that for every marginal applicant it admits, it is not admitting an-

other applicant who clearly meets the PHA’s evaluation standards” (Human

Rights Watch 2004, 19).

In this way, crime becomes an unacknowledged way of deciding who

does or does not deserve a public benefit. “Because of the extraordinary

demand for affordable rental housing, public and assisted housing should

be awarded to responsible individuals. It is reasonable to allocate scarcer

resources to those who play by the rules.” There is also the suggestion here

that this strategy will produce a more docile and governable public hous-

ing population. “There are many eligible, law-abiding families who are

waiting to live in public and assisted housing and who would readily re-

place evicted tenants” (20).

Whether the one-strike policy makes sense on the merits as a means of

public safety, distributional justice, or general administerability is, of

course, contestable. One has to factor in the significant distortions in how

criminal conduct becomes visible and the vast overconcentration of polic-

ing certain populations. For our purposes, however, the more salient point

is that the one-strike policy exemplifies the multiple dimensions along

which crime as a regulatory ideal shapes something presumably distinct

from criminal justice, such as public housing, and one with an enormous

impact on families, at least the families of the poor.

In practice, the bundle of housing policies associated with the one-

strike rule operates to compel the head of household in a public housing

unit, typically a woman, to police the criminal conduct of her children,

friends, and boyfriends, and anyone else they bring into the apartment.

The implications of this for battered women—who are particularly un-

likely to be able to suppress the criminality of the males in her life with ac-

ceptable risk to herself—has led to growing criticism of this and similar

policies by feminists and advocates of minority women. Some states have

actually targeted domestic violence as a particularly dangerous crime re-

quiring zero-tolerance evictions. Under these policies, now being challenged

in court, a woman who was victimized in her apartment by her nonresident

ex-husband or boyfriend would be automatically evicted. Though they
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acknowledged that the rule may be harsh on battered women, public

housing managers defended the policy as necessary to protect others from

victimization by exposure to domestic violence (Lewin 2001).

One-Strike Insurance Exclusions

The one-strike rule in federal public housing finds an echo in the middle-

class world of homeownership through a little-recognized, but increasingly

common, provision in insurance contracts known as the criminal act ex-

clusion. Originally intended to address the expensive but presumably rare

situation in which the victims of an intentional killer are able to recover

from the murderer’s homeowner policy—notwithstanding standard ex-

clusions for “expected or intended losses”—the broad provisions have

been generously interpreted by courts to exclude virtually any loss linked

to an arguably criminal action, no matter how accidental the loss.

Insurers justified these exclusion clauses as necessary checks on the

courts’ expansion of liability to include more deviant and deliberately

harmful behavior.12 More recent decisions, however, show courts inclined

to enforce criminal act exclusions, and in situations even more distant

from intentional harm than the kind of extreme behavior canvassed in

some of the above decisions. For example, in Horace Mann Insurance Co.

v. Drury (1994), a Georgia appellate court upheld the application of a

“criminal act” exclusion to a severe injury occasioned by mishandling of

firecrackers. A number of people were riding in a car along with a case of

more than 500 firecrackers. With one insured person driving, another in-

sured person tossed a lit firecracker out the passenger front window. The

wind blew it back through the rear window, igniting the firecrackers and

causing severe injuries to passenger Drury. The homeowner’s policy ex-

cluded acts “committed by or at the direction of any insured which consti-

tutes a violation of any criminal law or statute.”13 Although neither insured

person was charged, the insurer denied the claim. Under Georgia law, it is

a misdemeanor to be in possession of or to transport fireworks. After con-

sulting the dictionary definition of crime, the Georgia appeals court held

that the exclusion applied.

Here, the exclusion in this homeowner’s policy of coverage of

acts of an insured which constitute a violation “of any criminal
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law or statute” can only reasonably be read to exclude injuries

caused by illegal possession of firecrackers.14

Such an approach turns the crime into an all-powerful presumption in

favor of exclusion, without room for the analysis of risk that courts insisted

on under the “expected or intended act” exclusion. Those courts that have

limited its reading have emphasized the need to consider the risk, rather

than allowing its fit with the elements of a penal statute to define its nature

as a risk.

Courts have upheld the applicability of criminal act exclusions even in

the absence of criminal prosecution. In this regard, the clauses have become

the basis for a distinct kind of criminal law enforcement, one founded on

insurance and at the discretion of private interests. Insurance companies

have placed themselves in the position of the prosecutor’s discretion to

charge or not—even if they view themselves as not having discretion—

even when the statutory authority prosecutors rely on is absent.

Liability insurance for homeowners, professionals, and businesses

has been the major focus of criminal act exclusions, but they have begun

to appear as well in “first-party” forms of insurance, so called because

they provide benefits to the insured, rather than to parties allegedly in-

jured by the insured. One of the most dramatic examples of this practice,

because of its implications, involves employer-provided health insurance.

Randy Slovacek was injured in a single-car accident in West Tawakoni,

Texas. A blood test at the hospital measured his blood alcohol content at

more than three times the legal limit, but no criminal charges were ever

filed against him. The company hired to manage claims for Slovacek’s

employer plan approved his medical bills, but when the plan sought reim-

bursement from its “stop-loss” carrier,15 that carrier refused to pay, arguing

that its obligation to assume payment for medical bills exceeding $55,000

existed only for “covered expenses,” which excluded Slovacek’s losses. The

stop-loss carrier’s argument was founded in an exclusion clause nested

within the plan’s official description,16 which purports to exclude cover-

age for:

Treatment or service resulting from or occurring (a) during the

commission of a crime by the participant; or (b) while engaged

in an illegal act (including DWI) illegal occupation or aggra-

vated assault.17
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The plan administrators claimed in their own defense that they ap-

proved coverage on the theory that the exclusion applied only in cases in

which “a beneficiary was convicted of an illegal act.” The federal district

court, however, favored the stop-loss carrier’s reading of the clause.

The Court finds that Exclusion 14 is unambiguous. It is unrea-

sonable to read the term “illegal act” as requiring judicial action

and conviction. Driving while “intoxicated,” as that term is de-

fined by Texas law, is illegal whether a person is convicted of the

crime or not. The drafters of this exclusion could have required

a conviction for Exclusion 14 to apply by including such lan-

guage in the Plan. The natural meaning of the term does not in-

clude such a requirement.18

The broadening of criminal act exclusions to reach all manner of

losses unintended by the insured threatens the safety net that access to

homeowners and commercial insurance is supposed to provide to the

American middle class. Homeownership is a key element of middle-class

status in America and homeowners insurance is an absolute requirement

for obtaining a mortgage. Other first-party benefits, including health care,

could potentially follow the same logic, making crime a basic dividing line

between those we enable the modicum of middle-class security associated

with insurance and those we abandon to the world of risk and uncertainty

to which we regularly relegate the working poor. Imagine, for example,

that critical surgery were to be denied your child because he tested positive

for marijuana following a severe automobile accident in which he was in-

volved.19

Consuming Security

For families, both poor and middle class, these social and legal policies op-

erate to channel responsibility for managing crime risks of household

members, especially children, into the family itself. As other institutions,

from preschools through colleges, ratchet up the significance of behavior

they deem criminal or crimelike, governing the crime risk of one’s chil-

dren has become a major concern for parents in all social classes. For those

with sufficient economic means, the new initiatives to police the family are

simply the other side of the new social contract they have consented to by
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living in gated communities, sending their children to high-security schools,

and shopping in high-security malls. For these parents, the policing of the

family is likely to be delegated to the same kind of professional security-

oriented services that already manage so much of the lived environment. A

growing industry of private family disciplinary institutions are cropping

up to replace the old treatment-oriented social sector that juvenile courts

created. The most costly and coercive are expensive private boot camps

that combine physical discipline with militaristic drilling and motiva-

tional messages about obedience, aimed at parents coping with immediate

consequences of school expulsions and threats of worse.20 A search on the

Web locates dozens of companies operating boot camps and treatment fa-

cilities aimed at specific problems with children ranging from drug use to

disobedience and dating issues. Here we are at a great remove from the

state prisons to which a largely minority population is relegated by state

actors; we deal with a range of middle- and upper-class consumers exer-

cising their market power to bring a crimelike model of governance to

bear on themselves and their children.

Boot camps and other commodified forms of criminal justice gover-

nance (e.g., home drug testing kits, home surveillance technology) aim at

internalizing the costs of crimes committed by dependent minors within

the family but in a way that bears little necessary relationship to actual

risks. Criminal acts of children become the occasion for what amounts

to a partial disenfranchisement of the family from the common institu-

tions of risk sharing in America, such as public schools and private in-

surance. Because the effects of exclusion can be potentially devastating

to a family—loss of public housing, eligibility for college loans, etc.—and

far out of proportion to the risks created by the criminal conduct of the

children, parents are compelled to invest heavily in disciplinary technolo-

gies and knowledge.

The softer side of this is coextensive with the arrangements many

middle-class families already make to secure their family from crime. Liv-

ing in a security subdivision, going to a security-conscious suburban mid-

dle school, being driven between these places in SUVs marketed as crime

resistant, children are surrounded by technologies and services aimed at

making them secure from criminal attack. Many of the same approaches

are key to helping parents prevent their children from committing crimes,

especially the public-order and drug crimes that suburban parents most

fear. When parents are encouraged to make sure their children are in some
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kind of organized after-school program until the parents themselves come

home and resume control, and are encouraged to provide their own private

motorized transportation between the school and any such program, all

in the name of lowering their odds of becoming a crime victim—they are

also preventing their child from opportunities to sell drugs, commit acts of

vandalism, and assault other children. Yet this circuit of parental attention

driven by the risk of their children’s behavior being defined as criminal or

crime like is costly.

For parents with few resources to access the market, or little cultural

understanding of the priority that Americans place on security from

crime, the encounters are likely to be more state centered and coercive. The

message to parents is that the repression of criminal conduct must take

priority over any other objectives of child rearing and that parents will be

expected to accomplish this largely on their own or with what they can

purchase. Anthropology graduate student Thomas J. Douglas writes in a

recent academic newsletter of a parenting workshop for Cambodian im-

migrants he observed in West Seattle:

I knew from my previous volunteer work, that social workers

view Cambodian children as “high risk” for not completing their

education. So, I was not at all surprised to see a West Seattle

school offering “education” for Cambodian parents. I went ex-

pecting to hear presentations from teachers, counselors, and

school administrators on what parents can do to help their chil-

dren be successful students. I was taken aback when I learned

that the only two speakers for the event were a lieutenant from

the police department and a former law professor who currently

sits as a municipal judge for the juvenile courts. Rather than fo-

cusing on education, they spent the evening on domestic vio-

lence, truancy, and especially, issues of parental liability. (Dou-

glas 2001, 1)

It is also primarily as parents that Americans from a whole range of

economic and social positions have found themselves supporting the legal

policies that lead to mass imprisonment. The highly privatized security

system they have invested their families in produce collective insecurities

that can be addressed only by incapacitating incarceration. But the same

publics whose party independence and high voter participation give them

extraordinary political influence in the election system are unwilling to
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agree to virtually any development that increases the risk of crime or dis-

order, no matter how valuable those might be to the community as a

whole. The centrality of fear of crime as a motivation and the centrality of

security as a promise create a strong sense of entitlement. One indication

of this is the fearsome degree to which the phenomenon once known as

NIMBY (Not In My Back Yard) has proliferated from local struggles

against drug treatment centers or halfway houses to even sports fields and

schools because these are perceived as linked to disorder and, ultimately,

crime (Herszenhorn 2000).

Because contemporary suburban spaces are organized to address the

fears of parents about their young children, they provide almost nothing

but provocations to teenagers. The same landscape that enabled the control

of small children makes it very hard to keep teenagers under control once

they leave the house. In such a context, it is likely both that teenagers will

inevitably generate lots of the public-order crimes that contribute to fear,

and that measures to collectively police such problems will be ineffec-

tive. One result may be continued pressure to make parents accountable

as governors of their children through homeowners associations (if they

do not exclude children altogether) or criminal liability (a topic we take

up below).

It is most difficult to imagine what the boundaries of “personal secu-

rity” are. There is always a moment when a person must get out of an SUV

or walk out of an airport or hotel or shopping mall. The more secure the

design, the fewer such situations will be, and the more the design will at-

tempt to address such problems with additional surveillance, private secu-

rity, and screening that make parking lots or urban mall entrances an ex-

tension of the security space. Personal security extends and supplements

these extensions, but always at the cost of adding new possibilities of fail-

ure and loss.

In several ways, this suggests that the gated community and its ana-

logues, built to address the problem crime posed for the family, are likely

to guarantee that crime dominates the governance of the family for a long

time to come. First, these landscapes are not only conducive to the kinds of

public-order crimes that generate fear of cities in the first place, but also

produce, because of the hypercontrolled nature of their internal spaces, a

standard of security comfort that virtually no external environment can

sustain, unless that external environment itself becomes a larger internal

space. As the family is placed in ever more nested security, the goal is
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redundancy. Locked inside SUVs, parked in a secured garage, locked in-

side a “gated” and privately policed subdivision, the contemporary subur-

ban family is arriving at an “equilibrium” as circumscribed as the much-

feared career criminal, locked inside a high-technology armored cell within

a super-max prison.21

Conclusion: Crime-Centered Families

The “child-centered family” was the description often used to describe the

post–World War II families being grown in America’s new “bedroom com-

munities.” This interpretation captured a good deal of the energetic inno-

vation in governance concentrated around issues like the food supply,

public morality in schools, prayer, integration, and so on. As our examina-

tion of the governance of the family suggests, the child, now reconfigured

as a nexus of crime, remains very much at the center. This is true both for

the family and for the penumbra of helping professions that operate

around it.

The fact that the state now prioritizes the family as a site of crime

(domestic violence) and criminals ( juvenile delinquents) is one of sev-

eral key factors. Parents, and the institutions like the market and the state,

that they turn to for help in fulfilling their governance roles, have also

become saturated with crime. It also means, at its most perverse, that in-

dividuals for whom the meanings and metaphors of crime become truly

compelling may act out their own conflicts within the potent terms of

this scenario.

This is not to say that a single monolithic trend is altering the family.

The picture of the family as a governable space regarding domestic vio-

lence is much different than the one that emerges from the gated commu-

nity. In one context, the family appears as a nest of potential conflicts and

abuses with the possibility that surveillance, deterrence, and punishment

must be carried down to the micro level. In another, the family appears as

a “crime-free zone.”22 In one frame, parents (father and mother) are po-

tential offenders; in another, they are potential victims and, most impor-

tant, the parents of potential victims. In one context, the state operates as a

coercive agency ready to involve itself in intimate family decisions should

violence and crime emerge either from or near their midst. But at the same
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time, in a different context, the state, so powerful for some, devolves into a

distant and largely ineffectual force that cannot be relied upon to provide

even minimal family security.

What is remarkable is how much the three themes we have explored

in this chapter—domestic violence, the growing priority for parents of

crime suppression in their childrearing, and the ceaseless quest to keep the

spatial site of the family crime free—coalesce. It is not that they are all sub-

ject to the same grand theory, but rather they can exist in a common space

of knowledge and power, a space in which the family as both analytic and

political unit is splayed along surfaces of crime.

There is also a normative case for worrying about governing the fam-

ily through crime, that is local to the family, (rather than simply derived

from my global claims about democracy and governing through crime),

that takes a weak and a strong form. The weak concern is that governing

the family through crime ties families to a set of strategies and technolo-

gies that are increasingly burdensome, especially at a time when either one

or both parents provide income essential to the family.

The stronger concern is that governing the family through crime, at

least as it has developed in the United States, is making a functional post-

patriarchal domestic order harder to imagine or negotiate, leaving men

and women to seek to shape order through their capacity to articulate fear

of crime. The culture of crime fear around the family is in part a displace-

ment of social unease with the new roles of women in the workplace and

family (Glassner 1999, 31; Garland 2001a). The endless stories of pedophiles

and Halloween sadists trying to hurt children that anyone coming of age

in America after 1960 can remember personally, operate both to produce

guilt on those parents who cannot dedicate personal time to the policing

of their children and to valorize those parents who represent “the antithe-

sis of those trends—full time housewives and employed moms who re-

turned early from work to throw safe trick-or-treat parties for their chil-

dren and their children’s friends in their homes or churches, or simply to

escort their kids on their rounds and inspect the treats” (Glassner 1999, 31).

Once a space deemed too private for the intrusion of criminal justice,

the family has become crisscrossed by tension resulting from crime, domes-

tic violence, child abuse, school misconduct, and housing and insurance

exclusions. The family is also where we most directly experience the arts

of governance, both as subjects and, for those of us who become parents,
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rulers of a most uncertain and frail sort. Perhaps no other set of relation-

ships more powerfully anchors the constellation of meanings and practices

we call governing through crime. In a very real sense, our ability to roll back

the penal state and its mass imprisonment may depend most on our ability

to talk ourselves down from the way we prioritize the avoidance of crime

risk in shaping our family life.
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Safe Schools

Reforming Education Through Crime

Ageneration ago, racial inequality served as the pivot around which a

vast reworking of governance of public schools took place.1 As David

Kirp observed of this period:

Support for schooling increased dramatically at every level of

government. . . . The ideas of racial equality and educational re-

form were closely intertwined. The demand for racial justice

formed part of the call for modernization, and the availability of

new resources made attentiveness to race specific issues politi-

cally more palatable. (1982, 297)

Today, crime in and around schools is playing a similar role as the

problem that must be confronted and documented by a reinforcing spiral

of political will and the production of new knowledge about school crime.

Ironically, the genealogy of crime as a political problem in schools may

have had its most salient recent origins in the desegregation era and the of-

ten violent conflicts that arose around efforts to dismantle racially bifur-

cated public school systems. Although the stamp of desegregation remains

on many public school systems today, by the late 1970s, it had largely run

its course, defeated by private action and judicial retreat. In the same pe-

riod, crime became an increasing influence on school governance.

In the succeeding decades, the criminalization of schools (Giroux

2003) has been accelerated by several other factors arguably external to

them. First, there are fresh historical memories of the high tides of youth-

ful violence during the 1960s and again in the 1980s. Second, the associa-

tion of youth culture with drugs and drug trafficking, a linkage that began

7
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in the 1960s, and during the 1980s was framed as a major source of threat to

the safety and educational mission of schools. Third, a growing right-wing

movement against public schools—at least those that also involve unions

and elected school board supervision—has found it extremely useful to

frame the public schools as being rife with crime.

The media have picked up on all these themes. Few issues are as likely

to keep parents awake for the 11 p.m. local news broadcast as the latest

breaking story on crime in schools.2 For many middle-class Americans

whose children will virtually never encounter guns or even knife fights at

school, the real and imagined pictures of violence-plagued public schools

in inner-city communities have created a neural pathway to the concept of

public school. The result has been policies in suburban schools that paral-

lel, in sometimes softer forms, the fortress tactics employed at front-line

inner-city schools. As of the 1996–97 school year, 96 percent of public

schools required a visitor to sign in before entering a school building, and

80 percent had “closed-campus” policies barring most students from leav-

ing during school hours (Riley & Reno 1998, 14). More than three-quarters

of all public schools in a national sample study completed in 2000 in-

cluded “prevention curriculum, instruction, or training” and had “archi-

tectural features of the school” that were devoted to prevention of crime

and “problem behavior” (DeVoe et al. 2004, 3).

But even the harder edge of fortress tactics themselves—including

mandatory drug testing, metal detectors, and searches—are hardly confined

to a handful of the most crime ridden schools in America. More than half of

all schools in the same 2000 sample had security and surveillance systems in

place at the school (DeVoe et al. 2004, 3). In the 1996–97 survey, 22 percent of

the schools had a police officer or other law enforcement representative sta-

tioned on the premises at some time during the school day (6 percent for at

least 30 hours in a typical week), 19 percent conducted drug sweeps, 4 per-

cent conducted random metal detector checks, and 1 percent routinely

screened students with a metal detector (Riley & Reno 1998).

Consider the signs that now surround the entrances to public schools

in cities all over the United States, including Ponce De Leon Middle School,

located in high-income Coral Gables, Florida: “DRUG FREE SCHOOL

ZONE, minimum 3 years in prison,” and “YOUTH CRIME WATCH, to re-

port: 757-0514 or Your Local Police Department.” The school is not consid-

ered among the worst or among the best in the system. It has a highly di-

verse student population including whites, Hispanics, and blacks. In front
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of the school, parents wait to pick up their children driving everything

from a Mercedes SUV to a Ford Escort.

Schools have long been considered the most important gateway to cit-

izenship in the modern state. Symbolically, few places are more laden with

sovereign significance than the entryway to a public school, which for mil-

lions of citizens is their first, most enabling, and most enduring experience

of governance in action. In the real and iconic experience in which a par-

ent conducts a child to the entrance of a school and then bids him or her

farewell are the beginnings of the transformations that conduct a subject

from the pure monarchy of the family to the status of a free and responsi-

ble adult. In France, a nation rarely shy about enforcing nationalism with

law, schools are mandated to inscribe the words “liberté, éqalité, frater-

nité” over their entrance. Today, in the United States, it is crime that dom-

inates the symbolic passageway to school and citizenship. And behind this

surface, the pathways of knowledge and power within the school are in-

creasingly being shaped by crime as the model problem,3 and tools of

criminal justice as the dominant technologies. Through the introduction

of police, probation officers, prosecutors, and a host of private security

professionals into the schools, new forms of expertise now openly com-

pete with pedagogic knowledge and authority for shaping routines and

rituals of schools.

My primary interest in this chapter is the way crime has become an

axis around which to recast much of the form and substance of schools,

and the effects of this enormous channeling of attention to schools through

the lens of crime. One result is a reframing of students as a population of

potential victims and perpetrators. At its core, the implicit fallacy domi-

nating many school policy debates today consists of a gross conflation of

virtually all the vulnerabilities of children and youth into variations on the

theme of crime. This may work to raise the salience of education on the

public agenda, but at the cost to students of an education embedded with

themes of “accountability,”“zero tolerance,” and “norm shaping.”

Another result is a legal “leveling” of the space between education and

juvenile delinquency. In an earlier era, progressives dreamed of expanding

the juvenile delinquency model into an overall expert regulation of youth.

We seem to be approaching this horizon in a wholly different way. Today,

the merging of school and penal system has resulted in speeding the col-

lapse of the progressive project of education and tilting the administration

of schools toward a highly authoritarian and mechanistic model.
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Serious crime is a substantial problem in a relatively small but hardly

random portion of American schools and a small but understandably

frightening problem in many others. In the first part of this chapter, we

will take a look through the lens of recent ethnographies at some of those

schools where the threat of violent crime—of males shooting other males

or sexually assaulting females—is real enough to influence almost every-

body’s actions. Crime in such schools is truly a mode of governance at the

individual level in the sense that it is a strategy for conduct on the conduct

of others. Punishment and policing have come to at least compete with, if

not replace, teaching as the dominant modes of socialization. But the very

real violence of a few schools concentrated in zones of hardened poverty

and social disadvantage has provided a “truth” of school crime that circu-

lates across whole school systems.4

Governing Crime in Schools

Crimes, including crimes of violence, are a real part of the American

school experience at the turn of the twenty-first century, and not only in

the poorest communities. Since the mid-1990s, crime in schools has be-

come the subject of almost frantic data collection. Numbers, like the 3 mil-

lion school crimes per year cited by President Bush, bounce from Web

page to magazine article to speech. In response to federal mandates, states

have begun their own process of data collection. According to recent fed-

eral statistics, 56 percent of public high schools in the nation reported at

least one criminal incident to police in the 1996–1997 academic year, and

21 percent reported at least one serious violent crime in that period. In more

than 10 percent of all public high schools, there was at least one physical

attack or fight involving a weapon, and in 8 percent there was at least one

rape or sexual assault (Sheley 2000, 37).

Schools with serious incidents of violence have increasingly become

high-security environments. Anthropologist John Devine describes a de-

cade of ethnography at one such high school in New York in his book,

Maximum Security (1996). Devine’s ethnographic “cover” was running a

tutorial program in which graduate students at New York University did

both research and tutoring in academically needy public schools. Con-

sistent with our genealogy, the older teachers interviewed by Devine could

not remember any regular security guards in the school before 1968 or
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1969, when some schools began to post a guard near the main entrance

in response to volatile demonstrations over teacher strikes and decen-

tralization.5

By the late 1980s, the security response had become a dominant pres-

ence for both staff and design, “as space is rearranged to accommodate

metal detectors and the auxiliary technologies they spawn” (Devine 1996,

76). New York employed 3,200 uniformed school safety officers at the time

of Devine’s observations, constituting the ninth-largest police department

in the United States until it was integrated into the New York City Police

Department by Mayor Giuliani. When various assistant principals and

“deans” are factored in, the security apparatus that Devine observed

amounted to 110 people in one school that had a teaching staff of 150 (78).

Entrance to school required passing by a guard-supervised computer that

read the student’s ID and kept a time log of entrances and exits (80).

Devine consciously resisted being drawn into the debate about objec-

tive crime trends, the various metrics of violence in schools and how much

it differs from years past, metrics that are themselves the products of gov-

erning through crime. He situated his account against both liberal critics of

school policy, who saw school crime as a complete charade to justify op-

pressive administration of a failed educational program, and the conser-

vative view that school violence demonstrated either the ultimately cor-

rupting process of liberal secular education or that public schools were too

chaotic to be saved. More relevant to the experience of students and staff

was the very real possibility of guns being introduced into conflicts at

school. Of the 41 schools with the greatest violence problems in the system,

several of which fell into his tutorial program, Devine reports a total of 129

“gun incidents” in a year (23).6 With an average of three gun incidents a

year happening in each of these schools, it would be reasonable for every

student, teacher, and staff person in the school to consider gun violence a

real possibility to be taken into account in the management of everyday life.

One result of the prevalence of violence and the importance of re-

sponding to it is that teachers have increasingly been withdrawn from the

field of norm enforcement in favor of the professional security staff.7 The

corridors, the site of most significant social behavior in high school, are

wholly the space of security personnel. The classrooms remain the sanc-

tum of the teachers, but the security personnel are even called into class-

rooms when behavior becomes disruptive. Indeed, Devine (1996, 27) finds

that security guards have become critical sources of normative guidance
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for students. Despite the vastness of the technosecurity apparatus—

surveillance, metal detectors, drug tests, and locker searches—the remark-

able fact is how much that apparatus overlooks, and how often it fails to

function. This is not a system bent on discovering every violation, but

rather one that ignores violations that do not reach a sufficiently danger-

ous level. “Meticulous observation of detail has given way to a willful de-

termination not to see misbehavior and even outright crime.”8

A central node in today’s inner city schools—competing with the class-

room and the playground as spaces of education and self-fashioning—are

the spaces given over to in-school detentions that informants in Ann Fer-

guson’s (2000) study of Chicago schools called “the punishing room.”

In the Punishing Room, school identities and reputations are

constituted, negotiated, challenged, confirmed for African Amer-

ican youth in a process of categorization, reward and punish-

ment, humiliation, and banishment. Children passing through

the system are marked and categorized as they encounter state

laws, school rules, tests and exams, psychological remedies,

screening committees, penalties and punishments, rewards and

praise. Identities that are worthy, hardworking, devious, or dan-

gerous are proffered, assumed, or rejected. (40–41)

These in-school detentions are considered necessary to maintain an edu-

cational atmosphere in the classroom and a better alternative than suspen-

sion, but they are producing something similar to what criminologists

once called “prisonization” (Clemmer 1940), a powerful normative pull of

peer culture that undermines the institution’s goals.

At the level of whole school systems, many of these inner-city schools

themselves have become larger instantiations of punishing rooms, identi-

fied by students and parents as places of disorder and risk. New York’s

highly hierarchical and largely merit-based system of high schools means

that, for students living in the poorest sections, the only way to avoid the

neighborhood high school is through competitive admission to one of the

city’s well-known magnet programs (Devine 1996). Crime plays a crucial

motivating role in this dynamic. Students are exhorted to compete for the

elite special-admission high schools and even the broad middle tier of ed-

ucationally oriented magnet schools not simply for what admission would

do for their college admissions prospects and future earnings, but quite
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specifically to avoid the chaos and violence of the large neighborhood high

schools that are the catchall for those left behind.

Crime, and especially gun violence, has touched an astoundingly wide

variety of American high schools. In the 1996–97 school year, for exam-

ple, 10 percent of public schools nationwide reported at least one serious

violent crime (Riley & Reno 1998, 11). A recent study found that “nearly all

U.S. public schools are using a variety of delinquency prevention pro-

grams and disciplinary practices” (NIJ 2004, ii). When a problem for 10

percent becomes a paradigm for all, it is the mark of the hold of crime

over our contemporary political imagination. Most violent crime is con-

centrated in sociologically identifiable communities, especially urban mi-

nority neighborhoods with high rates of unemployment and poverty.

Thus out of every 1,000 teachers, nearly 40 in urban schools in 1996–97

were (nonfatal) crime victims, in contrast with 20 in suburban schools

and 22 in rural schools. The framing of the danger as a national problem

facing schools everywhere is an essentially political act that has conse-

quences for schools environmentally, physically, pedagogically, and in

terms of governance.

As in the earlier era of reforming schools for racial equality, the fed-

eral government has played a crucial role in making crime a national

problem for schools, and crime prevention a national agenda for school

reform, using incentives and sanctions to spread it across state and local

systems. David Kirp (1982) described the implementation of desegregation

as creating a standard operational meaning of equality:

Policy aspires to uniformity. Policy is proposed for the country

as if equality had an unvarying meaning from place to place,

and in terms of fixed goals, as if there existed an ideal end state.

Such remedies as extensive busing, vouchers, special “magnet”

schools, or metropolitan-wide districts are proffered with little

attention to context; each is advanced as if it were a panacea for

all the ills of racism. (xx)

In both desegregation and the war on crime, court cases and legisla-

tion have played a significant role in constructing a national problem and

national solutions to making schools work. For racial equality, the signal

year was 1965, when the Elementary and Secondary Education Act invested

billions of federal dollars in poor schools provided they complied with
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desegregation orders.9 For safe schools, the pivotal legislation was the Safe

Schools Act of 1994.

Nationalizing the Problem: The Safe Schools Act 
of 1994

Though the battles over schools and racial inequality in the 1960s helped

forge an initial link between schools and violence, by the end of the 1970s

this had largely faded, along with the conflict over desegregation plans that

had sparked it. By the time schools came back on the national agenda with

the 1983 Carnegie Foundation Report A Nation at Risk, it was not racial ine-

quality or crime but educational failure that was the dominant concern, es-

pecially declining test scores of American students at all levels. Even as late as

1990, when the first President Bush convened a national conference of all 50

governors to frame a national education agenda (with then-Governor of

Arkansas, Bill Clinton playing a leading role), concerns about crime formed

only one of six goals to be achieved by the year 2000:

1. All children in America will start school ready to learn.

2. The high school graduation rate will increase to at least 90 percent.

3. American students will leave grades four, eight, and twelve having

demonstrated competence in challenging subject matter, including

English, mathematics, science, history, and geography; and every

school in America will ensure that all students learn to use their

minds well, so they may be prepared for responsible citizenship, fur-

ther learning, and productive employment in our modern economy.

4. U.S. students will be first in the world in science and mathematics

achievement.

5. Every adult American will be literate and will possess the knowledge

and skills necessary to compete in a global economy and exercise the

rights and responsibilities of citizenship.

6. Every school in America will be free of drugs and violence and will of-

fer a disciplined environment conducive to learning (Gronlund 1993).

This last short statement sets up a complex equation among three

elements—drugs, violence, and lack of discipline—which helps explain why

more than any of the other goals, number 6 has become central to the re-

shaping of schools. This formula has been productive for several reasons.
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First, by emphasizing violence, goal 6 was the only one that gestured in the

direction of the largely poor and minority school populations in neighbor-

hoods where armed violence among youths was a real risk to spill over into

schools. Meanwhile, racial justice—once the dominant model of educa-

tional modernization—had disappeared altogether in the 1990 statement.

Second, by linking drugs to violence, it brings a far broader swath of Ameri-

can schools into the problem. Violence truly plagues only a small number of

schools concentrated in areas of hardened poverty. But drugs are as likely to

be sold among, and used by, students in suburban high schools as inner-city

ones. Third, by linking both to lack of discipline among students, the equa-

tion makes crime control a vehicle for improving the educational function

of schools. Schools dominated by a culture friendly to drugs and marked by

violence were presumed to be a causal explanation of the declining educa-

tional achievement of American students. Still, as late as 1990, the violence-

drugs-discipline triangle constituted only one of six points highlighted by

the chief executives. In this context, it’s not hard to understand how the esca-

lation of the youth homicide rate beginning in the late 1980s became a major

political issue in the 1990s. Though most of the attention focused on

whether the juvenile justice system could respond adequately to such lethal

violence, the age of the perpetrators and victims put schools in the picture.

At the political level, the mid-1990s saw the locking into place of a broad con-

sensus that school violence was a primary problem for American education

and that the problem could be addressed only by more security and technol-

ogy. There has been little confusion about what this means in terms of where

the ideas and methods will come from in reshaping American schools.

Police had been around schools for a generation as a service function. Now

they were to become a moralizing force. John Devine (1996) quotes the

then-current report “rethinking” school safety in New York as advocating a

wholesale adoption of the approach of enlightened police departments:

We recommend that in many respects, large and small, the Divi-

sion [of school safety of the Board of Education] should look for

guidance to the practices of other law enforcement and public

safety organizations, and then tailor those practices and policies

to the unique environment of the school. (204)

The creation of a national model of crime governance for schools

moved rapidly after Congress enacted the Safe Schools Act in 1994 as part

of a larger bill on crime that followed the collapse of the Clinton health
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reform plan and culminated in the 1994 elections.10 Following the pattern

set down in the landmark 1968 Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets

Act—notice the parallel of qualifying streets and schools as safe by legisla-

tion, the actual logic of which is to define both as dangerous—Congress

appropriated significant new funds, conditioning eligibility for this funding

on the adoption by states and local school districts of techniques of knowl-

edge and power calculated to focus more governance attention and re-

sources on crime in schools, while assuring a more rapid and punitive re-

sponse toward it.

This move to nationalize the security response has had impressive re-

sults. According to one survey, more than 90 percent of schools have zero-

tolerance policies in place for weapons possession. More than 80 percent

have recently revised their disciplinary codes to make them more punitive.

Nearly 75 percent have been declared “drug-free” zones, 66 percent, “gun-

free” zones. More than half have introduced locker searches (Sheley 2000,

39). A national market in expertise and program ideas has come into exis-

tence in the last two decades. It provides school administrators with a

ready-made set of strategies for raising funds, establishing interventions

successful in at least their own carefully defined terms, and creating a flow

of information from schools to government and then government to the

public about school crime and the response to it.

A closer look at parts of the Safe Schools Act and the federal and state

policies that have followed it identifies several main mechanisms through

which crime is made a central problem of school governance.

Making Crime Visible

The Safe Schools Act operates far beyond the simple application of money

to a local problem; rather, it requires changes in the way knowledge flows

and decisions are made within schools. Although many of these provi-

sions reflect the very best social science–informed policy thinking about

crime and youth populations, they also represent the triumph of crime

over other agendas for reimagining schools. The creation of new pathways

for knowledge to circulate within the school, and new rationalities of

decision-making, are likely to keep schools locked into the dynamic of

crime and security for a long time to come.

To qualify for federal money under the Safe Schools Act, schools must

first demonstrate that they have a “serious problem with school crime,
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violence, and student discipline” (Eckland 1999, 312). This requires schools

to develop their own data collection systems for crime, and to assess what

kinds of incidents to count, an exercise that school administrators have

every incentive to make as expansive as possible.

The law calls into existence a whole series of information streams

about crime in schools that assures that whatever else happens, knowledge

about crime is going to be brought to the attention of school officials,

teachers, and parents. This helps assure that one thing almost everyone in-

terested in schools will know about particular schools, along with the ubiq-

uitous test scores, is information, potentially a lot of information, about the

crime scene there. Parents looking for ways to assure themselves they are

doing their duty to their children will have this information available.

Higher public education officials looking for metrics to evaluate principals

will have this information available. While seemingly innocuous, the estab-

lishment of such information flows assures a priority for crime in contexts

where people are looking for ways to differentiate between competing alter-

natives (employees, schools, housing complexes, etc.).

Building a Crime Constituency in the Community

The Safe Schools Act also makes clear that schools must build community

support for a security program. For example, selection criteria governing

funding explicitly favors repeat awards for schools that can turn out the

highest levels of participation by parents and community residents for

funded projects and activities focused on school crime and safety. At the

other end of the process, schools that receive funding must mount a sig-

nificant campaign to make the public aware of both the crime problem

and the progress being made to solve it. Both these features may be lauda-

tory efforts to assure that federal funds flow to programs that receive at

least tacit public approval through participation. The result is to build—

within the heart of local school districts, one of the oldest institutions of

American democracy—enduring structures of intervention, knowledge

production, and consent formation, all designed in response to crime.

Hardening School Discipline

A prime target of the 1994 law was the existing disciplinary apparatus

within schools. An earlier generation had insisted that, schools, without
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normalizing deviance, protect young people from criminalization and ex-

clusion. In the early 1990s most schools remained highly protective of stu-

dents, avoiding sanctions like suspension or expulsion that would genuinely

disadvantage their educational prospects, generally distinguishing school

discipline from that meted out by the police and court system. At this time,

however, such policies became the target of a critique that has since been

the cutting edge of governing through crime reform in many institutions.

Informal and highly discretionary disciplinary systems are perceived as hav-

ing denigrated victims, failed to correct offenders, and betrayed the public

interest in stamping out crime before it becomes dangerous to the general

community.

This critique is built into the qualifying provisions of the Safe

Schools Act. To qualify for federal funds under the Act, the school district

must already have written policies detailing a) its internal procedures, b)

clear conditions under which exclusion will be imposed, and c) close co-

operation with police and juvenile justice agencies. The requirement

that schools formalize their disciplinary policies is a crucial step in in-

tensifying the flow of information from schools about the disciplinary

violations now being constituted as quasi-crimes. At the harder end, vio-

lations that would constitute acts of juvenile delinquency under the pre-

vailing legal code must be reported. At the softer end, the accumulation

of statistics on incidents will become the raw material for the evaluation

studies that the Act mandates as the follow-up to any successful applica-

tion for funding.

Nationalizing School Crime Expertise

The school must also have put together a crime-fighting strategy. In prac-

tice, this means turning to one of a growing number of technologies and

forms of expertise that have been nationally “accredited.” The school must

present a plan for drawing on a range of these resources, and a specific set

of goals that the school hopes to achieve with them. These goals become

critical in the audit side of the federal grant process. Future funding is con-

tingent on measurable progress in implementing a plan (not necessarily in

achieving true declines in crime). Schools that receive federal money must

put in place comprehensive school safety plans that address long-term re-

ductions in violence and discipline problems. Encouraged, but not re-

quired, is the formation of elaborate emergency plans to respond to school
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crises, such as the shooting incidents that sparked the law. The law also

channels the expenditure of funds into certain preapproved activities that

include a host of branded programs whose mission in fact is to reinforce

the link between crime and schools by defining routine school activities

such as going to school or being at school as occurring in “safe zones” or in

“drug- and weapon-free school zones.” For example, section 5965 of the

Act provides a list of appropriate uses for funds.

A local educational agency shall use grants funds for one or

more of the following activities. . . .

(11) Supporting “safe zones of passage” . . . through such mea-

sures as “Drug and Weapon Free School Zones”

(12) Counseling programs for victims and witnesses of school

violence

(13) Acquiring and installing metal detectors and hiring security

personnel.11

State responses have varied widely. Many states have enacted their

own versions of the Safe School Act to create any authority in the school

districts that is necessary to be eligible for federal funds.12 Like the fed-

eral version, these state-level Safe School Acts commit the state to the

proposition that school violence is the most important problem facing

American education and that a security response is the only one possi-

ble. The laws typically require school districts to commence the forms of

data collection and administrative reform necessary to meet the federal

requirements. Some have adopted statewide zero-tolerance policies; oth-

ers allow districts to do so or to define the incidents serious enough to

trigger expulsion. Using fear of crime as an overarching rationale, all of

them tighten the net of control around students’ movement in and out

of schools.

The changes mandated by the Safe Schools Act involve the creation of

fundamentally new pathways of knowledge and power within the school

community. These pathways are likely to change the educational experi-

ence and the status of students, teachers, and administrators in ways that

will endure even when the specific conditions that called them into being

have disappeared.

Placing a powerful premium on defining an act as one involving

school crime or safety alters almost everyone’s incentives. School adminis-

trators who hope to attract substantial federal and state money will find the
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crime banner the most productive one available. To be sure, for many schools

this incentive will be counterbalanced by their becoming further associated

with crime. Administrators are mandated to collect statistics on criminal in-

cidents, and these statistics will ultimately be used to hold them accountable.

To survive, administrators must map the sources of these numbers at the cap-

illary level within the spaces they control, using their existing power to shape

teaching and learning to better fit desirable states of data. Teachers and others

with front-line responsibility for managing students will find themselves fac-

ing many of these new mandates and with less ability to reshape the work of

others. They will also find that one of the few “buttons” that they can push

that will both generate administrative attention and garner resources is the

one labeled “crime.” Parents or students who want something done will also

find it most advantageous to define their children or themselves as victims

and others as perpetrators of crimes or discipline violations. It is little wonder

that a recent national survey of public schools reported that public school

faculty assessment of a principal’s leadership ability is “associated with a high

level of prevention activity” (read as crime-focused curriculum, security

measures, crime data collection efforts, and so on) (NIJ 2004, 5).

One important dimension of this is the eradication of barriers between

the juvenile justice and school systems. During the last decade, as youth

crime in general has come in for more legislative attention, states have en-

acted laws giving criminal justice officials greater access to school-based in-

formation and administrative systems. Until the Safe Schools Act, however,

schools had few incentives to cooperate. Now cooperation will be part and

parcel of reconfiguring schools around crime. Juvenile probation officers

and police will find themselves valued partners in forming strategic alliances

that are viewed favorably by federal funding guidelines.13 The diminished

expectations of privacy accorded to students in primary and secondary edu-

cation by the U.S. Supreme Court means that these law enforcement person-

nel will have every incentive to make the school their preferred hunting

ground for suspects.14

Penal Pedagogy

Against the background of the Safe Schools Act and the broader political

pressures that the Act crystallizes, schools have responded by adopting a

range of innovations that borrow directly from criminal justice. We have
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already touched on the presence of professional security agents, advanced

security detection equipment (like metal detectors and X-ray machines),

and the routine practice of searching, seizing, and interrogating students.

These techniques remain concentrated in schools in high-crime areas, but

elements of them have spread to schools serving demographic sectors with

much less real exposure to violence.

Increasing efforts to police students are perhaps the most natural re-

sponse to increased pressure to govern crime in schools. More striking and

more suggestive of the passage from governing crime to governing through

crime are the adoption of practices suggestive of the penal aspects of crim-

inal justice. Three of the most common are uniforms, zero tolerance, and

in-school detention.

Uniforms

One technique heavily promoted by the federal government since the 1990s

is the adoption of school uniforms. Four percent of all public schools had

a uniform policy in the late 1990s (Riley & Reno 1998). Although touted as

building school community and saving parents from demands for high-

priced designer clothes, uniforms have been implemented overwhelm-

ingly as a response to crime. A Department of Education manual on uni-

forms, for example, offers the following as potential benefits:

• decreasing violence and theft—even life-threatening situations—

among students over designer clothing or expensive sneakers

• helping prevent gang members from wearing gang colors and in-

signia at school

• instilling students with discipline

• helping parents and students resist peer pressure

• helping students concentrate on their school work

• helping school officials recognize intruders who come to the school.15

Unlike policing, which, no matter how intense, still draws a line be-

tween security and the ordinary activities of subjects which may suffer

some inefficiencies because of security, uniforms invest the subject, here

students and parents, with a distinct identity as a governed subject. They

are intended not just to act on those subjects (uniforms, for example, make

it easier to separate students from nonstudents), but also to encourage sub-

jects to govern themselves and others along certain preferred pathways.
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Zero Tolerance

No part of the current crime and safety regime for schools has garnered

more attention and more controversy than the requirement that for certain

behaviors—most commonly bringing a weapon to school, but also drug-,

violence-, or discipline-related misbehaviors—the school response must be

certain and specific, qualities often summarized as zero tolerance. The Safe

Schools Act explicitly promotes the use of zero tolerance by local school dis-

tricts in their disciplinary procedures, with at least two implications. First,

teachers and administrators will never again be able to overlook acts that are

criminal or even capable of being described in those terms. Second, school

officials must respond to these visible behaviors punitively. The paradigm

example of this is expulsion as punishment for bringing a weapon to school.

Because these policies by their nature are prone to affect the traditionally

insulated misbehaviors of middle-class youth, they have produced the only

significant resistance met by the whole constellation of crime issues around

schools. Whole Web pages are now devoted to criticizing the zero-tolerance

aspect of the new regime in terms of its fundamental unfairness and unjust

outcomes. Zero tolerance is deemed unfair because it results in a substantial

deprivation of rights—that of the student to continue attending the school of

his or her choice—even when the substantive goal of the rules—to eliminate

real threats of violence—are clearly not served, as when students bring rela-

tively nonthreatening weapons to school with no intent to do violence and

little objective chance that violence would ensue. Critics also charge that the

outcomes are racially marked. Minorities, especially African American male

students, are disproportionately expelled as a result of these policies.16

The right to go to school in a safe environment has been transformed

from a set of expectations for administrators to a zero-sum game between

aggressors who are criminals or criminals in the making, and their

victims—a shifting group consisting of everyone not stigmatized already

as criminal. Administrators can only improve the lives of victims by sub-

jecting the criminals among them to either the higher risks of expulsion

into the streets or special schools full of expelled students that are the

super-max prisons of the education system. As a school administrator ac-

knowledged in an interview with William Finnegan, this takes a lot of the

anxiety out of the exercise of power:

“We’ve quit the ‘poor kids’ syndrome,” he told me. “We now tell

them what we expect from them, and we remove those kids who
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give us trouble. It’s an anxiety shift, from administrators to

kids.” (1999, 223)

In-School Detention

The new emphasis on disciplinary rules and their enforcement has in-

evitably created pressure for new sanctions. Between merely chastising and

suspending or expelling students, an increasingly important recourse is

sending misbehaving students to special custodial rooms within the school

or on its grounds where they are held in varying degrees of rigor with other

such malefactors and apart from the general population of the schools. Ann

Ferguson describes a continuum of different penal spaces at the Chicago el-

ementary school she observed. The first, which she calls the “punishing

room,” was apparently for first offenders and minor infractions:

The Punishing Room is made up of a small rectangular an-

techamber with a door opening into a tiny office. The outer

room is furnished with a low table flanked by child-sized chairs.

The opposite wall is lined with shelves filled with the brightly

colored uniforms and regalia of the children who act as the traf-

fic guards before and after school. . . . The Punishing Room is

the first tier of the disciplinary apparatus of the school. Like the

courtroom, it is the place where stories are told, truth is deter-

mined, and judgment is passed. The children who get off lightly

in the sentencing process are detained in the outer room, writing

lines or copying school rules as their penalty. Sometimes they

lose their recreation time as well and have to sit on the bench at

recess. (2000, 34)

Children who committed more violations deemed more serious were

sent to a room far more isolated from the traffic of the school, a room that

the children in Ferguson’s study called “the jailhouse.” It was hidden away

in an outside wall of the school building. Hot and cramped, it looked out

on the recreational yard where students at recess would play. Unlike the

punishing room, which permitted a fair amount of student conversation,

the jailhouse regime enforced silence and the appearance of work on as-

signments that are part of the punishment (37).

In-school detention spaces are not, however, limited to schools in

traditionally high-crime areas like the one studied by Ferguson. Under
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current disciplinary regimes, they have become common at schools serv-

ing communities across the class spectrum and even in private and

religious schools. As disciplinary codes identify more misbehavior as re-

quiring recognition and official response but not warranting suspen-

sion or expulsion—which are largely counterproductive because they al-

low the student to escape oversight—in-house detention is becoming a

sanction of choice for various offenses. A friend’s son was recently sent

to the detention room at a large high school drawing on some of the

wealthier sections of Miami, in addition to less privileged areas. His

offense involved disobedience of and disrespect for a teacher. Detention,

in short, now occupies the space once filled by a trip to the principal’s

office.

Defining Deviance Up

Another feature of the new regime, overdetermined by many of its other

features, is increased attention to behaviors by students that were previ-

ously not seen as problems requiring school responses, including school-

yard fights and bullying behavior. An example of one such program is

touted in the pages of the federal government’s annual report on school

safety: McNair Elementary School, a 90-percent white suburban elemen-

tary school near St. Louis, Missouri:

The mission statement of the Fight Free School Program is “To

teach the youth of today, the future leaders of our nation, appro-

priate interpersonal behavior skills. The focus is to provide an

improved school environment which will enhance the learning

process and allow our children the optimum advantage to excel

in their academic careers.” (Riley and Reno 1998, 33)

Another exemplar in the report is McCormick Middle School, a rural

middle school with an 80-percent African American population, profiled

for its antibullying program. The program consisted of an “intense” train-

ing of staff, “and administrative policies to support changed student

behaviors.” The school also instituted “character education, conflict edu-

cation and mediation programs” in its curriculum and promoted the for-

mation of the students into “Students Against Bullying” (Riley and Reno

1998, 47).
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Penal Swarming

Each of the penal features discussed above have melded their own logic

and continuity with school traditions, hence constituting the new “nor-

mal.” In the reform environment shaped by the Safe Schools Act and the

other executive / legislative / and judicial changes associated with govern-

ing through crime, schools can find themselves host to many of these tech-

nologies at once, each promoting some more or less distinctive variant of

a common concern to manage the risk of crime. Consider a model school

uniform program featured in the Department of Education’s on-line

“Manual on School Uniforms.”

Model School Uniform Policies, Norfolk, Virginia

Type: Mandatory uniform policy at Ruffner Middle 

School

Opt-out: None. Students who come to school without a uni-

form are subject to In-school detention

. . .

Support for disadvantaged students: The school provides uni-

forms for students who cannot afford them

Results: Using U.S. Department of Education software to track

discipline data, Ruffner has noted improvements in students’ be-

havior. Leaving class without permission is down 47 percent,

throwing objects is down 68 percent and fighting has decreased

by 38 percent. Staff attribute these changes in part to the uni-

form code.17

Ruffner, located in Norfolk, Virginia, provides a capsule summary of

how many of the technologies and knowledge production strategies al-

ready discussed have become intertwined. A school uniform program is

enforced by a zero-tolerance policy, with violations punished with in-

school detention. The field of visible deviance created by the intensifica-

tion of discipline is already put to use in evaluating the success of particular

reforms. Although the normative ends of this program are called in ques-

tion by the fact that crucial causal connection relies on the judgment of

staff with a clear stake in the success of the strategies, the ability of the new

procedures, bolstered by Department of Education software, to make
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crimelike behavior one of the most readily available handles on schools is

evident. These numbers assure that disciplinary violations will play a cru-

cial role in measuring success and failure in schools even if the current

moral panics are someday forgotten.

Punishing Educational Failure

In order for an accountability system to work, there has to be

consequences, and I believe one of the most important

consequences will be, after a period of time, giving the schools

time to adjust and districts time to try different things, if they’re

failing, that parents ought to be given different options. If

children are trapped in schools that will not teach and will not

change, there has to be a different consequence.

—George W. Bush, speech on education, January 23, 2001

The No Child Left Behind Act18 represents another kind of extension of the

crime model in education, but one that makes a leap in the generality of

crime as a model for governing schools. The Bush proposals and the ulti-

mate measures adopted by Congress trace their origins to theories of edu-

cation reform espoused in the late 1980s and early 1990s that shared a

model of a) linking financial investment in public schools with b) frequent

testing to measure success and c) accountability for failure. Grounding it-

self more in theories of public choice than pedagogy and embracing mar-

ket mechanisms, this reform strategy sought self-consciously to break out

of the pattern in which innovations from the federal government would

become simply a stream of resources that remained in place once created

because of the heavy constituency in favor of spending on education. Test-

ing and accountability would mean that schools and their stakeholders

would have to achieve success and keep trying new approaches or lose the

revenue stream.

Critics of the law have pointed to the failure of the administration to

fully fund the investment side of the program, and the expensive and un-

funded mandates that it places on states. But testing is, after all, relatively

inexpensive and brings the imprimatur of scientific rationality. In this sec-

tion, I suggest that behind this displacement of substantive assistance by

testing is something more than budgetary considerations. The framing of
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the Bush proposals at their launch in the early days of the administration

suggests the influence of the crime model. To put this displacement in its

most simplistic terms, we might say that the original reform structure

of investment/testing/consequences has been shifted in its Bush restate-

ment from an emphasis on the investment-testing leg to the testing-

consequences leg.

President Bush, who as governor of Texas made punishment—

imposing the death penalty, building prisons, and toughening juvenile

justice—his major mode of governing, restates the case for education re-

form in terms that suggest the way the crime/punishment model of gov-

erning can subtly restructure policy directed toward ostensibly different

social problems. In his first major policy speech as president, George W.

Bush highlighted his education reform plans. Education had been a cen-

terpiece of the Bush campaign, one that had generally won high marks as

strategically savvy for a governor best known for carrying out more execu-

tions than any other political leader in the Western world. Crime, central

to his father’s successful campaign for president in 1988, was rarely men-

tioned by George W. Bush during the 2000 election. Yet in his speech on

education in early 2001, Bush inflected his concern with poor reading

achievement among American school children with a distinctly different

challenge: “We must face up to the plague of school violence, with an av-

erage of three million crimes committed against students and teachers

inside public schools every year. That’s unacceptable in our country. We

need real reform” (Rothstein 2001). In short, school reform may signal not

the end of crime as an obsession for government, but the progress of gov-

erning through crime.

The shocking figure evoked by Bush is, if not a gross exaggeration, a

statistical artifact of an expansionist methodology and a mandate to

“know” school crime whose origins and meaning are as interesting as its

subject. The 3 million figure cited by Bush and others comes from the ap-

plication of the traditional crime governance strategy of victim surveys to

the school environment. Often criticized for being overinclusive of minor

violations in the general population version, such crime surveys in schools

are even more prone to collect the visible if trivial. Property crime, the

dominant form of school crime, includes a vast number of stolen note-

books, and a good deal of assault behavior includes the batteries of school-

yard bullying. Fewer than 10 percent of the incidents reported in the survey

that Bush drew on represented serious crimes. Subjects were explicitly
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encouraged by the survey instructions to report an incident “even if you

are not certain it was a crime” (Rothstein 2001). At least in the aggregate,

most experts agree that schools are among the safest places for school-age

children to be. They are much more likely to be raped, murdered, assaulted,

or endure a serious property crime at home or on the street.

The New York Times education columnist Edward Rothstein, who

called Bush’s figures a “gross exaggeration,” claimed to be puzzled “that

President Bush used the occasion of introducing his education program,

focused mainly on testing and accountability, to revive the specter of school

violence” (2001). But the central thesis of this chapter is that there is noth-

ing puzzling in this at all. Crime’s relevance to the discussion of school re-

form is dependent not on its actual prevalence but on its success as a

rationale for recasting governance.

The original reform proposals, with their emphasis on measuring

performance and providing more choices for education consumers, reflect

neoliberal (i.e., market-oriented) logics that have dominated policy devel-

opment in recent years. On this theory, by creating choices for education’s

subjects, hence making them more like consumers, and allowing their

choices to mark the success of individual schools, with their own internal

agents and subjects, educational improvement can be obtained without

heavy-handed regulations from the center. Educational consumer choice

creates incentives for the managers of individual schools, much as mone-

tary rewards and costs stimulate market behavior. The Bush plan, in con-

trast, emphasizes testing and the promise of serious consequences for

school failure. Here the model of prices is displaced by one of sanctions

(Cooter 1984). Rather than transform educational subjects like students

and their parents into consumers, the Bush vision portrays them as “vic-

tims.” Rather than transform school agents such as principals and teach-

ers into entrepreneurs, the Bush proposal subtly suggests that at least

those in persistently failing schools must be seen and treated as criminals,

willful violators of vulnerable subjects, who should be punished and in-

capacitated.

Consider the president’s statement introducing his education propos-

als back in 2001. In his speech, Bush offered educational failure and crime at

school as parallel problems. Although the speech never provides an analy-

sis of what joins them together, it does showcase two powerful governmen-

tal metaphors, which it juxtaposes and links: “the scandal of illiteracy” and
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“the plague of school violence.” By pulling these two out and associating

them with the terms “scandal” and “plague,” Bush equates illiteracy and

school violence but casts them in rather distinctive metaphors. Illiteracy

as a “scandal” in the sense of a morally stigmatizing disclosure about a per-

son is a governmental metaphor with deep roots in progressive politics

(St. Clair 2004).

Along with Bush’s persistent emphasis on improving the reading skills

of minority children, his use of this metaphor signals to moderates and

even liberals that he shares their outrage at the failure of public education

to deliver on the promise of equal opportunity. This metaphor paints the il-

literate subject as the bearer of a stigma but also as a victim of the immoral

behavior of others or society at large. The metaphor of crime as plague has

a long lineage, and its entailments are generally well understood. Crimi-

nals, carriers of the crime plague, must be isolated from general popula-

tions. Strict procedures must be put in place to define such criminals and

make it easier for the system to eliminate them.

In offering his program as both a way of ending the scandal and con-

trolling the plague, Bush emphasized four elements that he described as

“commitments”: testing, local responsibility, assistance and additional

funding for failing schools, followed by “ultimate” consequences for those

that do not improve.

Each element is shaded by the crime metaphor. Testing is a classic dis-

ciplinary technology that combines normalizing judgment, expert surveil-

lance, and the looming possibility of punishment (Foucault 1977, 184). Long

a penal element in the space of education, testing in the Bush plan becomes

a central ritual organizing school life superimposed on whatever structure

of examination is part of the classroom-based instruction. As the quotation

that begins this section suggests, testing here is not linked to a mandate to

know the interior truth of the individual. Indeed, it is as an aggregate, mea-

suring the performance of the school as a whole, that testing is deployed.19

Moreover, the emphasis here is not on a circuit of knowledge and power

that runs through testing to diagnosis to treatment but instead a penal cir-

cuit of judgment followed after a fair interval by “consequences.”

Local responsibility and federal assistance is, of course, the very model

of crime policy crafted by the Safe Streets Act of 1968 (see chapter 3). Fi-

nally, “ultimate consequences” suggests punishment and was the most fre-

quently emphasized theme of Bush’s personal statements on the law.
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Conclusion

I began by contrasting the influence of crime on schools today to the in-

fluence of the civil rights project and the objective of overcoming a history

of racial discrimination through education. In both cases, a subject not di-

rectly related to education has become an external framework for reform-

ing schools. In both cases, the federal government has tied its considerable

resources and command over public attention to the issue. In both cases,

state and local school authorities have changed the way they plan and op-

erate schools to fit the new urgency.

But the analogy is ultimately inapt in ways that suggest why crime is

such a powerful metaphor for governing schools.

Educational disadvantage had once been a tool of racial discrimina-

tion and oppression and the construction of intraracial solidarity. For a

time in the 1960s and 1970s, the federal government sought to reverse the

effects of those past actions, and actively use schools as a tool for promot-

ing racial equality and interracial solidarities. But relatively few Americans

saw racial justice as integral to the experience of schooling. In contrast, the

threat of criminal victimization of their children is at the heart of the

schooling experience for many parents.20 Compulsory education ultimately

means surrender of parental control over the safety of their children for

the length of the school day. While that fact is in many ways independent

of the educational objectives of schooling, it is by no means secondary

to it.

Parental resistance ultimately broke the back of federal support for

using schools to actively promote racial equality. Yet more than a quarter

century later, most metropolitan school districts are still heavily marked

by institutions and approaches designed to promote racial equality. Even if

parental support for governing schools through crime were to fade, it might

take decades to witness the disappearance of internal patterns of gover-

nance embedded in technologies of knowing and acting on students, par-

ents, teachers, and administrators.

Ironically, much of the resistance to racial equality in schools was

based on a perception that desegregation was forcing parents to send their

children to more dangerous schools. Despite some resistance to the ex-

cesses of zero tolerance, one should not expect widespread resentment to-

wards the criminalization of schools, because it links the governance of

schools to the problem of parental insecurity about their children at school.
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The 3 million school crimes that President Bush invoked belong to a pa-

rade of numbers that will be continually replenished by existing statutory

mandates. But unlike the statistical battles that desegregation cases turned

into over the years, the numbers produced by crime governance feed di-

rectly back into the sources of parental fears about the fate of their children

at school.

Nineteenth-century public school buildings often resembled prisons

and asylums because all three drew on a common technology of power for

improving the “performance” of their inmates (Foucault 1977). If schools

today are again coming to seem more and more like prisons, it is not be-

cause of a renewed faith in the capacity of disciplinary methods. Indeed,

prisons and schools increasingly deny their capacity to do much more

than sort and warehouse people. What they share instead is the institu-

tional imperative that crime is simultaneously the most important prob-

lem they have to deal with and a reality whose “existence”—as defined by

the federally imposed edict of ever-expanding data collection—is pre-

cisely what allows these institutions to maintain and expand themselves in

perpetuity.
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Penalty Box

Crime, Victimization, and Punishment in the 

Deregulated Workplace

If you have rules that allow a lot more freedom, then you need

much more vigilance and enforcement.

—George Akerlof, New York Times, July 28, 2002

Employers must accept and prepare for the inevitable likelihood

of experiencing a violent event or behavior at their workplace.

—Jane Philbrick, Marcia Sparks, Marsha Hass, 

and Steven Arsenault, “Workplace Violence,” 

American Business Review, 2003

Crime has always been part of the messy struggle for control of the

workplace. The modern regime of labor by formally free and equal

contract partners arose to dominance in the nineteenth century against a

background of labor relations that looked far more like miniature monar-

chies with a master and his servants including slavery, indentured servi-

tude and merchant. In such settings, the power to govern work meant the

power to define disobedience as crime and respond with sanctions, often

physical. Discipline wielded by managers had an undeniably penal ele-

ment that included flogging, confinement, and loss of pay.

On the other side, employee resistance to these modern labor systems

and to the rise of the modern capitalist factory was often defined by law as

a form of property crime. Indeed, the rise of capitalism in England during

the eighteenth century required a highly rationalized system of property

crime to protect the new forms of property essential to capitalist produc-

tion (Thompson 1975). The creation of a disciplined workforce capable of

being profitably employed on the basis of compensation for time worked

meant redefining as criminal some aspects of traditional forms of non-

wage compensation for employment, such as taking unauthorized time off

and taking “surplus” materials home for private use—either as outright
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theft or at least a breach of the duty of loyalty, its civil equivalent. The work

rules of Victorian railways were made by Parliament into criminal laws. A

brakeman sleeping or drunk on the job might face jail time or a fine and

dismissal. Modern authoritarian regimes have reintroduced penal controls

over labor. For example, the Nazis hanged resistant workers and left their

bodies dangling on the shop floor of the slave-labor factories where they

made the V2 rocket (Yang & Linebaugh 2005).

American history includes numerous examples of how the instru-

ments and metaphors of criminal law play into the cauldron of conflicts of

the workplace. Slavery, most famously, was directly governed with the

force of the lash and the possibility of death for acts of rebellion against

the master. Masters were formally entitled to exercise penal violence in the

enforcement of their right to demand the labor of the slave. As the for-

mally free contract became the dominant standard, dismissal replaced

physical violence as the ultimate sanction. This paralleled the shift in state

punishment from frequent use of corporal and capital punishment for se-

rious crimes to heavy reliance on imprisonment designed to suspend a

person’s liberty without physically harming them. As in the prison, how-

ever, violence reemerged at the margins in the often physical control of su-

pervisors and in the use of criminals to deal violently with those organiz-

ing strikes or impeding production in other ways. Unions were often

treated as criminal conspiracies by the state courts in the late nineteenth

and early twentieth centuries. At the same time, New York businesses

turned to the city’s organized crime groups to break up union organizing

among workers who had the same immigrant backgrounds as the mob-

sters. Later, the unions would invite similar figures to enforce order on their

side, leading to a relationship between unions and organized crime that

flourished unchecked until the 1970s.

But if organized crime maintained an influence in some businesses

and some unions throughout the twentieth century, the heyday of collec-

tive bargaining, from the late 1930s through the beginning of the 1980s in

the United States, corresponded to a time when the role of criminal law as

instrument and metaphor was minimized in the governance of work.

During this period, strikes were mostly considered a legitimate mode of

civil conflict,1 meaning labor could take its grievances with management

into open refusal to work without fear of being fired and pauperized as

well as criminalized by the state. By the same token, the New Deal labor

regime placed restrictions on management’s ability to undertake various
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coercive actions against unions and their organizers, but management was

also protected from accusations of crime, and violations of the right to or-

ganize became “unfair labor practices” subject to injunctive relief and lim-

ited forms of compensation but not criminal sanction. The New Deal also

introduced national regulations that treated workplace safety failures as

civil failures subject to fines and tended to avoid criminal sanctions even

in the case of serious injury or death.

Collective bargaining also ushered in an era of due process in disci-

plining and dismissing employees. Administrative courts produced a body

of arbitration decisions on “just cause” for dismissal that, instead of dis-

missal, highly favored rehabilitation and reintegration of the “deviant”

worker. With 40 percent of the private-sector workforce unionized in the

1950s, the transformation of disciplinary power within the workplace par-

alleled the efforts of official penology to permanently blend punishment

into the New Deal state’s expanded education, health, and welfare func-

tions. But by the turn of the twenty-first century, the decline of collective

bargaining and the general loss of bargaining power by American workers

in the face of global competition for low-cost labor had undermined this

regime, and brought a return of crime as a central axis of regulation and

resistance in the workplace.

The curve of penal severity from the late 1960s, marked by a nearly five-

fold increase in the U.S. imprisonment rate during this period, is strikingly

paralleled by the transformation of the governance of work (Weiler 1990).

The unionized portion of the workforce entered a period of decline in the

1950s and near free fall since the 1980s; this may only now be ending (if it is).

Christian Parenti’s (1998) insightful interpretation of America’s recent penal

severity points out that the intense criminalization of those populations liv-

ing outside the legal labor market has played a global role in disciplining the

legal labor force. In Parenti’s view, employers were able to recapture a por-

tion of their declining profit by squeezing a labor force weakened by the

decline of unions and the criminalization of alternative survival strategies

outside the labor force. From this perspective, the increase in punishment

may not have deterred crime, but it deterred strikes, unionization drives,

and mobility.

Consistent with the main themes of this book, I see in this the pene-

tration of the metaphors, tactics, and knowledge of crime directly into the

workplace. This takes multiple forms. Looking at management first, we

can see multiple streams of influence, from concerns about crime itself
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inside the workplace to the metaphors of punishment. Globally, the gen-

eral dominance of the “at-will” employment doctrine means that employ-

ers enjoy wide discretion to dismiss employees for unsatisfactory perfor-

mance of almost any kind. From the perspective of the collective bargaining

environment, where dismissal was openly seen as a severe punishment ap-

propriate in response only to extreme or repetitive misconduct, the return

of dismissal as a ready tool of management reflects a significant escalation

in the punitiveness of labor relations.

There is a new emphasis on surveillance and detection of illegal be-

havior such as drug use, both to prevent the presumptive slacking off that

drug use costs the company and to serve as a ready basis for dismissal of

employees felt to be uncooperative or assertive. The widespread use of

drug testing in American employment is one important component of this

(Hoffman 2001).2 Indeed, the federal government since the 1980s has en-

couraged drug testing in the workforce.

The combination of the at-will employment environment with the

pervasive search for criminal behavior in the workforce creates a similar

relationship of support between the penal law of the state and the discipli-

nary goals of management. Unlike the Victorian railways, the relationship

between penal law and private industry is one more of encouragement and

modeling than command and control.

In addition, it almost certainly reflects the dark side of the increas-

ingly stark asymmetry of power between management and workers. Crime

is returning as a nexus of employee resistance. Once again, return takes

multiple forms, none of which is precisely a restoration of the past. The

decline of collective bargaining remedies against discipline and dismissal

has been balanced in part by the development of a body of civil rights law

focused on discriminatory practices, policies, or purposes that may lie be-

hind an employee’s dismissal. The aggrieved employee claims that she or

he was dismissed because of race, gender, religion, or age, or as a result of

the exercise of liberties protected under the First Amendment (e.g., expres-

sion, religious freedom). On a formal level, these actions are no more

criminal than those claimed in any other civil suit claiming injury, but in the

nature of the claim they make, they more closely parallel criminal law, par-

ticularly that part of criminal law concerned with truly moral breaches.

These claims closely parallel crime in defining victims and offenders, in seek-

ing compensation for harms that violate public policy as well as individual

rights, and are intentional wrongdoing, not mere accidents (Minow 1993).
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Indeed, in explaining what are, in effect, breaks in the employment-at-will

doctrine, courts have defined these kinds of constraints as protecting the

public interest. Sexual harassment has constituted another ground of civil

liability on which workers are able to contest dismissal, discipline, and work

conditions generally.

A different kind of resistance is marked by widely publicized armed

assaults by current or former employees directed against co-workers, es-

pecially managerial employees. In many cases, discipline or dismissal was

the primary incident underlying the employee’s lethal resentments. A

strikingly high proportion of the attackers are white men, who as a group

have relatively poor chances of making a successful employment discrim-

ination claim. It is difficult to determine whether the number of such as-

saults is actually increasing, and if so, why, but the employee as violent

criminal has emerged as a dominant target of workplace governance in re-

cent years.

A terrible realization of many of these themes occurred in a Daimler

Chrysler plant in Toledo, Ohio, in early 2005 (Yang & Linebaugh 2005).

Myles Meyers, a 54-year-old longtime employee of the plant, came to work

with a shotgun and killed one supervisor and wounded two other employ-

ees before committing suicide. The incident was explained in the media by

a marijuana possession charge that Meyers was facing, but fellow workers

blamed the increasingly poisonous climate in the plant, which they said

had cut every possible corner to stay profitable and avoid shutdown by the

corporation. A once-valuable skilled worker, Meyers had become a source

of resistance to corner-cutting, and the company was seeking to dismiss

him based on the drug possession charge, which was not easy because this

remained a union plant.

As employment lawyers Vicki A. Laden and Gregory Schwartz (2000,

246) note:

The threat of occupational injury or death, once represented by

dangerous machinery or hazardous environments, has now be-

come discursively located in conceptions of the “pathogenic

worker,” lurking unnoticed in the workplace, poised to explode

in lethal violence against his supervisors or co-workers.

The imperative of preventing such assaults has become itself a major

managerial theme in business. Violent behavior is not particularly likely at

work, and when it occurs, it is rarely committed by workers. Nonetheless,
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the potentially violent employee, perhaps because she or he represents the

most controllable source of workplace violence, has become a major con-

cern. As employers find themselves becoming responsible for the protec-

tion of customers and employees from violent behavior of employees, they

are necessarily seeking more far-reaching crime-control oriented screen-

ing and surveillance in the workplace.

Violence, Drugs, and Fraud: The Specter of Crime 
and Violence at Work

As we have noted above, violence is no stranger to the American work-

place. The history of the last century is marked by innumerable images of

defiant workers arrayed outside locked factories as soldiers and private

security guards fire rifles at them. The coming of the New Deal saw the

decline of collective violence at American workplaces. After World War

II, an increasingly secure and well-paid American workforce had little

use for violent crime outside of certain notorious industries like the wa-

terfront or trucking. Today, violence has returned to haunt the American

workplace, but the specter of collective actions and pitched battles arising

out of overt struggles for power has given way to terrifying moments of sud-

den violence with little political context and often without even narrative

elaboration.

Sometimes there are hints this violence is channeling the kinds of ten-

sions that once found an outlet in collective action. Felix Gonzalez, a state

worker in California, left a note before he shot his boss and himself stat-

ing, “I hope this will alleviate a lot of stress from my co-workers and set

them free” (DiLorenzo & Carroll 1995). Many other incidents suggest

smoldering resentments that bespeak problems extending far beyond the

workplace.

There is considerable debate about how serious the violent crime

threat is in the workplace. In 1996, only 4.25 percent of American homi-

cides took place in workplaces. The majority of these were robberies by

persons not employed at the workplace: less than 7 percent of these were

committed by present or former employees (Laden & Schwartz 2000, 256).

From another perspective, however, the success of workplace safety, and the

decline of the most dangerous industries like steel and railways has pro-

duced an American workplace where death is now relatively rare, compared
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to the past (although needlessly high in some industries like mining) and

violent death by either machines or people rarer still. From this perspec-

tive, the fact that homicide is the second most common cause of death in

the workplace in the United States, and the highest for women workers,

enables management to make it a compelling issue for enforcing discipline

(Phillips 1996).

The Bureau of Justice Statistics survey of victimization has produced

an estimate of 1.5 million annual workplace assaults, a statistic widely cited

even though most of what counts as assault involves neither injury nor

even physical contact, as many forms of sexual harassment are counted

(Laden & Schwartz 2000, 258). Media images of workplace violence also

highlight the seriousness of the threat to most workers. Because a hostage-

taking incident in a workplace anywhere in the United States is likely to

dominate local news coverage everywhere, the accumulation of such sto-

ries can seem enormous and threatening.

Whatever the comparative reality of the threat of workplace violence,

there is no doubt it is recasting workplace governance. A host of experts

and commercial consultants have emerged with a strong stake in foment-

ing concern about the threat of violence and fraud at work, simultaneously

expanding the range of deviant conduct. An article on the subject in

American Business Review states alarmingly that “incidents of workplace

violence, in public and private organizations, have increased more than

750 percent since 1998” (Philbrick et al. 2003). In addition to the emotional

cost to family members and co-workers, such incidents also produce di-

rect costs as high as $250,000 per serious violent incident—a figure that

may be compounded many times over by the plethora of liability issues

that a business faces when a violent incident occurs on its premises. This is

especially so when perpetrated by a current or former employee, on the

theory that the business was negligent in hiring, retaining, or supervising

the employee. Indeed, companies find themselves in a complex position in

which dismissing an apparently dangerous employee may subject them to

liability for discrimination against the disabled (under federal and an in-

creasing number of state laws) and not dismissing him may lead to subse-

quent lawsuits by victims if the employee goes on to injure customers or

other workers.

These concerns have led managers to invest in all kinds of technologies

and expertise aimed at reducing such risks, from surveillance of the work-

place itself to security consultants who profess to screen out potentially
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violent employees at the hiring stage. Security is also coming to have a con-

siderable weight in the hiring, promotion, and disciplining of employees.3

A host of companies now provide packages of business security services.

Typical services include preemployment screening; drug testing; fraud 

prevention and investigation; and violence threat assessment and re-

sponse. The firms offering these services include Accufacts Pre Employ-

ment, ChoicePoint, First American, Isotron, Concentra, Kelly Services,

SOURCECORP, kforce, Resources Connection, and Equifax. Since the ter-

rorist attacks of September 11, the scale of expenditures on security in the

workplace has received considerable media attention. The sketchy data

available on the percentage of revenues spent on security—in many com-

panies, these would be embedded in other categories of expense—are often

put forward as suggesting complacency. Thus a 2003 article in USA Today

(Kessler 2003) noted that “even now most U.S. firms spend 2% or less of

revenue on security,” far less than the 5 percent spent in more terror-savvy

Israel. Yet the other figure offered in comparison by the article—that firms

spent, on average, 3 percent on technology—is revealing; given that expen-

diture for technology is a widespread feature of contemporary business, the

2 percent spent on security would seem to indicate a major trend. Higher

numbers, and perhaps our future, can be observed in places like Argentina—

where in 2001 more than 40 percent of buildings in the capital of Buenos

Aires had private security guards, amounting to more than 38,000 private

security guards.4

As we shall see below, the “at will” employment environment that

dominates private sector workplaces in the United States is especially vul-

nerable to efforts by management in which preventing violence, drug use,

and fraud are consistently offered as the justification for controls that are

also aimed at removing discontented workers and keeping others engaged

in productivity beyond what their wage incentives alone would explain.

Just as health and safety formed the key issues around which employers

sought to restore dominance over workers in the period following the New

Deal (Klein 2002), today crime has become a structural rationale of the as-

sertion of managerial control over the contemporary workplace.

Beyond violence, drugs have played the most dramatic role in this

process of governing the workplace through crime. From the start of the

Reagan administration, a major effort was begun to recast illegal narcotics

from a recreational drug experience to participation in an organized

criminal enterprise, and to blame drug use and the drug business for the
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high level of violence in American society. The zero-tolerance campaign

launched in the United States military in the early 1980s already offered a

model for disciplining the workplace generally. Recruits whose tests showed

evidence of drug use were to be turned down. Current military personnel

were given a chance to clean up and then subjected to drug testing on a

regular basis. At the heart of zero tolerance was the sanction of exclusion

or expulsion for even trivial use of illegal drugs. Reagan and later Presi-

dent Bush the First and their drug advisors, believed the criminal justice

war on drugs in the inner city would not stop the casual recreational drug

users in the middle class, at least not without escalating the war into politi-

cally problematic directions. Instead, they saw zero tolerance as a way to

create a sanction that would be just as feared by the middle class and far

easier to police, since the burden of proof would be placed on workers.

In September 1986, President Reagan issued Executive Order 12564,

entitled “Drug Free Federal Workplace,” that imposed a set of controls on

federal workers and requiring federal contractors to impose similar con-

trols on their workers. Reagan asserted that “drug use is having serious ef-

fects upon a significant proportion of the national work force and results

in billions of dollars of lost productivity each year.” The strategy included

two elements: “offer drug users a helping hand, and at the same time,

demonstrat[e] to drug users and potential drug users that drugs will not

be tolerated in the federal workplace.”5

Reagan’s official argument explicitly blended the penal and economic

significance of drug use.

The profits from illegal drugs provide the single greatest source

of income for organized crime, fuel violent street crime, and

otherwise contribute to the breakdown of our society;

The use of illegal drugs, on or off duty, by Federal employ-

ees is inconsistent not only with the law-abiding behavior ex-

pected of all citizens, but also with the special trust placed in

such employees as servants of the public;

The use of illegal drugs, on or off duty, tends to make em-

ployees less productive, less reliable, and prone to greater ab-

senteeism than their fellow employees who do not use illegal

drugs.6

The issue is one of drug use at any time, not simply such use in the work-

place; even off-duty workers are violating the trust placed in them and
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denying their employer the full productivity of a drug-free employee. The

language in the first clause sounds all the major themes of “governing

through crime” at the state level: crime in the streets and the breakdown of

society.

The language of “special trust” was not just a code word for govern-

ment to the free-enterprise-minded Reagan. Indeed, the idea that employ-

ees are bound by a contractual duty of loyalty to wholeheartedly serve

their employers’ objectives even outside the work situation has been a cru-

cial part of the criminal law, embodying the same legal asymmetry of the

at-will employment situation. In a number of important cases, courts have

valorized this duty even over such concerns as consumer protection,

worker safety, and free speech. President Reagan was signaling from one

CEO to another that the private sector should view drug use as a form of

treason against the company because it generated lost productivity

through unreliable and absent workers. The goal was a workplace free of

not only drugs but those unable to get off drugs. To that end, offers of re-

habilitation were combined with drug testing—mandatory for selected

employees and new hires, voluntary for others—and ultimately steps to

“remove” those who failed to keep a second promise to stay off drugs.

The executive order made clear that its new regime of testing and re-

movals was not to be joined with criminal sanctions. The order explicitly

barred supervisors from making drug test information available to law en-

forcement. Yet at the same time, it placed drugs at the center of a double

criminalization of the workplace: first, by making illegal drugs more im-

portant than safety, justice, or other workplace concerns; and second, by

demanding a hardening of disciplinary sanctions within the workplace.

Drug testing today may be less important than the ubiquitous use of back-

ground checks and special tests designed to measure what are known in

the business as “honesty and integrity,” which in this context “are often

used interchangeably to describe theft, orientation to safety, counter pro-

ductivity, workplace withdrawal, time theft, and chemical dependency”

(Hollwitz 1998, 20).

In the collective bargaining environment, discipline and dismissal of

employees is subject to negotiated procedures. Though the interests of in-

dividual workers charged with misconduct are not always and completely

in line with those of their unions, unions have generally established due

process protection for employees charged with misconduct. More impor-

tant, unions have established an entitlement to employment, barring
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economic layoff, if performance is adequate. This entitlement to employ-

ment necessarily produces procedural protections because of the high cost

of deprivation to the worker. Historically, it also produced a substantive

change in the nature of discipline and dismissal. Discipline itself was ex-

pected to operate in rehabilitative ways. Dismissal became rarer and more

extraordinary, reserved for those whose misconduct was repeated and

serious.

Were unions still representing 40 percent of the private labor force,

the shape of the current disciplining of the workforce would look differ-

ent. Drug testing would be permitted only if employees as a collective rep-

resented through their union agreed that a common interest required

greater vigilance against drug use, as in those cases in which the safety of

other workers was compromised. Discipline for drugs and other criminal

misconduct would be responded to with a rehabilitative approach at first

rather than with dismissal. Indeed, the weight of the unionized sector on

market expectations even in nonunion sectors would call into question

the whole strategy of recasting workplace governance in terms of violence,

drugs, and fraud.

In contemporary America, where unions represent less than 10 per-

cent of private-sector workers, discipline and dismissal are now controlled

largely through the employment-at-will doctrine. That doctrine, formed

in part as a contrast to slavery in the nineteenth century, provides the worker

with a powerful weapon against unjust and cruel discipline: the right to

leave at any time with no financial or other sanctions.7 For the employer, it

provides the power to dismiss at any time for any reason that does not in-

dependently violate public policy (e.g., racial discrimination).

This power gives employers considerable freedom to reshape the gov-

ernance of the workplace in terms of crime: screening out employees with

criminal backgrounds, firing employees for crimes like drug use or do-

mestic violence (committed off the job), testing employees for drug use, or-

ganizing sting operations to uncover employee theft or fraud, and so on.

As a result, outside of high-skill industries—where companies have sizable

investments in the embodied knowledge of employees, and the few re-

maining unionized segments of the workforce—the logic of control in

workplace discipline has swung dramatically back in the direction of

greater punitiveness and arbitrariness. In her participant observation

study of low-wage work in the retail, restaurant, and hotel industries, Bar-

bara Ehrenreich (2003) found that crime-focused job interviews, drug
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tests, and surveillance were the most constant features of the many busi-

nesses she worked in. Reflecting on her fieldwork, Ehrenreich reports,

“I still flinch to think that I spent all those weeks under the surveillance of

men (and later women) whose job it was to monitor my behavior for signs

of sloth, theft, drug abuse, or worse” (22). Preemployment interviews were

generally introduced with reassurances that there were no right answers.

But the questions, many of them dealing with tolerance for misconduct or

simply nonconformity, appeared to screen out anyone who did not

strongly agree with demands for total conformity. Almost everywhere she

applied for work, Ehrenreich was expected to provide urine for a drug test,

a practice she estimates is established in some 87 percent of American

businesses.

The at-will doctrine means courts are very reluctant to interfere with

employer discipline or dismissal decisions unless there is a question of po-

tential violation of a right specifically bargained for in the employment

contract. Legal struggle over governance in the workplace comes in the

form of civil suits by employees or others complaining of action or inac-

tion justified around the problem of crime. One strategy is for employees

damaged by discipline or dismissal to seek, if possible, to bring themselves

under the few exceptions to the at-will doctrine that have been recognized

in the name of public policy, especially claims of discrimination under

state and federal civil rights actions. The other is for employees or cus-

tomers victimized by employees to sue the employer for negligent hiring,

retaining, or failing to supervise. Employers face a dual threat. If they act

against an employee whom they suspect to be a criminal threat, they may

face liability in a suit for discrimination or defamation. If they fail to act,

or warn successor employers who have asked for a reference, they may face

liability for damage caused to the employee.

Cody v. Cigna Healthcare of St. Louis, Inc : A Portrait of
the Workplace as Crime Scene

Cody v. Cigna Healthcare of St. Louis, Inc., involved the kind of civil rights

claims that have become the main channel for employees to contest gover-

nance decisions in the workplace, in this case a claim under the Americans

with Disabilities Act (ADA).8 Carol Cody worked as a nurse for the defen-

dant, a health insurer. Her job required her to make “on-site” quality-of-care
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reviews at physicians’ offices in the metropolitan St. Louis area. Cody

claimed, then and at the time of her civil suit, that she suffered from de-

pression and an acute anxiety that was worsened by going into areas of St.

Louis that she considered “dangerous.” Her supervisor refused to help and,

according to Cody, intentionally assigned her to such areas. In short, Cody

wanted Cigna to protect her from crime and even from exposure to dan-

ger of crime. Cody attempted to take her dispute to the executive director

of Cigna’s St. Louis office, notifying him of her concerns and the fact that

she was under treatment. The director set up a meeting for the next day.

According to Cody, when her supervisor learned of the planned meet-

ing, she warned Cody that she “would suffer the consequences” for having

complained. Cody also found a Styrofoam cup on her desk with a sign at-

tached reading “alms for the sick”; when she complained about that to the

director, she was urged to take the day off, and the meeting with the exec-

utive director was delayed. That same day, some of Cody’s co-workers be-

gan a flow of negative reports about Cody to the director. A call from a co-

worker reported that Cody had been behaving strangely and had mentioned

carrying a gun. At a meeting the next morning, other employees com-

plained to the director that Cody behaved bizarrely, including sprinkling

salt outside her cubicle to “keep away evil spirits,” staring into space, and

drawing pictures of what appeared to be sperm to observers. There was

further mention of a gun. Following the meeting, the director called

Cigna’s human resources department.

During this call, Cody arrived at the executive director’s office, and he

advised human resources that she had a bulge in her purse. Human re-

sources then contacted Cigna’s security department, which sent to the ex-

ecutive director’s office a “local security specialist” who was introduced to

Cody as a mediator. He advised the director to deactivate Cody’s security

access card in advance of the meeting, and he conducted searches of the

purses of both Cody and the supervisor. No weapons were found. Human

resources advised the director to offer Cody a paid leave of absence, fol-

lowed by return to work only if she passed a psychiatric screen. The direc-

tor presented this option to Cody, changing a proposal he had earlier

made of switching Cody to another supervisor. Cody apparently accepted

the terms after negotiating to be able to see her own therapist at the com-

pany’s expense.

When Cody left, she was unable to access either the exit from the

building or the parking lot because of the decision to deactivate her card.
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She was permitted to leave by a security guard who, upon instructions

from the director, confiscated the card. Apparently angered by these ritu-

als of mistrust, Cody phoned the director upon her return home and told

him that on reconsideration, she would not be returning to work. The di-

rector explicitly invited her to reconsider and stated that he regretted her

decision.

Cody filed discrimination charges against Cigna, claiming that she

was subject to workplace harassment because of her depression, and that

Cigna’s actions violated both the ADA and the Missouri Human Rights

Act. The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission dismissed her

complaint, and Cody then filed her case in district court.9 After conclusion

of discovery, the court granted defendant’s motion for summary judg-

ment. The court of appeals affirmed the finding that Cody’s depression

and anxiety did not constitute a disability for purposes of the ADA.

Critics of the decision in Cody v. Cigna suggest it is an example of

how fear of violence in the workplace undermines the ability of mentally

ill workers to achieve the protection that the ADA was intended to pro-

vide (Laden & Schwartz 2000). They rightly point to the role played by a

body of quite dubious “security” expertise dominating workplace gover-

nance today that tends to favor exclusion over accommodation strategies

aimed at making the work environment healthier. Because Cody was de-

fined as being a threat rather than as having a disability, the civil rights

laws failed her.

Here we can take Cody v. Cigna as an extreme but revealing picture of

the way crime and its analogues play into the struggle for control over

work. I do not claim Cody is a “typical” employment discrimination case,

let alone a typical example of struggles over governance at work. Yet even

if a somewhat freakish case, it serves to suggest how players in the work-

place setting are prepared to use crime in a strategic way to deal with is-

sues fundamentally about workplace dominance.

In this context, we can view Cody v. Cigna as a window into the way

crime operates in the battle for power over labor in the workplace.

First, consider Carol Cody herself. Cody invoked her psychological

distress at being in areas of St. Louis that she considered dangerous as an

effort to exercise more control over her work, both in relationship to her

supervisor and to the executive director of Cigna’s St. Louis office. We can

assume that “dangerous” areas for Cody meant high-crime areas, rather
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than places with wild animals, heavy pollution, or prone to flooding. In-

deed, it is a feature of our time that “danger” so connotes crime that it does

not have to be mentioned independently: “Don’t go there, its dangerous.”

We do not have enough information in this appellate opinion to begin

making full sense of her precise motives. Is Carol Cody white? Were the ar-

eas she considered high-crime areas heavily African American? Did her

distress at being in these areas overlap in any way with a preference for not

dealing with physicians and medical staff who were African American, as

medical providers in those areas were more likely to have been? We simply

cannot answer those questions with the facts available, although to raise

them seriously is to recognize how plausible such motivations remain and

to recognize how much crime both channels and effaces the issues of race

that not so long ago formed a central focus of workplace governance.

It is also possible that Cody simply existed at the extreme end of the

continuum of the fear of violent crime that clearly influences women far

more than it influences men of comparable status and power. The power of

crime and fear of crime over women’s lives has been documented by socio-

logical research (Madriz 1997). This research suggests there is little about

the daily routines of contemporary American women that does not reflect

some concern for vulnerability to crime. Research from a very different an-

gle on the development of real estate in newer and more distant suburban

areas that have been called “edge cities” (Garreau 1991) confirms that mak-

ing women feel safer is a primary consideration of those who develop large

retail, office, and residential projects. If so, the anxiety that Cody felt when

making her auditing visits to medical providers, in what she perceived as

high-crime areas, was not only a disability but one that disparately affects

women as an embodied form of psychic damage.10 Arguably, Cigna’s indif-

ference to her concerns about visiting high-crime areas could be seen as a

form of gender discrimination, a ground not raised in Cody’s lawsuit.

One also wonders about Cigna’s lack of professional interest in her

concerns. Cigna’s St. Louis office was no stranger to crime risk. One of its

security specialists was, after all, readily available on a moment’s notice to

search Cody’s purse; this same person might have been sent with Cody on

one of her visits to evaluate the situation, and perhaps make recommenda-

tions for technology and strategies that could make Cody feel safer.11

We can only speculate about the intersubjective aspects of Cody’s

claims about her response to being in “high-crime areas.” What we can
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have more confidence about is that Cody felt that her concerns about

crime would be taken seriously. In the end, her legal case depended on

casting her fear as an individual pathology, but was that how she initially

presented it to her supervisor and the director of Cigna’s St. Louis office?

The frequency with which people lie about being crime victims (or in this

case, arguably, being afraid of becoming one)—Susan Smith saying a

black man had snatched her two sons away along with her car—tells us

that this seems such a plausible phenomenon that almost anyone can get

away with faking it.

Even more frequently, people invoke fear of crime as a reason not to

do certain things, go certain places, or meet with certain people. Cody’s

frustration that her supervisor would not accommodate her preferences

was undoubtedly real, but her sense that she was entitled to be accommo-

dated on this preference reflects the value of crime as rationale for gover-

nance decisions in the workplace and elsewhere. The circulation of claims

about crime and fear of crime is both an indicator of the status of crime

risk in the workplace, and a source of power that can be used strategically

within the struggle over workplace governance.

Cody was far from the only player in the Cigna workplace gaming

crime and its intimations for advantage. We cannot tell from the facts in the

opinion why Cody’s fellow workers sided with her supervisor. Perhaps they

felt her demands were unreasonable or would mean they had to spend

more time in areas that Cody wished not to visit. At any rate, both the flow

of phone calls to the executive director, and the emergency meeting held the

next morning in Cody’s absence to discuss her “peculiarities” in more de-

tail, speak volumes about the power that the claim of fear of crime can have

in the workplace. The fragmentary information they provided the director—

real, imagined, or made up—fit into a narrative all of them and us recog-

nize from television: the ordinary person who is about to “blow” or “go

postal” and use a firearm to kill her bosses and fellow workers. This widely

shared cultural “knowledge” about the threat of crime is one Cody’s fellow

workers used to brilliant effect in outmaneuvering Cody on behalf of her

supervisor, and whatever collective interests she represented.

Why are some crime claims so much more effective than others?

Cody’s fears about visiting medical providers in supposedly high-crime ar-

eas were ignored, but her co-workers’ fears that Cody was about to “go

postal” received rapid, personal, and effective response from top manage-

ment. Was it that Cody characterized her problem as one of anxiety rather
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than fear for her safety? Without looking up the numbers, would anyone

want to bet that Cody’s fear that something bad might happen to her in the

parking lot of one of the inner-city St. Louis medical providers she visited

was manifestly unreasonable compared to her co-workers’ fear that she

would go postal? Was management responsive to the co-workers because

they supported their supervisor or simply because Cody was a com-

plainer?

Only interviews with the principals would shed light on these ques-

tions. One advantage the co-workers clearly had was that their narrative

fit so well with the “worker as violent psychopath” dominant myth. This

narrative is one that fits the interests of the new security professionals,

who demand an increasing share of the firm’s profits to manage all man-

ner of risks under the framework of crime and security (Laden and Schwartz

2000). When co-workers raised concerns about whether Cody was show-

ing signs of going postal, they were appealing to a kind of knowledge and

power that these new professionals claim as their own: how to spot dan-

gerous people and manage them. When Cody raised concerns about her

anxiety in visiting high-crime areas, she was raising uncomfortable is-

sues about the uneven distribution of security in society, and the corol-

lary question inside the workplace of who is going to have to deal with

that.

A final crime frame in the workplace is raised in the Cody facts by the

ubiquitous and mostly banal presence of security systems and agents. Like

most workplaces in late twentieth-century America, the Cigna St. Louis of-

fice bristled with security procedures and technologies. The office had a

security department that included an on-site specialist offering expertise

in managing crime risks as well as direct intervention. The former kind of

expertise is often provided by insurance companies as well, and forms a

growing part of the expertise they market.

Like many workplaces and public buildings, the entrances to Cigna’s

offices and parking lot are controlled by electronic key systems that allow

entry or exit only to someone bearing an authorized card. As Carol Cody

discovered, that authorization can be removed with striking speed. In-

deed, no part of her experience seemed to aggravate Cody as much as find-

ing she could not operate the entrances and exits she had used effortlessly

dozens of times. One imagines that she got to the first electronic barrier

not even thinking about it and may have at first thought that her card was

malfunctioning, as often happens with these systems. Perhaps another
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person came along and opened the door. We are told that at the exit to the

parking lot, the attendant, under instructions from the director, took

physical custody of the card. At that point, Cody could have had no illu-

sions but that she had been separated from the company as a moral if not

legal unit. Her anger and follow-up call to the director were understand-

able, as was her ultimately failed search for a legal remedy.

The Employee as Victim: Employment 
Discrimination Law

In the collective bargaining environment, issues like those raised by Carol

Cody would almost certainly have been dealt with through negotiation, if

the union supported her demands, or by grievance, if not. Employees in the

at-will environment cannot generally fall back upon such procedures unless

they have sufficient bargaining power to insert such rights into their em-

ployment contract from the start. In the absence of clear evidence of negoti-

ated rights, courts in most states strongly presume that a contract is at will.

If an employee is disciplined or dismissed and wants to resist through

law, she has to establish an exception to the at-will doctrine, generally by

establishing that public policy forbids an employer from disciplining or

dismissing the employee for a particular reason. Generally, there are only

two ways to determine such an exception. One is to show that the reason

you were fired was for refusal to cooperate with something that would be

against public policy because it is a crime in itself. These would be actions

like fixing a price, dumping environmental toxins, or perjuring yourself on

behalf of your employer in a legal matter to which you have been called to

present evidence under oath. The second is to show that you were fired be-

cause your employer discriminated against you on the basis of some for-

bidden consideration, such as your race, gender, age, or disability. This

area, generally known as employment discrimination law, enables the fil-

ing of a lawsuit under one of several broad federal statutes and a host of

state statutes that mimic the major provisions of these.12

When we look at these employee causes of action in the larger context

of the struggle for workplace power, there is a strong parallel with the

emergence of crime as a crucial pivot for governance and struggles around

governance. When the employee has to show that the employer wanted

him to, say, dump pollutants or falsify a legal record, the cause of action
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requires the worker to prove that a crime was in the offing. Being fired for

refusing to be part of a crime constitutes being a victim of crime. Employ-

ment discrimination is even more explicit in linking the possibility of a

remedy to a showing of personal victimization. Racism, sexism, and many

other forms of public and private prejudice are not quite crimes in our so-

ciety, although they can be criminalized when combined as the motive for

some act that is criminal in nature. But like crimes, they are seen as immoral

and illegal, and unlike many civil wrongs that are based on negligence or

strict liability—which require a defendant to compensate an injured party

even though the underlying activity was not wrong or blameworthy—

discriminatory treatment is seen as condemned by the law. To accuse

someone of discriminating against you is, in that sense, rhetorically much

like accusing someone of committing a fairly serious offense.

Strong objections can be raised to my effort to describe employment

discrimination claims as kin to claims of criminal victimization. To do so

may seem to broaden the concept to the point of irrelevancy and to impugn

what are self-consciously civil rather than criminal remedies. As to the first

point, we have insisted from the beginning of this book that governing

through crime is not only about the imposition of actual criminal sanc-

tions but is also descriptive of situations in which crime provides the meta-

phors and narratives in which efforts to govern are cast. It is true that as

civil actions, discrimination claims are limited in their punitive goals to

monetary sanctions and provide a procedural playing field for litigants

very different from that of criminal court. Yet as a number of sympathetic

scholars of antidiscrimination law have argued, the construction of the civil

rights victim shares important features with the victim of crime (Brown

1995; Bumiller 1988). In both cases, the dispute is expressed as an act of

harmful wrongdoing that violates public policy. In both cases, the victim is

constructed by the law as a passive recipient of the actions of the offender.

Even if civil rights law constructed its notion of victimization in an in-

dependent way, the enormous influence of the crime victim as a model for

the governable interests of the people has transformed other kinds of vic-

timization claims, especially those, like civil rights claims, that have their

roots in struggles for collective rather than individual justice. It is against

the background of the decline of legal means for seeking collective justice—

including collective bargaining law, institutional reform litigation, and so-

cial welfare law—that we can see how much antidiscrimination law has

been compelled to reposition itself on a landscape reshaped by crime.
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The New Deal state that did so much to build up socially oriented law

was notorious for downplaying civil rights. Yet when civil rights politics

broke through in the 1950s and 1960s, its primary goals were ones of access

and equality in this social welfare state through equal education, housing,

business subsidies. In short, the roots of civil rights laws were collective

struggles for collective justice. Civil suits for damages or injunctive relief

were recognized as one means of pursuing that collective goal. The domi-

nant judicial interpretation of the major civil rights law has tied the core

notion of discrimination to a very different model of wrongdoing, one

rooted in criminal justice. In this dominant model, discrimination is a

purposeful product of the intentional actions of employers or managers.

Naturally, problems of intention predominate along the lines of the crimi-

nal law with its distinctions of mens rea between purposeful, knowing,

reckless, and negligent actors.13 As in criminal law, the invisible space of

mind cannot be demonstrated but by the invocation of culturally provoca-

tive facts. An employer who discriminates is a deviant aberration, a liar

and a bigot, a criminal in fact if not in law.

One can very easily imagine the evolution of employment discrimina-

tion law along civil rights lines quite different from the lines of the quasi-

criminal model that now dominates. Indeed, the early line of cases asso-

ciated with the claim of disparate impact self-consciously moved away

from the crime model of discrimination and toward a structural view

that sees discriminatory outcomes as rooted in habituated social struc-

tures and patterns rather than in active malice of individual employment

decisions.14 Lately, however, the Supreme Court has shown increasing hos-

tility to this kind of claim, outside of a few now historically irrelevant liti-

gated examples.

A striking and relevant example of how much the metaphors and

models of crime animates the employment discrimination remedy is the

law of sexual harassment, the fastest growing and now largest category of

employment discrimination suits. Legal scholar Vicki Schultz (1998) ar-

gues that the image of sexual violence, and in particular rape, has shaped

the legal meaning of sexual harassment. Schultz acknowledges that this

body of law reaches some victims of workplace harassment that otherwise

had little recourse, especially in an at-will employment context. But she

also argues that many forms of gender-based harassment aimed at making

it hard for women to succeed in certain workplaces are treated as nonac-

tionable by courts and corporate executives. These are more comfortable
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with the idea of using law to punish misconduct by individual employees

or managers rather than with creating gender justice in workplace gover-

nance.

Current sexual harassment law recognizes two legal claims of sexual

harassment. One, commonly known to employment discrimination lawyers

as a quid pro quo case, typically involves an employee who is promised ad-

vancement in exchange for sex, or who faces retaliation for refusing sexual

advances. This was the first form of sexual harassment recognized in employ-

ment discrimination law, and it had to overcome considerable skepticism

that this admittedly bad behavior by men in power was about sex discrimi-

nation rather than just sex.

Later the courts recognized a second theory of sexual harassment,

known as a “hostile working environment case,” in which employers par-

ticipate in or tolerate patterns of behavior that target a woman because of

her gender. This was a considerable expansion that opened up a potential

sex discrimination claim to a much broader class of workers. Previously

only persons who could show an actual decision against them (e.g., a dis-

missal) for refusing a sexual advance could make a sexual harassment

claim for sex discrimination. In the hostile working environment, no spe-

cific decision need be shown; it is enough to show there is a pattern of be-

havior targeting the victim sexually that is tolerated by management. The

hostile working environment theory is more removed from the model of

intentional criminal assault.

Schultz argues that both forms of contemporary sexual harassment

law privilege sexuality as substance of sex discrimination in employment

practice and that this overvaluation of the sexual in gender discrimination

excludes victims of many other kinds of gender discrimination. Consistent

with the theme of this book I want to suggest that the current system

leaves too many victims of gender-based harassment at work without a

remedy, not just because it privileges sex but because it privileges the meta-

phors of crime. It is sexual crime and not just sexuality that dominates the

model of sexual harassment and deforms it in the direction Schultz indi-

cates.

The sexualization of gender discrimination law was shaped by

second-wave feminism in the 1970s and specifically by the turn among

feminists to identifying sexual coercion as the core form of discrimination

against women in American society. The crime of rape became a symbol

for this, a central mobilizing point for feminists, and a metaphor for the
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dominant tendency of heterosexuality. Feminist theorists like Andrea

Dworkin and Catherine MacKinnon openly questioned the possibility of

heterosexual sex that was not shaped by the moral economy of rape. The

classic quid pro quo sexual harassment theory on this model was a diluted

form of rape, one in which either the coercion did not rise to the level of

overt violence or in which the woman was harmed by being fired for exer-

cising her meaningful consent to say no. In other countries, among them

France, this kind of case is handled directly as a matter of criminal law, al-

beit one with very limited sanctions (Saguy 2003, 24). The hostile work-

place theory likewise focused on conduct that sexualized the victim by

making her practically or symbolically available for sexual enjoyment.

The importance of the crime or violence component of the sexual vio-

lence meaning of sexual harassment was further intensified by the major

public scandals that popularized the idea of sexual harassment in the early

1990s: Anita Hill’s accusation against Clarence Thomas in 1991 and the

Navy’s Tailhook “party” scandal in the same year. The behavior Hill accused

Thomas of may not have been technically a crime, but it symbolically was

presented as one during the hearings by both sides. Most infamously, Re-

publican Senator Orrin Hatch, a major defender of Thomas in the Senate,

said that anyone who did what Hill said Thomas had done would be a “psy-

chopathic sex fiend or a pervert” (Schultz 1998, 1693).15 Tailhook was replete

with instances of criminal battery and sexual battery that could clearly have

been prosecuted as crimes if specific offenders had been identified.

Schultz’s article is a powerful call to expand sexual harassment law be-

yond the sexual in order to deal with a potentially far greater quantity

of workplace harassment aimed at undermining the equality of women. I

would join this argument with those of feminist criminologists who call

for moving the sexual harassment paradigm away from its crime narrative

(Daly 1994b). Much of the harassment Schultz describes is ugly and might

also lend itself to being narrated in terms of crime. The question for us is

not primarily whether the behavior is equally outrageous, given current

cultural standards, but what kind of governance possibilities it sets in mo-

tion and what ways of acting and knowing such a move would authorize.

One of the problems with criminal law as a governance model is that it en-

courages decision makers to focus on setting outer limits on behavior, not

on addressing the problem of inequality in the workplace. A recent study

of sexual harassment law in France, where the charge is explicitly a criminal
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one, characterizes its effects as remarkably limited in addressing work-

place sex discrimination.

His [the sexual harasser’s] action is not condemned as an in-

stance of sex discrimination. Rather, this man has committed a

misdemeanor akin to the crime of rape by using his authority as

supervisor to try to coerce a woman into having sexual relations

with him, much as a rapist uses physical force to compel his vic-

tim into having sexual relations. (Saguy 2003, 7)

In contrast, the formally civil status of American sexual harassment

law allows for finding the employer’s company liable and permits com-

pensatory and punitive damages. This may be far more effective than its

French counterpart in producing company efforts to promote gender eq-

uity in the workplace environment, but as Schultz’s analysis suggests, the

effect remains limited by the hold of both sex over gender and crime over

inequality as a model of injury. In the current at-will employment con-

text, that consists of judges finding in sexual harassment law the opportu-

nity to rescue a few victims who fit a remarkably narrow vision of work-

place power centered on sexual coercion or crime. And since, unlike

France, the real financial costs are likely to fall on the company, the re-

sponse of many managers is to demand a sanitized workplace in which

all overt sexual expression is treated as a disciplinary violation and in

which such expression can result in rapid dismissal (Saguy 2003, 54–55).

Conclusion: Managing Opportunism

Observing law and society at a very different moment than our own, Karl

Marx once described the workplace as split between a visible front, where

freedom of contract prevails, and a back side, typified by the factory,

where a kind of authoritarian penal law prevails. If one were to try to draw

a similar picture today, a kind of legal phenomenology of power struggles

in the workplace, it would show contract and crime intertwining in ways

far more complicated than Marx’s dialectical formalism permits. Claims

of victimization, of abuse of power, of danger calls for exclusion and for

punishment—all these mix openly with talk of freedom, choice, and con-

tract in the contemporary workplace.
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Even political economy, the science that Marx accused of most con-

tributing to the ideology of free labor, has in recent years come to recog-

nize contract and crime as equal partners in the structuring of social rela-

tions within and around the firm. Where once crime figured only as the

outer bounds that defined an unenforceable contract, in a more subtle

form today it is deemed integral to virtually all contracts.

The theory of the rational actor who maximizes well-being by entering

into voluntary contracts, dear to both neoclassical economics and penology,

has been subtly transformed. Not only is that rationality now limited by the

recognition of powerful institutional boundaries to its realization in any

particular case, but the rational actor is now characterized as maximizing

well-being, not only in seeking the best bargains but also in manipulating

every aspect of the implementation of the agreement to achieve asymmetri-

cal advantage.

In place of Karl Marx, today we have the influential transactional cost

economics school of Oliver Williamson (1996) to provide the most com-

pelling portrait of the workplace as a field of battle. The task of the company

in this model is to govern the opportunism of all its agents. In this perspec-

tive, crime is not an aberration at the edges of the employment relationship

but an inherent and constitutive struggle. And if the names political econ-

omy gives to these features are subtle and scientific—“transaction costs,”

“agency problems,”“bounded rationality,” and “opportunism” (6)—the im-

plications are not. This is not bargaining in the shadow of the law (Mnookin

and Kornhauser 1979), it is dwelling there.

Thus a recent article on business security spells out precisely the im-

plications of this view of the labor contract for the imperative to secure the

workplace.

In the labor market, employees know more about their skills, work

ethic, and performance than do employers. As a result, workers

know precisely how much time and effort they devote to their

work, whether they use office equipment for personal reasons,

whether they write inflammatory e-mail or engage in other

wrongful behavior, etc. A problem arises because workers may not

exert the appropriate amount of effort or may engage in other be-

havior that increases firms’ costs and decreases their profits.

By monitoring their workers, employers can obtain discred-

iting information and thus minimize information asymmetry
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and accordingly minimize lost profits. For example, employers

can monitor to measure job performance or to cut the costs of

personal use of equipment. Monitoring also allows employers to

determine whether employees have learned their jobs ade-

quately. In addition, since employers are increasingly being held

liable for their employees’ actions while at work, employers may

also need to monitor other wrongful behavior by their employ-

ees. These are all examples of ways in which monitoring allows

employers to overcome the problem of asymmetric information.

(Hartman and Bucci 2001, 14)

This is what Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes (1881) described as law for the

“bad man” who must be constantly monitored and penalized, for he can-

not be expected to operate on the basis of any loyalties.

The current consensus in political economy, which has enshrined the

at-will workplace as an essential element in unchaining economic growth,

offers the reassuring assumption that most of this problem can be solved

within the contract itself by the ever more technologically sophisticated en-

gineering of transaction costs. But the reality, acknowledged subtly, is that

surveillance and punishment remain the inevitable and ever-widening

penumbra of the contract, and as the contract comes to govern more and

more aspects of the workplace, so too will crime and punishment.
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Wars of Governance 

From Cancer to Crime to Terror

To the Editor:

My brother was one of thousands of people found last week to

have an aggressive cancer. We, his family, are frantically doing

everything possible to save him.

I read your April 22 Week in Review article about the execution

protocol for Timothy J. McVeigh, the Oklahoma City bomber,

and I am so sorry that we as a society have to spend our time

and energy toward death instead of toward life.

—Sally Stambaugh, Portland, Oregon, April 22, 2001

To a remarkable degree in the post–World War II era, war has been accepted

as a metaphor for transformations in how we govern, by both friend and

foe alike.We speak easily of the “war on poverty,”the “war on crime,”and most

recently, the “war on terrorism,” recognizing as we do that the linkage of the

term “war” with the substantive issue transforms it from a question of policy

to a model of how to govern. We must once again reverse Carl von Clause-

witz’s (1832) famous formula,“War is politics carried on by other means.”War,

in the sense it has been used in phrases like “war on crime” and “war on ter-

ror” is a marker that a transformation of the means and rationalities by which

elites justify and set the desired dimensions of their own governance.

Cognitive scientists have noted the productivity of the war metaphor

in mapping the possibilities for extending power over new domains, mobi-

lizations, attacks, offensives, and so on (Lakoff 1996). Yet there is an histor-

ical specificity to the enthusiasm associated with war. For most of the his-

tory of governments, it would have been a most inappropriate metaphor.

Even victorious wars tend to be remembered by populations through the

lens of sacrifice, death, hunger, and deprivation generally. The association

of war times with good times, the only reason politicians could invest in

such a metaphor, belongs to a specific war and only one of the participants

in that war: the United States in World War II.

9
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World War II is the only war in history that several succeeding gener-

ations have remembered and re-remembered as a time of unprecedented

national unity, high morale, and comparative economic vitality, with full

unemployment despite scarcity. By the 1970s, when wars on poverty, can-

cer, crime, and drugs were all declared, this trope had already been in-

voked by politicians whose careers began in earnest during World War II.

This war offered Americans at home not violence and deprivation, but in-

vestment, mobilization, publicity, and new possibilities for advancement,

identity re/formation, and innovation, both technological and societal.

But violence and deprivation are never out of the picture. The war

metaphor gains purchase from the proximity to danger and the demands

for power and knowledge that such proximity brings. The subjects chosen

are almost always those that can, in a single semantic leap, strike into the

deepest horrors associated with wars, chaos, mass violence, and sudden

and irreversible loss. Here the transformative metaphors of governance

from the second half of the twentieth century intersect with an older tradi-

tion of innovations in governance emerging in response to a fear of power

itself as corrupting and monstrous that was highly influential to the gener-

ation that framed the American Constitution. Though our best-loved

politicians have often invoked American dreams as their guide, it is more

accurate to suggest that nightmares have been the driving force in inventing

new forms and strategies of government. Ronald Reagan may be our most

compelling recent example. Like Franklin Roosevelt, Reagan’s popularity

was widely associated with his optimism in the face of adversity. He was at

his (speech writers’) best when he spoke after the Challenger disaster of

1986 of those who break “the surly bonds of earth to touch the face of God,”

quoting from the poem “High Flight” by John Gillespie Magee (d. 1941). Yet

from early on in his post–New Deal Democratic days, Reagan’s political ap-

peal was built on a capacity to speak directly to the fears of many middle-

class voters concerning national decline generally and rising insecurity par-

ticularly. In the 1980 elections, these were framed not so much in terms of

crime as in terms that anticipated crime, inflation, mass immigration, and

terrorism.

The politics of fear begins earlier, perhaps with Franklin Roosevelt’s

promise of freedom from insecurity. Fear was separated from its New Deal

social action perspective by President Richard Nixon. In choosing two ex-

emplary American nightmares, crime and cancer, Nixon showed his intu-

itive grasp of what Americans feared as well as the stakes for recasting
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American governance. Both share a lengthy and metaphorically linked

history in American culture, both would find ready support in the con-

temporary environment, and were brilliantly placed to cut across many of

the existing political divides in American politics. Nixon made little secret

of his hope to use the 1972 election to mobilize a decisive majority and

mark a new realignment in American politics.1

Since September 11 terrorism and a war on terrorism have entered

American public discourse with a rapidity that seems remarkable even by

the standards of hot-button issues like cancer and crime.

I have shown above how the war on crime fought by federal and state

governments since the late 1960s altered the way political authority of all

sorts and at all levels has been exercised, including the transformation of

American “private” life. The war on terrorism that has unfolded since 9/11

has been profoundly shaped by this field of crime, politics, and gover-

nance in ways that may ratify the skew toward security and the “culture of

control” (Garland 2001a), even as it covers up the memory of that war on

crime. That war on terror has confirmed much of the thesis of this book by

highlighting how metaphoric “wars” on social threats can reshape govern-

ment. We even have a new self-consciousness about fear and risk in our

national experience that would seem positive were it not linked to a deep

amnesia about how much fear of crime had already reshaped American

society during the three decades before 9/11.

This final chapter provides a countermemory to the “forgetting” induced

by 9/11, outlining how the response of our major political institutions to the

attacks was conditioned by political rationalities previously produced by the

war on crime. By comparing the sprawling war on crime with its underdevel-

oped twin, the war on cancer, this chapter can give us some sense of how the

success of the former may have made us more vulnerable to the strategies of

those who would use terrorism as an excuse to impose new strategies of gov-

ernance. The high risks of relying on an essentially penal strategy to achieve

global forms of security are already becoming visible in Iraq and elsewhere.

From the War on Cancer to the War on Crime

As social signifiers, crime and cancer are both highly productive. Crime is

one of the most ancient metaphors for the moral life of human beings, but

cancer is a first-class metaphoric agent of its own (Patterson 1987; Sontag
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1977). Even professional discourse about cancer boils with anxiety-provoking

terms like “invasive,” “mass,” and “spread”; other cancer terms, such as

“metastases,” “remission,” and “cancer” itself, have been readily adopted to

other contexts (Patterson 1987, 160). Popular discourse about cancer has

traditionally been even more vivid, invoking explicitly monstrous themes

of aggressive and malevolent flesh- and organ-consuming predators.

While 1971 was the year the Nixon administration formally rolled out

its war on drugs, its roots are clear in Nixon’s law-and-order message dur-

ing the campaign of 1968, and in the growing confrontation between the

president and the antiwar movement that had helped bring down his pre-

decessor. In that turbulent period marked by high-level assassinations of

political leaders and lethal conflict between police and citizens in the cen-

ter of some of the best-known cities in America, few would have questioned

that the U.S. was facing a crisis of governance. Strikes, demonstrations,

and violence between citizens were reaching unprecedented highs for the

century as the ’60s ended (Parenti 1998). In Nixon’s first term, his admin-

istration looked for opportunities (limited in retrospect) developed

through an expansion of federal antidrug efforts and a continuation of his

harsh campaign rhetoric against the liberal criminal procedure decisions

of the Warren Court (Parenti 1999; Baum 1996). The war on drugs offered

great political potential to Nixon because it linked the New Left political

base to its broader youth culture penumbra and, through that, to classic

themes of organized crime and corruption.

Drugs would also offer a striking metaphoric bridge between the

growing political clout of environmentalism and Nixon’s center-right ma-

jority. Drugs were easily analogized to other “toxic” chemicals placed in

water and airways. Building on the Johnson administration’s strategy of

funding local law enforcement (see chapter 3), Nixon also used the war on

drugs to build a new political network, linking the highest levels of na-

tional government with local government through law enforcement. By

investing federal money in local criminal justice agencies, Nixon was es-

tablishing links that bypassed the traditional structures of congressional

representation and party machines.2

The “war on cancer,” a term produced not by Nixon but by the public

discussion of Nixon’s announcement in his 1971 State of the Union address

that he would launch “an intensive campaign against cancer” (Nixon 1971)

seems at first glance to be a variation on the welfarist themes most associated

with the New Deal and its 1960s spin-off “the war on poverty.” The earliest
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federal government interest in cancer was, in fact, spurred by concern with

carcinogenic exposure in war-time industrial work places. This concern

fed directly into the expanding federal regulatory concern with carcino-

genic chemicals manifest in the Delaney Amendment of 1958,3 which was

perhaps the first piece of modern environmental legislation. A war on can-

cer along these lines would have meant federal support for workers, con-

sumers, and communities against industrial chemistry.

The war on cancer also has genealogical links with the science-

warfare side of the New Deal state, especially the Roosevelt administra-

tion’s Manhattan Project and, later, the Kennedy administration’s race to

the moon. Indeed, these were precisely the markers Nixon laid down in his

speech to the Ninety-Second Congress. “The time has come in America

when the same kind of concentrated effort that split the atom and took

man to the moon should be turned toward conquering this dread disease.

Let us make a total national commitment to achieve this goal” (Nixon

1971). Rather than dispersing money through a broad political network as

did much of the New Deal and the war on poverty (and much as the war

on drugs would later do), the Manhattan Project, space program, and war

on cancer pumped money into highly centralized research establishments

(like the national laboratories in Los Alamos, Berkeley, and Chicago dur-

ing the 1940s, NASA in the 1960s, and the National Cancer Institute in the

1970s). Though the war on drugs created a new federal local network

around law enforcement, the war on cancer presupposed and reinforced

one that had already become an important component of government

since the New Deal: media, science, and government. Coverage of moon

shots, missiles, and presidents was displacing more traditional political

circuits that ran vertically through local political machines and news out-

lets.4 Rather than threatening industry, this kind of war on cancer would

ultimately invest in many of these very same industries as producers of an-

ticancer drugs.

Cancer and crime share a rich metaphoric tradition of trading images.

Crime has often been described as a cancer eating away at the integrity of

institutions, communities, and whole nations.5 Cancer is often character-

ized as a predatory killer that is physically assaulting its victim. Both, in

turn, furnish natural metaphors for governance. They provide compre-

hensive platforms for governance precisely because both are constituted as

threats through their lack of control. Crime and cancer are in a sense

“antigovernments.” Criminal acts are those acts taken in defiance of
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rules with the greatest social sanction behind them. Cancers are unregu-

lated cells that will neither die nor confine their growth to the functional

pathways governed through the body’s complex electrochemical guidance

systems. As cancers grow, they also act to subvert the functional order of

the body’s systems in ways that often prove fatal. Although crimes are gen-

erally talked about as caused by individual bad actors, especially by con-

servatives, the same discourse acknowledges a collective climate in which

crime may be out of control.

Cancer in the twentieth century has also shared with crime an agoniz-

ing proximity to scientific progress. At the end of the nineteenth century,

major improvements in medicine—especially bacteriology and the new

surgical antiseptic measures it brought with it—generated great optimism

that medicine would soon understand and treat cancer with some effective-

ness (despite its long being viewed as beyond the reach of medical science).6

In the same time period, advances in new “social sciences” including crim-

inology, evolutionary biology, and psychology led to a revival of optimism

that crime would soon be understood and subjected to therapies or at least

preventive measures.7 In both cases, the confidence in scientific progress

was linked with faith that problems were traceable to specific causes in in-

dividual human beings that could be prevented and arrested. In both cases,

however, scientists and their new audience of politicians and the public

were to be disappointed, through a repeated series of supposed “break-

throughs,” rapid escalation of hopes, and disturbingly widespread failure.

Although cancer was undeniably an objective physiological disorder, its

causes and treatment remained so profoundly mysterious that, like crime

and other social maladies, it had an essentially indeterminate nature for

much of the twentieth century. As with those social maladies, cancer dis-

course could not easily exclude moralists and “populist countercultures”

that saw in the disease primary lessons about the virtues and vices of our

culture rather than specific causal events.

From the War on Crime to the War on Terror: 
Bush, 9/11, and Abu Ghraib

The war on crime as a panoply of political technologies and mentalities

has profoundly shaped the strategic context of the war on terror. The Bush

administration has made a political theme of claiming that a war on terror
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is an alternative to a law enforcement approach, a tag it tried, with some

success, to hang on Democratic candidate John Kerry during the 2004

election campaign. Yet the administration’s approach to that war has been

in large part a continuation of the war on crime, as seen in the arrest of

suspected militants, both citizens and aliens; the use of harsh methods to

extract confessions; and mass incarceration of a class defined by race and

religion as “dangerous” in a global archipelago of prisons. Many of the de-

formations in American institutions produced by the war on crime, devel-

opments that have made our society less democratic, are being publicly re-

justified as responses to the threat of terror.

This metaphoric transfer between the war on crime and the war on

terror has remained beneath the radar for the most part, emerging only

obliquely during the 2004 presidential campaign between President George

W. Bush and Senator John Kerry in the form of a subdued debate over

whether the war on terror could be handled through criminal justice strate-

gies or needed to be handled exclusively at the level of military strategy

and foreign relations. President Bush and his supporters argued that

Kerry—a former prosecutor and proponent in the 1990s of greater federal

attention to global criminal organizations—was locked into a law enforce-

ment model of how to fight terrorism, a strategy they denounced as unre-

alistic and undesirable for, among other reasons, the fact that it might in-

volve too much deference to international law and cooperation. Senator

Kerry likewise attacked the President for being locked into an overreliance

on unilateral U.S. military power. Kerry embraced the organized crime

model, stating at the height of the campaign that he expected that terror-

ism would not be eliminated but rather reduced like organized crime to a

tolerable problem. Bush supporters leaped to criticize Kerry for accepting

something far less than total victory in the war on terror.

These rather tepid exchanges between the candidates revealed more

about how porous the boundaries between war and crime control have be-

come than about any difference in principles between the candidates. Hav-

ing criticized Kerry’s law enforcement strategies for fighting terror, Bush

moved after his reelection to appoint Michael Chertoff, a veteran federal

prosecutor and former deputy attorney general for criminal prosecutions,

to lead the Department of Homeland Security. Indeed, other than the

short weeks of direct military campaigning in Afghanistan and Iraq, much

of both wars and the global pursuit of Al Qaeda has come to look much

like a particularly grim war on crime: heavy reliance on a strategy of
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arrest, incarcerate, or kill, in which the dominant symbols have become

not huge tank battles but prisons, including Guantanamo Bay in Cuba

and Abu Ghraib in Iraq. For Kerry, the argument that Al Qaeda be pursued

as an international cartel of criminals emerged from his earlier focus on

international criminal organizations as the growing international threat to

U.S. security in a post–Cold War world.

The Executive as Prosecutor-in-Chief

One of the most prominent features of the war on terrorism has been the

unprecedented assertion of executive authority that it has sanctioned and

justified. Particularly notable has been the president’s ability to indefi-

nitely incarcerate someone and subject him to harsh and degrading inter-

rogation techniques as based on a presidential finding that a particular de-

tainee is an “enemy combatant,” a classification legal scholar David Cole

(2003, 39) has described as the “ultimate move in the government’s pre-

ventive detention arsenal”:

Attaching that label takes an individual out of the civilian justice

system altogether and places him in military custody, potentially

for the duration of the “war on terrorism.” The government

claims that this power authorizes it to arrest and hold anyone,

foreign national or US citizen, for an indefinite period, without

charges, without a hearing, without access to a lawyer, and, for all

practical purposes, incommunicado, simply on the assertion that

he is an “enemy combatant.” (39)

In the war on terror, the label “enemy combatant” may exempt the

case from the normal rights of the criminal process, but all too familiar

from the “war on crime” is the assertion of primacy for the executive in

representing the public’s interest in security which, as we have noted, has

led to a shift in power to the prosecutor over pretrial detention, juvenile

court jurisdiction, and the length of prison sentences. The claims of exec-

utive autonomy made in the war on terror track closely with the power

assumed by prosecutors in the criminal justice system and by chief execu-

tives asserting prosecutorial prerogatives.

Though criminal law enforcement is by definition not an emergency

power, the expansive role of the prosecutor in it has been justified with

reference to the severity of the harm that violence poses to the public. In
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claiming to speak for the public’s needs for prevention and retribution, the

prosecutor has claimed a direct public trust that requires no review and little

guidance from lawmakers. It is precisely this logic that President Bush and

former Attorney General Ashcroft have invoked to defend the most contro-

versial aspects of the “war on terror,” including the harsh interrogation tech-

niques and prolonged detention of prisoners. President Bush has routinely

referred to the persons detained at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, as “killers”

(quoted in Cole 2003, 42). The term is a highly charged one, and claims more

than would be required to detain them as terrorists if that’s what they are. In

implying nothing less than murder, the President draws upon the crime that

tends to condense and intensify the whole complex of public fears that have

supported the war on crime, especially the vulnerability of one’s family to the

proximity of violent, racially marked subjects. Vice President Cheney has in-

voked the same constellation of meanings in describing the detainees held in

the prisons at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, as “the worst of a very bad lot”

(Higham,Stephens,andWilliams,2004).The death penalty and incarceration

in a super-max lockdown prison, the two harshest punishments in the United

States, are routinely justified as focusing only on the “worst of the worst.”

Both Bush and Ashcroft made crime central to their respective political

careers prior to their current positions, so it is not surprising to see them turn

to these narratives, strategies, and rationalities when faced with the challenge

of terrorism. Bush invokes his “solemn obligation to protect the people”

(White House 2004) in rejecting charges of human rights violations in Amer-

ican detention centers. This continues to find acceptance in the opinion of a

public truly sobered after 9/11, that was and is prepared to overlook serious

mistakes made by the administration in its execution of the war on terror.

9/11 and the Citizen Victim

Since 9/11 the nation has had little difficulty applying the logic of trauma

experienced by victims of violent crime to the American people as a whole

and to our national leaders. For example, the Patriot Act,8 adopted on Oc-

tober 26, 2001, was widely acknowledged, even at the time of its passage, to

have not been read by the vast majority and possibly all of the members of

Congress who voted for it (Priester 2005, 13). This presumably embarrass-

ing fact has been largely explained by noting that the act was passed only

weeks after September 11, 2001, by politicians who had themselves been

witnesses and near victims of the attacks themselves.
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The same sense of trauma has been offered to explain the relative lack

of interest of the American people or Congress in the scandals at Abu

Ghraib and Guantanamo. But whether these explanations make sense em-

pirically or normatively, it is clear that the war on terror as a legislative

matter has largely followed the pattern laid down by the role of Congress

and state legislatures in the war on crime. In that war, crime victims

emerged as idealized citizens whom lawmakers could invoke to expand

governmental powers freely without serious political risk, as long as they

responded to the twin calls for safety and vengeance that victims are ideal-

ized as making.9

The core of the Patriot Act, its definition of terrorism, expresses this

link between victims and criminal in limiting the crime to “acts dangerous

to human life that are violations of the criminal laws . . . [and] appear to

be intended to influence the policy of the government.”10 In anchoring a

broad expansion of law enforcement powers in the name of human life,

Congress was following a pattern well marked in crime legislation: evalu-

ating the reasonableness of policies not by their outcomes but by how well

they match the severity of the harm against which they promise to re-

spond. They also follow the path of investing more discretion in the hands

of the executive on the premise that due process considerations harm vic-

tims in a zero-sum game between victims and offenders. In this respect,

the Patriot Act has much in common with the Anti-Terrorism and Effec-

tive Death Penalty Act of 1996,11 adopted after the Oklahoma City bomb-

ing, with the express purpose of making it more difficult for death row in-

mates to raise more legal delays to their executions.

Mistrusted Courts

Three Supreme Court decisions in June of 2004 concerning the detentions

of both aliens and citizens under military custody as enemy combatants

were widely read as a repudiation of the Bush administration’s position in

the war on terror. While that may be accurate, such a result reflects the ex-

treme view of the administration regarding executive authority: Federal

courts were to have essentially no jurisdiction to question the custody of

even a citizen if held under a presidential finding that the detainee is an

“enemy combatant.” All three rulings, however, were remarkably narrow.

Rasul v. Bush raised the legal status of a large group of detainees who

claimed to be innocent of fighting with Al Qaeda or the Taliban, and who
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had been held at Guantanamo without access to lawyers or an opportunity

to challenge their status as enemy combatants. The Supreme Court, in a

6–3 decision, held that the statutory writ of habeas corpus applies outside

the political space of the United States, and sent the cases back for further

proceedings under the habeas statute in the district court.

In Hamdi v. Rumsfeld, the Court was faced with a U.S. citizen held un-

der similar circumstances at a Navy brig in South Carolina. Here the Court

divided as to the legal grounds for reversing the denial of the writ. The plu-

rality opinion by Justice O’Connor held that the federal antidetention

statute vests citizens with rights against executive confinement that require

examination by a federal court. Two other justices, Scalia and Stevens,

would have required that the government proceed against a citizen such as

Hamdi through a prosecution for treason.

The final case, Padilla v. Rumsfeld involved another U.S. citizen, this

one detained at the airport in Chicago first as a material witness and then

as an enemy combatant in the same Navy brig as Yasser Hamdi. A 5–4 ma-

jority sent the case back because it had been filed in the incorrect district

court—under the habeas statute, it should be filed in the home district of

the defendant, in this case Donald Rumsfeld’s district—an outcome that

most commentators predicted would have little consequence other than to

place Padilla on the same footing as Hamdi once he refiled his complaint

in the district court in Virginia.

These decisions may have rejected an extraordinarily broad argument

for executive authority, but they did so on statutory grounds that epito-

mize the judicial craft of parsimony or narrowness. As Michael Reisman

(2004) has commented, this kind of parsimony is attractive if a court is

seeking to “limit the prescriptive force of its decision,” but in these deci-

sions by the Supreme Court, narrowness achieves an extreme in which

“the technique closes the aperture of observation to the point where criti-

cal facts and law must be ignored” (Reisman 2004, 977).

This self-limiting narrowness is not a new pattern on the late Rehnquist

Court, but is instead one that follows a theme most widely developed in that

Court’s criminal justice decisions from the late 1980s through the late 1990s,

particularly in the area of capital punishment. This pattern is characterized

by a self-conscious effort to narrow in advance the ability of federal courts

to reopen state final convictions by raising the bar of error and prejudice.

In these decisions, the Supreme Court essentially barred lawyers for state

inmates, mostly on death row, from raising more than one collateral
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challenge in federal court, and from raising legal claims not adequately

preserved in state court, unless they were actually claiming innocence. As a

result, the Court has essentially endorsed the execution of prisoners who

would not have died had they been tried under correct law.

Mass Imprisonment

Beyond the military campaigns in Afghanistan and Iraq, the most significant

component of the U.S. war on terror is the use of long-term detention cen-

ters to hold enemy combatants. These prisons’ use of torture and sexual-

cultural humiliation, as captured in photographs from the Abu Ghraib

prison in Iraq, has drawn criticism globally (Weisselberg 2005). Three years

or more have elapsed since most of these alleged militants were seized in

Afghanistan and Pakistan.

This new emphasis on incarceration based on group association

rather than individual guilt represents perhaps the most striking depar-

ture from the traditional models of U.S. military action. The military has

always run an elaborate and high-quality penal justice system for its own

personnel, and has maintained prisoner-of-war facilities for enemy sol-

diers captured in the Gulf, Vietnam, and Korean wars.

A different and darker precedent is the practice of mass preventive

detention against domestic populations who, in the minds of government

officials, were associated with foreign enemies of the United States. These

include the roundup and detention of several thousand foreign nationals

in the Palmer raids in 1919 and the internment of more than 100,000 per-

sons of Japanese ancestry, both citizen and immigrant, during World War

II. As David Cole has observed, these past incidents of preventive deten-

tion and the current war on terror “all resulted in the mass incarceration

of people who turned out not to pose the national security threat that

purportedly justified their detention in the first place” (2003, 1753).

What is new today is not only the ambiguous legal status of the de-

tainees held by the United States, but the implication that the incapacitation

of available terrorists through long-term, perhaps permanent, incarcera-

tion can make a difference for the security of America and her allies. In this

respect, the highly publicized difficulty the military has had producing

effective and humane penal control in Iraq, and even under far more secure

custody in Cuba, is not surprising. And yet it is in this function that the
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global war on terror most closely tracks the course of the war on crime,

which early on committed itself to mass imprisonment of whole cate-

gories of people engaged in the underground economies rampant in the

United States in the 1980s and 1990s. Then, the race and perceived cultural

pathologies of young minority males in the inner cities made them the

prime focus of new, harsh laws and surplus police attention. Now, nation-

ality and perceived religious pathologies of young Muslim men, mostly of

Middle Eastern or Arab descent, are driving a harsh and explicit strategy

by the Department of Justice to use criminal and immigration laws to iso-

late and confine terror suspects. This use of pre-textual law enforcement as

a tool of preventing terrorism is an example of the most literal and instru-

mental kind of governing through crime: using crime as an excuse to ac-

complish another objective, one that is harder to achieve or perhaps for-

bidden (Cole 2003).

Domestically, the war on crime in the form of a sustained effort to

incarcerate certain racialized classes of dangerous lawbreakers has pro-

duced only marginal drops in crime rates, in the view of most criminol-

ogists, and no real gains in the sense of security in society. Still it remains

deeply embedded in the current structure of American politics and pol-

icy making, with only incremental signs of reform. The impact of a sim-

ilar global military enterprise in security through mass incarceration is

not promising.

Another parallel to the war on crime is the considerable attention

the Bush administration, especially the Department of Justice, has

paid to the death penalty. The administration vigorously sought the

death penalty against Zacarias Moussaoui, the only prisoner brought

to trial thus far, notwithstanding the fact that security requires

denying Moussaoui access to information that would normally be

vital to capital cases and very substantial questions about Moussaoaui’s

mental state at the time of 9/11 and during the course of his federal

trial.12

Terrorism and the Medium Security Society

Criminologist Thomas Blomberg, has used the phrase “minimum

security society” to describe the tendency in late-twentieth-century

American society toward raising the security profile of everyday life, and
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using technology to disperse the mechanisms of surveillance and con-

trol associated with the prison throughout social space (Blomberg 1987).

The minimum security society has turned out to be part of a trend to-

ward more control over everyone and quite a bit more control for some.

By the end of the century, it would have been more accurate to speak of a

“medium security” society, as gated communities replaced reliance on

good lights and door locks.

The war on terror has thus far encouraged only deeper entrenchment

of this lockdown strategy in the home, schools, and workplace. More glob-

ally, the major legislative and administrative responses to 9/11 have been to

heighten the power of law enforcement and prosecutors to do much of

what they were doing before with even fewer avenues for legal challenge.

This has been particularly true in the treatment of noncitizens, for whom

the already harsh and mandatory reach of criminal alien exclusions has

been expanded even further (Cole 2003). It is also true for every American

with a criminal conviction or even arrest record. In response to 9/11, new

state and federal laws have expanded the already significant pool of jobs

for which criminal records checks are now required by law, including, in

many states, personal health care attendants, school employees, and truck

drivers (Emsellem 2005). New laws have also opened more government

data on individuals to security screening firms serving the growing market

for prescreening job applicants for crime and drugs, as we discussed in

chapter 8.

Disaster: Why the War on Crime Is a Bad Model 
for Confronting Terrorism

If we look through the window of the losses in New York, Washington, and

Pennsylvania on September 11, 2001, we can raise a different kind of ques-

tion about the way the war on crime has prepared the way for the war on

terror: Was it a good security strategy? The answer seems to be no. Indeed,

the terrorists highlighted massive vulnerabilities in American security. We

were vulnerable not simply because we had no surveillance of a great deal

of international and intranational commerce, but because our crime-built

culture of control ignores certain kinds of risk while selecting others for

investment.
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Instead of focusing on aberrational behavior around technical sys-

tems with the greatest potential for harm—civilian aeronautics, the

chemical industry, trucking, and ports—American domestic security in

the 1990s was colored by a traditional criminological bias. The argument

there says dangerous acts arise from dangerous people whom you know

by their character, to be read in their minor conduct. This has led to a

proliferation of strategies, like the ubiquitous “broken windows” model

(Kelling and Wilson 1982), which emphasize attending to even the most

minor misbehavior of those we fear, especially minority youth in public

places.

The “war on crime” has also created vulnerabilities in the very accu-

mulations it produces on subjects and their institutions. This includes the

massive concentration of black and Latino young men and, increasingly,

women in the criminal justice system, and the attendant impact on their

communities, dependents, families, and neighbors. It also includes a white

middle class increasingly taxed by the weight of a private security appara-

tus that includes gated private police communities, long commutes to safe

suburbs in high-polluting, gas-guzzling SUVs, and the high cost of keep-

ing one’s children in a state of organized supervision until the parents get

home from work.

The Problem With Profiling

Regardless of whether an unambiguous piece of evidence arises proving

that our security and law enforcement communities could have discovered

and stopped the Al Qaeda plot executed on September 11, 2001, it is clear

that the great bulk of our system was not ever remotely interested in these

men or their plot. Our institutions, our technologies, and our narratives

were all trained elsewhere. After all, the plotters who murdered three thou-

sand people were not born addicted to crack; they did not grow up in single-

parent, female-dominated homes; nor did they blow off school, do drugs,

or fall into repeated low-level conflicts with the police. In fact, they didn’t

have any of the risk factors that dominate selection and exclusion practices

across our society.13

Unfortunately, I do not think the answer lies in developing better risk

predictors. Nor should we put huge resources into redirecting the New

York Police Department from its endless sorties of street confrontation of
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single young African American and Latino men towards scrutiny of young

men from the Arabian Peninsula—although we should recall that Giuliani

was credited in the 1990s with making New York safer by directing police

resources at derelicts seeking to wipe car windows at stoplights for dona-

tions (known in New York as “squeegee men”) and low-level drug, alcohol,

and sex consumers.

The focus on minor criminality has kept our police focused on mi-

nority youths and their mostly minor criminality. When Mohammed Atta

and his colleague stalled their plane on the tarmac at Miami International

Airport, they may have panicked, because they left the plane on the field

and rented a car. But it took weeks for regulators to respond—and even

then, their response was only a letter demanding better behavior from

flight school students in the future. In short, we were not afraid of the kind

of people who go to flight schools.

Perhaps the greatest contribution that reflection on 9/11 could make

to the American governmental imagination is to shatter its faith in the

criminological doctrine that violence and disorder are related in some

predictable and continuous way to a set of variables, be they sociological,

psychological, or even biological. This doctrine, through its manifold dif-

ferent substantive theories, has encouraged a pursuit of minor criminal

acts as a logical precursor to more serious crime and profiles of the dan-

gerous that are highly correlated with economic, social, and political dis-

advantage.

The war on crime has increased dramatically the percentage of mi-

norities in our prisons and jails, many of them through the accumulation

of nonviolent offenses. This concentration has done substantial damage to

American society. It has replaced discredited racist narratives of exclusion

with new and seemingly ethical narratives of crime or terrorism. We must

carefully monitor the people arrested, punished, or deported in any war

on terrorism to make sure the government is targeting people who act like

terrorists and not people who just look, talk, or pray like someone’s idea of

terrorists. The fact that the Bush administration has thus far fought to

maintain maximum secrecy over even whom it holds in custody is a bad

sign.

In the war on crime, major initiatives were frequently launched in the

name of preventing children from being kidnapped and murdered but

they ended up resulting in more frequent imprisonment of drug and
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property offenders (Ziming, Hawkins, and Kamin 2001). We should be

careful that terrorism does not get defined down in ways that make it eas-

ier for law enforcement to score points but which may have little impact

on the real terrorism problem. We should make clear that September 11 is

not a license to stomp out future demonstrations by mostly nonviolent

dissidents, such as those who demonstrated against the World Trade Orga-

nization in several cities. The prosecutions brought by the federal govern-

ment against terrorism suspects have thus far (as of 2006) suggested just

such a shift from those plotting terrorism to those whose rhetoric or ide-

ologies seem compatible with terrorism.

Locked-Down Government

Even with better screens, the protection of the American public from

concerted terrorists is hampered by the limitations of human labor

power and administrative resources that government can direct to the

effort. Managing 3 percent of the adult population of the United States

through the criminal justice system is an extraordinarily costly en-

deavor. The resource squeeze on all other forms of government spend-

ing is widely recognized, as should be the fact that we cannot realisti-

cally finance and staff the kind of effort that would be necessary to

counter terrorism inside the United States operationally—say, on the

scale of Israel during the second intifada, or even Italy at the height of

the Red Brigades terror of the 1970s—without substantially redirecting

resources from criminal justice, medical care, or retirement income, let

alone re-funding public education levels back up to those baby boomers

enjoyed.

Jose Padilla, best known today for his peculiar legal status as a native-

born enemy combatant of the United States, was once a more conven-

tional prisoner of the war on crime, serving a term in prison during the

early 1990s, during which time he apparently converted to Islam, like many

other prisoners. The conventional wisdom—that whatever advantages Al

Qaeda may have, it has no domestic base to which its appeals could possi-

bly be persuasive14—should be reexamined, if Padilla turns out to be any-

where near as dangerous as Ashcroft apparently believed him to be when

he went on live television from Moscow on June 10, 2002, to announce

Padilla’s arrest.15
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The imposition during the last two decades of extraordinarily long

prison sentences means that among our 2 million incarcerated Ameri-

cans are a large and growing body with no reason to ever hope for nor-

mal life in the United States, even if they manage to wait out their prison

sentences. American prisons once produced revolutionaries like George

Jackson and Malcolm X, whose exposure to the deep contradictions of

modernist reform-oriented penality led them to envision radical change

for American society with the aim of making it live up to its own ideology

of freedom and democracy. Jose Padilla reminds us that our increasingly

zero-tolerance attitude toward criminals has created a large class of indi-

viduals with no reason to work for anything but the destruction of our

society.

The Bush administration’s strategy in the war on terror has called for

deliberate maximum use of the criminal code, as well as penal provisions

of immigration law, to obtain control over terror suspects in ways that are

likely to exacerbate the isolating effects of the war on crime on young mi-

nority men. Even those not targeted on suspicion of terrorism run into the

wider net being cast by laws opening up criminal record checks to the pri-

vate sector in the name of tightening controls.

The criminalization of drugs maintains high profits for supranational

drug cartels that Ashcroft said play a role in funding terrorism. When com-

bined with the enormous cost of maintaining a correctional population

that is, nationwide, close to 40 percent drug-based, it becomes clear that if

our political leadership seriously believed we were faced with a war on ter-

rorism, they would negotiate a peace with honor in the war on drugs.

The war on crime encouraged a lazy reliance by law enforcement on a

large pool of usual suspects that could easily be rounded up and detained

while a case was made against them, sometimes while the real criminals

kept killing. The campaign to do DNA tests on residual biological evi-

dence in already adjudicated murder and rape cases is disclosing scores of

cases around the country where the police focused on criminal suspects

who fit the preferred portrait of violent criminals, black and young, even

while clear signs pointed to other suspects who went on raping and killing.16

In the name of controlling crime in the 1980s and 1990s, laws were drafted

to make it easier for police to operate on their own hunches and harder for

defense lawyers to subject the facts of a case to scrutiny. Vehicles like unre-

viewable deportation of suspected illegal immigrants can easily be used to

cover up sloppy investigation and worse.
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Raising the Costs of Civil Society

The war on crime has reshaped “private” life in America by placing it in

spaces and procedures self-consciously aimed at security from crime and

a sense of that security (see chapter 6). Compared with how we lived a

generation ago, the lives of virtually all Americans are today more em-

bedded in security technology such as locks of all sorts, alarms, private

security, and procedures of stopping, questioning, and searching. But all

too often, these technologies, like giant SUVs, increase the security of

some only by reducing the security of others.

In doing so, they constitute a kind of provocation that generates a cer-

tain potential threat to security. Both crime and the fortress-like strategies

adopted by many Americans who can afford to invest in their personal

and family security erode trust and lead to more reliance on both criminal

self-help (e.g., vandalism) and on state coercion to work out social accom-

modation. They also intensify historic patterns of racial segregation in ur-

ban areas, especially in the Northeast and Midwest, which lacked a historic

ideology of racial separation (unlike the South).

As captured in political cartoons showing Americans “hunkering

down” after 9/11, the war on terrorism is imprinting its own logics on this

fortress mentality. We can expect it to retroactively ratify much of this se-

curity buildup while justifying a further hardening of the segregation of

American society. Though crime rates made government at least somewhat

accountable, the threat of terror cannot easily be measured or tracked over

time. That makes it possible to deploy the possibility of terror as a political

tactic in domestic politics. At the same time, it is unclear whether the

American public will tolerate the kind of protracted stalemate that marked

the war on crime until at least the late 1990s.

Relaunch the War on Cancer

There are, to be sure, different ways that one could imagine governing

through crime than the American model as it has developed since the

1960s. At the start of the twentieth century, reformers created in the juvenile

court a powerful new form of judicial agency targeted at addressing a broad

swath of presumably pathological governance by families and communi-

ties, especially immigrant families in the high-population-density working-

class precincts of the great cities. Under the auspices of addressing crime,
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new forms of knowledge and new strategies of governance were explored.

By the time the Supreme Court decided that due process required a greater

measure of adversary protections for those accused of juvenile delin-

quency, the ambitions of reinventing community governance had long

since given way to the needs of the larger criminal justice establishment

(Rothman 1980).

The war on crime invested the federal government in a relationship

with a criminal justice establishment that ultimately “blew back” and

made criminal justice a kind of reigning metaphor for how to govern, first

in Washington, and then in the states and in private institutions. The gov-

erning through crime we now experience must be rejected because the

narratives it leaves us to do the work of governance in an increasingly

complex multicultural democratic society are unsustainable and threaten

the alleged principal values of both conservatives and liberals in contem-

porary American politics.

To mix metaphors, governing through crime produces cancer, or

more accurately, cancers: it produces subjects who do not respond to the

regulatory signals that allow for effective social coordination and who re-

main outside any meaningful circuits of democratic will formation.

Consider two examples, the prison population and crime victims. The

prison population, now at around 2 million, represents a staggering chal-

lenge to the governability of American cities. The war on crime has in-

creased substantially the numbers of people in prison and in legal jeopardy

of being sent to prison with minimal effort. Today, large cities throughout

the nation—many already stretched to the governmental limits by poverty,

AIDS, and the necessity of dealing with children of immigrants—face the

prospect of thousands of returning prisoners.

These reentering prisoners, sometimes designated parolees, face ex-

traordinary challenges and pose extraordinary challenges to governability.

As a group, they face strong discrimination in the job market; such chal-

lenges are only exacerbated by a lack of skills prior to prison and no serious

job training in prison. Often, they have burned through local networks of

support before committing the crimes that sent them to prison, so that on

return they are homeless or soon to be. The experience of prison has only

exacerbated many of the very real cognitive and sociability problems suf-

fered by this population. Many have problems with aggression, paranoia,

depression, and violence. In a lesser way, the same problem is created by

every institution that re-creates the model of exile and exclusion that
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prison now represents, including zero-tolerance rules removing students

from classes, residents from housing, and employees from jobs.

The tendency of governing through crime to produce more victims—

and to heighten the potential for victimization to others—produces a dif-

ferent kind of social pathology. Crime victims, especially those of violence,

are encouraged to view themselves as facing long-term or permanent

damage. In overcoming this damage, they are encouraged to consider the

prosecution and punishment of the criminal the primary collective contri-

bution to their healing. They are discouraged from expecting the state to

address their medical bills, job losses, or family poverty. At the same time,

victims have been empowered by the sense that their experience of this

damage is a source of truth unchallengeable by others.

The difficulty posed by this dynamic to institutions was exemplified

by the problems faced by governing agencies in dealing with the victims of

the 9/11 terrorist attacks. Whether facing off with the mayor of New York

over the management of the World Trade Center disaster site or with Pres-

ident Bush over the composition of an independent commission, victims’

families have succeeded in insisting on having their own sensibilities ac-

cepted as generating the criteria of truth, resulting in otherwise feared

politicians backing down from them.

For the vast majority of subjects in contemporary America, the status

of victims is experienced mainly as a feared future rather than a present

status. It is for them that prisons and the death penalty operate, as much

as for the immediate victims. In making the reduction of crime threats

such a major objective of family and company governance, governing

through crime has exacerbated a whole range of urban problems, includ-

ing sprawl, the increasing segregation of American residential communi-

ties, and traffic gridlock caused by significant commutes between work

and home.

Governing through crime produces subjects who are likely to place

large demands on governance at all institutional levels. At the same time,

it seems to encourage a relatively narrow range of governmental tech-

nologies and strategies. As these agents respond to greater demands for

governance by a population whose demands on governance are shaped

by crime, they find themselves imposing a limited and self-defeating set

of strategies. Exclusion strategies—whether putting people in prison,

terminating their employment, or suspending them from school—end

up raising governance costs somewhere else by placing the threatening
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subject in an environment with potentially even fewer ways to obtain co-

operation.

It is essential that we question the reliance of the war on terror on

models from the war on crime. Though Americans may regard the current

state of mass incarceration coexisting with violence-producing criminal

markets for narcotics as an acceptable price to be paid for a sense of secu-

rity in the suburbs, we cannot afford this kind of stalemate with terrorism.

Here the undeveloped war on cancer may offer important resources for

forming alternative questions.

In the war on crime model, the “Why do they hate us?” question is ir-

relevant. “They” are a pathological or evil force whose motivation is ex-

ogenous to the political problem of coping. In the war on cancer model,

prevention is always primary. The cancer-causing behavior or exposure

must stop, even as we try to search out and destroy every malignant cell.

The war on crime model focuses on willing offenders rather than on

conditions that encourage criminal behavior. The emphasis is on tracking

known offenders and seeking to reincarcerate them. The war on cancer

model is more concerned with identifying risk factors that are correlated

with cancer and that can be acted on.

The war on crime model has focused heavily on victims as passive

subjects of government. In the war on cancer model, cancer victims are

active subjects who must be mobilized to fight their cancer.

Governing through a renewed war on the sources of cancer offers

more promising material for restructuring governance than does crime.

The current war on cancer, focused on diagnosing and treating individuals

with cancer, has been criticized for not achieving up to expectations, but

its products do not challenge its operations. It has created institutions,

especially large cancer centers and teaching hospitals devoted to treating

cancer and training cancer surgeons and specialized care coordinators

known as oncologists. The biggest problem associated with this sector has

been its rapidly inflating costs. A less inflationary strategy might aim at

lifestyle choices that can prevent cancer but might generate resistance

from large consumer industries like fast food, alcohol, and automobile

producers.

Cancer victims have experienced a significant enhancement as a re-

sult of the war on cancer. Once seen as repugnant objects of pity, cancer

patients have benefited from the rising prestige of the disease. This is in
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part a collateral effect of the rising status of their doctors, just as students

and teachers may affect each others’ prestige. It is also in part a result of a

cultural campaign to transform cancer patients from subjects best kept

protected from the truth to people encouraged to view themselves as es-

sential partners in the treatment and research process.

The new subject position of the cancer patient is shaped in large part

by the creation of extensive knowledge and action networks. One crucial

nexus is the National Cancer Institute’s patient referral service and its Web

page (www.cancer.gov), which provides comprehensive databases for can-

cer patients and their families to access information on the latest research

results, descriptions and protocols for current clinical trials, and a host of

self-diagnosis information and links to other resources and cancer organ-

izations. The information helps track patients and their doctors into spon-

sored cancer research studies. Different aspects of the new subject position

of the cancer patient are the target of a growing set of support groups and

self-help expertise—disturbingly portrayed in the novel and movie Fight

Club—all of which grow from the primary recognition of the national sta-

tus of the cancer population by the National Cancer Act.

By identifying the size of the cancer population and giving patients

tangible reasons to seek out such an identity (either by seeking a diagnosis

or acting on their diagnoses), the war on cancer has invited the growth of

a whole series of markets. There has been tremendous growth in the mar-

ket for books and articles concerning living with cancer and with people

who have cancer. This discourse, much of which valorizes the experience

of being a cancer victim, has helped tremendously to promote the vision

of the cancer patient as a rights-bearing subject.

Conclusion

Since the beginning of the new millennium, a number of factors have

converged to make the shift to a war-on-cancer–style war on crime and

terrorism easier than it might appear. Foremost among them is the

demographic fact of an aging population, feeling increasingly vulnerable

to disease, above all cancer, as they felt to violent crime in the early 1980s.

As the baby-boom generation prepares to consider its own mortality,

cancer looms large on the horizon indeed, and will only get larger as
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they and their children age out of the years where exposure to crime is

serious. Interestingly, for the first time in many election cycles, promises for

major improvements in health care for those already insured, including

specific boosts in spending on cancer research, were made in the 2000 cam-

paign by both President Bush and Al Gore, resulting in a rare piece of can-

cer legislation, the National Cancer Act of 2003.

The experience of mass terrorism itself is a powerful counterbalance

to the inertia of governmental ideas. It is doubtful that Americans will

settle for the kinds of symbolic solidarity-reinforcing gestures that have

marked the war on crime. This is already suggested by the success of the

September 11 Commission in pushing for far more access to sensitive intel-

ligence information from the Bush administration than any similar com-

mission has ever enjoyed, much of it because of the panel’s alliance with

the victim families. The recent disaster in New Orleans after Hurricane

Katrina—and the echo disaster in the evacuation of Houston during the

approach of Hurricane Rita—underscored the vulnerability of urban

America to failures of critical infrastructure, whether or not pressed by

human forces bent on destruction.

The new urbanism and the rediscovery of the structural value of

urban neighborhoods have also contributed to the formation of a po-

litically engaged public with a far more real stake in the effects of mass

incarceration than is true for those already committed to the gated-

community approach. The boom in urban real estate means influential

people have a much more direct exposure to the results of mass incar-

ceration. This new public is emerging conveniently at a time when the

awakening of American journalism and social science to the extraordi-

nary levels of imprisonment in American society is beginning to force a

broader public discussion of how well the war on crime has secured

America.

These conditions will mean little in the absence of social movements

and political leaders ready to break the hold of crime on American gover-

nance and animated by the conviction that the American people are being

exposed to risks that are largely ignored by institutions laboring under a

burdensome set of formal and informal mandates to manage crime and

its risks. That conviction will not spread from the major political institu-

tions of the United States, which have been largely made over by the war

on crime. If it grows, it will spread from person to person and institution

to institution as a discussion breaks out on how crime risks rule our
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lives. This book was written with the sole aspiration of starting just

such discussions. If its interpretation of American institutions, commu-

nities, and lives resonates with your experiences, please start a discussion

among your friends and colleagues about governing through crime and

its consequences.
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Notes

Introduction

1. In this novel, first published in 1969 (Vol. 5 of The Children of Violence),
Lessing imagined a new social order dominated by crime and punishment,
arising in the United States from the 1970s on and spreading to Britain in the
1990s. Many thanks to Susan Haack for calling this passage to my attention.

2. Americans did not see Kennedy shot in quite the way that they witnessed
the towers being hit and destroyed. News coverage began almost instantly
following the assassination, but it was not until some years later that Amer-
icans actually saw Abraham Zapruder’s hand-shot film of the Kennedy mo-
torcade during the fatal moments. Life magazine, however, published nu-
merous stills from the film within months of the assassination, and the
Warren Commission published many stills in its appendices.

3. The rate of imprisonment was roughly five times what it was on average be-
fore 1980, and 3 percent of the American adult population is in some level of
control by correctional agencies (often called parole, probation, or commu-
nity supervision).

4. As Bernard Harcourt notes (2006), the combined figure of mental patients
and prisoners in custody is a better measure of the total confined popula-
tion and has remained relatively stable and high since the 1950s. Though
both settings provide social control, the priority of crime helps determine
the possibilities and flexibilities of government.

5. This does not so much involve the formation of new institutions as it does
the explosive growth of such familiar twentieth-century institutions as pris-
ons, jails, and parole and probation supervision. Since 1980, the proportion
of Americans in the physical custody of the state and federal governments
has climbed astronomically, from a remarkably consistent historic base of
around 100 prisoners per 100,000 to 470 per 100,000 in 2001. If those under
correctional supervision are considered, nearly 3 percent of the entire adult
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resident population of the United States is in some form of correctional
custody, far more than serve in the military and more than labor in any
major industry. The number increases to 686 per 100,000 if jail inmates are
considered. See Harrison and Beck (2002).

Chapter 1

1. 536 U.S. 822.
2. Vernonia School Dist. 47J v. Acton, 515 U.S. 646 (1995).
3. In contrast, as Justice Ginsburg noted in her dissent to the Earls decision, the

Vernonia School District claimed that a “large segment of the student body,
particularly those involved in interscholastic athletics, was in a state of rebel-
lion . . . fueled by alcohol and drug abuse as well as the student[s’] misper-
ceptions about the drug culture.” 536 U.S. 822, 849, Ginsburg, J. dissenting,
quoting Vernonia School Dist. 47J v. Acton, 515 U.S. 646, 649. Justice Thomas
described the full extent of the drug evidence in the Earls case as follows:
“Teachers testified that they had seen students who appeared to be under the
influence of drugs and that they had heard students speaking openly about
using drugs. Marijuana cigarettes were found near the school parking lot. Po-
lice officers once found drugs or drug paraphernalia in a car driven by a Fu-
ture Farmers of America member.” Board of Education of Independent School
District No. 92 of Pottawatomie County v. Earls, 536 U.S. 822, 834–5(2002).

4. Board of Education of Independent School District No. 92 of Pottawatomie
County v. Earls, 536 U.S. 822, 834 (2002).

5. Garland 2001 is a clear exception, arguing strongly that the most profound
effects of the experience of high crime has been on the lives of middle-class
populations so influential to politicians in liberal societies.

6. This is naturally a gross exaggeration in a country with a quarter of a billion
guns in private hands.

7. While growing up in the Hyde Park neighborhood of Chicago, I witnessed
my parents and their friends talking about people being robbed at gunpoint
on their way home from work or the grocery store or while getting in or out
of their cars.

8. 418 U.S. 717 (1974).
9. 347 U.S. 483 (1954).

Chapter 2

1. But executives seize upon such opportunities when they arise. A recent ex-
ample is President George W. Bush’s decision to retain direct control of
which terrorist suspects will be tried in the special military tribunals that
the administration announced in 2001.

2. John Kerry, the 2004 Democratic nominee for president, had been a prosecu-
tor before being elected to Congress and concentrated his legislative activity
on prosecutorial concerns including transnational organized crime. The win-
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ner, Republican Nominee George W. Bush, was never a prosecutor (or even a
lawyer), but as governor of Texas he presided over one hundred executions,
far more than virtually any sovereign outside of Asia or the Middle East.

3. At the federal level, the “weed-and-seed”program begun in the 1990s has given
U.S. attorneys, who represent the United States in civil and criminal matters in
federal district courts, a role in channeling redevelopment resources in coordi-
nation with law enforcement efforts to eliminate gangs and gun violence, often
blamed in part for inner-city poverty (L. Miller 2001). Some prosecutors have
also experimented with using civil remedies of various sorts to remove gang
members from community streets. See Filosa 2003; Alapo 2003; Coen 2001.

4. In theory it continued until the 1950s, but, in practice, from the end of the
nineteenth century the police department represented criminal com-
plainants in many cases.

5. This was the position of the American Bar Association (Report with Recom-
mendations No. 107, as Approved by the ABA House of Delegates, February
2, 1997).

6. Olyer v. Boles, 386 U.S. 448 (1962); Inmates of Attica Correctional Facility v.
Rockerfeller, 477 F.2d 375, 2d Cir. (1973); Heller 1997; Davis 1999.

7. Most of the molestation ring cases have collapsed under appeal, and more
recently the jogger case did as DNA evidence proved that an individual not
among those charged had deposited semen on the jogger. It appears that some
of the crimes that led to the most powerful moral panics either never hap-
pened at all or were botched by the police and resulted in wrongful conviction.

8. This agency recently moved into the Department of Homeland Security.
9. The highway as channel of criminal violence is one whose resonance would

only grow in the middle of the twentieth century. A powerful example from
film is the opening of Stanley Kramer’s The Wild One (1953), starring Mar-
lon Brando. As the credits role, the camera takes the viewer through a pas-
toral scene and then onto a highway. Starting in the distance, but growing
rapidly closer is a seeming horde of motorcycle riding, leather-jacket-clad
toughs. We next see them as they take over a small town along the highway.

10. Kennedy, who cut an early posture as an anticommunist in working on Senator
Joseph McCarthy’s committee, recognized in organized crime a subversion all
its own, and one whose influence on American society was far more demon-
strable, even if largely ignored by and even cooperated with by government.

11. This was an early and persistent theme of Kennedy’s tenure as attorney gen-
eral. After ordering his staff to pursue Hoffa with every available resource
and angle, Kennedy succeeded in indicting Hoffa in May of 1962, about a
year and a quarter into his administration. See Lowi 1964, 143–44.

12. Not surprisingly, this has led many to speculate that the assassinations of
President Kennedy and Robert Kennedy were products of this “betrayal.”
See, generally, Kurtz 1982.

13. Although this side of Kennedy is little celebrated by his postassassination
image, it lives on in the political career of one of his daughters, Kathleen
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Kennedy Townsend. The former lieutenant governor of Maryland (and, un-
til her defeat in the 2002 gubernatorial election, often cited as a rising figure
in the national Democratic Party) developed a political profile rooted in a
strong response to crime. Ms. Kennedy Townsend has also drawn on her
personal experience as a victim of violent crime, through the assassination
of her father in 1968. An act that framed the martyrdom of liberalism for
many observers in the 1960s has become for her an argument for the death
penalty, as when she recently noted the pain she suffers during the periodic
and always futile parole hearings for her father’s assassin.

14. Ramsey Clark, who served the last couple of years of President Johnson’s term,
maintained Kennedy’s initiatives but spent a great deal of time on the defen-
sive against accusations by Republicans and conservative Democrats that he
was soft on crime. Edward Levi, appointed by President Ford, focused on gov-
ernment ethics in the aftermath of the Watergate scandal. See N. Baker 1992.

15. For my ponderings on a similar link between the history of governmental
ideas and the far more volatile world of human events, in the case of the
Kennedy assassination, see Simon 1998b.

16. “Excerpts from Judge’s Testimony at Ashcroft Confirmation Hearing.” New
York Times, National Edition, Jan. 19, 2001, A2.

17. Elisabeth Bumiller, “Putting Name to Bush Justice Department: Kennedy.”
New York Times, National Edition, Nov. 21, 2001, A12.

18. One of the very special features of the attorneys general of the United States
is that they combine a broad policy mandate at the federal level (second
perhaps only to the president on domestic policy) with the capacity to seek
the death penalty in an individual case. Since the renewal of the federal death
penalty in the 1990s, the power to seek it has resided with the U.S. attorney
in the district where the crime occurred, subject to the review of the attor-
ney general. John Ashcroft, attorney general from 2001 to 2005, was the first
to take that decision personally and to actively intervene to reverse deci-
sions not to seek the death penalty.

19. As political scientist John Culver (1999, 292) notes, some states seem to have
adopted death penalty laws that legislators could predict would result in rel-
atively few death sentences, and thus serve mainly as a symbolic act.

20. In that case, the association was made even more potent by the fact that
Deukmejian’s predecessor, Democrat Jerry Brown, had been a strong op-
ponent of the death penalty and had vetoed the legislation. The death
penalty was restored in 1982 by popular voter initiative, the same election
cycle in which Republican Deukmejian, the major legislative supporter
of the death penalty, won handily over Democrat Tom Bradley, the vet-
eran mayor of Los Angeles and the first African American to be nomi-
nated by a major party as a candidate for California’s governorship (Cul-
ver 1999).

21. This deviant status was also implied by Justice Scalia’s dissenting argument
in Roper v. Simmons that abolitionist states should not count for purposes
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of gauging national standards of decency on the question of executing peo-
ple who committed murder when they were 16 or 17 years old.

Chapter 3

1. Public Law 90–351, June 19, 1968, 82 Stat. 197, 42 U.S.C.§ 3711.
2. My analysis of crime legislation since the late 1960s builds on the tradition

of studying the role of symbolic politics (Edelman 1964). Rather than fo-
cusing on legislative symbols and how they play to win the consent of the
governed, however, I follow the path of more recent scholars in treating the
language of political narratives as having an operational role in construct-
ing the systems of power and knowledge through which governments act 
(Rose 1999; Garland 2001a).

3. As cognitive science research has shown, metaphoric links are not purely con-
tingent or completely literary in their logic; rather they build on the embodied
roots of reason and work by systematically relating specific guiding action in
one domain by application of another. In short, from a cognitive point of view,
metaphors are about governance, action on action (Lakoff and Johnson 1980).

4. It is a mystery to me why the unions have failed to launch a national cam-
paign to make violations of organizing rights a federal crime. Their oppo-
nents would have a difficult time arguing why premeditated actions intended
to disrupt unambiguous federally guaranteed labor rights are not deserving of
punishment. If such violations were treated with even the public stigma of in-
sider trading violations (let alone drug dealing) one suspects union organiz-
ing would encounter far less illegal resistance from corporate employers who
are capable of being imminently rational about their best long term interests.

5. I offer only a sketch of a far more complex legislative history. For present
purposes, the elements of my account might be shown to be wrong without
basic harm to the thesis that federal land legislation offered a rationality of
legislative action.

6. These institutions, the beginnings of the unique investment in higher edu-
cation undertaken by the United States, were, as the name suggests, targeted
very specifically at developing knowledge of immediate practical value to a
citizenry of land-owning farmers.

7. The significance of these acts as efforts to recast American governance is
described by Bruce Ackerman (1998, 170–73).

8. See Marable 1991; Kousser 1999; Black 1976.
9. The New Deal incorporated the farmer as well, now not quite as indepen-

dent yeoman but as small business vulnerable to the financial risks of global
capitalism.

10. Saul Bellow captured an edgy perspective on these streets in his early novel,
The Dangling Man set in Chicago, circa 1941.

11. For most of the next three decades, this measure would be of no practical im-
portance. Starting with the Ford administration, it has been the policy of the
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Department of Justice to treat the measure as presumptively unconstitutional
at least as to the most important of the legal checks on confessions. When that
portion of the law was finally tested by the Supreme Court in 2000, it was at the
prompting of public interest lawyers and an ultraconservative appeals court.

12. The law also purported to establish by statute that a suspect could be held
by the police for at least six hours before being brought to an arraignment
before a judge without jeopardizing any confession taken during that time
because of failure to bring the suspect to arraignment more promptly.

13. New York Times, May 27, 1964; New York Times, March 14, 1965; New York
Times, April 6, 1965; New York Times, May 20, 1968.

14. These legislators included John L. McClellan (D-Ark.), James O. Eastland
(D-Miss.), Sam J. Ervin (D-N.C.), Strom Thurmond (R-S.C.), Roman L.
Hruska (R-Neb.), Burke B. Hickenlooper (R-Iowa), and Paul J. Fannin
(R-Ariz.).

15. As attorney general, Kennedy had early spotted the crime issue as a growing
threat to the post–New Deal consensus and had tried to push the crime
issue on the federal agenda. In the Senate, he became a critic of the Safe
Streets Act, rejecting its attack on the Supreme Court and its expansion of
electronic surveillance. During his short campaign for president in the
winter and spring of 1968, Kennedy argued against what he saw as an effort
to criminalize the problem of poverty and civil disorder in America. His
murder silenced the law’s most influential critic.

16. The Johnson administration had largely allied itself with the liberal wing of
the Warren Court, and although the Great Society programs themselves
were not at issue in any of the Court decisions sanctioned, they shared with
the Great Society a larger set of ambitions to transform the exercise of
power at the local level and in everyday life.

17. Interview with Charles Haar, Coral Gables, Florida, 2002.
18. In this regard, he shared the sentiment of many of the more liberal Demo-

crats who had voted for the law because to do nothing courted a “real pos-
sibility that the people will lose their faith in the government’s ability to
protect them” (R. Harris 1968, 99), as Senator Philip Hart, a liberal Demo-
crat from Michigan, and an opponent of the crime bill, said regarding the
reasoning of the act’s Democrat supporters.

19. The great exception here is Hip Hop, but it is an exception that stems gener-
ally from a self-consciously oppositional perspective toward the “war on
crime” that is a hallmark of that genre and reflects its roots in the experi-
ence of the young, inner-city African American males.

20. The Random House College Dictionary, Revised Edition (1975), 1226. The entry
goes on to give as an example a political metaphor: “the sinews of the nation.”

21. From the perspective of the early 1980s, political scientist Stuart Scheingold
did see the Safe Streets Act as representing a major shift in the logic of gov-
ernance. Though acknowledging that its primary goals of repressing crime
rates through improving the capacity of criminal justice were difficult to
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assess, Scheingold argued that the act remained the “principal piece of fed-
eral legislation” defining a new American politics, the “politics of law and
order,” which now competed with the “politics of rights” created by the
New Deal–style welfare state. See Scheingold 1991, 84.22.

22. Of course, the important parallel game between law enforcement and vic-
tims is hidden by this dominant picture.

23. Two examples are the Drug Use Forecasting series and the High Intensity
Drug Trafficking Areas program. First, since the 1980s, the Department of
Justice has contracted with private researchers all over the country to under-
take urinalysis of jail inmates on intake (the information is never linked to a
particular case and is presented only in aggregate format) to produce a series
of city samples of the drug-use pattern in the inmate population. In the 1980s
and early 1990s the data showed large majorities testing positive for mari-
juana, cocaine, and especially alcohol. Second, since 1994 the Department of
Justice has identified more than 20 cities in the United States as High Inten-
sity Drug Trafficking Areas based on indicators of the volume of drug traf-
ficking in and out of the area. Becoming one of these “areas” has all kinds of
consequences for a community and the people who live there, from access to
more federal action grants to more law enforcement agents targeted on users
of freeways and airports in the area, to being searched by police elsewhere.

24. The law was appropriately named “Aimee’s law” after a victim of violence.
See P.L. 107–11, approved May 28, 2001.

25. 108 Stat. 1796, 2078.
26. The increasingly formal nature of this icon is reflected in the fact that Pres-

ident Bush went to a family farm to sign a law repealing the estate tax even
though during the debate on the law it was repeatedly acknowledged in the
media that nobody in fact could find any family farms that had been sold
primarily to meet a federal estate tax liability.

27. Some observers believe that this may be turning around with the growth of
unionization among Hispanic service workers in Los Angeles and New York
(Erickson et al. 2002.).

28. The home, in particular the privately owned single-family home, has been
at the symbolic cross hairs of crime legislation and the anti-tax movement.
In the narrative of both anti-crime and anti-tax populism, the home as a lo-
cus of family values and wealth is endangered by both rising property taxes
(which threaten to make it too expensive to own) and rising crime, which
threatens to undercut the market for homes.

Chapter 4

1. As discussed in chapter 3, the Safe Streets Act included provisions attacking
two major Warren Court precedents, including Miranda v. Arizona (1966).

2. 408 U.S. 238, 413–4, Blackmun, J. dissenting.
3. 408 U.S. 238, 444–5, Powell, J. dissenting.
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4. In his later years on the Court, Blackmun increasingly became skeptical of
the death penalty. In his last published opinion, an unusual dissent to a
denial of certiorari, Justice Blackmun announced that he would vote to find
the death penalty unconstitutional. See Callins v. Collins (1999) 510 U.S.
1141–1149, Blackmun, J. dissenting.

5. In that year, the conservative coalition on the Supreme Court that had been
striking down key pieces of New Deal legislation fragmented in the face of
a gathering political storm over Roosevelt’s proposal to add several new jus-
tices to the Court as a way of breaking the conservative hold. See Carson
and Kleinerman 2002.

6. Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153 (1976).
7. This despite the fact that the overall role of the courts has been, as argued

by Carol Steiker, to legitimize and stabilize capital punishment.
The Supreme Court’s project of constitutional regulation of capital

punishment since 1976 has played a role in legitimating and thus stabi-

lizing the practice of capital punishment, primarily by generating an

appearance of intensive judicial scrutiny and regulation despite its vir-

tual absence. The Court’s cases, by continually refining the rules of cap-

ital sentencing procedures, have helped to perpetuate (though perhaps

unintentionally) a demonstrably false sense that constitutional regula-

tion actually rationalizes the capital sentencing process and thus pro-

tects against inaccurate, arbitrary, or discriminatory results. This false

sense is conveyed, in different ways, to actors both within and outside

of the actual legal process. (2002, 1485)

8. Pub. L. No. 104–132, 110 Stat. 1214 (1996) (codified in scattered sections of 28
U.S.C.).

9. This is a general feature of the post–New Deal political landscape that has
supported governing through crime (Caplow and Simon 1998, 71).

10. Since the old text had been cited by the Florida Supreme Court as a reason to
provide greater protection to prisoners under that text than provided by the
U.S. Supreme Court, the addition of an express requirement to follow the
later court might seem superfluous. It is perhaps best seen as an expression
of contempt for the Florida Supreme Court placed into the constitution itself.

11. The named defendant, Secretary of State Katherine Harris, would shortly
star in a second legal drama that would place the question of representation
and the legitimacy of the state supreme court back into contention. Indeed,
although the differences between the death penalty amendment contro-
versy and the ballot counting controversy are legion, there is a striking par-
allelism in the way they pit the branches of government, executive, legisla-
tive, and judicial against one another in the context of legal cases generated
by alleged flaws in the electoral process of representation. No better confir-
mation of this parallelism can be found than the fact that Florida’s Attorney
General, Bob Butterworth, took the highly unusual step in a state law case
of petitioning the U.S. Supreme for certiorari (which was, of course, de-
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nied). The petition cited Bush v. Gore and argued that a similar abuse of ju-
dicial role was going on in Armstrong. The final twist is that Butterworth
was not, like Katherine Harris and Governor Jeb Bush, a supporter of
George W. Bush, but instead was the campaign chairperson for Al Gore.

12. The same issues would play themselves out in the posture of the Bush and
Gore camps during the final act of the disputed Florida presidential vote
and contest of 2000. The Bush camp, allied with the Republican majority of
the legislature, attacked the Florida Supreme Court in its briefs as usurping
the legislature’s unique constitutional role in laying down the ground rules
for these crucial moments when democratic will-formation actually happens.
The Florida Supreme Court, defended by the Gore camp, could be readily
seen as protecting the representational core of democracy by insisting that
every vote should be counted if its intent could be reasonably discerned. The
continuity between the antagonism of the death penalty amendment fight
and the antagonism of the election contest was profound. A remarkable
document that provides compelling evidence of how deeply the represen-
tational logic of crime and the death penalty has marked political leader-
ship is the brief filed in the Supreme Court seeking review of the Florida
Supreme Court’s decision in Armstrong v. Harris. Attempting to justify a
seemingly improbable request for review of an issue of state statutory and
constitutional law, the brief overtly references the election fight and accus-
es the Florida Supreme Court of being little short of a rogue institution in
need of extraordinary federal supervision. Interestingly, the brief was filed
by Attorney General Robert “Bob” Butterworth, a Democrat, who had been
Al Gore’s campaign chairperson in Florida and had often faced off with
Katherine Harris during the election contest period.

13. Fla. Const. Art. I, § 17. Am. H.J.R. 3505, 1998; adopted 1998; Am. H.J.R. 951,
2001; adopted 2002.

14. Federal courts treated the guidelines as mandatory until the Supreme Court
held them to be only advisory in a 2004 decision. My focus here, however,
is on how the guidelines were interpreted from the time of their adoption
until the end of the twentieth century.

15. Some judges seem eager to read as much guidance as possible into the lan-
guage of statutes enacted during the war on crime so as to deprive them-
selves of discretion.

16. Courts have come to identify the victim as independently worthy of judicial
deference even in the capital punishment case, where it undermines a reme-
dial scheme painstakingly developed by the Supreme Court. In addition to
their direct and indirect weight in cases of criminal punishment, victims
have been central to the new crime paradigm in a slightly disguised form:
as the police. As argued in chapter 3, police in the war on crime have a dual
role of protectors and front-line victims of violence. Judicial deference to
police, codified in scores of Supreme Court decisions since the 1970s
(Bilionis 2005), evokes both themes.
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17. Earlier cases to reach the Supreme Court generally involved communities
that were more rural and less geographically segregated, where substantial
desegregation could be achieved by ordering new school assignment plans
without requiring expensive and intrusive strategies to move large groups
of students in multiple directions.

18. See the dissent by Justice Marshall, Milliken v. Bradley, at 781 et seq.
19. This was an alliance of organized labor, Catholics, Jews, and African

Americans, much like the one that more successfully governed Los Angeles
during the same period and into the 1980s.

20. Indeed, one famous stretch of suburban property, hard upon the city limits at
Eight Mile Road and across from an early black outpost neighborhood at the
edge of the city, was actually fitted with a wall (Dimond 1985; Hayward 2002).

21. This elaborate plan had already been struck down by the Sixth Circuit
Court of Appeals, so the issue reviewed by the Supreme Court was only the
abstract proposition that an eventual plan would include some number of
suburban districts (Dimond 1985).

22. The state had the legal power to create or restructure school districts at any
time and had turned toward extreme decentralization in recent years to
protect segregation.

23. Milliken v. Bradley, 746.
24. Ibid., 780.
25. Ibid., 814–15.
26. Ibid., 741–42.
27. Ibid., 739–40.
28. Ibid., 764.

Chapter 5

1. Foucault offered Jeremy Bentham’s unrealized plan for a prison known as
the Panopticon as a pure schema of the disciplinary power that many actual
prisons of the era relied upon. Eastern lacked the transparency of Ben-
tham’s Panopticon, although its spoke-shaped cellblocks and central guard
tower invoked that ideal. Meranze (1996) points out that the keepers in the
central tower could not observe conduct in the individual cells.

2. In contrast, the congregate system prisons, like that at Auburn, relied heavily
on the discipline of physical labor reinforced with whipping to maintain order.

3. This includes direct social insurance programs but also court decisions ex-
panding the value of private insurance, and through the terms of public
employment, itself an important feature of the New Deal state in contrast
to the contracting pattern of the patronage state. Through setting benefits
policies for its own employees, the New Deal state could help influence
norms in private sector employment.

4. An extraordinary example of this was convict writer George Jackson whose
bestselling volume of letters home from prison made him a celebrity intel-
lectual to thousands of New Left–oriented college students in the late 1960s
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and who died in a blaze of revolutionary glory leading an armed seizure of
the San Quentin prison’s “adjustment center.” See Simon 2002, 140–43.

5. This divide is powerfully articulated in the neoconservative jeremiad and
memoir of David Gerlertner, a well-known computer scientist when he was
mutilated by a letter bomb sent by “Unabomber” Theodore Kacyzinski.

6. Schrag describes this new politics as “a parody of the Newtonian system of
checks and balances written by the framers into the United States Constitu-
tion, a mechanical device that’s supposed to run more or less by itself and
spares the individual the bother and complexities of any sort of political en-
gagement” (Schrag 1998, 18). California is Schrag’s focus, but the political
order he describes can be found in many other states.

7. See Rockwell v. Superior Court 556 P.2d 1101 (Cal. 1976).
8. Text of Governor’s Last State of the State Message, Los Angeles Times

(Wednesday, 10 January 1990), Part A. Metro.
9. In re Rosenkrantz, 80 Cal. App. 4th 409, 421 (2000).

10. Ibid., 409.
11. Ibid., 414 n. 2.
12. Ibid., 414 n. 3.
13. Ibid., 419.
14. Ibid., 421.
15. Ibid., 428, emphasis in original.
16. Ibid.
17. Public Law 108–21, April 30, 2003, 117 Stat. 650.

Chapter 6

1. Of course, most women in abusive relationships during this period had lit-
tle real recourse to court, regardless of legal doctrine, because divorce law
did not reliably recognize wife beating as a ground for divorce or a basis for
ordering financial support in separation.

2. In her article, Siegel addresses the current wave of legislation concerning
family violence solely in terms of the provision included in the 1994 Violence
Against Women Act that provided a federal civil remedy for victims of vio-
lence based on gender. This provision has been the most controversial as-
pect, and indeed was struck down by the Supreme Court in United States v.
Morrison, 120 S. Ct. 1740 (2000), by a 5–4 vote, one of a number of recent
heated battles on the federalism limits to congressional power. Far more im-
portant to the revolution in how families are governed through crime are the
provisions encouraging mandatory arrest and tougher prosecution policies.

3. Florida Statutes Annotated, Title XLIII Domestic Relations, § 741.2901
(Supp. 2000).

4. There is in fact a more technical issue of prosecutability that arises when the
victim refuses to testify, which she is privileged to do when the defendant is
her husband. In practice, even where immunity is not available, prosecutors
are loath to place an abused woman victim in custody for contempt of
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court. One solution is to allow the prosecution to present police testimony
of the statements that the victim made to the police.

5. 529 U.S. 598 (2000).
6. An important literature in feminist jurisprudence has arisen to address this

precise question. See Schneider, 1992; Mahoney, 1994; Abrams, 1999.
7. In a snapshot study, as the name suggests, researchers capture information

about a system as it existed during a designated time period, with informa-
tion taken from the stream of clients using the system during that period.

8. These presumptions can create problems for domestic violence victims
who have ever engaged in retaliatory “violence.” In Black’s Law Dictionary,
“domestic violence” is defined as “violence between members of a house-
hold, usually spouses; an assault or other violent act committed by one
member of a household against another” (2004, 1564).

9. Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988, Public Law 100–690, 102 Stat. 4181 (1988).
10. This story is drawn from the facts of one of the petitioners in Department of

Housing and Urban Development v. Rucker, et al. 122 S.Ct. 1230 (2002).
11. Department of Housing and Urban Development v. Rucker, et al. 122 S.Ct.

1230, 1235 (2002).
12. This is part of the broader critique of tort law mounted by the private in-

surance industry in support of “tort reform” including punitive damage
caps, plaintiff hostile discovery rules, and attacks on liberal judges.

13. As is sometimes the case, the victim had already succeeded in recovering some
damages from the automobile policy but probably not enough to cover the full
loss. Other than the criminal act exclusion, this case might have been litigated
under language in most homeowners policies that excludes losses associated
with motor vehicles, a form of risk segmentation exclusion (T. Baker 2000).

14. Horace Mann Insurance Co. v. Drury, 445 S.E.2d 272, 274 (Court of Appeals
of Georgia, 1994).

15. This describes a form of insurance that becomes effective once certain
specified thresholds of loss have been paid by other means (usually other
carriers or simply by the plan’s own resources).

16. Insurance that is provided as a benefit of employment is generally governed
by the Employee Retirement Security Act (ERISA). In ERISA insurance,
the “plan” occupies the legal space occupied by the contract in private
insurance. Many of the same considerations go into the resolution of dis-
putes about the plan that go into contract disputes in private insurance, but
because ERISA preempts the field for federal regulation, many state causes
of action and doctrines are unavailable.

17. SGI/Argis Employee Benefit Trust Plan v. Canada Life, 151 F.Supp.2d 1044,
1045–46.

18. Ibid. at 1048.
19. So far, this has not been a major feature of health insurance, but as that mar-

ket becomes more individual–policy-based we can expect criminal behavior
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to become a factor in underwriting decisions (i.e., the insurance provider’s
calculus of whether they want to take on a particular risk).

20. There is actually a trade association, the National Association of Therapeu-
tic Wilderness Camps.

21. This is very much the symmetry Mike Davis has in mind in Davis (1998).
22. Signs denominating spaces as “drug free” have become a regular feature of

suburban neighborhoods, some reflecting spatially targeted legislation, and
others reflecting the work of private or even voluntary organizations. The term
“crime-free zone” never appears, but it seems to be the wish behind the signs.

Chapter 7

1. It is common to emphasize the role of the federal courts, but Congress be-
came deeply involved in creating incentives for school desegregation, in-
centives that were far more effective in moving school districts along than
the often-cumbersome process of courts’ administering change with “all
deliberate speed.” See Rosenberg 1991.

2. The fact that the stories may involve communities far away is unlikely to
make most parents feel altogether sanguine. After all, those folks did not
expect it to happen to their kids, either.

3. A model problem is not necessarily the average problem, but one that prob-
lem solvers, such as principals and teachers, take to be defining for their
own success and one that, by consequently occupying much of the thought
and imagination of participants, comes to influence others.

4. See, Vernonia School District 47J v. Acton, 515 U.S. 646 (1995), in which the
Supreme Court upheld suspicionless drug testing of high school athletes in
a suburban high school. There had been alarming reports of drug use
among student leaders and declining discipline in school.

5. These strikes and decentralization were very much part of the post–civil
rights struggle in New York City, around the issues of racial equality and
schools. See Podair 2002.

6. It is interesting that this number comes from data collected by the teachers
union.

7. Ronald Stephens of the National School Safety Center was quoted in a news-
paper story on school police as describing “the modern school officer” as
“more akin to an educator than a guard” (quoted in M. Wilson 2004).

8. Malcolm Feeley and I have suggested that this abandonment of individual-
ized normalization in favor of managing high-risk populations en masse is
a broad feature of contemporary penality (Feeley & Simon 1992, 1994; Si-
mon & Feeley 1995).

9. For a discussion of the law’s impact, see Rosenberg 1991, 47.
10. Public Law 103–227, Mar. 31, 1994, 108 Stat. 200, et seq., 20 U.S.C.A sect. 5960

et seq.
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11. 20 U.S.C.A. Sect. 5965.
12. E.g., Missouri’s Safe Schools Act, enacted in 1996: Revised Statutes of Mis-

souri Sections 160 et seq.
13. 20 U.S.C.A. S. 5963 (b) (1) “In awarding grants under this subchapter, the

Secretary shall give priority to . . . the formation of partnerships among the
local educational agency . . . [and] a local law enforcement agency.”

14. See, e.g., New Jersey v. T.L.O., 469 U.S. 325 (1985).
15. Available at http://www.ed.gov/updates/uniforms.htm.
16. The civil rights issue received national media attention in the spring of

2000 when Rev. Jesse Jackson led a civil rights protest against the expulsion
of a number of black male students for participating in a fight at a high
school football game.

17. Available at http://www.ed.gov/updates/uniforms.htm.
18. Public Law No. 107–110, 115, Stat. 1425 (2001).
19. In this regard, it follows another important shift in late modern governance

toward treating social problems like crime as aggregate phenomena. See
Feeley and Simon 1992.

20. This perspective was captured by Justice Thomas’s recent majority opinion
for the Court in a decision upholding widespread drug testing of high
school students involved in extracurricular activities without any showing
of a serious risk or a serious drug problem. Thomas’s opinion characterized
schools as custodial situations whose overarching purpose is the security of
students. Not once did the opinion acknowledge that schools might have
functions other than secure custody. Board of Education of Independent
School District No. 92 of Pottawatomie County, v. Earls, 536 U.S. 822 (2002).

Chapter 8

1. The Taft-Hartley Act of 1947, 29 U.S.C. § 141, introduced restrictions on cer-
tain kinds of strikes considered secondary boycotts. Sanctions can be quite
punitive although considered formally civil in nature.

2. In 2000, approximately 60 percent of employers tested applicants for the
use of illegal substances; almost 90 percent of Fortune 500 companies re-
quire submission to a drug test.

3. In some cases this has been encouraged by the state directly. In California,
for example, day care centers are required to notify parents of any criminal
record of an employee. The law must inevitably discourage day care centers
from hiring personnel with even trivial criminal records if equally qualified
others are available. California Health and Safety Code § 1596.871 (2003).

4. Economist Intelligence Unit Risk Wire, April 16, 2004.
5. 51 Federal Register 32889, Executive Order 12564.
6. Requirements on federal contractors came in 1988; 41 U.S.C.A Sect. 701,

Drug free workplace requirements for Federal contractors. Executive Order
12564. Federal Register 51: 32889.
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7. Certain exceptions remained, such as seamen, who were held to their work
contracts by force if necessary.

8. Cody v. Cigna Healthcare of St. Louis, Inc., 139 F.3d 595 (U.S. Court of Ap-
peals for the 8th Circuit 1998), claim under the Americans with Disabilities
Act, Public Law 101–336, 104 Stat. 327 (1990).

9. Plaintiffs may file their case without prejudice in a district court following
denial by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. If the commis-
sion decides in favor of the plaintiff, all further action in court is under-
taken by the commission itself on behalf of the plaintiff.

10. It may also reflect the “damage” done by habituation to the new hyperse-
cure spaces that dominate suburban landscapes and tend to make the com-
parative experience of less ordered environments anxiety-provoking.

11. At their best, security consultants are real wizards in determining fairly
low-key and low-cost changes in routine that can make people safer.

12. See 42 U.S.C. § 12101 (1990) (Equal Opportunity for Individuals with Dis-
abilities); 42 U.S.C. § 2000 (Civil Rights Act 1964); 2 U.S.C. § 1201 (1991)
(Government Employee Rights); Public Law 95–555 (1978) (Pregnancy Dis-
crimination Act, no currently effective sections).

13. These terms have been popularized by the American Law Institute’s influ-
ential Model Penal Code (1962).

14. Griggs v. Duke Power, 401 U.S. 424 (1971), overruled by United States v. State
of North Carolina, F.Supp. 1257, 1265 (1996), but Congress statutorily au-
thorized the disparate impact approach in the Civil Rights Act of 1991, 2
U.S.C. § 1201. There is, to be sure, a similar way of viewing crime as well, as-
sociated with what Stuart Scheingold calls structuralist criminology, but
the influence of that form of expertise has been in decline for some time.

15. One need not agree with Senator Hatch’s assessment of the gravity of char-
acter flaws that Hill’s accusations (if true) implied about Thomas to sense
that they involve a claim of wrongdoing significantly more invested with
the sense of moral wrongdoing associated with violations of the criminal
law than with typical contract or even tort wrongs.

Chapter 9

1. Perhaps the most striking evidence of this was Nixon’s contemplation in the
middle of his first term of abandoning the Republican Party and founding
a new political party.

2. In this respect, it closely paralleled what the Kennedy and Johnson admin-
istrations attempted to do with the war on poverty, which provided federal
legitimacy, expertise, and money to local community development agencies
at the expense of traditional political party machines like that of Mayor
Richard J. Daley in Chicago.

3. Food Additives Amendment of 1958, Public Law 85–929 72 Stat. 1784 (codi-
fied as amended in scattered sections of 21 U.S.C.).
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4. Political assassinations became an important aspect of this circuit in 1963
and 1968.

5. One of the most famous instances was John Dean’s statement to his client
Richard Nixon that Watergate constituted a “cancer on the presidency,”
March 21, 1973.

6. As late as 1909, general hospitals in the City of New York would not admit
cancer patients (or those with tuberculosis and other chronic or incurable
diseases). Cancer was so feared that the one hospital in New York in the
early twentieth century that was devoted to its care avoided the name alto-
gether, calling itself “Memorial Hospital” (Patterson 1987, 416 n. 52).

7. In the case of crime, this followed a period of pessimism over the perceived
long-term failure of the penitentiary as a mechanism of self-improvement
by criminals. See Rothman 1980.

8. Public Law 107–56, 115 Stat. 272 (2001).
9. Thus when victims get off script and make demands that do not fit these

calls, the response of government is much less automatic. The group of 9/11
widows who became known as the Jersey girls are an example of victims
who have extended their calls beyond issues of penal justice in ways that
have challenged the political system. They have had remarkable success in
getting the 9/11 Commission through its investigation and report against
the resistance of the Bush administration (Simon 2005, 1452).

10. Public Law 107–56, 115 Stat. 272, Title VIII, Sec. 802.
11. Public Law 104–132, 110 Stat. 1214 (1996).
12. These extraordinary circumstances might have resulted in a court order not

to seek the death penalty were the case being reviewed by any court of appeals
other than the ultraconservative U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit.

13. And it is not because they were visitors, since our immigration control laws
and practices have tended to exercise the same kinds of screens.

14. The thinking is that Al Qaeda will not be attractive even to immigrants
from countries where Bin Laden’s views have currency because most will be
people who have sacrificed mightily to get to the United States to take ad-
vantage of its unorthodox social rules.

15. U.S. Authorities Capture Dirty Bomb Suspect, Associated Press, June 10, 2002,
available at http://archives.cnn.com/2002/US/06/10/dirty.bomb.suspect/.

16. The case of serial killer/rapist Eddie Lee Moseley has been thus far most
substantially told in the Frontline documentary Requiem for Frank Lee
Smith (Ophra Bikel producer, 2001). Moseley preyed on literally hundreds
of women, mostly in predominantly black neighborhoods of Fort Laud-
erdale and Miami during the 1970s and 1980s while authorities prosecuted
at least two other men for Moseley’s crimes (like Moseley, both were black).
Authorities knew about Moseley but for a variety of reasons were disin-
clined to focus on him.
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